


Zusam menfassung

Mit dieser Arbeit wird eine ausfiihrliche Unte rsuchung von koopera
t ivem Problemlosen, seinen Vor- und Nachteilen, vor allem aber seiner
Verbesse rung durch Auto nome Dynamische Rekonfiguration vorgelegt. Au
to nome Dynamische Rekonfiguration behandelt zwei typische Probleme koop
erativen Problemlosens: hoher Kommunikationsaufwand und schlechte Prob
leml6sungsergebnisse aufgrund man gelnder Ubersicht. Die Kern idee ist dabei
die autonome und dynamische Anpassung der Konfigumtion eines Prob
leml6sungsprozesses, d . h. der Verteilung von Wissen, Zielen und Fahi gkeiten
an das Problem selbst . Grundlage dafiir sind zwei lokale Operat ionen:
Agent Melting und Agent Splitt ing. Beim Agent Melting werden das Wis
sen, die Ziele und Fahigkeite n mehrerer Agenten in einem Agenten zusam
mengefiihr t , beim Agent Split ting ein Agent in mehrere Agenten zerlegt ,
wobei m6glicherweise neue Agenten entstehen .

In der Arbeit wird eine st ichhalt ige theoretische Grundlage sowohl fiir ko
operatives Problernlosen als auch fur Autonome Dynamis che Rekonfiguration
gelegt . Die Problemstellung, eine gute Konfiguration fiir ein gegebenes Prob
lem zu finden , weist eine Verb andsstruktur auf und ist nachweislich schwer
zu l6sen . Durch die Char akterisierung von Agent Melting und Agent Split
ting als Operationen auf Aquival enzrela tionen konnen wichtige Eigenschaften
dieser Operationen nachgewiesen werd en, wie Strukturerhaltung, Wirkung,
Hinlanglichkeit und nebenlaufiges Verh alten .

Im praktischen Teil dieser Arb eit wird eine effiziente und effektive Instanz
koop erativen P roblemlosens pr asentiert . Alle dargestellten Konzepte, wie das
Multi-phase-Agreement-Finding-Protokoll zum externen Probleml6sen , die
komp ositi onale Belief-Desire-Intention-Agent enar chitektur und eine spezielle
Architektur zur Constraint -Spezifikation beim internen Problemlosen, sind
so entworfen, daf sie mit dynamischen Konfigurationsand erungen umgehen
konnen. Alle Konzepte werden durch einen lokalen Steuerungsmechanismus
integriert , der durch Beobachtung und Selbstbeobachtung entscheidet, wie
die Konfiguration angepaBt werden muB.

Sowohl Theorie als auch Praxis werden mithilfe einer Fallstudie aus der
medizinischen Terminplanung evaluiert . Die Auto nome Dynamische Rekon
figuration liefert dabei iiberzeugende Er gebnisse - die Losungsqualit at wird
urn bis zu 20 P rozent gesteigert, wahrend der Kommunikationsaufwand mehr
als halbiert wird. Mithilfe dieser Technik erre icht der kooperative Problem
l6sungsprozeB fast die Qualitat eines zent ra len Ansatzes, ist aber effizienter.



Abstract

This thesis is a comprehensive st udy of collaborative problem solving, its ad
vantages an d pitfalls, but mainly its improvement by aut onomous dynamic
reconfigur ation. Autonomous dynami c reconfiguration deals with two com
mon problems in collaborative problem solving - high communication effort
and poor problem solving results because of restricted overview. The main
idea of autonomous dynamic reconfiguration is to autonomously and dynami
cally adapt the configuration of a collaborative problem solving effort, i.e. the
dist ribut ion of knowledge, goals an d skills, to the problem its elf. This is done
by two ind ividu al local operations - agent melting and agent splitting. Agent
melting means to unify the knowledge, goals and skills of two or more agents
in a single agent , while agent splitting denotes a process in which a single
agent is split , possibly resulting in an addit iona l new agent .

In this work we lay a sound theoretical foundation for collaborative prob
lem solving itself and for its improvement by autonomous dynamic reconfig
ur ation. The problem of findin g a good configurat ion for a given problem has
been proven to feature a lattice structure and to be complex to solve. Based
on a charac te rizat ion of agent melting and agent splitting as equivalence re
lation manipulators , these two operators show verifiable properties regarding
structure retainment, impact, sufficiency and concurrency.

On the pr actical side, collaborative problem solving finds a very flexib le
and effect ive inst antiation in this work . All present ed concepts for collabora
tive problem solving, such as the multi-phase agreement finding proto col for
external problem solving , the composable belief-desire-intent ion agent achi
tecture and the distribution-awar e constraint specificat ion architec ture for
internal problem solving, are designed to support a changing configuration.
This set of concepts is integrated by the AuReCon controller that decides by
observation and self-observation how to locally adjust the configur ation.

The proposed theory and practi ce are validated using a case st udy in
medical appoint ment scheduling . The autonomous dynamic reconfiguration
approach shows convincing results in improving the problem solving quality
by up to 20 percent and by more than halving the communication effort. Us
ing autonomous dynamic reconfiguration, the collaborative problem solving
techniques can match the quality of a cent ral approach and are more efficient .
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Part I

Introduction





1. Overview

1.1 Motivation and Targets

Solving pro blems in the most general sense is a common task in everyday
life. Often, a single individu al lacks the knowledge, resources or skills to solve
a problem at hand. A typical and successful resor t is collaboration, which
includes both delegation as well as cooperation. Collaboration is inevitably
based on a distrib ution of problem solving knowledge, goals, resources and
skills. This distribution is what we call configuration thro ughout this work.
That the configuration is crit ical in human collaboration is shown by the
following case st udy from [109).

IBM Credit Corp oration is in the business of providing financing to
IBM customers for their purchases of hardware, software and services.
Salespeople would call IBM Credit requesting a deal whenever they
had a custo mer in a position to buy. It too k IBM Credit from 6 days
to two weeks to issue credit . Often they would lose customers during
the lengthy approval pro cess. Initially, to fix this pro cess, IBM put
computer terminals on everyone' s desk to pass information electron
ically. Next they at tempted queuing theory and linear programming
techniques. Finally they tried setting rigid factory-like performance
standards for each employee involved in the credit approval process.
In each inst ance their changes failed to reduce the time it took to
approve credit applicat ions.
Finally, IBM Credit had a brainstorm. Executives took a financing
request and walked through all ladders in the approval pro cess, ask
ing personnel in each of the involved offices to put aside what they
were doing and to process thi s request as they normally would, only
without the delay of having it sit in a pile on someone' s desk. Actu
ally, they went through the following five ste ps.
- A request was received by an IBM credit representative, and details

were transcribed on a pap er form.
- The pap er form was carried to the credit depar tm ent where a spe

cialist entered inform ation about the deal into a computer system
and checked the customer 's credit worthiness. The results of the
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check were writ ten on the paper form , which was passed on to the
business pract ices departm ent .

- Using anot her comput er system, an expert in the business prac
tices depar tment modified the standard loan cont ract , adding ap
propri at e special clauses for this request. The revised cont ract was
printed out and attached to the request form , which was passed
on to pricing.

- A specialist in pr icing would typ e the appropriat e information into
a spreadsheet to establish th e interest rate that should be charged.
This rate was written on the request form and passed on to an
administ rator.

- The administrator transcrib ed the appropri ate information from
the request form and created a formal quote let ter which was sent
by cour ier to the sales representative.

The executives learned from their experiments that perform ing the
act ual work took in total only 90 minu tes. The remainder , now more
than seven days on the average - was consumed by handing the form
from one department to the next. In the end, IBM Credit replaced its
specialists - the credit checkers, pricers , etc . with generalists . Now
instead of sending an appli cation from office to office, one person ,
called a deal structurer , pro cesses the entire application from begin
ning to end. After this change , the process only too k some hours
and IBM credit achieved a minor head-count reduction while simul
taneous ly accommodating an increase in deal volume of one hundred
tim es.

Picking up the paragon of human collaborat ion for artificial systems , the
major assumption of this work is therefore that the success of solving a com
mon problem collaboratively decisively depends on a reaso nable configura
t ion. The motivation for this thesis is the observation that today's collabo
rative problem solving systems often fail because of the wrong configuration.
In th is context, to fail means to produce incorrect solutions, solutions of an
unacceptable bad quality or to spend unreasonable tim e and resources. The
target of this work is to deal with this difficult y, and more precisely, to im
prove the process of collaborative problem solving not by tuning the process
itself, but by adaptively adjusting the configurat ion, i.e. by adaptive recon
figuration . A further target of this thesis is to explore mechanisms to make
this adjustment dynamically and autonomously. Altogether , thi s leads to the
notion of autonomous dynamic reconfiguration (AuReCon) .

In cont ras t to many ot her approaches, our approach resides mainly on
the individual (micro-)level of behavior rather on th e.social (macro-)level [5],
because the decision to equip an individu al with a different .set of knowledge,
goals, resources and skills often affects the individual directly and immedi
ately. Nevertheless, these micro-level decisions have a considerable impact on
the macro-level. Using the concept of collaboration and autonomous dynamic
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reconfiguration to design the interactions between artificial entities has the
potential for yielding two quite different principal insights.

- Understand ing natur al organizational behav ior. The range for exploring
different configurations is much greater in artificial systems of problem
solvers than in natural systems. Hence, autonomo us dynamic reconfigu
ration can be used to quickly assess configurations that are costly and
complicated to imp lement in natural systems.

- Building flexible and efficient distributed syste ms . As we will prove in this
thesis, auto nomous dynam ic reconfigur ation is a suitable means to build
distributed or collaborative systems that are flexib le in the given problems
and efficient in compute t ime and resour ce usage.

The main idea of this thesis is the int roduction of two individual recon
figuration operations called agent melting and agent splitting. Given that
artificial problem solvers are called agents, agent melt ing means unifying the
problem solving knowledge , goals, resour ces and skills of two or more agents
in a single agent. Converse ly, agent splitting denotes a process in which a
single agent splits its problem solving knowledge, goals, resources and skills
and hands it over to one or more new or existi ng agents.

The potential of using this idea is high. It can be applied to various do
mains of collaborative problem solving, including inform ation-dense domains,
such as document or workflow management . Despite this generic potential,
we have decided to concentrate on solving mathemati cal problems in gen
eral or combinatoria l constraint optimization problems in particul ar to keep
the thesis focussed and the results measurabl e. This decision does not imply
that ot her possible application scenarios for aut onomous dynamic reconfigu
ration are not int eresting. In fact , the concept and techniques of aut onomous
dynami c reconfiguration can be of use for th e improvement of any collabora
t ive problem solving system that benefits from a better configuration, i.e. a
better data and pro cess distribution. Nevertheless, in this thesis we propose
a special collaborative problem solving approach and show the st rength of
autonomous dynamic reconfiguration for improving it.

1.2 Core Contributions of the Thesis

1.2.1 Theoretical Foundations

Based on previous work in modeling and solving mathematic al satisfact ion
and optimization problems, we have developed a novel model for dist ributed
constraint satisfact ion and optimization problems that contains the notion of
a configuration as a key component and is hence more flexible than any ex
istin g model for such problems. Using set theory, we have made different dis
tributed constraint problems comparable based on their abstract tractability
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by a given distributed constraint process ing approach. The proposed com
parators form equivalence and partial order relations . In addit ion , we have
demonstrated that this mode l can be successfu lly used to model a realist ic
problem from the domain of medical appointment scheduling .

T he problem of finding a suitable configuration for a given constraint
problem has been concisely form alized using the constraint problem model
itself. As for the complexity analysis, the AuReCon prob lem has been proven
to be N P -hard using a reduction of the Minimum Bisection graph problem.
We have relat ed the st ruc ture of the search space of the AuReCon problem
to partitions and shown that it forms a lattice with zero and one element .
This special st ructure allows an elegant definit ion of agent melt ing an d agent
splitting as operations on equivalence relat ions. Based on this formalization ,
we have proven that agent meltin g and agent splitting retain the structure
of the search space of the AuReCon problem and that they have a severe
impact on the quality and efficiency of the underlying collaborative constraint
process ing approach. In addition, we could prove that they ar e sufficient to
solve any AuReCon problem and that they can be used concurrently.

1.2.2 Practical Concepts

We have developed novel practical concepts towards a complete micro- and
macro-level foundation for a correct, high-qu ality and efficient collabora
t ive problem solving process. General faciliti es for agent communication
and management as well as special purpose protocols, such as multi-phase
agreement finding (MPAF) for external constraint processing, have been de
signed. MPAF has been proven to be te rminating and correct. A new compos
able belief-desire-intention agent architecture has been proposed that allows
the dynamic exchange of domain-dependent mental components that com
municat e with a generic reasoning framework via standardized int erfaces.
Some of these mental component s implement our approach to a correct and
complete internal constraint processing approach, i.e, the int egration of the
distr ibution-aware constraint specification archit ecture (DACSA) with an off
the-shelf constraint logic programmin g language. All these concepts are fully
enabled for auto nomous dynamic reconfiguration.

For integratin g the various practical concepts and for cont rolling the au
tonomous and dynamic usage of the reconfiguration operations, we have de
veloped special mental components for represent ing the control input by self
observation and observation, for making decisions when and how to split
or melt and for enacting agent splitting and melting. The control decisions
are made using the internal constraint processing facilities an d addit iona lly
a form of case-based reasoning. The cont rol actions are enacted by a spe
cial commitment-based protocol with crosstalk detection t hat ensures safe
concurrent agent meltin g operations.
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1.2 .3 A ssessment

All the presented concepts have been prototypically implemented in a large
system. Eva luation means for test set generation, simulation and monitoring
have been developed. We have set up a realistic testing scenario inspired by
our case st udy in medical appoint ment scheduling. Extensive experiments,
in which we have measured four quality crite ria and four efficiency crite
ria, have been performed. These experiments show that the collaborative .
problem solving process is functional, produces high-quality results and is
efficient . Moreover , th e experiments prove that autonomous dynamic recon
figuration is functional , can improve the quality of the collaborative problem
solving process partially by more than 20 percent and can more than halve
the communication effort. In fact , the collaborat ive problem solving system
using autonomous dynamic reconfiguration can mat ch the quality of a central
ap proach and is more efficient .

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

The thesis is divided into four maj or parts. Following this introductory part,
the second par t presents theoretical foun dations. The third par t discusses
practical concepts to realize AuReCon and the final , fourth part deals with
assess ment.

The thesis starts in Chap. 2 with a thorough introdu ction to the un
derlying concepts of collaborat ive problem solving, its merits and pitfalls.
Influential basics of constraint technology and agent technology are referred
to and combined. Autonomous dynamic reconfiguration is informally intro
duced and an int egrative view on the theoretic al and practical contributions
of the thesis is provided.

Part Il lays the theoretical foundations for collaborative problem solving
and autonomous dynamic reconfigur ation . In Chap. 3, distributed constraint
problems are identified as constraint problems augmented by a configuration
and are mad e comparable. The case study in medical app ointment scheduling,
which is used throughout the work , is form ally present ed.

In Chap . 4 the problem of finding a good configuration for a given dis
t ribute d constraint optimizat ion problem is formalized and proven to be N P
hard. The controlled usage of agent meltin g and agent splitting is motivated
and formalized as a suitable means to cope with this problem.

Part III presents all pract ical concepts for enabling collaborative prob
lem solving together with autonomous dynamic reconfiguration. Chapter 5
presents all conceptua l and technical prerequisites for agent communication
and agent management.

In Chap . 6 the external constraint processing approach is presented, which
has been assumed to exist in the theoret ical part of the work. The multi-phase
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agreement finding protocol is presented and (based on its representation as
an algebraic Petri net) proven to terminate and to be correct.

Chapter 7 presents the micro-level architecture used to control AuReCon
agents. The presented composable BDI agents are a fusion of mental compo
nents, represent ing the domain-specific beliefs, desires, goals and intent ions
of an intelligent agent, and a generic BDI reasoning kerne l that operates on
the mental components only via interfaces.

Chapter 8 deals with the internal const raint processing approach, which
has ' also been assumed to exist in the theoret ical par t of the thesis. The
distribution-aware const raint specification architecture is explained that is
used to flexibly feed an off-the-shelf constraint solver with domain inform a
t ion.

Chapter 9 describes how all the techniques presented in the other chapters
can be combined to solve the AuReCon problem by realizing and cont rolling
the AuReCon core concepts agent melt ing and agent splitting . Control input ,
control decision making and control actions are discussed in detail.

In the final Part IV it is assessed, whether the statements made in the
theoretical part can be proven using the concepts from the practical part.
In Chap. 10 the targets and means of evaluation are presented. Based on
the discussion of a realistic test scenario, convincing resu lts in functionality,
quality and efficiency are reported, which show that autonomous dynamic
reconfiguration is very successfu l in improving collaborative problem solving.
The assessment ends with conclud ing remarks and notes on future work in
Chap. 11.

Appe ndix A provides a table of all imp ortan t symbols used in the the
oretical par ts of thi s work. Appendices B, C and D provide complementary
material for Chap ters 5, 8 and 10.

•



2. Basics of Collaborative Problem Solving

Based on a brief review of the state of the art, it is argued
t hat the abstract conce pt of "collaborat ive pr oblem solving" is
a merger of the two concepts " problem solving" and "collabo
rat ion" . T hough t his seems immediat ely obvious, t his fact also
holds for t he more formal model layer , namely "dist ribut ed
constraint prob lems" as a un ification of "constraint pr oblems"
and "mult i-agent systems" , as well as for t he tec hnologica l
layer , namely "dist ribut ed constraint technology" as a junc
t ion of "const raint tec hnology" and "agent te chnology" . In ad
dition , we disc uss pitfalls of collaborative problem solving an d
introduce autonomous dyn ami c reconfiguration as a means to
improve it .

2.1 Concepts, Models and Technologies

Resear ch in Art ificial Intelligence often follows a path of thinking th at st arts
at taking paragons from real life to create concepts , find appropriate abstrac
tions to model these concepts in a mathematically sound representation and
finally invent technologies to work on these represent ations. Therefore, th e
main target of this work is to

- model the abstract concept of collaborative problem solving appropriately
and in a mathematically sound way,

- provide technologies to efficient ly work on the mod el of collaborative prob
lem solving ,

and most prominently to

- improve the quality and efficiency of collaborative problem solving by
means of autonomous dynamic reconfiguration.

To elaborate on the basics of collaborative problem solving, we will de
compose the notion of "collaborat ive problem solving" into its two building
blocks "problem solving" and "collaborat ion" and investigate their concepts,
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Fig. 2.1. Concepts, models and technologies rel ated to collaborative problem solv
ing and its improvement

models and te chnologies as well as potentials for merging them. Figure 2.1
gives an overview to this approach and names the chapte rs in which the ac
cording cont ributions are discussed in detail. The following sections provide
short introdu ctions to the components of this work, including a brief review
of the state of the art. The citations in these sections are only meant to lay a
foundation for und erstanding the rest of the work. More precise and focussed
reviews of the related work can be found in the int roductory sect ions of the
according chapters.
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2.2 From Problem Solving to Constraint Technology

2.2.1 Problem Solving

A formal explication of prob lem solving is given following [6] .

Given a problem domain specificatio n X and a set of problem con
ditions C, problem solving means to find a compos it ion of elements
from X that satisfies all conditions in C .

Concepts, models and techniques for problem solving can be seen as the
main concern of Artificial Intelligence. In this tradit ion, classical Artificial
Intelligence has initi ally tried to specify a problem, i.e. it s domain X and
cond it ions C, in the most generic and declarative way, represent it according
to a certain operational model of prob lem solving and solve it by using a
"general problem solver" . The name of one of the earliest running systems
in Artificial Intelligence, GPS (general problem solver, [68]), reflects this phi
losophy exactly. The domain X was usua lly modeled as a certain state space
with operators leading from one state to anot her. The basic techniques used
to exp lore this space of states and operators were frequent ly based on search
procedures [163]. Today it seems to be evident that the goal of GPS - to
create a single technique or engine for all problems - cannot be reac hed. This
is because domain knowledge has proven to be extremely imp ort an t in de
signing efficient problem solving techniques. Several other systems were built
to avoid the failure of the GPS approach, solving problems by combining
domain-specific rules. OPS5 [82] is among the most prominent representa
t ives of such rule-based systems; theorem provers and expert systems are
relati ves.

In the mentioned systems, search was used in the domain X , repr esent ed
for example by ru les, to generate possible solut ions to the given problem
and then test them against the specified conditions from C. This usage of
the knowledge about C is a post eriori . Exp eriences in using the first Artifi 
cial Intelligence systems showed that the general problem solving techniques
could seldom compete with tailored solutions from other research communi
ties. In many cases, this followed from the failure of those systems to exploit
the knowledge about the condit ions C in an a priori way to guide the search
for a solution into the proper direction. Hence, the target of modern Artifi
cial Intelligence research has switched from building general purpose solvers
to building special purpose solvers that are able to incorporate as early as
possible domain-specific knowledge and problem solving methods from ot her
research communit ies into the sear ch process.

Since we will mainly consider problems known from mathematical op
ti mization in this work, we have to pay attentio n to the results that have
been established in this area. The target is to unify the generality of Artifi
cial Intelligence style problem solving with the power of customized methods
for mathematical optimization, covering the three layers of concepts, models
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and techno logies. At least two scient ific discip lines apart from Artificial Intel
ligence have contributed to the solving of mathemati cally modeled problems :
Optimization/Discrete Mathematics and Operations Research. These disci
plines share a common approach towards solving real life problems by mean s
of Mathematics. [87] characterizes the objective of Operations Research as
the search for efficient algorithms on abstract problem representations . T he
pro blem is usually that these abstract problem representations are opera
tiona l in cha racter. That means that they are tailored to a certain algorit hm
and cannot be used to specify a problem in a declar ative way that can be used
by several algorithms or even by different algorithms that are interleaved. In
this work , therefore, we are afte r a problem model that is declar ati ve in na
ture and allows the application of a combination of several algorithms from
Operations Research and Mathematics with a problem solving framework
from Art ificial Intelligence.

2.2.2 Constraint P roblems

Mathematics , Operations Research and Artificial Intelligence have often tack
led the same problems. Viewing these problems from a purely declarative
point , leaving out any influential factors from the operational point of view,
they very often can be described by the mode l of constraint pro blems. This
is also t rue for many famous mathematical problems, such as Dioph ant ine
equations , or equations in physics and chemist ry. In the model of constrai nt
problems, problems are represented by a set of alternative choices. These
choices are modeled by variables that range over sets of possible values. The
variables together with their possible values can be identified with the prob
lem domain specificati on X in our initi al explication of problem solving. Dif
ferent possible solut ions to the given problem can be generated by choosing
for each variable a value from its set of possibl e values. This choice of values
is additionall y restricted according to given relations among variables. The
set of relations is denoted by C just as the set of condit ions in our init ial
explication of problem solving. In addition, the choice of values may be sub
ject to a certain measure of preference. Choices satisfying all restrictions are
called consistent, all ot her choices are called inconsistent . More details will
be given in Sect. 3.3.

2.2.3 Constraint Technology

The mode l of const raint problems has not only made possible a merger of
views on the declarative side, but also on the operational side . General con
straint problems are undecidable as can be seen by the Diophantin e equations
example. Even in the case of finite value sets, constraint prob lems (called com
binatorial problems in this case) st ill remain har d to solve. They are often
N P -hard (the famous SAT-problem [90] can be formulated as a constraint
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problem with finite value sets) . Despite these facts , constraint techno logy has
been successfu l in dealing with real-world instances of constraint prob lems
by combining maj or achievements in Mathematical Optimization and Opera
t ions Resear ch, such as linear programming [55, 56, 57] or (mixed) integer pro
gramming [104, 202, 223], wit h achievements in Artificial Intelligence, such as
cons traint propagation and consi stency [191, 256, 179, 85] and heuristic search
[128]. This combination has even found its way into commercial software de
velopment as it is shown by ILOG s concert technology [143], integrating the
linear and mixed int eger programming based product CPLEX [144] and the
const raint propagation and search based product SOLVER [145].

Historically, constraint technology has its ancestors in SKETCHPAD [243]
an d ThingLab [18]. Especially Art ificial Intelligence resear chers later com
bined refinement search algorithms with logic programming [98]. This research
is referred to as constraint logic programming [147] and lead to systems such
as Prolog II [51, 148], CHIP [63], Prolog-III [52], CLP(R) [150] and CLP(FD )
[46]. Related are also efforts to extend the constraint programming scheme
by concurrency [182, 221, 239], though these languages never had the same
impact as constraint logic programming lan guages, such as the recent systems
CHIP [206, 45], EC Lip s e [253], SICStus Prolog [244] and ILOG [145].

We can only give a shallow int roduction to constraint technology here
and refer the interested reader to articles or textbooks such as [250, 47, 164,
248, 149, 89, 183, 10]. A very coarse classification distinguishes refinem ent
search from local search algorithms. Refinement search algorithms start from
an empty choice of values for vari ables and extend the choice sequentially by
adding fur ther vari able values, always keeping the choice consistent with the
restrictions. Local search algorithms start from a complete, often disallowed
choice of values for variables and t ry to improve the choice by changing values
gradua lly. In this work , we will focus on the first class, though many results
presented can also be applied to local sear ch.

Today's refinement const raint solvers are usually an aggregat ion of algo
rithms for anticipat ing future inconsistencies in an a priori way and some
kind of sear ch to navigat e through the remaining search space. Since sear ch
is expensive, it is imp ortant to detect inconsistencies as soon as possibl e and
guide the search int o an area in which inconsistencies are unlikely. This is the
main purpose of consis tency checking algorithms, e.g. look ahead algorithms,
and search heurist ics. Given a const raint problem, consistency checking al
gorit hms try to deduce consequences of the restri ctions to the value sets
of the vari abl es and as such recognize potential future inconsistencies. The
st rongest versions of consistency checking algorithms are theoretically able to
deduce all consequences of restri ctions . However , these algorithms have ex
ponent ial complexity. Therefore, weaker consistency algorithms are used in
constraint problem solvers that can only avoid some inconsistency situations.
They have to be combined with heuri stic search methods, such as chronolog-
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ical backtracking and its extensions . More on recent const ra int technology is
present ed in Sect . 8.2.

Constraint technology has been applied to a wide variety of real-world
problems . An overview including technical diagnosis , scheduling, machine
vision etc . can be found in [86] and [252]. Success stories in our laboratory
include job shop scheduling [102, 99], configuration [155, 156], t imetabling
[103] and rostering [1, 222].

2.3 From Collaboration to Agent Technology

2.3.1 Collaboration

Merriam-Webster 's Collegiate Dictionar y defines

collaborate: to work joint ly with others or together especially in an
intellectual endeavor

From a theoretical point of view, almost any given problem could be dealt
with by a single ent ity. So why do peop le collaborate? As we all know, there
are several good reasons for collaboration between natural entities. We will
investigate four important ones according to their applicab ility to artificial
entities.

Knowledge In many real-world settings, people often do not possess the
knowledge to solve a problem on their own. The necessary knowledge
may be unreachable, e.g. because of spatial dist ribution , or it may be too
cost ly to acquire it . The same holds for solving constraint problems and
artificial ent it ies. The inform ation on vari ables, values and restricti ons
is very often spati ally dist ributed among different natural organizational
units. To facilitate a cent ral problem solver, one would have to collect all
thi s inform ation from the many sources, combine it , solve the problem
and again distribute the solution pieces among the different users. Hence,
even in case of a cent ral problem solving ent ity, one has to cope wit h
communication and information consistency problems.

Competence Social st ructures, such as in enterprises or in supply networks
of different enterprises, create heterogeneous fields of competencies and
influences. A single person may simply lack the power to solve a given
problem or to enact its solution. T he situation in art ificial entities is sim
ilar. Few execut ives of organizational uni ts accept transferring all their
process data to other organizationa l units for global control. Even less
do they accept automatic control over their units' processes by a cen
tral authority. For acceptance, there have to be secure interfaces between
realms of competence that only let authorized and restricted information
pass . Decisions on processes have to be done at the same locations of
competence where these processes are enacted in reality.
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Scalability Typically, a single ent ity only has limited time of attention. The
work-load that can be assigned to an entity either by someone else or by
itse lf is not infinitely scalab le. Though today's computers increase in com
pute and storage capabilit ies quite quickly, the core prob lem of limited
local resources will most likely remain since it resides on the layer of the
used comp utation models. This is especially t rue when solving complex
combinatorial pro blems . Constraint problems of real-world size tend to
be too complex to be solved efficiently by a single central approach, be
cause monolithic systems ofte n scale poorly in the size of vari abl es and
restrictions.

Reliability Assigning all pieces of a comp lex problem to a single person
entails that the failure of this person in solving the problem means a
general failure. Similarly, a cras h of a central solver or missing connectiv
ity would influence the whole enterp rise connected to and controlled by
the solver, in the end leading to chaos . In contrast to that, collaborative
systems are said to be more robust, since the failure of a single ent ity
does not necessarily mean the failure of the whole system.

Because of knowledge requ irements, competence, scalability and reliab il
ity, peop le decompose, dist ribute, delegate and replicate pro blems . They solve
problems collaboratively and are successful in doing so. This paragon has
stimulated research in computer science from the beginning on . Parti tioning
a problem and searching for a solution composed from solutions of detached
sub-problems is a classical approach in general (divi de and conquer) and in
par allel or distribu ted computing in par ticular. The discipline of Distribut ed
Artificial Intelligence [16, 193] add s the component th at Merriam-Webster
calls collaboration in an "intellectual endeavor" . Just as Art ificial Intelligence
has picked up results from Psychology and Cognit ive Science, Distributed Ar
t ificial Intelligence picks up results from Sociology and Economics to enhance
the efficiency, quality and stability of problem solving systems. And as well
as Artifi cial Intelligence concentrates on problems th at are hard to solve for
a single intellectu al ent ity, Distributed Artificial Intelligence concentrates on
problems that are hard to solve for communit ies of intelligent entities.

2.3.2 Multi-agent Systems

In Distributed Art ificial Intelligence, the intelligent entities are called intel
ligent agents [142, 153, 197, 36]. A seminal work and basis for the research
on intelligent agents has been the investigation of open systems by Hewit t
[135]. He identifies certain key properties of natural environments for socially
integrated information technology: extensib ility, cont inuous operation, asyn 
chronocity, concur rency, decentralized control, inconsistent information and
local action. Inspired by the notion of open systems, Distributed Artificial
Intelligence evolved with the target to cope with this kind of environment.
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In the early years, systems could be mainly categorized as distributed prob
lem solving systems [238, 16]. Distributed problem solving systems aim at
solving a global problem in a dist ributed man ner. The entities of such sys
tems are typically alt ru istic , i.e. they willingly accept tasks ass igned to them
in a client-server manner. The form of organization in distributed problem
solving systems is usually restri cted since collabo ration relations are often
predetermined and fixed. Hence, the ent ities use their intelligence to solve
the assigned problems , not to build up the collaboration pat terns.

. In par ticul ar the latter has pushed forward research in the more re
cent area of Distributed Art ificial Intelligence, namely multi-agent systems
[11, 236, 257, 71, 20]. The ent it ies of a multi-agent system act much more
autonomously than in distributed problem solving and are not necessarily
interested in achieving a common goal. From the beginning on, they are
designed according to the following principles: auto nomy, rationality, collab
oration, social behavior and sometimes mobility. Collaboration is sub ject to
a reasoning process and has to be motivated. Therefore, though there may
several ot her models of collaboration, multi-agent systems model our un
derstanding of collaboration as a joint process between intelligent , probably
virt ual ent it ies quite well.

The notion of an intelligent agent has not clear ly been defined so far
because it is used in several contexts and always wit h quite different mean
ings. An initial ste p towards a taxonomy can be found in [84]. An earlier
characterizat ion [215] meets our intui tion about intelligent agents quite well.

"We want our agents to faithfully act as our sur rogates in encounters
with other agents ."

This is more a specificat ion than a definition , just as the Turing test can
be seen as a specification for int elligence. To get a more operational notion
of an intelligent agent we will use th e following explicat ion that assumes the
usage of "inte lligent techniques" within an intelligent agent. This explicat ion
rules out purely reactive agents and is quite restrictive regarding the basis of
the internal reasonin g pro cedure.

An intelligent agent is an ent ity that acts auto nomously and goal
directed on behalf of another entity and uses intelligent techniques
to do so.

As soon as several intelligent agents share a common resource and com
municate about its usage or are involved in a common process, they form a
mult i-agent system. Please note that the following explication is narrower
than common formulations in Dist ributed Art ificial Intelligence resear ch,
since we restrict mult i-agent systems to consist of agents that are inte lligent
and collaborate.

A multi-agent system is a set of collaborating intelligent agents.
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2.3.3 Agent Technology

T he techn iques used to realize intelligent agents and mul ti-agent systems
are subsumed under the term agent technology. T hese techniques range from
tec hnical mat ters such as message passing protocols and man agement of the
life-cycle of agents, over classical Art ificial Intelligence issues, such as syntax
and semant ics of communication, problem solver architec tures and reasonin g
techniques to the analysis and cont rol of organizational aspects in multi-agent
systems. Because agent technology covers a broader spect rum of resear ch, its
development has not yet reached the same maturity as constraint technology.
Commercial tools and applications are quite rare. More details on the state of
the art in agent communication, interaction and management can be found
in Sect . 5.2. Related work in agent architec tures and the according reason
ing techniques is presented in Sect . 7.2. Resear ch on agent organization is
summarized in Sect. 4.2.

Because research in app lications of mult i-agent systems is closely related
to t he kind of practical resear ch in this work, we investigate applications of
agent technology to a higher degree of detail than those of constraint technol
ogy. Intelligent agents have t radit ionally been considered for the cont rol and
optimization of indust rial t ransport and production processes. Ex amples for
such resear ch can be found in [246, 171,29, 107, 188, 43, 129, 173,260]. A de
tailed survey is given in [230]. Some results of app lying agents to domains of
administ ration and service are repor ted in the fields of process man agement
[154], te lecommunications [152, 4], personal meetin g scheduling and health
care man agement . We will focus on the lat ter two areas, since they are related
to our case st udy, which will be introduced in Sect . 3.6.

Among the ear liest resear ch on distributed meeting schedu ling is the work
of Sen and Durfee. Their cont ributions have focused on a formal study of
search biases by facilit ating one host agent for every meeting that controls
the search for solutions [226, 225, 227]. For coordinat ion the agents use a
contract-net-like protocol [238]. The main part of Sen 's and Durfee's work
is the form al and experimental study of different strategies for announcing,
bidding and commitment .

Meeting scheduling investig ated by Liu and Sycara [172] focuses on taking
into account individual preferences and dynamic const raint changes. They
use a multi- round coordination protocol in which the current administ rator
of the meetin g dynamically changes according to constra int tightness. This
protocol may be well suited for symmet rical groups but is not as good for
socially st ructured groups. The work of Liu and Sycara has been extended in
[92]. Building upon the protocols of [172] the aut hors primarily invest igate
mat ters of pr ivacy and inform ation hiding in negotiat ion and their imp act
on efficiency and quality. However , they test their approach in a very small
setting consist ing of three agents negotiatin g about meetin gs on three three
hour days. It may be argua ble whether their results can easily be scaled up
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to rea l-life size problems, which are encountered by the concepts presented
in this work.

Besides classical AI approaches, like monolithic expert and planning sys
tems, image recognition and others , intelligent agents have been applied to
health care management more or less successfully. An application of agent
technology can be found in the integration of heterogeneous datab ases using
a meta language for content descrip tions [208]. A similar project has been de
scribed in [141] . In th eir approach, agents model the knowledge and resources
of other agents to handle database trans actions.

An extended GRATE* [151] architecture has been used in the AADCare
project [139, 138] to man age medical processes. The system is implemented
in PROLOG and facilitates a rule-based reasoning procedure on unreliable
knowledge . In [83] Fox and others pr esent a descrip tion language, called PRO
form a, that has been used in the PROMPT project for formal knowledge and
process representation. Solotorevsky an d Gudes have applied their constraint
approach to time tabling in hospitals [240]. Decker an d Li apply their gen
eralized partial global planning approach to patient scheduling [60]. They
try to conserve the given hum an organization and authority structures and
use a rather simple bidding protocol to coordinate resource requests . T hey
announce that they will investigate more complex protocols like multi-stage
negotiation [53] in future work.

2.4 From Collaborative Problem Solving to Distributed
Constraint Technology

2.4.1 Collaborative Problem Solving

As outlined in the previous section, int elligent agents may experience situa
tion s in which collaboration becomes necessary. The investigation of typical
application scenarios und erpins this demand for collaboration, at least for the
t ime needed to achieve a common goal. Not surprisingly, we call the pro cess in
which intelligent agent s collaborate to solve a common problem collaborative
problem solving.

Collaborative problem solving denotes a process in which a set of
intelligent agents jointly works on findin g a solution to a common
problem.

Following the explications of the notions "pro blem solving" and "mult i
agent systems" as we use them in this work, we can state that collaborative
problem solving emerges in any mul ti-agent system with at least one common
problem.

So why don't we use the term "dist ributed problem solving" and rather
create a new one? This is because distributed problem solving is a relatively
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fixed term in Dist ributed Artificial Intelligence an d its usage does not meet
our understanding of collabo ration in problem solving. We assume the orga
nization of the intelligent agents in a mul ti-agent system to be und etermined
in the beginning of the problem solving process and to dynami cally evolve
over t ime. In cont rast to that, though distributed problem solving allows
some flexibility in choosing contractors for cont racts, the relation between
problem solving ent it ies is usually rigid , often involving one principal and a
set of contractors . In classical distributed problem solving systems this rela
tion does not change over time. Additionally, in distribut ed problem solving
the common problem is by definition "common" . It can be decomposed and
its solu tion can be distributed easily. In cont rast, in collaborat ive problem
solving the decision to make a single agent's problem a common problem is a
matter of reasoning. A common problem does not have to be "common" from
the beginning of its specificat ion on. In fact , the problem of a single agent
may become the common problem of two or more agents due to the reasons
given in the previous sect ion and therefore by decomp ositi on , distribution ,
delegation or replication. Therefore, to avoid st ress ing a commonly accepted
term such as dist ribu ted problem solving too much by adding fur th er im
port an t properties, we have decided to use the term "collaborat ive probl em
solving", instead.

As a second point of consideration, why is "collaborative problem solv
ing" a specialization of collaborat ion? Collab oration is a very general te rm
for intelligent ent it ies that collaborate . It does not specify why the ent ities
collaborate. It may be the case that all ent it ies are purely rational and have
to be convinced to collaborate by car efully engineered social rules that ensure
that collaborative behavior has its merits over competi tive behavior (refer to
social engineering [215]). On the other hand, it may be the case that some
ent it ies are alt ru ist ic, Le. that they willingly accept all requests for collabo
ration. This range of behav ior is covered by collaboration and researchers in
this field have to carefully handle motivations for collaboration. In cont rast,
we assume th at in "collaborative problem solving" the motivation for collab
oration is given impl icitly by the common problem. We further assume that
as soon as a set of intelligent ent it ies has accepted a problem to be a common
problem, it willingly accepts collaboration to solve it. This is why the concept
of collaborative problem solving seems to fit better in closed systems where
common problems can easily be defined from the closed syst em objective.
But collab orat ive problem solving is not just a concept for closed systems.
As already discussed, in open syste ms common problems may arise as well,
but the motivation for accept ing a problem as common is more difficult to
find .

To sum up , the crucial point of collaborative problem solving is the com
mon problem. In cont rast to distributed problem solving, common problems
may dynami cally arise and vanish , and in extension to collaboration, the
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common problem is justification enough to collaborate without further mo
tivation.

2.4.2 Distributed Constraint Problems

Fin ding a suitable model for collaborative problem solving is a demanding
tas k. It is one of the two main concerns of our theoretical work and will
be fur th er elaborate d in Chap. 3. For now it may be enough to ask for a
model that unifies the successful models of constraint problems for problem
solving and multi-agent systems as a model for collaboration. This unifica
tion is called distributed constraint problems. Though the te rm "collaborat ive
constraint problems" would bet ter fit our taxonomy, the model we will use
is very close to dist ributed const raint satisfact ion pr oblems [268]. Hence, we
decided to keep that te rm and not to conceal the relation.

2.4.3 Distributed Constraint Technology

To implement the model of distributed constraint prob lems by the according
techniques, we could try to extend only one technology to be suited to this
new joint model class. In fact , this has often been done . People from the con
st ra int community have t ried to exte nd classical search and constraint prop
agation schemes to dist ributed settings that are very similar to our model of
distributed const raint problems (this will be discussed in detail in Sect . 6.2).
At the same time, people from the agents community have tried to extend
agents by giving them problem solving skills (this is the direction Distributed
Art ificial Intelligence originated from) or conversely to build systems of many
agents without nearly any problem solving and collaboration skills, hoping
that intelligent problem solving capabilit ies emerge from the mere number
of interacting agents. Our experiences in the RoboCup soccer tournament
[40, 42, 119,41] have proven that this can be true, Le. that complex collab o
rative behavior can emerge from more simple individualistic behavior (refer
also to [126] for an exte nsive discussion of the topic) . Nevertheless, we have
also found out that this approach is limited as soon as certain guarantees on
the quality of the problem solving results are needed. Since this work con
cent rates on solving combinatorial problems , we have therefore decided not
only to integrate the models of const ra int problems and mul ti-agent systems,
but also the techniques of constraint technology and agent technology using
the st rengt hs of both. We call this merger distributed constraint technology.

Our distributed constrai nt technology makes cont ributions to four essen
t ial questions in collab orative problem solving modeled by distribu ted con
straint problems. The first two questions ste m from ag~nt technology.

- How must the infrastructure of a multi-agent system be constructed to
support collaborative problem solving?
Thi s question is answered in Cha p. 5 by introducing the necessar y means
for agent commu nication, agent interaction and agent management .
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- How must a single intelligent agent be constructed to participate in collab
orative problem solving?
T his question is answered in Chap. 7 by introducing the composable agent
arc hitecture that allows to dynamically configure an intelligent agent by
plugging mental components into a generic reaso ning cycle.

The second two questions stem from constraint technology.

- How do intelligent agents int eract in th e collaborative problem solving ef
fort ? (external problem solving)
This question is answered in Chap. 6 by introducing th e multi-phase agree
ment finding protocol (MPAF) with proven properties.

- How do intelligent agents involved in a collaborative problem solving effort
make decisions? (internal problem solving)
T his question is answered in Chap. 8 by int rodu cing the distribution-aware
constraint specification architecture (DACSA) that ena bles agents to flex
ibly incorporate knowledge from other agents into their decision makin g
process.

2.5 Improving Collaborative Problem Solving

2.5.1 Pitfalls of Collaborative Problem Solving

Following the argumentation in Sect. 2.3, artificial ent ities often share the
need for collaboration with natural ent it ies. Collaborative problem solving
enables collaboration in the realm of problem solving. Despite this enabling
property, collaborat ive problem solving has also maj or disadvantages. The
disadvantages are various and include also aspects from the software engi
neering perspective, e.g. high development effort, inherent complexity and
difficult maintenance. In this work we will not discuss these kinds of prob
lems but will focus on the behavior of collabora tive problem solving systems.

Most current multi-agent systems we have mentioned in Sect. 2.3 use a
certain organization of agents that has been designed off-line by the system' s
engineer and st ick to it over the complete problem solving pro cess (see "7.2
You have too many agent s" and "7.3 You have too few agents" in [264]).
Even in case the system engineer has been lucky and has selected a "good"
agent organization that currently defines the right balance between problem
decomp osition and global overview, the organization of agents will fail when
the problem st ructure is not fully known in advance or changes dynamically
over time. Hence, in addit ion to the difficulty that finding a "good" agent
orga nization is a really hard engineeri ng problem, the constructor of a collab
orative problem solving system faces the fact that a single agent organization
may not be able to cope well with future problems.

In collaborative problem solving, the problem solving effort that has been
saved within the severa l problem solvers compared to an almighty cent ral
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solver is t rans ferred to the collaboration process. Due to this, foreign and
our own investigations have revealed a vast amount of communication in
collabo rative problem solving (see Chap. 10). Depending on the st ructure
of the common pro blem and the granularity of the system design , problem
solvers ten d to spend more t ime on communication than on solving actual
problems. This is because the problem solvers usually only care for very small
par ts of the whole common problem. Hence, they can produce a solution to
their local problem very quickly but have to communicate a lot to ensure
that their local solution fits into the global obj ective.

A second disadvantage in the behavior of collaborative problem solving is
closely related. Taking only care for a very small part of the whole common
problem, a problem solver cannot incorp orate much knowledge about the
depe ndencies between the problems assigned to different agents . Therefore,
it usually st icks to its local view or has to gather informat ion about its
sur rounding at great expense before making a decision. In optimization, a
lack of a global ty pe of knowledge often leads to very bad optimization results.
On the other hand, the more global knowledge can be incorporated into the
search for a problem solution, the better the results and the less the search
effort . This rul e of thumb explains why cent ral problem solvers very often
produce much bet ter results than collaborative problem solvers.

Consider ing the merits and pitfalls of collaborative problem solving , we
seem to face one of the well-known trade-offs. Cent ral problem solvers are ef
ficient and produce good optimization results, but fail in coping with knowl
edge or other social competence restrictions and show weaknesses in scalabil
ity and reliability. Collab orative problem solving systems can cope with the
latter demands, but yield a vast communication and collaboration overhead
and get st uck in sub-optimal solutions because of insufficient global knowl
edge. Taking a closer look at this trade-off, all our problems seem to st em
from the organization of the problem solving agents - what we will later call
configuration.

2.5.2 The Idea of Autonomous Dynamic Reconfiguration

Because of these inherent difficulties with collaborative problem solving we
propose the idea of making the agent organiz ation flexible and allow the
system to decide on its organizat ion on its own. Our novel cont ribution at
this point is that we do not try to reorganize agents on the social level, such
as in team building or coalition formation , but on the in dividual level. An
individual reorganization of agents is possible and acceptable as soon as a set
of intelligent agents belongs to the same social realm, i.e. a somewhat closed
system such as a unique enterprise or orga nizational uni t. This is quite a
rest rict ive demand , but it is the basis to achieve supe rior results compared
to social reorganization, because even in teams or coalit ions agents have to
communicate and they cannot use as efficient problem solving techniques as
may be used within a unique agent . Hence, the idea of autonomous dynamic
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reconfiguration (AuReCon for short) is to allow agents to autonomously and
dynamically apply two local operators on their organization - agent melting
an d agent splitting .

Agent melt ing joins the knowledge, goals and skills of two agents and
forms a new agent that can proceed with th e sam e knowledge, goals and skills
of the two former agents. In contrast to the two former agents , the new agent
is ab le to exploit more efficient intern al problem solving met hods and get
rid of the communication overhead that has hindered the two form er agents .
Of course , agent melt ing cannot cross competence borders, bu t since we deal
with artificial ent it ies, using agent melti ng we can investigate organizations
of agents that would not be possible in the case of natural entities.

Of course, we could try to apply agent melting several times and get rid of
the collaboration overhead completely. However , melting agents without any
restriction will sooner or later violate the assumptions we have made on the
limited competence and compute resources within a single agent . In pr acti ce,
we will even meet sit uations in which it is not only impossible to do another
agent melting but also impossible to keep the current agent organization be
cause of a violation of the limited comp uting resource restriction. To handle
these situations , the second part of our concept is to allow an agent to de
compose itself into two agents . This is agent splitting . It reduces the internal
problem solving comp lexity of an agent but will also yield more collaboration
effort.

Autonomous dynamic reconfigurati on (AuReCon) denotes a meta
process interleaved with a collaborative problem solving process,
in which intelligent agents determine on their own the st ructure of
their organization on the individual level. T his is done by melt ing
and splitting intelligent agents and such redist ributing problem
solving knowledge, competence, goals and skills.

A sound theoretical basis for the AuReCon problem and the two local op
erators agent melting and agent splitting is given in Chap. 4. It direct ly builds
upon our model of distributed constraint problems presented in Chap. 3 and
is hence sit uated at the model layer. In theory, we mainly investigate five
important aspects of autonomous dynamic reconfiguration.

Complexity After a form al definition of the problem to find the proper
organization of intelligent agents given a common problem to solve col
laboratively (the AuReCon problem), we investigate the time complexity
of this problem (T heorem 4.3.1).

Structure To support fur ther resu lts on the impact and sufficiency of au
tonomous dynamic reconfiguration we investigate the algebraic structure
of the AuReCon problem and prove important properties of the agent
melting and agent splitting operations (T heorem 4.4.1).

Impact Based on the st ructural result we can discuss the impact of au
to nomo us dynamic reconfigurat ion, in particular of agent melt ing and
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agent splittin g, on the collaborative problem solving process (T heorem
4.4.2).

Sufficiency Based on the st ructural result we prove special sequences of
agent meltin g and agent split ting operations to be sufficient to solve any
AuReCon problem (T heorem 4.4.3).

Concurrency Finally, we prove that agent melting and agent splitting op
erations can be applied concurre nt ly to the same problem given that they
are independent in their par ameters (Theorem 4.5.1).

Figure 2.2 relates the main lemmata , corollaries and theorems, and points to
the proper pages in Chap. 3 and Chap. 4.

As a meta-approach towards improving the collaborative problem solving
process, autonomous dynamic reconfiguration should run on-line without in
terfering with the core problem solving process. All techniques we propose in
Chapters 5, 7, 6 and 8 in the fram ework of distributed constraint technology
have been tailored not only to efficient ly support collaborat ive problem solv
ing but also to enable the AuReCon concept . This demand is discussed at
the very beginning of each of these pr actice-orient ed chapte rs. In addit ion,
cont rolling the au tonomous use of agent melting and agent splitting to reach
a suitable agent organization is a difficult task. We have therefore devoted
the complete Chap. 9 specificially to this problem and how to cope with it .

Fig. 2 .2 . Overview to t he main t heorems and lemmata
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3. Distributed Constraint P roblems -
A Model for Collaborative P roblem Solving

Models for collaborat ive problem solving are nearly as numerous as models
for problem solving in general, since many cent ralistic problem solving meth
ods have been recently adapted to the deployment in distributed environ
ment s or extended by par allel or distributed computing aspects . To support
the efficient enactment of collaborat ive problem solving we th erefore have to
carefully select the model on which we build th e process of problem solving.
To make a justified decision we have considered the following requirements
for a collaborative probl em solving model.

- The model has to be theoretically well-founded such that important prop
erties of problems and algor ithms can be analyt ically invest igated based
on this model. .

- The model has to be sufficient ly detailed to allow the representat ion of
problems that are commonly considered as being real-world problems in
size and quality.

- The model has to be sufficiently abst ract to be computationally tractable.

In t his chapter we motivate the selection of t he distri buted
constraint problem model for formalizing our un derstanding
of collaborative problem solving and int roduce t he basic con
straint satisfaction and optimization problem model. We inves
t igate equivalence, reducibility and extensibility relations on
constraint prob lems, such make constraint problems com para
ble and der ive a form ulation of correctness and completeness
of constraint processing approaches.
Dist ribu ted constraint problems are then identified as con
strai nt prob lems augmented by a configuration t hat determines
equivalence classes among constraint problem eleme nts and
leads to a com pletely technical un derst anding of agents as
equivalence class representatives. Finally, we pr esent a case
st udy in medical ap point ment scheduling t hat will be used
t hroughout this work.

3.1 Requirements

[121], [123],
[113], [117] ,
[124]
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- The model should cover various aspects of collabo ration such as altruistic
or rati onal behavior , artificial or natural distribution , flat or hierar chical
organization etc .

- The model should be flexible in extending it in size or quality without
changing the problem statement too much.

- The model should allow the seamless integration of various techniques and
heuri sti cs from Artificial Intelligence, Operations Resear ch, decision theory
and so on.

- .T he interface between parts of the model should be as simpl e as possible
while still being expressive. This is to support the collaboration of hetero
geneous problem solvers.

- The model should allow for a unique interpretation of problem solving
processes within agents and between agents. Though this is not a necessary
requirement , it helps in deriving the global system behavior from the local
behavior of the agents .

Following these requir ements we will briefly assess collaborative problem solv
ing models commonly used and such motivate our decision to deploy the
distributed const raint problem model.

3.2 State of the Art

Most models in collaborative problem solving extend centralistic problem
solving models based on resear ch in Artificial Intelligence, decision theory
or Mathematical Optimization. Typical classes of models include market
based approaches that are sometimes related to game theory, distributed
planning approaches, distributed rule- and logic-based approaches, as well as
distributed constraint approaches.

Market-based approaches often base on some derivate of the contract net
protocol and its ext ensions [238, 219], multi-stage negotiation [53] or other
reproductions of human economical behaviors [254, 259, 258]. Most of them
do not build upon a general methodology. Instead, they rely on a more or less
detailed intuition about economic processes without working out what the
agents exactly do when making decisions , e.g. how to make proposals , how to
select among proposals and so on. A major difficulty with these approaches is
hence the lack of theoretical foundation. Additionally, the usually imprecise
definition of what constitutes economical behavior and how to communicate
about it yields a problem in interoperability of different market-based sys
tems . A common ontology as a generic interface between problem solvers is
not at hand yet , though the notions of "money" or "value" seem to be good
st arting points. On the other hand, economics has come up with formal mod
els of economic interaction, in particular game theory including research on
two-player games, auctions and coalitions [217, 220, 218]. However, the gain
in formalism has also caused a lack in generality and flexibility. Usually, in
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game theory agents are assumed to be rational or economic. The disadvan
tage is that any alt ru istic (or collaborative) behav ior can only be enforced
by social rules [215], which make agent interaction more complex. Therefore,
the assumption of purely opportunistic behavior does not fully meet our goal
of collaborative problem solving.

In the last two decades, people from the Artificial Intelligence planning
community have tried to extend the various planning algorithms to dis
tributed environments (see [66] for an overview). Parti al global planning
[65, 60] or distributed hierarchical planning [67] is an example of this ef
fort . Unfortunately, these extensions do not only inherit the advantages of
AI planning, name ly a relatively sound theoretical foundation and a good
flexibility, but also its disadvantages. Problem models in AI planning are
usually tailored to a certain planning algorithm. Therefore, it is very diffi
cult to integrate ot her meth ods for problem solving into these models. This
holds for the interfacing aspect between different planners, too. In addit ion,
AI planning problems are usually very difficult to solve. Tractability is hence
often rest ricted to quite small toy examples such as the blocks world.

Anoth er line of research has been inspired by th e classical expert systems
based on rules and logic (for an overview on logic-based reasoning in Dis
tr ibuted Art ificial Intelligence refer to [237]). Theoretically well-founded , it
is often the case that the more the used logic is suitable to model real-world
problems the more it gets computationally int ractable. Addit ionally, the vast
amount of different logics makes it difficult or even impossible for heteroge
neous logic-based problem solvers to int eract . Therefore, though logic-based
formalisms have their merits in providing sound foundat ions for agent com
munication (as we will see in Chap. 5) or for agent reasoning (as we will see
in Chap. 7 on BDI reasoning), a pure logic-based problem model seems to
us to be too heavy-weight to fit our purpose of a model that can represent
real-world problems and allows for computat ionally t ractable probl em solving
algorithms.

Recently, researchers from the const raint satisfaction/optimization com
munity have extended the constraint satisfaction problem model (CSP,
[256, 58, 180]) to a distributed setting, called distribut ed constrain t satisfac
tion problems (DCSPs) [50, 268, 108]. The DCSP mod el has th e advantages
of being theoretically well-founded, not making any unn ecessary assumptions
about the agents' attitudes or the agent organization, allowing simple model
modification by adding or deleting problem elements, integrating meth ods
from several disciplines, making interfacing easy because of a simple, yet
powerful common ont ology of problem elements (only variables and values)
and finally of unifying the realization of problem solving within an agent and
of problem solving among agents in a common framework . Thi s will prove
valuable when we will discuss the possibility to establish a continuous tran
sit ion between internal problem solving and external problem solving in the
next chapter. Unfort unately, research in DCSP solving has in most cases di-

· I
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rectly succeeded esp research considering mainly academic problems with
simple binary constraints and algorithms for very small instances. To over
come this weakness, we will use a much broader notion of De Sp s in this
work. We will generalize the not ion of configuration such that it can handle
any assignment of prob lem mode l elements to agents and extend the De Sp
model to distri buted constraint optimization problems (DeOps) .

3.3 Constraint Problems

In problem solving one can usually distin guish situations in which one is only
interested in finding a single solut ion to a given problem, from situations
in which one is interested in finding a good or even the best solution to a
given problem provided an ordering crite rion that defines the desirableness
of a solution. T he model of constraint problems covers both classes of sit 
uations. The first class is modeled by constraint satisfaction problems, the
second one by constraint optimization problems. As we will see, the defini
tion of constraint optimization problems bases on the definition of constraint
satisfact ion problems.

3.3.1 Constraint Satisfaction Problems

In constraint sati sfaction problems (eSps for short) , problems are analyzed
by identifying the atomic points of making a decision in the prob lem. Every
decision point is modeled by a variable. In addit ion, for every decision point
the possible alte rnat ives in making a decision at that point are identified .
Every set of alte rnatives is directly associated with its decision point and
modeled by a set of possible values th at the variable of the decision point can
take. The structure of th e problem, the dependencies of makin g decisions,
i.e. the consequence of makin g a decision at a point on other decision points ,
is modeled by relations between th e value sets of the decision points. These
relations determine the allowed combinations of assigning values to vari ables,
i.e. the allowed combinations of choosing for each decision point exactly one
alternative from its set of alte rnatives. In e s ps, the sets of values are called
domains and the combination of a decision variable and its domain is con
sequently called domain variable. Relations among the domains are called
constrain ts. Following this mode l, solving the problem is defined as assigning
each variable a value from its domain , such that the complete assignment is
allowed by all constraints. T his process is called constrain t satisfaction. To
use the wording of the initi al problem, solving a e s p corresponds to choose
at each decision point an alte rnative from the set of its alte rnatives, such that
no choice of an alternative at another decision point is hindered according to
the given consequences.
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Fig. 3.1. Simple CSP with two vari-
x, abi es and five constraints

Example 3.3.1. Let 's consider th e problem to produ ce a certain amount of
two pr oducts P I and P2, which we will model by the domain vari ables Xl

and X2, respectively. Market ing te lls us that we have to produce at least two
ent it ies of P2 and at least three ent it ies altogether. This corre sponds to the
constraints X2 2: 2 and Xl + X2 2: 3. To keep our compa ny diversified , we shall
also not produce more than twice as many ent ities of product P2 as entit ies of
product PI (X2 ::; 2x r) , and the difference between the numb er of ent it ies of
P I and P2 shall be smaller tha n or equa l to 4 (Xl - X2 ::; 4). On the operation al
side, the machines can only produce discrete entities of both products , only
exactly two ent it ies at a t ime and at most 10 ent it ies of any product . This can
be modeled by assigning the domain {O, 2, 4, 6, 8, 1O} to X l and X2. Producing
product PI needs two hours of machining, producing product P2 needs one
hour of machining. There are only 20 hours of machining available. This
resource restriction can be modeled by the const raint X2 + 2XI ::; 20. Given
all these restrictions, the problem is to find the numb er of ent it ies to produce.
Figure 3.1 illustrat es this problem by repr esenting the possible values for X l

on the x-axis and the possible values for X2 on the y-axis of a two-dimensional
chart . The const raints are represented by th e curves of their linear inequalities
on X l and X2. All allowed assignments of values to (Xl , X2 ) are contained in
the gray area of the chart.

The following definition of CSP s can be found more or less similar in
several art icles on constraint sat isfact ion.

Definition 3.3.1 (Constraint Satisfaction Problem). A const ra int sat
isfaction pr oblem (CSP) is specified by a pair IIcS = (X, C ).

- X = { (v I ,DI ) , . .. , (vn , D n)} is a set of domain variables Xi = (vi, D i)
each comp rising a variable Vi and a domain Di ,

- A lab eling A : X --+ D I U .. . U D n assigns a domain value d, E D , to
each dom ain variable Xi EX. It is represented by the tupl e (dl , ... , dn) E
D I X ... x Dn = : A(IICS), A(IICS) is called search space of IICS.
A par t ial lab eling A' : ( {XA~" ' " x A; } = X' ~ X ) --+ DA~ U ... U D A;
assigns a doma in value di E D, to each doma in variable Xi E X'.
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- C = { Cl , . . . , Cm } is a set of constraints c; ~ D i 1 X X D i k , each of which is
a subset of all (partial) labelings. E (IlCS) := {(d l , , dn) E A( IlCS )IVCi E
C : (di 1 , ... , di k ) E c.} is called solution space of IlCS. All A E E(IlCS) are
called consistent labelings or solutions. All A .;. E(IlCS) are called inconsis
tent labelings.

Given this specification, the problem is to find one/all solution(s) of Il'",
A constraint satis faction problem is called binary (Ilbc s), iff all constraints
c; E C are binary, i.e . Ci ~ D i 1 X D i 2 ·

Remark 3.3.1. Unary constraints only restrict the domain of a single variable
and can hence be satisfied directly by reducing the proper domain . Therefore ,
they can be left out in the definition of binary constraint problems.

The constraint satisfaction problem descr ibed in Ex. 3.3.1 can such be
defined by Il3.3.1 = (X,C) where X = {Xl = (vI,{D,2 ,4,6 ,8,lD}) ,X2
(V2 , {D , 2, 4, 6, 8, ID})} and C {X2 > 2, X l + X2 > 3, X2 <
2 XI , X l - X2 ::; 4, X2 + 2XI ::; 2D} . The search space is A(Il3.3.1)
{D ,2, 4, 6, 8, ID} x {D ,2, 4, 6, 8, ID} and the solution space is E (Il3 .3 .1 )

{(2,4) , (4,2) , (4,4) ,(4,6) , (4,8) , (6,2) ,(6,4) , (6,6) ,(6,8) , (8, 4)}.

3.3.2 Constraint Optim ization Problems

Usually, when solving mathematical problems we are not only interested in a
feasible solution but eit her in a "good" solution. In this case , we are leaving
the realm of constraint satisfact ion and enter the realm of constraint opti 
mization. In our model, optimization is just a specialization of satisfact ion
defined by the addit ion of an optimization criterion that maps labelings of
the underlying constraint satisfact ion problem to reals according to their de
sirableness . Following this model, solving the optimization problem is defined
as assigning each variable a value from its domain , such that the complete
assignment is allowed by all constraints and has the highest poss ible desir
ableness value.

Example 3.3.2. Revisitin g our production scenario (Ex . 3.3.1) , we may have
been told that we should produce as many ent it ies as possible such that
our profit is maximized. This can be modeled by extending Il3 .3 .1 by an
optimization criterion 0 = Xl + X2 and creating Il3.3.2 = (X, C, 0). This
optimization criterion is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 by a flexible linear curve that
has to be pushed as far as possible into the upper right direction to maximize
the profit . The optimal solution is (6,8) with 0 = 14.

D efinition 3.3.2 (Constraint Optimization Problem) . A constraint
optimization problem (COP) is specified by a trip le Il'" = (X, C, 0). X and
C are defined as in Del 3.3.1. 0 : A((X, C)) -t lR is a function called
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x, :S-2x, +2 0
x,

F ig . 3 .2. Simple COP with two
var iables, five cons traints and one
optimization criterion

optimization crite rion that maps labelings of the underlying constraint sat is
faction problem to reals according to their desirableness.
Given this specification , three variants of the constraint optimization problem
are

1. Is 0 * = max{o(A)IA E E ((X,C))} 2: r E lR? (decision problem)
2. Find o" ! (optim al value problem)
3. Find one/all solution(s) A such that O(A) 0 * , i.e. A* =

arg max{o(A)IA E E ((X,C))} ! (optimal solution problem)

J1(IICO
) {(dl , .. . ,dn, o((dl , . . . ,dn)))!(dl, .. . ,dn) E J1((X,C) ))}.

E(IICO ) := ((dl , . . . ,dn, o((dl, . . . , dn)))J(dl, . . . ,dn) E E((X,C))}.

Given the definition of the opt imization space (the search space of the con
st raint opt imization problem) as an augmentation of the search space of the
underlying CSP by an addit ional dimension for the optimization value, the de
cision vari ant of the constra int optimization problem is again a classical CSP
that is derived from the underlying CSP by adding the const raint O(A) 2: r
to the set of constraints C .

3 .3 .3 Constraint Processing Approaches and their P r operties

From a mathematical viewpoint, the solution space of a const raint problem
is determined as soon as the constraint problem is complete ly specified. This
is also tru e for 1I3 .3 .1 from Ex. 3.3.1 as well as for 1I3 .3 .2 from Ex . 3.3.2.
Unfortunately, the const raints of these constraint problems have been given
only implicitly. Implicit representations of constraints and such of the solution
space tend to be less "accessible" than explicit representations , such as sets
of tuples. Hence, what the algorithmic manipulation of constraint problems
is mainl y about, is to make the representation of th e solution space of a
given constraint prob lem explicit , i.e, accessible. As an example, we may
first concentrate on constraint satisfact ion and inspect two complementary
approaches to constraint proces sing app lied to Ex. 3.3.1. One way to cope
with 1I3.3 .1 is to perform exhaust ive search. Startin g with an empty lab eling,
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Fig. 3.3. St eps of an exemplary constructive cons traint processing ap proac h

one successively adds value assignments for variables without violating any
constraints . Figure 3.3 illustrates this approach. It starts at X l = 0 and marks
all points (0, ·) (with arbitrary x2-values) as infeasible (small dots) , then it
proceeds to X l = 2 and marks (2,4) as feasible (large dot), all other pair s
(2, .) as infeasible and so on. We call this kind of approaches constructice.

Exhaustive sear ch is usually cost ly. In pract ice, const ructive approaches
ar e combined with a second kind of constraint processing for pruning the
sear ch t ree, called narrowing approaches. Narrowing approaches do not make
assignments to variables but restrict their domains by handling the given
constraints. Starting from the sear ch space given by the vari able domains ,
they iteratively consider the constraints and t ry to cut away inconsistent
par tiallabelings. Figure 3.4 illustrates this for Ex. 3.3.1. The approach shown
there simply adds const raints one by one and propagates all consequences of
the const raint s on the domains of the variables, such that finally, aft er all
const raints have been added, the corre ct solut ion space is identified.

In the following, we are aft er an abstract definition and characterization
of constraint processing approaches . As mentioned above, a constraint pro
cessing approach can be interp reted as a mapping from a given constraint
problem Il, to anot her constra int problem JI2 . Such a const raint processing
approach is considered to be useful, if the represent ation of the solution space
of JI2 is more accessible than the represent ation of the solution space of JII .

Though the representations of the solution spaces may differ , they should be
somehow related. This is to allow to associate lab elings of JI2 in general and
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Fig. 3.4. Steps of an exemplary narrowing constraint processing app roach
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Given this , we can abstrac t ly define a constraint pro cessing approach.

Definition 3.3.4 (Constraint Processing Approach) . A constraint
processing approach Q is a fun ction that maps a constraint problem III to a
pair of a constraint problem Il2 and a transformation T ~ 11(Ilr) X A(Il2).

solutions of Il2 in particular wit h labelings and solutions of Ill ' We call the
relation between the labelings of III and Il2 trans formation.

Definition 3.3.3 (Transformation). A t ransformation T relates labelings
of a constraint problem III to labelings of a constraint problem Il2 , i.e. T ~

A(Ill) X A(Il2).

R emark 3.3.2. We write T(Ar) = {A21(Al ,A2) ET} , T- l (A2) = {All(Al,A2) E
T} , T(E(Ilr)) = {A21(Al ,A2) E T 1\ Al E E (Ilr)}, T- l (E(Il2)) =
{All(AI , A2) E T 1\ A2 E E (Il2)} .

There are many properties of constraint processing approaches that are
worth consideration. Efficiency is prominent among them, but depends on the
concrete approach and will hence not be discussed here . We are after prop
erties that can be identified using only the information implied by Def. 3.3.4
and therefore investigate the relation between the given constraint problem
III and the const raint problem Il2 produced by Q . In general, we want to
make constraint problems comparable. In comparing constraint problems, we
can often not rely on comparing their domain variables or constraints, be
cause two constraint problem mode ls may differ significant ly in var iab les and
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Fig. 3.5. Solution space equivalence between two constraint pr oblems

constraints bu t still describ e the same natural problem.' This is why we re
duce constraint problems to their solution spaces to compa re them. Given a
relation between the lab elings in the first constraint pro blem and the lab el
ings in the second constraint problem, i.e, given a transformation 7, we can
define equivalence of constraint problems as follows.

Definition 3.3.5 (7-Solution Space Equivalence). Given two con
straint problems Il, and Il2 and a transforma tion 7 ~ J1(Ild x J1(Il2 ) ,

III and Il2 are r-solution space equivalent (Ill =rIl2 ) , iff

Remark 3.3.3. A similar , though a lit tle more strict and operationa l charac
terizat ion of constraint problem equivalence can be found in [216]. There it
is proven that for any arbitrary general esp one can construc t a binary esp
that is solution spac e equivalent to the general esp.

Figure 3.5 illustrates that the problem III specified in Ex . 3.3.1 is
7-solution space equivalent to Il2 , assuming that 7 = ((di, d~) = ~ (dL d~» ,

which is actually a scaling of the initi al problem by the factor ~ . I.e. we can
state III =( (d~,d2 )= ! (dl ,d~ ) ) Il2 • Please not e that not only the dom ain values
are affected by the scaling , but also the additive constants in the const raints .

The following lemm a states important properties of r -solution space
equivalence. These properties all depend on properti es of the given trans
formation (s). Hence, they are called conditional.

Lemma 3.3.1. r-solut ion space equivalence has the following relational
properties.
a) Il =rTl {:::=} 7-

1 (E(Il» = E(Il) = 7(E(Il» (conditional reflexivity)

1 A prom inent example for t his is the pr imal and du al mo del of a linear pro
gramming problem. Variables in t he primal model im ply constraints in the du al
model, and constraints in the pri mal model imply variab les in t he du al model.
Nevertheless, both models describ e the same natural pr oblem and yield the same
solution .
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b) Il, =TIl2 <===> Il2 =T-1 III
c) III =Tl Il2 /\ Il2 =T2Il3 ===} III = T2 0 T l Il3

Proof.
a) by definition
b) III =T Il2 <===> E(Il2 ) = 7(E (Ilr)) /\ E( Ill ) = 7 - 1 (E(Il2 ) )

<===> E(Ilr) = 7- l( E (Il2 ) ) /\ E (Il2 ) = 7(E(Ilr)) <===> Il2 = T - 1 III
c) III =Tl Il2 /\ Il2 =T2 Il3

<===> E( Il2 ) = 71 (E( Ill ) ) /\ E(Ilr) = 71-
1(E( Il2 ) ) /\

E( Il3 ) = 72 (E( Il2 ) ) /\ E(Il2 ) = 7;1 (E(Il3 ) )

===} E(Il3 ) = 72 (71 (E(Ilr))) /\ E(Ill ) = 71-
1(7;1 (E(Il3 ) ) )

<===> III = T2 0 T l Il3

Many reformulations of constraint problems from literature, e.g. adding re
dundant constraints, retain the structure of the variables and domains. There
fore, labelings in the new constraint problem can be directly ident ified with
labelings in the former constraint problem. In this case , the used transforma
t ion is the identity (id) . Using the identi ty as transformation we can directly
derive the following corollary from Lemma 3.3.l.

Corollary 3.3.1. =id is an equivalence relation on constraint problems,
i.e. = id is reflexive, symmetric and transitive.

Just as we have int rodu ced r -solut ion space equivalence between con
straint problems , which corresponds to "equals" , we can introduce "larger or
equal" and "less or equal" .

Definition 3.3.6 (r-Solut.ion Space Reducibility). Given two con
straint problems III and Il2 and a transformation 7 ~ A(Ill ) X A(Il2 ) ,

III is 7-solution space reducible to Il2 (Ill 2: T Il2 ) , iff

Definition 3.3.7 (r-Solution Space E xtensibility). Given two con
straint problems III and Il2 and a transformation 7 ~ A(Ilr) x .I1(Il2 ) ,

III is r '-solution space extensible to Il2 (Ill ~T Il2 ) , iff

Remark 3.3.4.
a) III 2: T Il2 denotes that Il2 is a specialization of Ill , i.e. if there is a solution
..\ to Il2 there will be also a solution 7-1(A) to Ill . III ~T Il2 denotes that
Il2 is a relaxation of Ill , i.e. if there is no solution to Il2 there will be also
no solution to Ill.
b) 7-solution space equivalence III =TIl2 can of course be formulated as
III ~T Il2 /\ III 2:T Il2 .



Proof·
a) by definition
b) III ~. Il2 /\ Il2 ~.-1 III

{::=} E (Il2 ) ~ T(E(Ill )) /\ E (Ill ) ;2 T- l (E(Il2 ) ) /\

E (Ilt} ~ T- l (E(Il2 ) ) /\ E (Il2 ) ;2 T(E(Ilt})

===} E (Il2 ) = T(E(Ill )) /\ E (Ill ) = T- l (E(Il2 ) )

{::=} III =TIl2

Figure 3.6 aga in shows the constraint pro blem III from Ex . 3.3.1. In this
case, we have relaxed III to a constra int problem Il2 by calculating the
bounding box on Xl and X2 implied by the constraints of Ill . Obviously, Il2

accepts more solutions than Ill , III is T-solution space extensible to Il2 and
Il2 is T-solution space reducible to Ill .

Just as in the case of T-solution space equivalence, we can state important
properties of T-solution space reducibility and T-solution space exte nsibility
given a certain transformation and derive an according corollary in case we
are using the identi ty as a t ransformation. Both the lemm a and the corollary
are prerequisites for Cor. 3.3.4, Lemm a 4.3.2 and such for the imp act result
of auto nomous dynamic reconfiguration (T heorem 4.4.2) .

Lemma 3.3.2. T-solut ion space reducibilit y has the following relational
properties.
a) tt ~. it {::=} T -

l (E(Il)) ~ E (Il ) ~ T(E(Il )) (conditional reflexivity)
b) III ~T Il2 /\ Il2 ~.- 1 III ===} III =. Il2 (conditional anti- symmetry)
c) III ~'1 Il2 /\ Il2 ~T2 Il3 ===} III ~T2 0'1 Il3 (conditional transitivity)

Fig. 3 .6. Solution space extensibility between two constrai nt problems
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c) III ~Tl Il2 /\ Il2 ~T2 Il3

<==> };( Il2) ~ Tl(};( Ild) /\ }; (Ill ) ;2 Tl-
l (}; (Il2)) /\

};( Il3 ) ~ T2(};(Il2)) r; }; (Il2) ;2 T;1(};(Il3 ) )

=::::} };( Il3 ) ~ T2(Tl (};( Ild )) /\ };(Ild ;2 Tl-
l (T;l (};( Il3 ) ) )

<==> III ~ T 2 0 T 3 Il3

o

Analogous results can be derived for r-solution space exte nsibility.

Corollary 3.3.2. ~id and ~id are reflexive partial orders on constraint prob
lem s, i.e. ~ id and ~id are reflexiv e, anti-symmetri c and tran sitive.

Since we are now able to compa re const ra int problems solely by comparing
their solution spaces given a certain t ransformation T , we can investigate the
imp act of a constraint pro cessing approach a on a given const raint problem
Il. In the following, (a( Il)h denotes the constraint problem produced by
a and (a( Il) h denotes the according t ransformation between Il and the
produced constraint problem.

Definition 3.3.8 (Correctness). A constraint processing approach a ap
plied to a constraint problem Il is correct, iff it cons tructs a constraint prob
lem that accepts at most as many transformed solut ions as Il , i.e Il ~ (Q (lJ)h

(a(Il)h ·

Definition 3.3.9 (Completeness). A constraint processing approach a ap
plied to a constraint problem Il is complete, iff it constructs a constraint prob
lem that accepts at least as many transformed solutions as Il , i.e Il ~(Q(lJ)h

(a(Il)h-

Remark 3.3.5. This definition adopts the solution space centric or construc
tive view of corre ctness and completeness. Since narrowing constraint pro
cessing approaches work on the set of inconsistent labelings A(Il) \ };(Il)
instead of the set of consistent lab elings (solutions) };(Il) , their corr ectness
and completeness behaves dual to the above given definitions.

Theoretically, th e use of a corr ect and complete const raint processing ap
proach is sufficient to retain the T-solution space equivalence between th e
initial constraint problem and the produced constraint problem. As stated in
Sect. 2.2, the use of a single constrain t processing approach is usually compu
tationally intractable in practice, and hence often a corre ct but incomplete
narrowing approach is used to speed-up and guide a correct and complete
const ructive approach. .

Because the decision vari an t of constraint opt imization problems is in fact
a constrain t satisfact ion problem, the notions of tra nsformation, T-solution
space equivalence , r-solut ion space reducibility/ extensibility and such also
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correctness and completeness can be applied to the decision vari ants of con
strain t optimizat ion problems as well. The optima l value and optimal solu
t ion variant s of the const ra int opt imization problem require a meta-approach
of const ra int processing for solving them. Often this meta-approac h is buil t
on top of solving the decision vari ant of the constra int opt imization prob
lem various times with t ightened bounds for r E JR. Therefore, solving the
optimal value and optim al solution vari ants typically yields a considerable
amount of ext ra effort . The branch-and-bound approach known from int eger
programming is an example for this kind of meta-approaches.

Since one is often not interest ed in the complete solution space of a con
straint optimization problem bu t only in optimal solutions, we can weaken
the notion of r '-solution space equivalence to compare constraint optimiza
tion problems. This leads to the notion of r -solut ion equivalence. The relation
between correctness and completeness of a constraint processing approach a
and r'-solution equivalence will be det ailed in the next subsect ion.

Definition 3.3.10 (r-Solution Equivalence). Given two constraint opti
mization problems III and Il2 and a transformation r ~ A(Ild x A(Il2 ) , III
and Il2 are r '-sclution equivalent (Ill :!=TIl2 ) , iff

3 .3.4 Tractability of Constraint Problems given a Constraint
Processing Approach

In autonomous dynamic reconfiguration we are afte r improving the quality
and efficiency of collaborative problem solving. As we will see later , collab
orative problem solving is in fact a constraint processing approach for dis
tributed constraint problems. According to Sect . 2.5, autonomous dynamic
reconfiguration is not meant to improve the underlying constraint processing
approach itself, but the organizational structure of the collaborative problem
solving system. As we will discuss in Sect . 3.4, this organizational structure
is a feature of the distributed constraint problem, not of th e constraint pro
cessing approach. That means , that in autonomous dynamic reconfiguration
we ar e facing a situat ion in which the const raint processing approach is given
and cannot be changed. Assuming a fixed constraint processing approach a,
empirical experiences show that some constraint problems are more tractable
by a than others . Hence, it makes sense to compare constraint problems not
always by their complete solution spac es, as it is done by r -solution space
equivalence /reduclbility/extensibility, but by their tractability given a cer
tain constraint processing approach a , i.e. by the qualitative performance of
a on them.

Having defined constraint processing approaches and their impact on the
solution space of constraint problems, it is possible to specialize th e r'-solution
space relations to th e case that we assume the existence of a certain given
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Fig. 3.7. Two constraint pr oblems
both processed by a constraint pro
cessing approach 0' and transforma
tions between t hem

constraint processing approac h 0'. Figure 3.7 shows two const raint problems
III and II2 . We assume that we are given a transformation T between them.
App lying 0' to III yields the new constraint pro blem (O'( IIdh that is related
to III by (O'( IIdh- Applying 0' to II 2 yields the new constraint problem
(0'(II2)h that is related to II2 by (0'( II2)h- Given this, how does (O'(IIl)h
relate to (0'(II2)h? Well, to relate labelings in A((0'(II2)h) to labelings in
A((O'(IIdh) we have to navigate from (O'( IIdh back to III via (0'( IId)2 l

.

Then we have to nav igate from III to II2 via T and finally from II2 to
(0'(II2)h via (0'( II2)h . The concatenation of these three t ransformations
yields (0'(II2)h 0 T 0 (0'( IId)2 l as a sound transformation between (O'(IIl)h
and (0'(II2)h . This leads to the following specialization of r -solution space
equivalence .

Definition 3.3.11 (o-r-Solution Space Equivalence). Given two con
straint problems III and II2 , a transforma tion T ~ A(IIl ) X A(II2 ) and a
constraint processing approach 0', III and II2 are o- r-solution space equiva
lent (Ill =~ II 2 ) , iff

(O'(IIdh =(a(112»2 0r o(a(11t});-1 (0'(II2)h ·

Since id 0 id 0 id- l = id , we can directly derive the following corollary
from Cor . 3.3.l.

Corollary 3.3.3. Given 'VII : (O'(II)h = id , =id is an equivalence relation
on constraint problems, i.e. =id is reflex ive, symme tric and transitive.

The following lemm a states the connection between O'-T-solut ion space
equivalence and T-solution space equivalence, given that 0' is correct and
complete . It is a prerequisite for Lemm a 3.3.5 and such for our sufficiency
result of autonomo us dynamic reconfiguration (T heorem 4.4.3). Figure 3.8
illustrates the proof of the lemm a.

Lemma 3.3.3. Given two constraint problems II I and II2 , a transform ation
T ~ A(IId X A(II2 ) and a correct and complete cons train t processing approach
0'. Then, .

III =~ II2 => Il, =rII2 .
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Fig. 3.8. Two constraint prob
lems both processed by a corr ect
and complete constraint pro
cessing approach 0' and solu
t ion space equivalence relations
among them

Proof·

Il, =~ Il2 /\ 0' correct and complete

~ III =~ Il2 /\ III =Tl Ilf /\ Il2 = T 2 Ilf
~ IJ( Ilf) = 72 07 0 711(IJ( Ilf)) /\ IJ(Il f ) = 71 0 7- 10 7;1 (IJ( Ilf)) /\

IJ( Ilf) = 71 (IJ( Ild) /\ IJ( Ild = 711(IJ( Ilf)) /\

IJ(Ilf) = 72(IJ( Il2)) /\ IJ( Il2) = 7; 1(IJ( Ilf))

=> IJ(Il2) = 7; 1(72 070 71- 1(71 (IJ( Il1 ))) ) = 7(IJ( Ild) /\

IJ( Il1 ) = 711(71 07-1 07;1 h (IJ( Il2)))) = 7- 1(IJ( Il2))

~ III =TIl2

o

Similar to .r-solution space equivalence, we can specialize .r-solution re
ducibility/ extensibility to o-r-solut ion space reducibility/ extensibility.

Definition 3.3.12 (a-7-So1ution Space Reducibility). Given two con
straint problems III and Il2, a transformation 7 ~ A(Il1 ) X A(Il2) and a
constraint processing approach a, III is o-r-solution space reducible to Il2
(Ill ~~ Il2) , iff

Definition 3.3.13 (o-r-Solut.ion Space Extensibility) . Given two con
straint problems III and Il2, a transformation 7 ~ A( Il1 ) X A( Il2) and a
constraint processing approach a, III is o-r -solut ion space extensible to Il2
(Ill ::;~ Il2) , iff

Remark 3.3.6. III ~~ Il2 means that, given 7 , III is more tractable than or
equally tractable as Il2 to a . Accord ingly, III ::; ~ Il2 means that, given 7 ,

III is less t ractable than or equally t ractable as Il2 to a .
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Fig. 3 .9. Two constraint pr ob
lems both processed by a correct
and complete constrai nt pro
cessing approach Q and solu
t ion space reducibili ty relat ions
among them

Since id 0 id 0 id- l = id, we can directly derive the following corollary
from Cor. 3.3.2. It is a prerequisite for Lemma 4.3.2 and such for th e imp act
result of autonomous dynami c reconfigur ation (T heorem 4.4.2) .

Corollary 3.3.4. Given VII: (er( II)h = id, :2: id and:Sid are reflexive part ial
orders on cons traint problems .

Similar to Lemm a 3.3.3 the following lemma states the connect ion between
er-r -solution space reducibility and r-solution space reducibility, given that
er is correct and complete . Figure 3.9 illustrates the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 3.3.4. Given two constrain t problems III and II 2 , a tran sformation
r ~ A(II l) X A(II2) and a correct and complete constraint processing approach
er. Then,

Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.3.3.

Analogous results can be derived for er-r -solut ion space extensibility.
Instead of specializin g r--solution equivalence between constraint opti

mization problems for a given constraint pro cessing approach, we state th e
following lemma that relates the corr ectness and compleness property of a
const raint processing approach er to z-so lution equivalence and is a prerequi
site of the sufficiency result of autonomous dyn am ic reconfiguration (Theorem
4.4.3).

Lemma 3 .3 .5 . Given a constraint optim ization problem II and a correct
and complete constraint processing approach er that additionally retains the
order of the optim ization criterion. Then , er retains the optimal solution of
II, i. e. II~(cx(fl) h(er(II)h-

Proof. Il? := (er(II)h , r := (er(II) h . Retainment of the order of the opti
mization criterion means

V(dl ,l , , dn,l , 01 ), (dl ,2, " " dn,2,02) E A(II )

V(dr,l , , d~, l, On E r( (dl ,l , , dn,l, or))

V(dr,2, , d~,2 ' 0~ ) E r((dl ,2 , ,dn,2 ,02)) : 01> 0 2 ===} or > o~

and



Then
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o

\f(d?,1" .. , d~, 1 ' on ,\f(d?,2' " . , d~,2 ' o~) E il(IYO )

\f(d1,1 , ' " ,dn ,1,od E r-1((d?,1 " " , d~, 1, On )

\f(d1,2," " dn ,2,02) E r - 1((d?,2 " ' " d~ ,2 ' o~ ) ) : o? > o~ ==> 0 1 > 02·

3.4 .1 Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problems

3.4 Distributed Constraint Problems

.-\* = arg max]01 (d1,.. . ,dn , 0) E 17(11)}

==> \f(di', ,d~,o*) E.-\*

\f(d1, ,dn , 0) E 17(11) \.-\* : 0* > 0 (Def. ar g max)

==> \f(df , ,d~· , 0°·) E r (.-\*)

\f(d?, ,d~,oO) E r(17(11)) \ r(.-\*) : 0°· > 0° (Order Retainment)

==> r(.-\*) = arg max{ 0° I(d?, , d~, 0°) E r (17(11))} (Def. arg max)

= arg max{ oOI(d? , , d~ , 0°) E 17(11°)}
(Lemma 3.3.3 : 11 =7' 11°)

In Sect . 2.4 we have defined collaborative problem solving as "a long-lasting
process in which a set of intelligent agents jointly works on finding a solution
to a common problem" . T hough common problems may arise dynamically
in a mult i-agent system and hence there may be several common problems
to solve, we model each of them and their according collaborative problem
solving processes separately. Since we are in search for a unifying model for
problem solving and collaborative problem solving, it should be comprehen
sible to try to augment the central constraint problem model to distributed
environments.

As a first step, we will define the term of "configuration" that is our means
to model the relation between elements of the common problem and agents
involved in the collaborative solving process of the common problem. The
philosophy behind this term is the interpretation of collabo rative problem
solving as a process in a space of common problem elements.that is segmented
or part itioned by knowledge and comp etence. This is why the structural or
ganization in collaborative problem solving is part of the problem and not
part of the used constraint processing app roach. Since any pa rt ition of a set
defines an equivalence relation among the elements of the set and vice versa,

.-\* = r- 1 (.-\0· ) can be proven accordingly.

, I
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we have decided to define a configuration as a mere equivalence relation in
which problem elements are equivalent iff they belong to the same realm of
knowledge and competence. One represent at ive from each of the equivalence
classes is selected to become the "agent" of th at equivalence class imperson
at ing the knowledge and competence of the equivalence class .

Definition 3.4.1 (Configuration and Agents). Given a constraint prob
lem II = (X , C ) or II = (X ,C,0). A configuration <P ~ (X u C ) x (X U C )
of II is an equivalence relation on X U C . The set p(ll) of configurations on
X U C is called configuration space of Il .
Each equivalence class [xc] = {xc'l(xc, xc') E <p } is called configuration
block and is assigned a special representative a[xc] called agent . The set
of configuration blocks is denoted by X U C/ </J = {[xc][zc E X U C }. The
set of agents induced by <p is the set of equivalence class representatives
A </J = {a[xcl l[xc] EX U C/ </J} '

Remark 3.4.1.
a) We write [xc]x = {xix E [xc]1\ x E X } and [xc]c = {e]c E [xc] 1\ c E C} .
b) Since <p is an equivalence relation on X U C, X U C/ </J is a partiti on of
xuC, i.e. U X UC/ </J = XuC and V[XCi],[XCj] E XUC/ </J : [XCi ] f: [XCj]=}

[XCi] n [XCj]= 0.
c) According to Def. 3.3.1, domains are direct ly asso ciated with the variables
they rest rict . Hence, their assignment to agents complete ly depends on the
assignment of the domain variables. Following the classificat ion given in [178]
this approach is variable-based.

Given the definition of a knowledge and competence st ructure in form of
a configuration, a distributed constraint satisfaction problem is a "configure d"
const raint sat isfact ion problem.

Definition 3.4.2 (Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problem). A
distributed const raint satisfaction problem (DCSP) is specified by a pair
lldcs = (llCS, <p).

- Il'" is a constraint satisfaction problem.
- <p is a configuration of Il'" ,

Given this specification, the problem is to find one/all solution (s) of lldcs

(i.e. of Il'" }. A(lldcs) = A(llCS) , E (lldcs) = E(llCS). The set of all DCSPs
based on Il'" is denoted by t1(llCS) := {(llCS, <p)I<p E P(llCS)}.

Remark 3.4.2. Because of the und erlying CSP definition and the flexible def
initi on of configuration, our DCSP definit ion is much more genera l than the
classical one .of Yokoo et al. [267, 268]. It allows for complex constraints
and addit ionally allows the assignment of constraints independent from vari
ables. That means that the knowledge and competence needed to handle
a constraint is not necessaril y assigned to an agent that handles connected
variables also, but can be assigned to totally different agents.
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From a theoretical point of view inspired by the notions of search and so
lution space, a DCSP can be seen as an ord inary CSP . That means , that the
not ions of (0:-)T-solution space equivalence, (0:-)T-solution space reducibil
ity/ extensibility and such also correctness and comp leteness can be applied
to DCSP s, too .

In this work we will interleave two different constraint processing ap
proaches to solve DCSP s. The first approach is applied to the pro blem ele
ments (variables and constra ints) within a uniqu e configuration block. T his
approach is called internal problem solving. The second approach is applied
to the interface variables and constraints among agents and is called exter
nal problem solving. Interface variables an d constraints are defined by being
connected to const raints or respectively variables that are not in the same
configuration block. Intern al problem solving has to ensure that the lab eling
of the variab les within a configuration block is consistent with the constraints
of the same configuration block. External problem solving has to ensure that
the labeling of variables within a configuration block is consistent with the
constraints and labelings of variables in ot her configuration blocks.

Though these two approaches are closely interwoven, they may have differ
ent propert ies. While internal problem solving may be correct and complete ,
there may be good arguments for using correct but incomplete external prob
lem solving. Only when both internal and external problem solving are correct
and complete , their interleaving will be correct and comp lete, too. T his will
be discussed further in the next chapter . For now, it is enough to recognize
that the configuratio n may heavily influence the solution space explored by
the used problem solving approach.

3.4.2 Distributed Constraint Optimization Problems

Similar to extending the constraint sat isfaction problem model to a dis
t ributed one, we can extend the const raint optimization problem model to a
distributed one. The special feature of a distributed constraint optimization
problem is the existence of a function w that determines local optimiz ation
crite ria for each possible configurat ion block.

Definition 3.4.3 (Distributed Constraint Optimization Problem).
A distributed constraint optimization problem (DCOP) is specified by a
trip le IIdco = (IICO, 4>, w).

- IICO= (X, C, 0) is a constraint optimization problem.
- 4> is a configuration of IICO.
- w : X UC / '" --+ 2A((X ,C )) --tlR is a function that maps configuration blocks

to local optimization criteria.

Given this specification, three variants of the distributed constraint optimiza
tion problem are

1. Is 0 * = max{o(A) IA E E((X,C))} 2: rE lR.? (decision problem)
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2. Find o*! (optimal value problem)
3. Find one/ all solutions(s) >. such that 0(>') = 0* , i.e. >'*

arg max{o(>.) I>' E E((X,C))}! (optimal solution problem)

A(lIdco) = A(lICO) , E(lIdco) = E(lICO). The set of all DCOPs based on Il'"
and w is denoted by L1(lICO ,w):= {(lIco, cP,w) lcP E P(lICO)}.

In this definition, we assume that each local optimization criterion is fully
determined by the set of variables and constraints in a single configuration
block. At first glance , this seems to be restrictive. But taking a closer look, we
can see that it is in fact much less rest rictive than defining the local optimiza
tion criteria depending on certain agents or following a decomposition ru le of
the global optimization criterion. Using this DCOP definition, we can model
collaborative optimization scenarios in which the intelligent agents share a
global optimization criterion as well as competitive optimization scenarios in
which the intelligent agents follow their own local optimization crite ria but
interact in a common constrained environment .

In case of a collaborative optimization scenario (as it is assumed in col
laborative problem solving), 0 is given and represents the global optimization
criterion. w has to be engin eered such that it is a proper decomposition of
o. Proper means that the max imization of each local optimization criterion
contributes to t he maximization of the global criterion. In case of a competi
t ive optimization scenario (which is out of the scope of this work), w is given
and represents the local optimization crite ria of rational agents . 0 has to be
engineered such that it is a pro per aggregation of the local optimization crite
ria determined by w. T his situation is similar to multi-objective optimization
and typical aggregations include the distance to pareto-optimality -, weighted
combinations , hierarchies or t rade-offs . T he interested reader is referred to
[69] for more details on this to pic.

Since the search and solut ion space of a DCOP is the same as the
search and solution space of the und erlying COP, the notions of trans
formation , ((}:-)r-solution space equivalence, (o-)r-solution space reducibil
ity / extensibility and such also correctness and completeness can be applied
to DCOPs also. The same holds for the notion of r '-solution equivalence .
Nevertheless, it is even more difficult in DCOPs to ensure r'-solut ion equiva
lence to the underlying COP than guaranteeing r-solution space equivalence
between a DeSp and its underlying e s p. This is because, we cannot easily
ensure the precondition of Lemma 3.3.5 that would be sufficient to guarantee
r -solution equivalence . It is not easy and sometimes even imp ossible to de
compose a global optimization criterion to several local ones without loosing
the order of the global criterion. T his is because even though the agents may
be informed about the global criterion they usually lack the needed global

2 A lab eling ..\is said to be pareto-optimal, iff in any ot her lab eling an imp rovement
in one of t he optimizat ion values compared to t he valu e defined by ..\would cause
at least one of t he ot her optimization values to deteriorat e from the valu e defined
by A,
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3.5 Visualizing Constraint Problems

information on the complete lab eling to evaluate it. And as already out lined
in Sect. 2.3, it is not always desirabl e to allow all agents to know the com
plete labeling. Nevertheless, t he DCOP model comes closest to our notion
of collaborative problem solving in which several intelligent agents are aware
of a common optimization crite rion (a global goa l) in a constrained space of
possible solutions and try to reach it.

extended con
4-tup le r es =

Fig. 3.10. Simple CSP as constraint graph

X2 = (V 2' {2,4,6,8 ,10})

]

X2 ~XI -4,
x2 :5a l'
x2 :5-at + 20,
x2 ~-Xl + 3

XI = (vI' {O,2,4,6,8,10})

Definition 3.5.2 (Extended Constraint Graph). An
straint graph of a general CSP JIes = (X, C) is a
(V N ,CN, E, v) .

- V N = X is a set of variable nodes.

As can be seen in Fig. 3.1 , visualizing a constraint problem by drawing it s
search and solution space in vector space is limited to a view variab les (usu
ally two or three). Nevertheless, it is ofte n necessary to illustrate constraint
problem graphically. In particular binary constraint problems are easily rep
resented by cons traint graphs.

Definition 3.5.1 (Constraint Graph). A constraint graph of a binary
CSP JIb es = (X , C) is a triple r b es = (N, E , v ).

- N = X is a set of nodes .
- E ~ {{x j ,xd I Xj,Xk E N 1\ Xj =J xd is a set of edges with {x j, xd E

E <=* :lc E C : C ~ u, X D k .

- v : N U E --+ T marks nodes and edges with terms built from sym bols of
JIbes ; V(Xi) = ((Vi , Di)) , v({Xj , Xk }) = (Cl , . .. , Cm ), Cl, . . . , Cm ~ Dj X Ds :

Figure 3.10 shows the constraint graph of the CSP from Ex. 3.3 .1. The
constra int X2 ~ 2 has been integrated into the domain of X2 .

Though it is t heoretically poss ible to reduce every general constraint pr ob
lem to a binary one , t his is not very convenient and the constraint graphs
tend to exp lode . To illust rate general constraint problems graphically, we in
troduce an extended form of constraint graphs that can encode any ty pe of
constraints.
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Distributed constraint problems ar e denoted graphically by using ex
tended constraint graphs toge ther with VENN-diagr am-like hulls illustrating
the configur at ion. Edges connect ing nod es from different configuration blocks,
i. e. e = {Xi , Cj } I\. (Xi , Cj ) ~ r/J ar e called external edges. All other edges are
called internal edges. An example is given by Fig . 3.12.

Fig. 3.11. Simp le CSP as extended
constrai nt graph

Fig. 3.12. Simpl e DCSP as ex
tended constraint graph

XI = (v" (O,2,4,6,8, lO))x, =(v" (2,4,6,8,l O))

- CN = C is a set of constraint nodes.
- E S;; {{ Xj , xdl xj E VN I\.Ck E CN} is a set of edges with {xj ,cd E

E {::::::::} Ck S;; . . . x Dj x . ...
- v : V N U CN --+ T marks variable and constraint nodes with terms built

from symbols of Il'" ; V (Xi) = ((vi ,Di)) ,V (Ci ) = (Ci) '

The problem given in Ex . 3.3.1 can be illustrated by an extended con
st raint graph as shown by Fig. 3.11. The advantage of this form of graph
ical illustration e.g. compared to hyp er-graph illustrations is the compact
t reatment of const ra ints . A hyp er-ar c (a set of vari able nodes) may have a
complex graphical representati on when connect ing nodes that are qui te re
mote in representation . In cont rast to that, illust rating const raints as special
nodes allows for a simp le localization of the constraint in the representation .
T his also meets our understanding of var iables and constrai nts as equally
impor tant prob lem elements.
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3.6 Case Study - Medical Appointment Scheduling

The case st udy presented here is derived from the ChariTime pro ject
[170, 122, 198, 101] that is ma inly conducted by the Artificial Intelligence
Lab at Humboldt University Berlin an d NTeam GmbH. It deals with med
ical appointment scheduling. In pr inciple, medical appoint ment scheduling
involves a set of patients each demand ing appointments for a set of medical
examinations and a set of diagnostic units each offering a certain set of ex
amination types. Constraints restrictin g the choice of appointments inclu de
partial orders among examinations of patients, capacity constraints defined
by the working hours of the diagnostic uni ts and several others . Figure 3.13
shows t he main ent ities involved in medical appoint ment scheduling and their
relations. Patients, diagnostic units and workplaces pose special constraints
(denoted in the middle field of the entity box). In addition, patients and di
agnostic units have local optimization crite ria (denoted in the lower field of
the ent ity box) .

Figure 3.14 shows an extended constraint graph for a small example of
such a medical appoint ment scheduling prob lem. Only parti al order and ca
pacity constraints are shown . T wo patients Pt and P2 compete for two com
mon diagnostic resources . The appointments ap; are sequent ialized by before-

Fig. 3.13. Entities and relations in medical appointment scheduling
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3.6.1 Identifying Variables

Fig. 3 .15. Interpretation of an as
signment as a var iab le in a three
dimensional search space
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W 1 -------1Assignment I

Fig. 3.14. Small example of a medical appo intment scheduling problem

Q')
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cap(aPl,aPZ,ap.J

relations. The figure also illustrates the configuration cP. There are four agents ,
two patient agents ap l and ap2 and two diagnostic unit agent s a U I and a U 2 '

To model the medical appoint ment scheduling problem as distributed
const raint optimization problem we will first identify the abst ract notions of
variables X, constraints C and the global opt imization crite rion o. Later on,
we will specify the configur at ion as well as local optimization criteria .

Basically, scheduling deals with the assignment of time points and resources
to a given set of tasks. This is illustrated by Fig. 3.15. Hence, the notion
of time is an imp ortant one. Since we would like to employ techniques of
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heuristic search and constraint propagation to solve scheduling problems , we
restrict th e notion of time to th e following discret e, non-branching model.

Definition 3.6.1 (Horizon). A horizon T = {O, . .. , i} is a fin it e set of
integers that represents the set of possible starting times for appointments.
Given a constant number nd of starting times per day, day(t) = t -;- nd + 1,
D ay(T ) = {day(t) lt E T} .

In our case , resour ces in medical appoint ment sched uling correspond to
diagnostic un its compr ising staff and several uiorkplaces each wit h a different
set of provided appoint ment types. In describing the provider st ructure we
concent rate on attributes of the physical ent it ies that directly relate to the
sched uling problem. Any medical inform ation is omitted.

Definition 3.6.2 (Workplace). A workplace is a pair w = (AT, Tavail) .

AT = {(at, tdur, t change)} is the set of appointment types provided by the
uiorkplace with the identifier at E IN, the duration tdur E T \ {O} and the
required change time tchange E T \ {O} between two appointments of this type.
Tavail ~ T is the set of starting times on which the uiorkplace is available.

Definition 3.6.3 (Diagnostic Unit). A diagnostic unit is a triple u =
(W, AT, Tstafr) . W is the set of workplaces in this diagnostic unit, AT =
{(at , Tday)l(at , . ,.) E w.AT 1\ wE u .Wp is the set of appointment types pro
vided by the diagnostic unit with the iden tifier at E IN and the maximum
number of appointments of this type per day Tday E IN. Tstaff E IN is the
maximum number of staff resources available for parallel appointments.

Given the not ions of t ime and resour ces, it is quite easy to define the
cent ral notion in our application scena rio - appointment. It is defined as
follows.

Definition 3.6.4 (Appointment) . An appointment is a 5-tuple ap =
(at, pr , r st aff , a Sdesir e , as ,,). at E IN is the appointment type's identifier, pr E IN
is the priority , r st aff E IN is the amount of staff required, a Sdesire is the desired
(poten tially part ial) assignment , as" is the actual assignment.

The connection to time points and resour ces is not directly encoded in the
appoint ment st ruc ture but in a substructure called assignment.

Definition 3.6.5 (Assignment). An assignment is a trip le as
(tstart ,tdur,W) . tstart E T is the starting time, tdur E T \ {O} is the dura
tion, w is the workplace of this assignment.

It is obvious that assignments are the variables X of the appoint
ment sched uling problem (please refer again to Fig. 3.15). Since they are
triples, they range over a domain D given by the three-dimensional space
T x T \ {O} x W of starting times , durations and workp laces . Of course, dura
t ions of appointments are not freely selectable, but they are not fixed in the

3 x .y denotes the projection of the structure x onto t he component wit h name y .
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initi al specificat ion of the scheduling problem and depend on the workplace
select ion. Hence, they belong to the problem variab les.

App ointm ents are grouped by the notion of a patient that addit iona lly
defines a par tial order among appointm ents.

Definition 3.6.6 (Patient) . A patient is a 4-tuple p = (AP,pr, be], T avail).

AP is the set of appointments of the patient, pr E :IN is the priority, bef :
2 APxAP is the partial order relation among appointment, T avail ~ T is the
set of starting times on which the pati ent is available.

The variables of th e scheduling problem and their domains ar e finally
combined by the unifying notion of a clini c comprising patients and dia gnosti c
uni ts.

Definition 3.6.7 (Clinic). A clinic is a pair cl = (P, U). P is the set of
pati ents, U is the set of diagnostic un it s.

As given by Def. 3.3.1 , a lab eling A assigns values to variables ac
cording to their domain. In our mod el of medical appoint ment scheduling,
this lab eling corres ponds to the set of instan tiated assignment st ruc tures ,
i. e. A == U PEcI.p{ap.as>. lap E p.AP}. As soon as every appointment has
been assigned a start ing t ime, a durati on and a workplace, the lab eling is
complete .

Finding a consistent lab eling within the unrestricted domain of assign
ments would be an easy task without fur th er const raints. However , the med
ical appointment scheduling problem poses several such constraints on con
sistent labelings. In the following, we will describ e the most important ones
classified by the physical entities that define the parameters of the constraints.

3.6.2 Identifying Constraints

Patient Constraints Cpo

Availability Similar to release and due dates in job-shop-scheduling, pa
tients ente r the clinic on a certain time point and would like (or should)
leave th e clinic on another certain tim e point. This is formalized by th e
availability of the patient.

\lap E p.AP : ap.as>. .tstart E p.Tavail

Since the due date of the patient (corresponding to the desir ed "make
span" ) is usually a soft const raint subject to the optimization crite rion,
it is usually th e case that the availability of the patient is virtually open
ended covering the whole scheduling hori zon.

Partial Order The partial order among appoint ments is motivated by med
ical reasons and has to be obeyed in any case.
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\Iapl ,ap2 E p.AP :

(apl ,ap2) E p.bef ===}

apl ·as>..tstart + apl.aS>..tdur ::; ap2·aS>. .tstart

N on-overlap The patient itself can be modeled as a scarce resource that has
to be available for each appoint ment . In our model, a patient can only
participate in one appoint ment at a t ime. Hence, appo intments must not
overla p. Thi s is expressed by the more general cumulative constraint ."
Given that p.AP = {apl , ... , aps} , we can form alize thi s by

cumulat i ve((apl .as>. .tstart , . . . , aps.as>..tstart),

(apl .as>. .tdur," " aps.as>. .tdur),

(1, . . . , 1), 1)
~

s

Workplace Constraints C w • Given the set of appointments assigned to
a certain workplace APw = {aplap.as>. .w = w 1\ ap E p.AP 1\ P E c.P} =
{apl , . . . , apt} , the workp lace poses the following constraints on the labeling.

Appointment Type Sufficiency T he appointment types of all appoint -
ments that are assigned to w have to be prov ided by w.

\lap E APw : (ap.at, ·, ·) E w.AT

A vailability Ju st like patients the workplace has to be availab le for all as
signed appoi ntments.

\lap E APw : ap.as>..tstart E w .Tavail

Duration Assigning an appointment of a certain appoint ment ty pe to w
directly determines the duration of the appoint ment according to the
specificat ion given by w.AT .

\lap E APw :

ap.as>. .tdur = (head{ (ap.at ,· , .) E w.AT }).tdur

4 Given a tuple (tl , . . . , tn) of integer st ar t ing t imes t i E T , a t uple
(tdur,l , . . . , tdur,n) of int eger durat ions t dur,i E T \ {D } , a tuple (TI , .. . , Tn)
of integer resour ces Ti E IN and an integer resour ce t hres hold f E IN,
cumulative ((h , .. . , tn) , (tdur,l, . . . , t dur ,n), (TI , . . . , Tn) , f) is specified by

'Vk E[min {ti} , max {ti + t dur ,i - I}]
.E[l,n] . E[l ,n ]

1. e. if there are n appointments, each starting at a certain starting t ime t i,
having a certain duration tdur,i and consumi ng a certain (constant) amount Ti

of a resource , t hen the sum of resource usage of all the appointments does not
exceed the resour ce t hreshold f at any ti me.
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C hange T ime In our real-world scenario we have a restri cted form of change
t imes . Change t imes may be necessary between appoint ments of the same
type , but not between appointments of different types . This is motivated
by certain diagnostic devices th at need to cool down or heat up before
the next appointment of the same ty pe .

Vapl ,ap2 EAPw, apl i:- ap2,

t ch an ge = (head{( apl .at , ·, ·) E w.AT }) .tchange:

apl .at = ap2.at ==}

apl .as>..tstart + apl ·as>. .tdur + t chan ge

::; ap2.asx.tstar t V

ap2.as>..tstart + ap2.as>. .tdur + t change

::; apl ·as>. .t sta rt

N on-overlap A workplace can only participat e in one appo intment at a
certain time. Again , t his is modeled using the more general cumulative
const raint .

cumulative ((apl .as>. .tstart, ... , apt.as>. .tstard ,

(apl .as>. .tdur , ' . . , apt .as >. .tdur),

(1, . .. , 1), 1)
~

t

Diagnostic Unit Constraints C u ' Finally, diagnostic uni ts pose con
st raints on a feasible lab eling spanning all their workplaces.

Given that APu = UwEu .w APw = {apl , . . . , apv} , there are two imp or
tant relations.

Daily Demand Profile People in the diagnostic units want to influence
the daily demand profile of their units. This is done by specifying certain
upper bounds for the number of appointm ents of th e same type per day.
This prevents diagnost ic uni ts from monotonic work. This is a typical
constraint in scheduling human work, quite different from the situation
found in job-shop-scheduling.

V(at, Tday) E u.AT Vd E Day(T ) :

j{ap E APujap.at = at 1\ day(ap.as>. .tstart ) = d}j ::; Tday

Resource Usage Staff is assigned to diagnostic units and not to workplaces.
Hence, there is a natural restrict ion in how many workplaces of a diag
nostic unit u can be act ive in parallel. This restriction is ensure d by
a more complicated cumulative constraint defined by all appointment
assignment of the workplaces of u and the resource deman d of these
appointment s.
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cumulative ((apl .as.x .t start , , apv.as.x .tstart) ,

(apl.a s.x .t d ur , , apv.as .x.tdur),

(apl .rstaff, . .. , apv.rstaff ), U .Tst aff)

3.6.3 Identifying the Optimization Criterion

In a complex setting such as medical appo intm ent scheduling there is usually
no single global opt imization crite rion but a heterogeneous set of different
local crite ria that very often compete with each other. Examples for thi s
are the compet it ive criteria of patient satisfaction and resource usage. Whil e
put ting patients into wait ing queues may be optimal for resour ce usage it is
not at all optimal for patient satisfact ion and hinders other diagnosti c uni ts
in serving pati ents that are in a queue somewhere else. In cont rast, offerin g
every patient the most convenient appoint ment will almost inevit ably lead
to a decrease in resource usage.

Given the case st udy at Charit e Berlin , an increase in patient satisfact ion
is the global target of medical appointment scheduling. Though this is very
simpli stic, we assume patient satisfaction to be related to a short stay in
hospi tal and few wait ing t imes. Hence, we have chosen a derivate of the min
imum mean make spa n crite rion known from job shop scheduling to become
the global optimizat ion crite rion. It is defined by

O(Acl) =

L pEcl .P [max{ap.as.x .tstart + ap.as.x .tdur lap E p.AP} - minp.TavailJ . p.pr

Id .PI
Additionally, we have identified fur ther opt imization crite ria, such as mean
patient calendar density, mean diagnostic uni t calendar density and overall
patient throughput. These measures are also subject to evaluation and are
detailed in Chap. 10.

3.6.4 Configuration and Local Optimization Criteria

In a first at tempt and inspired by the natural configuration of knowledge and
competence, we assign a pati ent Pi, its appointments X Pi and const raints CPi

to a patient agent ap i and a diagnostic uni t U i , its unit and workplace con
st raints C U i U C W i to a diagnostic unit agent aU i . This approach resembles
the natural distribution of the scheduling problem and allows for local ac
tiviti es on parts of the problem. Given tha t the set of variables of a patient
Pi is defined as X P1 = {ap.as.x lap E Pi.AP} and that the set of workplace
constraints of a diagnostic unit U i is defined as CW i = U{ Cwlw E Ui .W } , the
configurat ion is given by

cP = "belongs to the same physical ent ity" , Le.
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x u C / </> = {XpI U CPI , . . . , X Plc.PI U CPlc,PI' CUI U CWI , . .. , C Ulc,UI U C Ulc.UI}

As already ment ioned, an increase in patient satisfact ion is the global
target of medical appoint ment scheduling in our setting. Hence, all local
optimization criteria - even the ones of the diagnostic units aim at pro
viding the most convenient appoint ments to patients. This includes keep
ing given appointments as long as possible and such keeping calendars as
st able as possible. All this is reflected in diagnosti c units using the follow
ing local optimization crite rion that minimizes the cumulate d weighted dis
tan ce dist of cur rent appointment assignments to desired appointment as
signments . In case of new appoint ments having desired assignment s corre
sponding to the release date of patients, i. e. ap.asdesire.tstart = minp.Tava il

and dist(ap .as>. , ap .asdesire) = ap.a s>. .tstart + ap.as>. .tdur - ap.asdesire.tstart ,
this will resemble the minimum make spa n crite rion.

O(AuJ = w(CUi U CwJ = L dist(ap.as>. ,ap.asdesire) · ap.pr -t min
apEA Pu

This optimization criterion is ass igned to diagnostic uni t agents since they
have a good oversight on all the appoint ments scheduled for their uni t . Be
cause we have defined a DCOP to be a maximization problem, we have to
negate w(CUi U CwJ .

Patients in hospitals do not like waiting . They rather want something
to happen . Hence, there is an additional criterion reflecting this demand by
maximizing the calendar density of the pati ent . This leads to appointment
sequences closely following each other.

O(Api) = w(X pi U Cpi) =

I:apEP.AP ap.as>. .tdur
-tmax

maxapEP.AP{ap.as>. .tstart+ ap.as>..tdur} - m inapE P.A P { ap.as>. .tstart}

This local optimization crite rion is assigned to patient agents because they
have a good oversight on all the patient 's appointments. Again, we have to
negate it to fit our definition of a DCOP.

Given the var iables, dom ains , const raints, global optimization crite rion
and addit iona lly the configuration and local optimization criteria , we have
completed the DCOP model of our medical appointment scheduling scenario.
Before describing how to solve it in practice, we will come to the core problem
of AuReCon that deals with improving the configuration of agents .
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4. Autonomous Dynamic Reconfiguration 
Improving Collaborative Problem Solving

In Sect . 2.5 we have discussed some common pitfalls in collaborative problem
solving. We have also stated that the organization of agents - represent ed
by the notion of configurat ion in our distributed const raint problem model 
is crucial for the quality and efficiency of the collaborative problem solving
pro cess. We will detail this conjecture in the following section. First , we will
set forth some imp ortan t requirements which we think to be decisive for the
success of a reorgan ization approach to avoid the pitfalls of collaborative
problem solving. The reorganization approach should

- expedite the usage of .the best-sui ted problem solving techniques, namely
tightly coupled techniques for st rongly connected problem elements and
flexible, loosely coupled techniques for weakly connected problem elements.

- decrease the communication effort in the collaborative problem solving
process.

Mot ivated by the pit falls of collaborative pro blem solving in
solution qu ality and communication efficiency, in t his chap
te r we set forth some important req uireme nts to avoid t hese
pitfalls and inspect the literature for possible solutions. We
state a lack of self-organization resear ch on the ind ividua l level
of agency rather than on t he social level. On t his basis, t he
AuReCon problem of find ing a good configuration for a given
distributed constraint optimization prob lem is formalized as
a constraint optimization problem it self an d proven to be at
least N P-complete.
In t he main section our concept to solve this pr oblem is pre
sente d - t he controlled usage of local reconfigur ation operations
called agent melting an d agent splitting. In a detailed analysis
we investigate the pr operties of this concept, namely its re
lation to t he st ructure of t he AuReCon pr oblem , it s imp act
on t he underlyin g collaborat ive pr oblem solving pr ocess and
its sufficiency to solve t he AuReCon pr oblem. In addit ion , we
investigate concur rency and autonomy issues in AuReCon.

4.1 Requirements

[121]' [123],
[113], [117]
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- not affect adversely the collaborative prob lem solving process but improve
its quality.

- obey restrict ions given by knowledge and social competence as well as by
time complexity and compute resour ces.

- dynamically accompany the collabo rative problem solving process.
- be adaptive and reversible.
- be of local nature such that no global reorganization cont rol is needed.

Following these requirements we will briefly assess reorganization and load
balancing approaches and such motivate our decision to develop a new reor
ganizat ion scheme.

4.2 State of the Art

4. 2.1 R eo r ganization in M ulti-agent Syst em s

To soften the disadvantages of collaborative problem solving, researchers from
the multi-agent systems community have often t ried to adapt theories and
methods from organization theory and management science. Most of these
approaches impose an organizational structure onto the set of agents such
that communication is rest ricted and guided. An exhaustive overview can be
found in [66] . There, an organizational structure is said to be defining roles,
responsibilities, and preferences for the agents within a coop erative society.
Organizational structuring is therefore a means to identify other agents that
may be interested in the results of an agent 's solving process. Durfee states
that the design of organizational structures is a complex search problem in its
own right. In [203], a similar statement is mad e in the context of agent tech
nology for manufacturing. On a scale from 1 (well-understood) to 4 (research
frontier), the problem of decomp osing a problem for processing by several
agents was rated as 4. These two statements directly support our motivation
and underline the necessity for enabling reorganization in an automatic way.

Earlier work in reorganization [59] only allowed flexible structuring in the
initialization phase of the system and kept the structure fixed in the actual
problem solving process. Later on, approaches allowed to dynamically adapt
to the problem structure (refer e. g. to[205]). Among them is the MetaMorph
proj ect. MetaMorph I [184, 185] incorporated an architecture for distributed
task decomposit ion in manufacturing and coordination in dynamically cre
ate d clusters. The agents in this system were organized by mediators and con
tained templates and a copying mechanism to create new agent (sub) levels.
The follow-up project, MetaMorph II [229] extends these concepts by taking
into account manufacturing design issues, marketing, supp ly chain ma nage
ment and execution control.

Agent cloning [61, 228] denotes the reproduction of a similar agent in place
or remotely. This approach claims to subsume mobile agent s. It has been
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mainly developed to support load ba lancing by delegating tasks to other or
new agents that are idle. Whi le this approach utilizes the paragon of delega
t ion , coalition structure generation [218] takes a closer look at t ransient teams
or coalit ions interpreted as partit ion blocks . However , this approach does only
take into account the cumulated value of a certain coalit ion structure which
is not dependent on the communication structure. T his simplification allows
the usage of specialized algorithms that cannot be applied in our setting .

All the named approaches reorgani ze the mult i-agent system on the social
level [44]. T hat means that they usually keep the identi ty of a un ique agent
through the whole problem solving process but reorganize the relations be
tween agents. This is also the approach found in [249]. Social reorganizat ion
approaches have their advantages in not affect ing adve rsely the collaborative
problem solving process, obey ing social competence restrictions, sometimes
being dynamic and adaptive. On the other hand, it is often not the case
that the reorganization process is controlled solely by the problem solving
agents. More severely, thei r support for the usage of the best-suited prob
lem solving techniques and such for the decrease in communication is only
weak. Social reorganization approaches allow to some extend the use of dif
ferent interaction protocols for int ra-group communication and inter-group
communication. But in fact the agents st ill have to communicate, st ill have
to gather information that is not given to them and hence often cannot apply
sophisticated problem solving techniques . T herefore, it is our thesis that a
significant improvement in the communication effort and solution qua lity of
collaborative problem solving can only be made by an individu al approach
in which the uniqueness of an agent is not static anymore. Sear ching for a
paragon in economy, our approach can only be compared to the organization
of artificial ent it ies such as companies. To distinguish this idea from reor
ganization on the social level, we call reorganization on the individual level
reconfiguration .

A predecessor of reconfiguration is the dynami c assignment of tasks to
agents . [174] present s an off-line approximation algorithm for this purpose.
In [102] the assignment of tasks to agents is called competence. This compe
te nce is made flexible by decomp osing the set of tasks accord ing to several
decomposition rules and assigning the tasks to different agents ..The disad
vantages of both approaches are the need for a central decomposer and the
missing dynamics and adaptivity. The pro posal in [102] is addit ionally re
stricte d to the job shop scheduling pro blem. T he only research work we know
to be directly comparable to ours is the one reported in [146]. It is based
on organization self-design (OSD, [54]) and adds two novel reorganization
pr imit ives to it , namely composition and decomposition. They allow to join
agents or split them. Though this idea is quite similar to the one that will
be presented in the following, it st rong ly relies on the usage of ru le-based
production systems as the reasoning mechanism for agents . Hence, this ap
proac h inherits the disadvantages of rule-based computing (e. g. rules are not
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combinable) and cannot be appli ed to support other problem solving tech
niqu es. In fact , rule-based compu ting is not very well-suited to the solut ion
of combinatorial problems as we focus on.

4.2.2 Load Balancing and Graph Partitioning

The prob lem of communication overhead can also be found in parallel com
puting where several processors compute detached par ts of a single (usually
mathematical) problem in par allel. Resear ch in load balancing [62] for par allel
comp ut ing has mainly focused on par ti tioning [14, 234, 235] and in par tic
ular graph partit ioning algorithms . [133] provides a good overview on static
graph par titioning algorithms . They inclu de greedy algorithms like the one
by Kernighan and Lin [160] and exte nsions of it [27, 28], so-called spectra l
m ethods [9, 17, 8] and other hybrid approaches . Several of these algorithms
have been implemented and integrated into too ls that can be used as off
line pre-processors to partition a central computing prob lem. Among these
too ls are Chaco [134], METIS [159] and JOSTLE [255]. All these too ls share
the advantage of being very generic, not making any assumptions abo ut the
used problem solving techniques and decreasing the communication effort by
solving an abst ract graph problem. Because of their background of par allel
computing, they do not care about restri ctions on knowledge and social com
petence , they are often not dynamic and not local in nature. Recent research
also tackles the problem of dynamic load balancing [81]. In [132] an assess
ment of different approaches to dynamic load balancing can be found. This
area is not yet as fully developed as static load balancing.

Though the problem of load balancing in par allel computi ng is similar in
its objectives to our research context , the given environmental situation is
usually quite different. In our setting, decomp osition is a dynamic problem.
Sub-problems ar e not easy to find and have to be const ruc ted such that inter
relations are minimized. These interrelations ar e not just communication lines
but semant ic connections, like shared resources or other complex const raints.
Nevertheless, results from load balancing have influenced this research work
as can be seen in the complexity results obt ained in thi s chap ter.

4.3 AuReCon Problem: Model and Complexity

The pitfalls of collaborative problem solving given in Sect . 2.5 may be intu
itively clear , but nevertheless we are in need of a more formal und erst anding
of what kind of problem autonomous dynamic reconfiguration is supposed to
deal with. We already have a powerful means at hand to model optimization
problems - const raint opt imization problems as given by Def. 3.3.2. There
fore, we will use this model to specify the AuReCon problem. To do this, we
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Fig. 4.1. Hasse dia gram of the configur at ions of all possible DCOPs on
{x I , X2 , Cl , C2 } and t heir "coarse r than or equa lly coarse as" relations
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have to ident ify the domain variables, constraints and the opt imization crite
rion of this problem which is done in the following subsections. Addit ionally,
we will ana lyze the complexity of the AuReCon pro blem.

There are two main impact factors for the quality and efficiency in te rms of
communication overhead in collaborative problem solving - first , the struc
ture of the problem element s existing in different agent s, and second, the
st ructure of the relations between them. Following Def. 3.4.1 and Def. 3.4.3,
both factors are determ ined by the configuration of the underlying distributed
const raint problem. Hence, adapt ing the configurat ion seems to be the pri
mar y key towards coping with the pitfalls of collaborative problem solving,
and hence configurat ion is the variable of the AuReCon problem.

A distributed constraint optimization problem is a triple of a constraint
optimization problem, a configuration and a local optimization crite rion gen
erator. Assuming that the underlying constraint optimization problem Il'"
and the local optimization criterion generator w remain unchanged in the
reconfiguration process, the search space of the AuReCon problem is det er
mined by the set of all possible distributed constraint optimization problems
based on IlCOand w, namely L1(IlCO,w) = {(Ilco, t/> ,w)lt/> E p(IlCO)} . There
fore, we are searching for a certain DCOP Ildco E L1 (IlCO,w ) that fulfills
certain demands and has the highest desirableness.

The search space L1 (IlCO,w) of the AuReCon problem has a nice st ru c
tural property that will later help us in proving imp ortant properties of our
AuReCon concept. As an illustration, Fig. 4.1 enumera tes the configurations
of all 15 possible distributed constraint optimization problems on the set
{ Xl , X2 , Cl , C2 } of variables and constraints . The figure also shows that this
set of DCOPs can be structured by an order, th at is called coarser than or
equally coarse as. It is formally defined as follows.
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Definition 4.3.1 (;;::) on L1(il,w) ) . Given a set of distributed constraint
optimization problems L1((X,C,o),w), a distributed cons traint optimiza
ti on problem ill = ((X,C,O),1>I 'W) E L1 ((X , C , o),w) is coarser than or
equally coarse as another distributed constraint opt imization problem il2 =
((X, C , 0),1>2 ,W) E L1((X, C , o),w) (ill;;::) il2), iff each configuration block
[xc] E X U C / ,pI is a union of configurati on blocks [XCi] E X U C /1>2, ill is
called coars ening of il2, il2 is called refinement of ill-

Rememb ering algebraic relations and operat ions in set theory and inspired
by the fact that we can define an "inclusion-like" relation among distributed
constraint opt imization problems, we can t ry to find analogues of union and
intersection on DCOPs. Figure 4.2 shows an example of the analogue of
intersection on DCOPs, called m eet. Figure 4.3 shows an example of the
analogue of union on DCOPs, called j oin . Both operations can formally be
defined as follows.

Definition 4.3.2 [Fl on L1 (il ,w)). Given a set of dist ribut ed constraint op
timization problem s L1 (il ,w) , meet n : L1(il ,w) x L1 (il ,w) -+ L1 (il ,w) is
a function that assigns a distributed cons traint optim ization problem il3 =
ill n il2 to two constraint optimization problem s ill , il2 E L1 (il ,w) such tha t
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III n Il2 is called coarsest common refinement of III and Il2 .

T he intuitive interpretation of the meet operator is the computation of
the DCOP that is first a refinement of both given DCOPs, and second the
coars est DCOP that satisfies the first demand. The meet presented by Fig. 4.2
can also be identified graphically as the shortest path from {{Xl , X2 },{Cl , C2 }}
to {{Xl ,Cl , C2}, {X2}} using the refinement direction . This is also shown by
the bold elements in Fig. 4.1.

Definition 4.3.3 (U on L1(Il,w)). Given a set of distributed constraint op
timization problems L1(Il,w), join U : L1(Il,w) x L1(Il,w) --+ L1(Il,w) is
a fun ction that assigns a distribut ed cons traint optimization problem Il3 =
III U Il2 to two constrain t optimizat ion problems Ill , Il2 E L1(Il,w) such that

III U Il2 is called finest common coarsening of III and Il2 .

The intui tive interpretation of the join operator is the computat ion of the
DCOP that is first a coarsening of both given DCOPs, and second the finest
DCOP that satisfies the first demand. The join presented by Fig. 4.3 can also
be identified graphically as the shortest path from {{Xl ,Cl}, {X2}, {C2 }} to
{{Xl, Cl,C2}, {X2}} using the coarsening direction.

Taking a closer look at Fig. 4.1 reveals that {{Xl , Cl , X2, C2 }} seems to be
the configuration of a DCOP that is coarser than any other DCOP. Simi
larl y, {{xd ,{c.} , {X2}, {C2}} seems to be the configurat ion of a DCOP that
is finer than any other DCOP. Addi tionally, given two arbit rary DCOPs,
meet and join of the two DCOPs seems to always exist, at least in the form
of {{xd ,{cd , {X2}, {C2}} or {{Xl , Cl , X2, C2 }}, respectively. In fact , these ob
servations resemble the definition of an algebraic structure - a lattic e with 0
and I- element. This is stated by the following lemma. It is a prerequisite of
the structural result of autonomous dynamic reconfiguration (Theorem 4.4.1)
and such of the impact result (Theorem 4.4.2) and the sufficiency resu lt (The
orem 4.4.3).

Lemma 4 .3 .1. (L1 (Il,w),n,u) is a latt ice with 0- and I-element .

Proof. The only variable in L1 (Il,w ) is the configuration cP, i.e. distributed
const raint optimization problems (Il, cP, w) E L1(Il ,w) only differ in cP. Ac
cording to Remark 3.4.1b), cP defines a par ti tion on the set of vari abl es and
constraints X uC of Il. Hence, L1(Il,w) is isomorph to the set of parti tions of
X u C. Addi tionally, ;;;) on L1 (Il ,w) is defined analogously to the coarsening or
der on the set of par ti tions of XU C. Therefore, (L1(Il,w), n , U) == (Part it ions
of xuC, meet on partitions of xuC, join on partition s of XUC). The latter
is known to be a lattice with 0- and l-element [242] and is called partition
latt ice.
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T he O-element in (Li(lI ,w), n, u) corresponds to the O-element in the pa rti
tion lattice, namely lIg co := (lI , <P ID ,w) where <P ID = {(xc, xc)[z c E X U C}.

The l-element in (Li(lI ,w),n ,u) corresponds to the I- element in the parti
tion lattice, namely lI~co := (lI ,<Pn ,w) where <Pn = (X U C) x (X U C) . 0

Remark 4.3.1.
a) (Li(lI ,w) ,n,u) is called DeOp lattice of lI.
b) The set of agents A <,f> is the largest possible and contains one agent for

ID
each xc E X U C. The set of agents A <,f>l is the smallest possible and contains
only one agent.

Corollary 4. 3 .1. ;;;) is a reflexive partial order on Li(lI,w).

4 .3 .2 Identifying Constraints

As already outlined in Sect . 2.3, multi-agent systems operate in domains that
are often subject to knowledge and social competence restrict ions . The prin
ciples of "decisions are made where decisions are pu t into practice" and data
protection demands rule out certain configurations that separate variables
and constraints that are closely related in the real world and group variables
and constraints that are par ts of different realms of competence. We reflect
these social demands by using a so-called social configuration. A social con
figuration is an equivalence relation on the set of variab les and constraints
according to their membership to a certain realm of social competence. Con
figurations that cross these realms are ruled out as being infeasible.

Definition 4 .3.4 (Social Feasibility). Given a distributed constraint op
timization problem II = ((X,C,o), <p,w) and a (social) configuration <Ps, II
is social feasible (feasibles(lI,<Ps)), iff

'VX Ci , X Cj E X U C : (XCi,XCj) f/:. <Ps ~ (XCi ,XCj) f/:. <p.

Remark 4.3 .2. Given <Ps, a DCOP II is social feasible, iff Il;
((X ,C,o) ,<Ps ,w) ;;;) lI .

Also in Sect . 2.3 we have moti vated that there are computational bounds
on the complexity of problems that can be solved by common centralistic
approaches in a reasonable time. Even in the case of an approach that scales
well or can trade-off the quality of the solution agai nst the time needed to
compute it , solutions may become too bad to be acceptable. Hence, we want
to deploy collaboration as a means to speed up the solving process by par allel
work. Instead of directly encoding the need for collabo ration into constraints,
we assume that we can compute, est imate or measure the time comp lexity
of solving a given constraint optimization problem. Thi s t ime complexity
depends on the variables, th e constraints, the relation between constraints
and variables and the optimization function . Hence, all these influence factors
are prov ided to a generic complexity estimator.
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Definition 4 .3.5 (Complexity Estimator). Given a cons traint optimiza
tion problem II = (X, C, 0), a complexity est imator ~ : (2X UC x
2A ((X ,C )) --+lR. ) ----+ JR is a function that maps constraint optim ization prob
lems to the estimated time to handle them .

Definition 4 .3.6 (Complexity Feasibility). Given a distributed con
straint optimization problem II = ((X , C, 0), (jJ ,w), a complexity estima tor
~, an internal complexity lower bound 6 E JR and an interna l complexit y
upper bound ~u E JR, II is complexity feasible (Jeasiblec (II,~,6 ,~u )) , iff

V[XC] EX U C/ </J: ~l ~ ~ ( ([xcJx , [xc]c ,w([xc]))) ~ ~u .

Given the existence of a complexity estimator for constraint optimization
problems , we can specify a lower and up per bound on the admissible inter
nal complexity and such define the comp lexity feasibility of a distributed
constraint optimization prob lem.

4.3 .3 Identifying the Optimization Criterion

A distributed constraint optimization problem that fulfills the social fea
sibility constraint and the complexity feasibility const raint is called feasible.

A last imp ortan t and very demanding ste p towards the formalization of the
AuReCon problem is the definit ion of the term "good DCOP" . Following our
discussion in Sect . 2.5, in this work we will concentrate on two main influence
factors: the quality of the solution of the collaborative problem solving process
an d its efficIeI1CYTn terms of communication effort .

In solving constraint optimization problems, the quality of the produ ced
solution is st rongly connected to the oversight of the constraint processing
approach on the search and solution space . As long as the constraint process
ing approach knows definit ively where to look for good solutions and where
not , it is not even necessary to literally explore the complete solution space
to find the best solution(s). The same holds for distributed constraint op
t imization problems. Figure 4.4a) illustrat es the situation in which we are
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using a corr ect and complete const raint proc essing approach a for collabora
tive problem solving . The COP and all De Op formu lations are a -id-solution
space equivalent , because a is able to explore the complete solution space
in any configuration. In this case, reconfiguration cannot cha nge anything in
the quality of the collaborative problem solving process, only in its efficiency.

Unfortunately, correct and comp lete constraint processing approaches for
collaborative problem solving are usually such inefficient that they can only
be applied to academic toy problems. Therefore, pract ical approac hes are
after good solut ions that can be foun d more efficient ly. To achieve this, we
will use a correct and complete constraint processing approach a i for in
ternal problem solving, and a correct but incomplete constraint processing
approach a e for external problem solving. The inte rleav ing of these two con
straint processing app roach es will yield our constraint processing approach
a = a ilae for collaborative problem solving. The transformation produced by
a is always the identity, i.e. the search space of the distributed const raint opti
mization problem produced by a is the same as the search space of the initial
distributed constraint optimization problem. Using an incomplete constraint
processing approach a of course changes the relations among the different
DCOPs. Figure 4.4b) illust rates this situation. In this case, reconfiguration
can change the quality of the collaborative problem solving process, because
DCOPs are not a -id-solution space equivalent anymore.

Given a , a constraint optimization problem Il'" and a local optimization
criterion generator w, we will prefer a DCOP Ilf cOE .6.(IlCO ,w) over a DCOP
IIdco E .6.(IlCO w) iff a can explore more solutions on Ildco than on IIdco2 , , 1 2 .

According to Def. 3.3.12, exactly this demand is encoded by Ilf cO~id Il~cO

(a-id-solution space reducibility). Though this definit ion of relative prefer
ence over DCOPs is theoretically aesthetic, it is not very operational. The
definition of ~id bases on applying a twice, on both given DCOPs to compare.
Most realist ic const raint processing approaches have a considerable running
t ime. Therefore, checking IlfcO~id Il~cO will most probably take much time.
Hence, we are in need of an est imation, whether Ilf cO~id Il~cO holds without
using its correct definit ion.

T he following lemma gives us justification that we can compare two
DCOPs by the "coarse r than or equally coarse as" relation and st ill deduce
the a-id-solution space reducibility relation. It is the main pre requisite of our
impact resu lt of autonomous dynamic reconfiguration (T heorem 4.4.2).

Lemma 4.3.2. Given two distributed constraint optimization problems III =
((X ,C,O),cPl,W) and Il2 = ((X,C,O),cP2 ,W) and an interleaving a = a ilae
of a correct and complete internal constraint processing approach ai and a
correct external constraint processing approach a e . Then

III ;;;) Il2~ III ~id Il2.

Proo]. The essence of the theorem is that the interleaved constraint pro
cessing approach a can compute at least as many solut ions on III as on
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il2 , given tha t ill is coarse r than or equally coars e as il2 . According to
Def. 4.3.1, ill is coarser than or equally coarse as il2 , iff each configuration
block [xc] E X U C / <PI is a union of configuration blocks [XCi ] E X U C / (h
If ill = il2 , ill 2': id il2 is t rivially correct (due to Cor. 3.3.4). Else, we can
wlog assume th at at least one configuration block [xc] E X U C/ <P I is the
union of [XCI] E X UC / <P2 and [XC2] E X UC / <P2 . Agent a [xc] can easily simu
late th e behavior of agent a [xcIl and agent a[ X C2 ] using th e exte rnal const ra int
proc essing approach n e intern ally. Such, it can compute at least as many
solutions. Due to th e completeness property of the internal const raint pro
cessing approach ni it may even explore more solut ions than a[xcI l and a[ X C2 ]

with their (potentially) incomplete extern al constraint processing approach
~ . 0

To define an optimizat ion criterion it is not sufficient to have a relative
notion of preference. We are in need of an absolute measure applicable to
each given DCOP. We derive this measure from the O-I-Iattice property of
the search space of AuReCon. This property gua rantees that each DCOP is
somehow related to the I-element of the lat tice and to the O-element of the
lattice. To get an absolute measure, for each DCOP we simply determine
the cardinality of each configuration block minus 1 and cumulate this value
over all configuration blocks. Hence, coarse configur at ions with few and large
configurat ion blocks are rewarded, since they suffer less from sub tracting 1
from the cardinality of each configurat ion block. In fact , this sum corresponds
to the number of times we can break up a single block in the inspected
configuration until we rea ch the O-element . We call this measure coarseness.
To norm th e result , we want th e I-element to get a coarseness value of 1
and th e O-element to get a coarseness value of O. All other DCOPs shall get
coarseness values from th e open interval (0,1 ). Hence, we divide th e above
described sum by th e maximum numb er of break ups, namely IX U Cl - 1.
All th is is formalized by the following definit ion.

Definition 4 .3.7 (C oarsen ess of a DCOP) . Given a distributed con
straint optimization problem Il = ((X, C ,0), rP, w), the coarseness of Il is
defined by

(il) = L: [x C] EXUC/~ l[xc] 1- 1 .
"I IX U CI -I

R emark 4.3.3. As demand ed , the coarseness of the I-element of th e DCOP
lattice (L1(il,w) , n , u ) equals 1, th e coarseness of the O-element equals o.
There are exactly IX UCl different coarseness values which all range in [0, 1].

Taking a look at .Fig. 4.1 again shows that we have only four different
coarseness values 1, ~, ~ and 0, though we have 15 different DCOPs. This
reflects the fact that in a DCOP lat tice many DCOPs are incomp arable and
hence reside on the same level of coarseness. This gets even worse for larger
sets of var iables and const ra ints, because the number of different coarseness
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Definition 4.3.9 (Quality of a DCOP). Given a distribut ed cons traint
optimization problem II , the quality of II is defined by

Fig. 4 .5 . External communication costs estimated
by external edges

The target of reconfiguration is to increase the quality of the collaborative
problem solving process as far as possible, i.e. to increase the coarseness of the
DCOP, and to decrease the dependence of the DCOP and such produce min
imum external communication costs . Given the measur es for coarseness and
dependence, the overall quality of a DCOP is th en defined'as the unweight ed
difference between coarseness and dependence.

6(II ) = L J{x E X Jc ~ ... x (xh X ... /\ (x , c) 1- ifJ}J
cEC I{x E X]c ~ .. . x (xh x .. ·}I

values grows linearl y with the number of vari ables and const raints while the
numb er of possible DCOPs grows exponent ially in the number of variables
and constraint s (see below) . The consequence is that many DCOP s cannot
be distinguished according to their coarseness . We have t raded a precise, but
computationally int ractable measure (solution space size) against a weak , but
computationally efficient measure (coarseness) .

To strengt hen our notion of the quality of a DCOP and to incorporate the
second influence factor - communication efficiency - we int roduce a second
measure. By communicat ion efficiency we do not mean the physical t ime for
transmitting a message from one agent to another, but we denot e the effort of
running one complete instance of the external problem solving approach Cl::e

to ensure consistency between the several agents. This usually involves sev
eral messages and the number of messages depends on the cur rent situation.
Nevertheless, we assume this effort to be directly related to a very simplist ic
measure: the number of external edges betwee n different configuration blocks
of the extended constrai nt graph repr esent ation of a DCOP. Figure 4.5 il
lustrates this measure by using thick lines for exte rnal edges and thin lines
for internal edges. Again, we norm this measure by comput ing the degree of
dependence of a DCOP as the quotient between the numb er of external edges
and the total numb er of edges.

Definition 4.3.8 (Dependence of a DCOP). Given a distributed con
straint optimization problem II = ((X ,C,o) , ifJ ,w) , th e dependence of II is
defined by
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() (ll ) = 'Y(ll ) - J( ll) .

R em ark 4.3.4. T he quality of the l-element of the DCOP lat ti ce of II equals
1, the quality of the O-element equa ls - 1. All quality values ran ge in [-1 ,1].

T he best DCOP in this sense is the one containing only one configuration
block including the complete underlying constraint problem. That directly
corr esponds to our intuition to solve a const raint problem cent rally if only
possible. However , following our argumentation in favor of collaborative prob
lem solving this is not always possible or desirable.

4.3.4 CONFIGURATION Problem and its Complexity

Given the variables, constraints and the optimization crite rion, it is easy to
define three var iants of the AuReCon problem as a special constraint opti
mization problem. We do not distinguish the problem to configure a DCOP
given a COP from the problem to reconfigure a given DCOP, since these
problems only differ in the operational amo unt of provided starting informa
t ion and not in their declar ati on (in case of a given DCOP we have a lower
boun d for the optimal value, bu t this lower bound can be arbit rarily bad).

Definition 4.3.10 (CONFIGURATION Problem). A CONFIGURATION
problem is specified by a 5-tuple tr> = (.6. (llCO ,w), cPs, ~, ~l, ~u ) .

- .6. (llCO,w) is the set of all distributed constraint opt im ization problem s on
Il'" and w .

- cPs is a social configura ti on .
- ~ is a complexi ty estim ator togeth er with 6 E lR as lower bound and ~u E lR

as upper bound.

Additionally, let

e:={()(lldCO)llldCO E .6.(llCO,w) 1\

[easible; (lldCO, cPs ) 1\ feasiblec(lldCO ,~ , ~l , ~u)}.

Giv en this specificati on, three vari ants of th e CONFIGURATION problem are

1. Is ()* = max e ~ r E lR? (decisi on problem)
2. Find ()* ! (op timal value problem )
3. Find one/all solution(s) lldco suc h that ()(lldCO) = ()* , i.e. lldco* =

arg max e! (optimal soluti on problem)

As already discussed, many int eresting constraint problems ar e combina-
. to rial in nature and N P-hard. The CONFIGURATION problem is no exception.
This is verified by the following theorem - the complexity result of AuReCon.

Theorem 4.3.1. Th e decision variant of the CONFIGURATION problem
tr> = (.6.((X, C,0),w), cPs, ~, 6,~u ) is N P -complet e in the size of X U C.
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Proof.
a) IICON E N P . IICON is III N P becaus e it can be solved by enu
merating all possible IIdeo E L1((X,C,o),w) (which ar e Bn:=lxuc l =
2:~=1 [if 2::=1 (-1 )k-i (~) in ] many") and testing [easible, (IId eo , cPs ),

feasiblec(IIdeo ,~,~I ,~u) and e(IIdeo) ~ T (which can be done in polynomial
time as long as ~ and ware polynomial) .

b) N P -hardness of IICON. We reduce the MINIMUM BISECTION graph prob
lem to IICON. MINIMUM BISECTION is known to be N P -complete [91] and is
defined as follows.
Given a graph r = (N ,E), 1N l = 2 . i, i E IN+. Let

NI = {m= I{{i,j} E Eli E NI/\j E N2} 1/

NI U N2 = N /\ NI n N2 = 0/\ INII = IN21 } .

Is m* = min NI ::; k for a given k E 7l,?
Since MINIMUM BISECTION is a constraint optimization problem, the reduc
tion to CONFIGURATION runs in three steps.

1. (Variables and Domains) The variables of MINIM UM BISECTION are NI
and N2 both from the domain 2N • NI U N2 = N /\ NI n N2 = 0
forces {NI, N 2 } to be a bi-partition of N . Assigning X = Nand
C = { Cij I{i, j} E E} , any such bi-partition corresponds to the config
uration cP of a special DCOP IIdeo = ((X,C,0), cP ,w) and is such element
of L1((X,C,o) ,w). IIdeo is the variable, L1((X,C,o),w) is the domain of
CONFIGURATION.

2. (Constraints) To satisfy the bi-par ti tion constraint of M INIMUM BISEC
TION we have to assert that the configuration cP of every feasible DCOP
IIdeo defines such a hi-parti tion. Addit ionally, we have to ensure that the
two configuration blocks are equally sized (since 1Nl I = /N2 1) . Both can

be achieved by defining ~ ( (X, C, o» = IXI and 6 =~ = ~u, since

V[XC] E X Ue t; : I~I ::; ~(( [xc]x, [xc]c ,w([xc]) ) ::; I ~I

=> V[xc] E X U ci, : I[xc]x/ = I~I

=> IXUC/q,1 = 2/\ V[XCi],[XCj] E XUC/q, : I[xci]l = l[xcj]l.

Hence, all constraints of MINIMUM BISECTIONcan be reduced to the com
plexity feasibility constraint of QONFIGURATION. The other constraints
of CONFIGURATION can be deactivated (tautologically satisfied) by dis
abling the social feasibility, defining VXCi ,XCj EX U C : (XCi ,XCj) E cPs .

1 E n is the so-called Bell-number.
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3. (Optimization Cr ite rion) We have to red uce the optimization crite rion m
of M INIMUM BISECTION to the optimization criterion q of CONFIGURA
TION (DeL 4.3 .9).

m = I{ {i, j} E El i E N1l\j E N2 }1
= I{ { i ,j} E EI(i ,j) ~ I/>} I

= I{Cij E CI(i ,j) ~ I/> } !

= L L I{c = cij l(i, j ) ~ I/>}I
[xc]EX UG/ .. cE[xcJc

What we are doing here is to check every constraint C E C whether it
restrict s variables that are in different blocks of the configuration 1/>. Since
we have only two blocks in the configuration and constrain ts are only
bin ary, there are three possible cases for the relation among a const raint
c and its rest ricted variables i and j: (c,i) E I/> 1\ (i , j ) ~ 1/>, (c,j ) E
1/> 1\ (i,j) ~ I/> or (c,i) E 1/> 1\ (i, j) E l/>. In the first two cases, m is increased
by 1. Alternatively, we can count the number of variables connected to a
constraint c that are not in the same configuration block as the constraint,
because (looking at the three cases) there is exactly one such variable or
none, leading also to an increase of m by 1 in the first two cases. Hence,
we can derive

m = L L I{i E X lc = Cij 1\ (i , c) ~ I/>} I
[xc]EX u G/ .. cE[xc]c

Since

()(lldco) = L l[xc] 1- 1

[xc]EXUG/.. IX U CI- 1

L L l{iEXI.c= Cijl\(i,c)~ I/>}1

I{~ E Xlc = cij}1
[xc]EXUG/ .. cE[xc]c

INUEI-2 m

IN U E I -l L:cEG I{i E Xlc = cij } 1
'--v--"

<I> is a bi-partition

IN U EI - 2 m

INUEI -l - 21EI'

we can fur thermore derive

m .= (IN U EI - 2 _ ()(lldcO)) . 21EI .
IN U EI - l
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Therefore, m has been successfully reduced to an equivalent term con
taining an additive constant , a mult iplicative constant and the negative
B(II d CO ) . The constants can be removed by adjusting k E ~ prop erly,
the negative sign is indeed corr ect and needed because CONFIGURATION

maximizes B(II d CO
) while MINIMUM BISECTION min imizes m .

This polynomial three step procedure reduces MINIMUM B ISECT IO N to CON

FIG URATION and hence proves our proposition. 0

Since optimization problems are always at least as hard as their decision
problem variants , we can directly derive the following corollary from the
latter theorem.

Corollary 4 .3 .2. The optimization variants of CONFIGURATION are N P
hard.

4 .4 AuReCon Concept: Structure, Im pact and
Sufficiency

4 .4. 1 Introductory Example

In the prev ious sect ion we have shown that the AuReCon problem can be
mode led as a constraint optimization problem. In pr incip le, we could apply
any approach capable of solving constraint optimization problems. Never
theless, in Sect . 2.3 and Sect . 2.4 we have argued that many application
scenarios prohibit specifically the usage of a centralized approach problem
solving approach. Accord ing to its definit ion in Sect . 2.5, reconfiguration is a
meta-process to collaborative problem solving. Hence, the conditions of the
application scenario apply to the reconfiguration process as well as to the
underlying collaborative problem solving process . For example, if our col
laborative prob lem solving system is sub ject to a certain social competence
structure, the configuration of the problem solving agents won't be manage
able by a central instan ce. Due to this, we are in need of reconfiguration
means that allow for the local and potentially autonomous adaption to the
problem structure.

For an introdu ctory example, take a look at Fig. 4.6. Inspir ed by our case
study in medical appointment scheduling (refer also to Fig . 3.14), we could
interpret the figure as follows. Ten patient agents have to communicate with
four diagnostic unit agents to reach a final agreement on their appo intments.
The internal complexity seems to be quite low, since all patient agents only
care for a small set of problem elements . In contrast , the communication
effort is high as can be seen by the vast number of external edges . Obviously,
there seem to be better configurations than this one, which is solely derived
from the physica l ent ities . Now, the idea is to enable groups of patient agents
to be joined into a single agent . This can be done by agent melting, as it
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Fig. 4.6. Ten patient agents competing for four resources

Fig . 4.7. Applying agent melti ng to form patient group agents

was int roduced in Sect . 2.5. Figure 4.7 shows the result of applying this
technique several times. Patient agents that are strongly connected with a
single diagnost ic uni t agent have been unified to a single pat ient group agent.
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Fig. 4.8. Applying agent melt ing to form patient/resource group agents

T hough grouping patient agents has the advantage that requests of several
patients can be bund led and sent collectively to the diagnostic uni t agent ,
exte rnal communication has not decreased substant ially, since the patient
group agent has st ill a lot of communication effort with the connected diag
nostic unit agents. Hence, we will apply the technique of agent melt ing again.
Figure 4.8 shows a further ste p of reconfiguration in which diagnostic unit
agent s have been melt with patient group agents that often use their diag
nostic unit. As can be seen by the thick lines, this st ep significant ly reduces
the external communication overhead.

Of course, we could t ry to apply agent melting ano ther t ime and get rid
of the communication completely. Unfort unately, melt ing agents without any
restri ction will sooner or later violate the const raints of social feasibility and
complexity feasibility. In practice, we will even meet situations in which it is
not only impossible to do another agent meltin g bu t also imp ossible to keep
the current configurat ion because of a violation of the complexity feasibili ty
const raint . To handle these situa t ion, the second concept of AuReCon - agent
splitting - reduces the intern al complexity of an agent by decomp osing the
knowledge, goals and skills of one agent into two agents, but will also yield
more communication.

In the following subsections we will formally define agent meltin g, agent
split ting and sequences of both. We will also verify several properties of these
reconfiguration operations such as the retainment of the problem st ructure of
AuReCon, the impact of the reconfiguration concept onto the collabo rative
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Fig. 4.9. Applying
agent melting

problem solving process and finally the sufficiency of agent melting and agent
split t ing to solve AuReCo n problems.

4.4.2 Agent Melting, Agent Splitting and Reconfiguration
Transactions

From the theoret ical point of view, agent melting can be interpreted as an
operation t ransformi ng one distributed constraint optimization problem into
another. This funct ion retains one par t of the DCOP, namely the specificat ion
of the constraint optimization problem and the local optimization criterion
generator, and only affects the other part , the configurat ion. Though agent
melting could be defined for a set of agents, we will int roduce agent melting
as a function affecting only two agents since this is theoret ically sufficient .
Figure 4.9 illustrates the pro cess of melting agents a3 and a4 .

Definition 4.4.1 (Agent M elting). Given a distributed cons traint opt i
mization problem Il = ((X, C , 0) , ifJ, w) and two agents a[xc], a[xc/] E A t/> , agent
melting J.L is a fun ction defin ed by

J.L( Il , a[xc], a[xcl ] ) := ((X, C,0) , ifJl ,w) = tr where

ifJ' = ifJ U {(XCi , XCj ), (XCj , xCi )lxCi E [XC] 1\ XCj E [XC' ])

R emark 4.4.1.
a) X U e t; = X U et; \ {[xc], [XCi]} U {[xc] U [XCi ]}. Hence under ifJl,
a[xc] = a[xc/J .
b) To simplify the notation of consecut ive applicat ion of agent melting to the
same DCOP Il , we will use (a2' al )(Il) to denote the applicat ion of agent
melting between agents al and a2 to Il. For further abbreviat ion we use a vec
tor not ation to denote the applicat ion of several agent melting operat ions with
different parameters: (a2,a l)m(Il) = ((a2)m, (a l)m) ' " ((a2h , (alh)(Il) .

As already mentioned, to fulfill all demands on social and complexity fea
sibility of a given AuReCon problem, agent meltin g alone is not sufficient . As
soon as one agent emerges to have a too high internal complexity it has to be
split into two smaller agents . Agent splitting, the complementary reconfigu
ration operation to agent melting, is illustrated by Fig. 4.10 and is defined
as follows.
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F ig. 4 .10 . Ap plying
agent splitting

Fig. 4 .11. Counter example un der
pinning the necess ity of reconfigura
tio n transactions

b)

t=li/!!:!!!!:i:=!!;/'/::!I,

G ::i:::::::!:l/:::!!:::/D

a)

n
Definition 4.4.2 (Agent Splitting). Given a distributed constraint opti
mization problem Il = «X,C,o),4>,w) , an agent U[xc] E A", and a subset
XC C [xc]' agent splitting o is a function defined by

a tIl,U[xc] , XC) := «X,C,o),4>' ,w) = tr where

4>' = 4> \ {(XCi, XCj), (XCj , xCi)lxCi E XC 1\ XCj E [xc] \ XC }

Remark 4.4.2.
a) X U C/ "" = X U C/ ", \ {[xc]} U {[xc] \ X C, X C} .
b) Applying agent split t ing of agent u with subs et X C to the DCOP Il is
denot ed by (c , XC )(Il) . For further abbreviation we write (u , XG) n(Il ) for
«u)n, (XG)n) ' " «uh , (XGh)(Il) . For example

(U3 ,XG)1(U2,Ul)2(Il) :=

u (J..l (J..l (Il, (u2h, (u l h), (u2h, (ulh), (u3h, (X Gh).

T he given definitions of the reconfiguration operations agent melting
and agent splitting leave out social and complexity feasibility issues. There
fore, these operations are not directly applicable to CONFIGURATION prob
lems, since they may lead to configurations that are not feasible. Thi s
can easily be seen by the example given by Fig. 4.11. Let 's assume that
~«X, C,w(X U C))) = IXU Cl,~u = 2, ~l = 2, i.e. we do only allow exactly
two prob lem elements (either variables or constraints) per agent. Part a) of
th e figure shows the given configuration and part b) shows the optimal one.
Neither agent melt ing nor agent splitting is solely applicable to the configu
ration given by a) , because both operations violate the demanded complexity
restrictions. Thus, we cannot build our reconfiguration strategy directly on
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(a, . (c ,. x, ))
~

Fig. 4 .12. Reconfiguration transaction realizing an exchange transformation

agent meltin g and agent splitting . We need an ato mic reconfigurat ion op
erat ion that is able to obey social and complexity feasibility. We call this
operation reconfiguration transaction. Such as in common transactions , the
idea is to allow a temporary infeasibility in applying a sequence of recon
figuration operations, but to claim feasibili ty after finishin g the sequence of
reconfigur ation operations. This is form alized by the following definition.

Definition 4.4.3 (Reconfiguration Transaction). Given a C ONFI GU

RATION problem IIG ON = (Ll«X, C, o) ,w),rPs , ~, ~/' ~u) and a distributed con
straint optimization problem IIdco E Ll«(X ,C,o ),w) to start with, a reconfig
uration t ransaction p is a function defined by

p(IIdco,aI, a2 ,aa ,XC) := (aa, xc)n(a2 ,al )ffi (II dco) = IIdco' where

m ,n E lNo , aI,a2 E A;' ,
III

aa E A~ ,XC E (2X UC t
III

such that
jeasibles(IIdco' , rPs) 1\ jeasiblec(IIdCO' , ~, 6,~u) .

To solve the example illustrated by Fig . 4.11, only a kind of exchange
operation would be sufficient . Fortunately, with the help of the above defined
reconfiguration t ransac tion we can emulate several other feasible reconfigu
ration operations, such as exchange and transfer. Figure 4.12 shows how a
reconfiguration t ransaction composed of one agent melt and one agent split
can be used to emulate an exchange and solve the given example.

4.4.3 Retaining the Structure of the AuReCon Problem

In Subsect . 4.3.1 we have defined the "coarser than or equally coarse as"
relation as well as meet and join of the set Ll(IICO,w) of distributed const raint
optimization problems for a given constraint optimization problem IICOand a
local optimization criterion generator w. These more or less verb al definitions
lead to the insight , that the set of DCOPs together with meet and join form s
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Fig. 4 .13 . Example for a meet on
DeOps defined in terms of agent
sp litting

Fig. 4 .14. Exam ple for a join on
DeOps defined in term s of agent
melting

a O-I- lattice. How does this useful algebraic pr oper ty relate to our novel
not ions of agent melt ing and agent splitting? Well, Fig . 4.13 illust rates that
the meet presented by Fig. 4.2 can be expressed in terms of two agent splitting
operations. In ad dition, Fig. 4.14 shows that the join presented by Fig. 4.3
can be expressed in te rms of a single agent melting ope ration.

In fact , ;;) as well as n and u can be defined using only sequences of agent
melt ing and agent splitting. A Deap IT' is coarser than or equally coarse as
a Deap IT, iff there exists a finite sequence of agent melt ing operations that
takes IT and produces IT' . The definition of n and U is slightly more compli
cated. In Subsect. 4.3.1 we have already suggested that n can be identified
as the shortest path from one Deap to another Deap using the refinement
direction. Using the means of agent melt ing and agent splitting we can now
detail on what we mean with shortest path. Figure 4.I5a) shows how one can
navigate from IT to IT' n IT using a sequence (al, XG )m of agent splitting
operations and from IT'nIT to IT' using a sequence (a 3, a2 )n of agent melting
operations . To find the shortest path we have to minimize n +m. Accord ingly,
U can be identified as the shortest path. from one Deap to another DCap
using the coarsening direction . Figure 4.15b) illust rates this. Such, IT' nIT
(IT' U IT) can be computed by applying a shortest path algorithm betw een IT'
and IT on the Hasse diagram of the DCap latt ice, starting into the direct ion



Fig. 4.15 . Meet and join as shortest paths in the Hasse diagram of DCOPs

m ,n E No A a2,a3 E A~ A
ID

al E A;' AXC E (2XuC)m}
ID

tr n Il := (a*,xc*)m' (Il ) where

(a*, xc*)m' = min{ (al ,xc)mIIl' = (a3, a2)n(al ,xc)m(Il ) A
m

b)

IIull'

(a"a! ~"xcr
II IT
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a)

II IT

(a"x~ }"a,r

IInIT

of the O-element (I-eleme nt) and searching for the coarsest (finest) DCOP on
this path.

Our intuit ive unde rstand ing is underpinned by the following theorem that
bases on Lemma 4.3.1, is t he main structural resul t of the theory behind
AuReCon and is a main pr erequi sit e for the impact result (T heorem 4.4 .2)
and the sufficiency result (T heorem 4.4. 3).

Theorem 4.4.1. Given a set of distributed constraint optimization problems
L\((X,C,o),w) , ;;;) , n and U on L\((X,C,o) ,w) can be defined in terms of
agent melting and agent splitting. Suc h, the lattice with 0- and I -elem ent
property is retained. In particular:
a) A DCOP Il' E L\((X, C, 0),w) is coarser than or equally coarse as another
D COP Il E L\((X, C, 0),w) , iff there exists a finite sequence of agent melting
operations that takes Il and produces Il" , i.e.
Il' ;;;) Il :{:::::::} :la!, a2 E A~ElNo : Il' = (a2,al )n(Il ).

ID

b) The meet Il' n Tl of two DCOPs Il,Il' E L\((X ,C,o),w) can be com
puted by applying the sequence (a* ,xc*)m' of agent splitting operations
to Il , where (a*,xc*)m' is the shortes t such sequence being part of any
subsequent application of an agent splitting sequence and an agent melting
sequence to Il leading to Il' , i.e.

c) The join tr U tt of two D COPs u, Il' E L\((X, C, o),w) can be computed
by applying the sequence (a;, a~)m' of agent melting operations to Il , where
(a;, a~ ) m' is the shortest such sequence being part of any subsequent appli
cation of an agent melting sequence and an agent splitting sequence to Il
leading to Il'; i.e.
tr U tt := (a; ,a~ )m' (Il) where
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(a; ,a~ )m · = min{( a 2, a d mlil' = (a3' XG )n(a2,a l )m(il ) 1\
m

m , n E No 1\ a3 E A~ 1\ X C E (2X u C )n 1\
ID

a l, a2 E A:; }
III

Proof.
a)

1. (~) According to Def. 4.3.1

tro tt
~ V[xc] E X U Cl</>, ; [xc] = [XCI] U ... U [xcn] 1\ [XCi] E X U Cl </>

Since all [xc] E X U Cl </>, are unions of disjunct configuration blocks
[XCi] E X U CI</> , we can construct independent sequences of agent melts
for each configuration block [xc] and concatenate th em to the complet e
sequence to create Il' from Il . Therefore, we choose wlog one arbit rary
[xc] and show that there is a sequence of agent melt s that cons t ructs [xc]
from [xcd , .. . , [xen ].

[xc] = [XCI] U [XC2] U ... U [xen], [XCi] E X U CI </>, if>l := if>

= {xc' l (xc', XCI) E if>l V (xc', XC2) E if>l V . .. V (xc' ,zc.,) E if>d
, ... '
</>2:=</>1U{(XCi ,XC;) ,(XC; ,XCi) [XCi E[xctl l\ x c; E[XC2]}

= {xc'I (XC' ,XCl ) E if>2 V . . . V (xc',xcn) E if>2}

= {xc' l(xc' ,xcd E if>n } where

if>n := if>l U {( XCi, XCj) , (XCj, XCi )!XCi E [XCI] 1\ XCj E [XC2]} (p,d

Iln -l III
~~

((X , C,0), if>n, w) = (a[XC n ] ' a [XC1 ]) . • . (a [XC2)' a [xcl ])(il )

2. ({:::=) Assuming that X U Cl </>, cont ains a configuration block [xc] that
is not a uni on of configuration blocks from X U CI</> , i.e. two XCi, XCj E
X UC that are equivalent according to if> are not equivalent according to
if>', dir ectly cont radicts the definition of if>', since consecutive applica tion
of agent melting only adds equivalence relations pairs to if>. Hence, all
configuration blocks in X U Cl </>, are unions of configuration blocks in
X U et, and such rr ;;;l ti .
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1. Since any agent splitting can be reversed by a properly selected agent
melt ing, we can find a I , a2 such that

o

(T heorem 4.4.1a))

b) According to Def. 4.3.2 we have to show that

Il ;;;) tr n Il A tr ;;;) tr n Il A

'VII" E Ll((X,C,o),w) : (Il;;;) tt" A lI' ;;;) Il" )~ tr n Il;;;) tr'.

3. Assuming that Il ;;;) Il" A Il' ;;;) Il" , Il" may be either imcomparable to
I1'nIl (1), coarser than or equally coarse as Il' n Il (2), or Il' nIl may be
coarser than or equa lly coarse as Il" (3). Case (1) directly contradicts to
the uniqueness of the coarsest common refinement that follows from the
lat ti ce pro perty of (Ll((X,C,o),w) , n , u). Due to Theorem 4.4.1a), case
(2) would imply that 3al, a2 : Il" = (a2' al )n(Il' nIl), i.e. 3a , XC :
(a , x c )n(Il" ) = Il' n Il , which directly cont radicts to the choice of the
minimum length agent split t ing sequence (a*,xc*)m* prescrib ed in the
definition of n . Hence, only case (3) remains and Il' n Il ;;;) Il" ,

tt' ivtt := (a*,xc*)m' (Il )

~ (a 2,al )m' (Il' n Il ) = (a2, al )m' (a*, x c-v-:(Il)

~ 3al, a2 E A~( : (a2,a l)m ' (Il' n Il ) = Il
ID

2. By definit ion of Il' n Il

3a 2,a3 E A~ElNo : Il' = (a3 ,a2)n(a*,xc*)m*(Il)
ID

~ 3a2 , a3 E A~ElNo : Il' = (a3' a2)n(Il' n Il )
ID

~ Il';;;) tr n Il (T heorem 4.4.1a))

4.4.4 Impact of the AuReCon Concept

c) Can be proven analogously to b).

So far , we have treated the AuReCon problem as a constraint optimization
problem in its own right , detached from the initial DCOP to solve. Actually,
we wanted to improve collaborative problem solving by autonomous dynamic
reconfiguration. So, what is the impact of app lying agent melt ing and agent
splitting operations to a distributed constraint optimization problem? The
answer is the following impact resu lt of AuReCon that is mainly based on
Lemma 4.3.2 and Theorem 4.4.1.
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JIdeo' - (JI eo ,/" ) - (( JI eo,/, ) ) _ (JIdeo ' )- , 'I' ,w - JL , '1', W , a[X c2j, a[Xclj - JL , a[Xc2j, a[Xclj

==:::} <p' = <PU{(XCi ,XCj),(XCj,XCi)lxCi E [XC2] AXCj E [xcd} (Def. 4.4.1)
==:::} <p' 2 <p

'Va! , a2 E A q, : J(JL(JIdeo , a2, ad :=:; J(JIdeo)

and

'Va[xcj E A q"XC c [x c] : J(JI
deo) :=:; J(a(JIdeo ,a[xcj,XC)) .

(Theorem 4.4 .1)

(Lemma 4.3.2)

(T heorem 4.4.1)

(Lemma 4.3.2)

JIdeo' = JL (JId eo, a2, ad

==:::} JIdeo' ~ JIdeo

==:::} JIdeo' >? JIdeo
-Id

JI
deo' = a (JIdeo, a[xc], X C)

==:::} JIdeo = JL (JIdeo' ,a[xe~XC], a[xCEXCj)

==:::} JIdeo ~ JIdco'

==:::} JIdeo >? JIdeo'
- .d

T heorem 4.4.2 . Given a distributed constraint opt imization problem
JIdeo = (JIeo, <p,w) and an in te rleaving Q' = Q';jQ'e of a correc t and complete
in te rn al constrain t processing approach Q'i and a correct exte rnal constraint
processing approach Q'e ' Th en th e following holds.
a) (Quality) Q' can compute at most as many solutions given JIdeo as giv en a
D CGP resulting from the application of an arbitrary agent melting operation
to JI . Conversely, Q' can compute at least as many solutions giv en JIdeo as
given a D CGP resulting from the app licati on of an arbitrary agent splitting
operat ion to JI. 1.e.

'Va! , a2 E A q, : JL (JIdeo, a2, a!) ~id JIdeo

and

'Va[xe] E A q"XC c [x c]: JIdeo ~id a(JI deo, a[xcj, XC).

b) (Efficiency) Th e dependence of JIdco is at least as high as the dependence
of a D CGP resulting from the application of an arbitrary agent m elting op
eration to JI . Conversely, th e dependence of JIdeo is at most as high as th e
dependence of a D CGP resulting from the application of an arbitrary agent
splitting operation to JI . 1.e.

Proof.
a)

b)
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o

(Def. 4.3.8)

(Def. 4.3.8)

=> LI{X E Xlc ~ . . . x (xhx . .. /\ (x ,c)i </J/}1 <
cEG

L I{x E X lc ~ . . . x (xh x .. . /\ (x ,c) i </J} I
cEG

=> c5(lIdCO') ::; c5(lIdCO)

L I{x E Xlc ~ .. . x (xh X ... /\ (X, c) i </J/}I
cEG

=> c5(lIdCP) ::; c5(lIdCO')
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IIdCO' = (lIco ,</J' ,w) = a((II CO, </J ,w), a[zcj,XC) = a(lIdCo, a[xcj, X C)

=> </J' = </J\ {(XCi, XCi), (XCi, xCi)lxCi E XC /\ XCi E [xc]\XC} (Def. 4.4.2)

=> </J 2 </J'

=> L I{x E Xlc ~ ... X (xh x .. . /\ (X,c) i </J}I <
cEG

F ig. 4 .16. Impact of the AuReCo n concept onto t he problem solving quality

The essence of the theorem is tha t agent meltin g always results in a DCOP
that can achieve a problem solving quality at least as high as the given DCOP
and has a dependence at most as high as the given problem. Though we only
have a "greater than or equal to" relation, this result is not weak , since with
successive agent melt ing we will finally reach the I-element of the DCOP lat
tice , which due to our assumpt ions yields the highest possible quality and the
lowest possible communication effort. Hence, when melt ing agents we make
cont inuous progress in problem solving quality and communication efficiency.
The opposite statements hold for agent splitting. Figure 4.16 illustrates the
quality statement for agent melting and agent splitting.

So far, we have proven that the AuReCon problem is an interesting one (at
least it is difficult to solve), that the concepts of AuReCon, namely agent
melting and agent splitting, are suitable to reflect the algebraic structure of
the AuReCon problem and what impact the AuReCon concepts have on the
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underlying collaborative problem solving process. Now we will focus on the
sufficiency of the AuReCon concept to solve the AuReCon problem. It has
not yet been discussed whether we can reach all DCOPs only using agent
melt ing and agent split t ing and (more imp ortant) if we can systematically
enumerate all reconfigurat ion operations to solve the AuReCon pro blem . T he
following theorem covers the latter two sufficiency issues.

Theorem 4.4.3. Given a C ONFI GURATION problem IICON

(.d( (X , C, 0),w), <Ps, €,6,€u) and an arbitrary distributed constraint opti
mization problem IIdco E L1 ((X ,C,o),w) to start with. Th en, all variants of
IICON can be solved by finding a reconfiguration transaction applied to IIdco ,

i.e.

Proof. Finding a reconfiguration transaction means to sear ch in the sear ch
space Ap of reconfiguration transaction par ameters instead of searching in
the space Ac = L1((X,C,0),w) of DCOPs. This different kind of search to
solve the (hardest) optimal solution variant of IICON is sufficient , iff we can
prove solution equivalence (see Def. 3.3.10) between the pro blem IICON of
searching in Ac and the problem IIP of searching in Ap , Le. IICON=!=.rII P .

In the following, we will interpret IIP to be th e result of a special con
st raint processing approach O:CON-tP that takes IICON and IIdco and con
structs IIP as well as a transformation Tc-tp between Ac and Ap , i.e. II P :=
(O:CON-tP( (IICON, IIdco ))h, Tc-tp := (O:CON-tP( ( IICON, IIdco ) )h- According to
Lemma 3.3.5, we have to prove the existence, corr ectness and completeness
of O:CON-tP and its ret ainment of the ord er of the opt imizat ion crite rion to
show that IICON:= IIP

-Tc~ p •

a) Existence of O:CON-t P . The const raint pro cessing approach O:CON-t P pre
sented by Alg. 4.1 produces II P represented by the set of feasible recon
figuration transactions and the set of infeasible reconfiguration transac
tions. It addit ionally computes a transform ation that relates DCOPs from
L1((X,C,0),w) to reconfiguration transactions each with an attached quality
value.

As a first ste p, O:CON-tP creates the I-element II~cO by comput ing one
of the several possible maximal agent melting sequences (a2 ' al)m that can
be applied to IIdco (line 1, see also Fig. 4.17). If II~cO is feasibl e according
to th e specification of IICON, (a 2' al ) m is added to the feasible, otherwise
to the infeasible reconfiguration transactions (lines 2-6; this reconfiguration
transaction omits the agent splitting part , i.e. n = 0). In addition , II~cO and
its quali ty value is related to (a 2' al) m (line 7).

As a second step, O:CON-t P follows an iterati ve deepening scheme to suc
cessively enumerate all agent splitting sequences of length n sp lits (line 10). All
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A lgorithm 4. 1 : Constraint processing approach O:CON-tP

DCOPs that are produced by agent splitting sequences of the same length re
side on the same coarseness level, which corre lates recipro cally and normed to
nsplits (see Fig . 4.17). Again, feasibil ity of the pro duced DCOP IIg~~ implies
feasibility of the complete agent melti ng/agent splitting sequence (lines 12,
13). The same holds for infeasibility (line 14). In line 15, the result ing DCOP
is related to the comp lete agent melt ing/agent splitting sequence. Having fin
ished the enumeration of all agent splitting sequences with the same length
nsplits from the I-element, nsplits is incremented to proceed to the next level of
refinement (line 16). O:CON-tP terminates after having reached the O-element
II geo by IXu Cl - 1 consecutive agent splitting operations (line .9).

b) Correctness of O:CON-tP . According to Def. 3.3.8, correctness of O:CON-tP

means that only agent meltin g/agent splitting sequences that prod uce feasible
DCOPs are included in the solution space ~(IIP) = Tj , i.e. only sound

end

begin
/ / create I-element
(II~CO , (a2 ,ad m

) +- melt _as_often_as _possible(IIdCO)

if feasible. (II~co , cf>. ) I\feasiblec (II~CO , ~ , ~I , ~u ) then

I
Tf +- {(a2 ,adm

}

T~f +- 0
e lse

LTf +- 0
T~f +- {(a2 ,adm

}

Tc-+ p +- {« IIt co, B(II~CO)) , ((a2 ,adm
, B(IItcO)))}

/ / it erative deepening enumeration scheme
n spli t s +- 1
while n spli t s ~ IXu Cl - 1 do

forea ch (as,XG)n E generate_alLsplits(II1CO
, n sp lit s ) do

II~:;~ +- (a s, X G)n(II1co)

if feasible. (II~:;~ , cf>.) 1\ [easible; (II~:;~ ,~ , ~l , ~u) thenI Tf +- Tf U {(a s, X G) n(a2 , a d m
}

e lse
L T~f +- T~f U {(a s, X G) n(a2, a d m

}

TH p +- THPU{ ( (II~:;~ , B(II~:;n ) , ((a s , XG)n(a2 ,adm
, B (II~:;n))}

n splits +- nsplits + 1

input : IIe oN = (Ll((X,C,o) ,w) , cf>. ,~ ,~I ,~u) ,
IIdco E Ll((X,C,o),w)

outpu t : II P represented by the set of feasible reconfiguration transactions
(Tf = E(II P

) ) and the set of infeasible reconfiguration transac
t ions (T~f = A(II P

) \ E(IIP
) ) ,

TH p ={...,((IIf CO, B(IIf CO)) , (pi , B(IIfCO))) , . . .}

5
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7

1
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15
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Fig. 4. 17 . It erati ve
deepening in the con
st raint processing ap
proach a CON-tp

reconfiguration transactions are accepted as feasible. T his demand is directly
implemented in lines 2-6 and 12-14 of a CON-tp.

c) Completeness of aCON~p , According to Def. 3.3.9, complete ness of aCON~p
means that at least all agent melt ing/agent splitting sequences that produce
feasible DCOPs are included in the solution space E(II P ) = T'] , i.e. all sound
reconfiguration transactions are accepted as feasible. We will show thi s prop
erty by prov ing 1. that any DCOP can be reached by a certain reconfiguration
t ransaction from any given DCOP and 2. that all reconfiguration t ransactions
can be enumerated systematically.

1. Theorem 4.4.1 ensure s that L1 ((X ,C,o),w) and ;;;) ,n and U defined only
by sequences of agent melting/agent splitting form a sound lat ti ce with
O-element and J-element . In this latt ice a single agent melt ing (and its re
verse operation agent splitting) is the atomic operation defining;;;) (refer
to Lemma 4.4.1a)) . All other "coarser tha n or equally coarse as" relations
can be deduced by the t ransit ivity property of ;;;). Addi ti onally, the ex
ist ence of the J-element II~cO is always guaranteed in our DCOP lattice
and it is guara nteed to be always coarser than any other DCOP in the
lat tice. Hence, we can always navigate from any given DCOP IIdco to the
I-element following the "coarser tha n or equally coarse as" relation (this
guarantees the existence of the melt_as_often_as_poss ible function in
aCON~p) , For the same reason we can always navigate by a sequence of
properly chosen agent splitting operations into the opposite direction to
any DCOP in the lat tice. Therefore, we can reach any DCOP from any
DCOP by a properly chosen reconfiguration trans action.

2. According to 1. there is at least one reconfigur ation t ransaction for any
DCOP producing the DCOP from the initial given DCOP passing th e 1
element . Hence, if aCON~p is able to enumerate all possible sequences of
agent splitting operations on the I-element , every DCOP will event ually

nieo

~
(a2, al)'"~•• •

n . = 1 ----:::::::
.. ::!:spu::":...- ~

TIdeo / :
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appear. In its first round, a CON--+p produces all atomic agent splitting op
erations by splitting exactly one agent (in this case the only agent) into
two agents (gener at e-a l L splits ( lI~co , 1)) . Since the set of agents is
finite and the cardinality of the configuration blocks is also finite, there
is only a finite and countable number of atomic agent splitting opera
t ions. In any furth er round nsplits, generate-alLsplits(lI~co,nspli ts)

can build recurs ively on generate_alLsplits(lI~co,nspli ts -1) adding
a fur ther atomic agent splitting operation. Complete indu ction over the
number of rounds nsplits ensures, that in each round all possible reconfig
ur ation transac tions of length nsplits can be systematically enumerated.
Finally, nsplits is bounded because we can split the I-element at most
IX UCl - l t imes . Hence, all reconfiguration transactions can be enumer
ated by a CON--+p ,

d) Retainment of the order. T he quality of any constructed reconfiguration
transaction is directly related to the quality of the corresponding DCOP (lines
7 and 15 of a CON--+p) , T his immediately leads to the demanded retainment
of the order of the optimization crite rion. In particular, the opt imal DCOP
will be always related to the optimal reconfiguration t ransaction. 0

4.5 Concurrency and Autonomy in AuReCon

The result of Theorem 4.4.3 seems to be mainly of theoret ical value. The
const raint processing approach aCON--+p used in the proof is neither realistic
nor efficient . In fact , it is as inefficient as simply enumerat ing all possible
configurat ions . To make things worse, the approach is a global one since it
deploys cent rally cont rolled functions to systematically enumerate all possi
ble parameters for reconfiguration transactions. Hence, there are two main
disadvantages in using reconfiguration operations this way: First , we initially
wanted to avoid a global approach to solve CONFIGURATION problems; sec
ond, the way of enumerat ing all possible reconfiguration transactions in a
sequent ial order is far from being efficient .

Never theless, the th eorem has in fact a practical value since it is the
theoretical foundation for allowing us to seek in the space of (local) recon
figuration t ransaction par ameters rather than in the space of global DCOPs.
Figure 4.18 illust rates a smal l example for this. It shows the complete DCOP
search space of the problem of assigning agents to a set {Xl , X2, Cl } of two
variables and one constraint. With getting rid of symmetries, Agent a l may
administrate only {xd , {Xl , X2 }, {Xl ,cd or the complete set {Xl , X2, cd·
Agent a2 may administrate not hing (0), {X2} or {X2,cd . Agent a3 may ei
ther administ rate nothing or {Cl}' This forms a three-dimensiona l search
space. All five possible DCOPs are shown in the figure . Arr ows between
them show three possible traces of reconfiguration t ransactions leading from
X U C/ </>1 = {{xd , {X2},{cd} either over X U C/ </>2 = {{xI,x2},{cd },
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o

Fig. 4 .18. Local search in the search space of DCOPs

x U CI "'3 = {{xI,cd, {X2}} or X U ct.; = {{xd, {x2,cd} to X U CI ",s =
{{Xl,X2, cd}·

Such, what the theorem tells us is that we can apply local operations
(agent melting or agent splitting) to an exist ing complete DCOP trying to
improve it rather than constructing the DCOP from the scratch. It also te lls
us tha t this local search method is st ill able to explore the complete search
space of feasible DCOPs assuming that the cont rol of selecti ng the local
operations is sufficient .

So far, we have not yet discussed the autonomy issue in the AuReCon
concept. As already discussed , it makes no sense to use the cent ralistic ap
proach to cont rol the choice of reconfigur ation trans actions. Therefore, we
are after a more efficient and first of all distributed usage of the reconfigura
tion t ra nsactions. So far , we have only discussed the properties of sequences
of reconfiguration operations. To deploy concurrency or par allelism we have
to extend our theoretical foundation. The notion of independence and the
according theorem validates the intuitive understanding that local improve
ments on the cur rent DCOP that do not affect each other can be applied in
an arbit rary order and hence concur rently.

Definition 4.5.1 (Independence of Reconfiguration Operations) .
Two reconfigurati on operations {ll and {l2 (either agent m elting or agent
splitting) are independent , iff they affect different agents.

Theorem 4.5.1. Given a distributed .constraint optimization problem Il , a
set M = {JLI, ... , JLm} of agent melting operations on Il and a set S =
{ a m+l ," " an} of agent splitting operations on Il , R = M US = {{ll , "" {In},
R pairwise ind ependent. Then the order of applying these operations to Il is
arbitrary, i. e.
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V(i l , . .. , i n) E perm({I , .. . , n}) : {lin .. . {li, (Il) = tr.

Proof. We will prove the theorem by complete induction over the cardinality
n of R .

n = 1: Tri vially correct .
n ---t n + 1: Given a set R = {{ll , " " varr hon } of n operat ions on Il , R

pairwise independent and assuming that

V(i l , .. . , in ) E perm({I , . . . ,n } ) : e i ; .. . {li, (Il) = tt',

we can wlog choose a sequence {lin . . . {li , . Add ing a further operation
{In+I on Il , independent from any other operation can be done in three
different ways.

1. {lin . . . {li , {In+I (applying (In+l before any other operation). (In+l can
not depend on the result of any ot her operation, since its parame
te r(s) only vary over the agents from Aq, and fur thermore it is inde
pendent from any other operation. {In+I cannot prevent the correct
app lication of any other operation, because in case of agent melt ing
it will only melt two agents a[xc;] and a[XCj] that are both not par am
eters of any ot her operation. In case of agent splitting it will split an
agent a[x c] that is not parameter of any other operation and assign a
subset XC C [xc] to a new agent a[XC;], XCi E XC that is not in Aq,
because XCi is only element of a unique configuration block.

2 . {In+I {li n . . . {li , (applying (In+l after any other operation). (In +I can
not destroy the result achieved by any ot her operation, since its pa
rameter (s) can only vary over the agents from Aq, and furthermore
it is independent from all other operations.

3. {lin ' " {lij {In+I {lij _' . . . {li , (applying (In+I somewhere within the other
operations). {In+I cannot depend on the result of any operation from
{ {lin , ' . . , {lij } ' cannot prevent the correc t application of any opera
t ion from {{l in , . . . , {lij} and cannot destroy th e result of any opera
t ion from {{l i j _ , " . . , {li ,} following the same arguments as in cases 1
and 2.

The combination of all three cases yields that the order of applying op
erations from R' = R U {{I n+d to Il is arbit ra ry. 0

Finally, we have the necessary foundation for bridging the gap to the prac-
t ical aspects of AuReCon. Autonomy in our context means to allow ar bit rary
concur rent reconfiguration t ransactions to be init iated by the problem solv
ing agents on their own using knowledge-based heuri st ics. In the next part
we will show what is necessary to realize the concepts presented in this' par t .
We will descr ibe macro-level issues of agent interaction and manage ment
and micro-level issues of agent architecture and reasoning. Even more imp or
tant, we will describe our external problem solving approach Q e and prove
its correctness as well as our intern al problem solving approach Qi and its
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prop erti es. Controlling th e autonomous usage of reconfiguration tr ansactions
and its implication s for the design of customized interaction pr otocols and
learning techniques is discussed in the last chapter of the practical par t . In
Par t IV we will demonstrate the st rength of th e practical deployment of the
theoretical concept introduced here by an exhaustive empirica l evaluation.
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Part III

Practical Concepts





Resear ch and development in mul ti-agent system infrastructure focuses on
matters of agent man agement and agent communicat ion facilities - so to
speak, on anything that is needed to enable agent existence and agent int er
act ion with other agents and the (physical or virtual) environment.

To enable our main goal of allowing agents to reconfigure themselves
autonomously, we are in need of a multi-agent system infrastructure that
assert s certain properties of agent communication.

- The syntax and semant ics of the proposed agent communication language
(ACL) have to be expressive enough to allow for an abstract interaction
between agents on the level of constraint solving and on the level of solving
the AuReCon problem.

- The proposed ACL, namely the interact ion protocols built upon this ACL
have to be form alized in a way that allows to verify their appropriateness as
well as there correctness. This is becau se the correctness of the collaborative
problem solving process as well as the correctness of the reconfigurat ion
process heavily rely on the correctness of the underlying pr oto cols.

- Agent communication must be independent from the cur rent configura
t ion of the collaborative problem solving system. Hence, communication
channels have to be fully transparent and protocols must work for a small

5. Multi-Agent System Infrastructure

This chapter pr esents t he conceptual and technical prerequi 
sites for agent communication and agent manage ment. Mo
t ivated by a review of t he state of t he art in t his field and
filtered by demands made by AuReCon, own cont ributions to
the logical and physical foundati ons of agent communication
and existe nce are detailed . They include general agent interac
tio n protocols based on speech act s and modeled by algebraic
Petri nets, a scalable system archit ecture built up from so
called uiorkspaces and a brief discussion of suitable off-the-shelf
tec hnology for mult i-agent system infrast ru cture.

5.1 Demanded Contribution to AuReCon

[110], [111],
[114], [11 6]
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numb er of agents with a high intern al complexity as well as for a lar ge
numb er of agent s with a low intern al complexity.

Demanded properties of the agent management facilities can direct ly be
derived from the demanded properties of the agent communication faciliti es
and addit ionally include more technical requirement s.

- The agent management facilities have to be scalable in the num ber and
complexity of agents to manage. This forces the proper use of every known
technical granularity of computation, such as threads, pro cesses and com
puters.

- The AuReCon concept of melting and splitting agents enforces efficient and
flexible facilities for creating, specifying and dest roying agents as well as
for managing the changing responsibili ties of agents for problem elements .

- Though AuReCon aims at decreasing the communication effort in collab
orat ive problem solving, technical communication nevertheless has to be
efficient on every level of system granu larity such as between threads, pro
cesses and computers . To achieve thi s, agent management should build on
standa rd middleware concepts that provide a stable and fast asynchronous
communication channel including services like routing, prio rities and mon
itorin g.

- Agent management has to provide safe concur rent access to "non
agent ified" software. A typical example in our case study is SICStus Prolog,
the solver used to handle constraint problems .

After t akin g a brief look at the state of the art of multi-agent system
infrastructure we will propose our own solutions to these two areas with a
special focus on the named properties.

5.2 State of the Art

The broadness of the resear ch area of multi-agent syst em infrastructure en
tails a huge amount of different sub-problems and also alternative solution
proposals . These proposals have tackled issues of agent communication lan
guages such as the knowledge query and manipulation language (KQML,
[186, 165], matchmaking between requesting and prov iding agents [7] and
general purpose ar chite ctures for const ructing mult i-agent systems such as
Grasshopper [105] or FIPA-OS [204].

A typical flaw in the kind of agent technology lit erature as it is present ed
in Sect . 2.3 is that agent interaction protocols are typically presented filling
several pages of pseudo code. This seems to be due to the sequent ial tradit ion
of many of these protocols. Unfortunately, this kind of representation is not
very intui tive and error-prone. Canonically, the authors often use sequent ial
calculi, derivatives of the Hoare calcu lus, to prove important properties of
their algorithms, like (partial) correctness, termination, and completeness.
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The problem with using sequential proof methods for concurrent protocols
is that in general the behavior of a system of threads does not only depend on
the behavior of the single threa ds but also on matters like synchronization,
interaction and so on. Of course, it is surely much more difficult to specify
and verify a set of concur rent ly running threads and their interactions than
specifyjverify a single threa d of cont rol. Nevert heless, some researchers have
contributed to thi s resear ch area, using as different calculi as temp oral logics
[80] , composit ional specificat ion and verification [25, 157], formal languages
[31, 30, 33, 35] or automata and Petri nets [32, 189, 34, 137, 112, 199]. The
use of a special class of Petri net s seems to us most promising to model
interaction protocols and verify their behavior .

Recently, there has been a joint effort on standardizing mandatory prop
erties of a common MAS infrastructure. This effort is und ertaken by the
foundation for intelligent physical agents (FIPA, [76)) . As of th e writ ing of
this work , the FIPA has not yet produ ced a complete standard. FIPA doc
uments are st ill under heavy const ruction. Nevert heless, FIPA alrea dy ad
dresses the main cha llenges of a MAS infrastructure with in-depth documents
on agent management [73], agent communication [72, 74, 75], agent interac
tion pro tocols [77] and ontology management [78]. FIPA also gives advi se for
technical questions on mapping the specification to common techniques such
as extens ible markup language (XML, [265)) for st ructured knowledge rep
resentation and common object request broker architecture (CORBA, [201))
for synchronous obj ect interaction. This standardization effort is promi sing to
guide th e different proposals for solving th e various multi-agent system infras
t ruc ture problems into a common direction. However , following a standard
is time-consuming and restricting. Since our main target is the assessment of
the AuReCon concept, we have decided to adopt the FIPA standards only
as a paragon and design our own custom concepts that suit the demands
mentioned in Sect. 5.1 best.

5.3 Agent Communication

5.3.1 Speech Acts

According to [165], agent communication differs from tradi tional forms of
ent ity interaction techniques, such as OSF 's remote procedure call (RPC),
Sun 's remote method invocation (RMI) or CORBA's Int ernet inter-orb pro
tocol (HOP ) for two reasons

- Agent communication is based on exchanging propositions, rules, and ac
tions instead of obj ects without semantics.

- Agent communication facilitates messages that describe desired states in a
declarative language, rather than a pro cedure or method.
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Due to this, research in agent communication is more likely rooted in linguis
t ics and logic th an in technical interaction protocols. Agent communication
languages (ACLs) usually base on the linguistic concept of speech acts [2 24].
Fundamental to the speech act theory is the conjecture that using speech is
often equivalent to act ing. T his has led to the notion of a performative which
is "an ut terance that succeeds simply because the speaker says or asserts it"
[165].

We use the following speech acts for defining semantics in inform at ion
exchange. They are defined roughly following [75].

query (q) The action of asking anot her agent for information. query is accom
panied by an inform ation specificat ion.

inform (i) The action of giving another agent information possibly following a
prior specificat ion in a query speech act . inform is accompanied by a piece
of inform at ion, e.g. a predicate-logic express ion or a concrete object.

request (r) The act ion of request ing another agent to perform some action.
Actions in this sense include performing other speech acts. request is
accompanied by an act ion specificat ion.

agree (a) The action of agree ing to perform some act ion , possibly in the
future. Can be interpreted as giving a comm itment. agree is accom panied
by an act ion specification and optiona lly condit ions of the agreement .

refuse (ref) The act ion of refusing to perform a given act ion. refuse is accom
panied by an action specification and optionally reasons for the refusal.

done (d) The action of telling another agent that an act ion has successfully
been finished. done is accompanied by an action specification and opt ion
ally an action result descrip t ion.

failure (f) The act ion of te lling another agent that an action has been at
tempted but the attempt has failed. failure is accompanied by an action
specification and optionally explanations for the failure.

cancel (c) The action of cancelling some previously request ed and agreed
action which has temporal extent, that is, it is not instantaneous. cancel
is accompanied by an action specificat ion and opt ionally reasons for the
cancellation.

not understood (n) The act ion of agent i te lling another agent j that i has
perceived that j has performed an act ion, bu t that i has not und erstood
what j has done. not understood is accompanied by an action specifica
tion.

In [75] a precise formalization of the feasibility precondit ions as well as the
rational effect of each speech act is given based on mult i-modal logic. T hough
it may seem appealing to allow for a formal semant ic model of each speech
act, "the semant ic issue is in practice much less imp ortant than it sounds,
especially since the problem of defining and identifying conformance to the
semant ics is not resolved" and computationally intractable [165]. Hence, we
will not go into detail regard ing the form al model of speech acts. We will
assume that agents implement the necessar y behavior to handle the above
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mentioned speech acts correctly. In our opin ion, it is much more important
to formally model and verify the exchange of messages itself, namely the
interaction protocols used. This will be tackled in Subsect. 5.3.3.

5.3.2 Messages and Conversations

The usual atom in agent communication is the exchange of a semantic in
form ation package between two agents following a well-defined syntax. This
ato m is implement ed using m essages. Messages comprise st ruct ured inform a
t ion on the speech act, on the message identi ty and memb ership to a certain
message sequence , on the used language an d onto logy, on sender, receiver and
pri ority as well as on the actual content of the inform ation exchange. Though
there are many components of messages as presented in [72], we will focus
on the most import ant ones needed to underpin our agent communication
formalization.

Definition 5.3.1 (Message). A message m is a 4-tuple m
(sa, (s ,r), (c,cp,cs),cont) . sa E [ q, i, r, a, ref, d, f, c, n} is a speech act,
s EA is the sending agent , r EA is the receiving agent, c is the con
versation the message belongs to, cp E IN' is the conversation protocol the
message belongs to, cs E IN' is the sequence number of the m essage within the
conversation and cont is the actual content of the message.

Remark 5.3.1. As ab breviation, messages are classified by their speech act.
For example, a message containing an inform speech act is called inform
message.

Usually, agent communication is not only based up on exchanging a single
message, but exchanging several messages in a sequence . This sequence is
called conversation.

Definition 5.3.2 (Conversation). A conversation c is a goal-oriented and
preferably finit e sequence of m essages.

c = ((sal , (a , b), (c, cp, l ), contd , (sa 2, (b, a) , (c, cp, 2), Cont2)," ')

As given by the definition , we assume a conversat ion to be a sequence of
messages that are exchanged between only two agents a and b. Messages al
ways belong to a unique conversation even in the case only one message is
sent to reach a certain goal. Messages in conversations are numbered accord
ing to their semant ic order within the conversation. This order is not always
equivalent to the order in which messages are delivered by the asynchrono us
message-passing system.

To correctly parti cipate in a conversation, an agent has to keep track of
the progress of the conversation, i.e.. the message round it is in. To rea lize
this, we have decide d to implement conversations in mental categories called
intentions. T hey define the state of the conversation from the viewpoint of
the agent . Further details on intentions in general and their use for agent
communication can be found in Cha p. 7.
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Fig. 5 .1. Example of
firing a trans ition in
algebraic Petri net s
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5.3 .3 Interaction Protocols

To keep the participation in a conversation computable and such tract abl e
for art ificial agent s, there is need for common pattern s of behavior in con
versations that occur frequ ently. Interaction protocols are sets of such well
defined conversat ion patterns. In the broader sense, interaction protocols are
the algorithms of distributed syste ms . While conversations are always defined
between two agents , interaction pro tocols may comprise conversations involv
ing more tha n two agent s. Due to this, the message exchange in interacti on
protocols does not necessarily follow a sequent ia l order. Several conversations
of an interaction protocol may run concur rent ly or even in parallel.

The inherent concurrency of interactio n proto cols makes modeling and
verifying them a very difficult tasks . Nevertheless , we have dem anded in
Sect. 5.1 that we have to be able to verify th e behavior of agent commu
nication in general and interaction protocols in particular to guar an tee the
desired mul ti- agent system behavior . Therefore, we are in need of an ap
pr opriate model of concurrent computation. A good modeling paradigm for
concur rent protocols offers a representation of the concur rent flow of cont rol,
a natural way to specify asynchronous behav ior and mutual exclusion, a con
cise notion of fairn ess and the ab ility to use different layers of abstraction to
compose mod el par t s. Perhap s the most important property of such a mod
eling paradi gm is the notion of local state. The global state of the system
should always be derivable solely from the set of local states of its different
components. Petri nets sati sfy these demands. Additionally, they use a qui te
suggest ive and nevertheless formally sound graphical notation. Since all our
definitions rely on an algebraic description of components, t he special class
of algebraic Petri nets seems to be most suitable.

In Petri net s local states are represented by places (denoted by ellipses)
and tokens on these places (drawn bold wit hin ellipses) . Atomic processes are
represented 9Y transitions (draw n as rectangles). Arcs connect places with
transit ions and model cont rol and data flow. In algebraic Petri net s places,
tokens and arcs are ty ped acco rding to algebraic abstract data types. Take a
look at th e transition quer y in Fig. 5.1 to get an example for this . query is
connected to th e places Pending I nformation, Queried I nfor mation and
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Query Messages . The process represented by query can happen (fire), iff the
inscription of the incoming arc inEo? can be unified with a token on Pending
Information In this case, query takes away the concrete instan ce info?
from Pending Information and places info? on Queried Information and
a query message (q, (i, j) , " info?) on Query Messages. All t ra nsit ions in
the net behave according to this rul e totally independently and concurrently.
In this context, a t ransition t in conflict to ot her t ransit ions for the same
to ken is treated fa ir by a system run (denoted by <p), iff t does not fire only
finitely often, though being activate d infinitely often. Of course, we cannot
give a fur ther det ailed introduction to algebraic Petri nets . Please refer to
[213] for details. We will rather present concrete agent int eraction protocols
that we are using , show their Petri nets models and describ e their behavior
verbally.

Inform Protocol. The inform pro tocol is th e simpl est protocol used in our
multi- agent system infrastructure. It enables an agent i to arbitrarily send
a piece of information to an agent j without waiting for any reply. Before
using the inform prot ocol, agent i should belief that agent j does not have
the inform at ion to be transferred and that the information is of use for agent
i. Figure 5.2 shows the Pet ri net model of this protocol. The left half of the
figure models the behavior of the sending agent in the course of the pro tocol,
the right half models the behavior of the receiving agent. In the middl e the
asynchronous message passing system is denoted. Message tuples are denoted
as given by Def. 5.3.1 leavin g out the inform ation about the conversation. The
message system is assumed to be reliable, though not necessaril y preserving
sequence.

Agent i initiates the pro tocol by taking a piece of inform ation info from
Pending Information, wrapping it into an inform message (i, (i, j) , " info)
and sending it via the t ransit ion inform. A not specified moment later , the
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receiving agent j can consume the inform message and sto re it in its informa
t ion base represented by Information via the transition receive inform.

Query Protocol. The query proto col allows an agent i with an inform a
t ional shortcoming to contact another agent j for provision of this informa
t ion. Before using the query protocol, agent i should belief that agent j has
the inform ation wanted. Figure 5.3 shows the Petri net model of this pro
tocol. Agent i initiates the prot ocol by taking a specificat ion info? of the
demanded information from Pending Information, storing this information
specificat ion on Queried Information to keep it from being queried again
and sendin g the information specification in a query message to agent j . All
this is modeled by the t ransition query. The queried information remains
queried as long as no matching inform ation has come from agent j. After
receiving the query message via receive query, agent j can look up the in
form ation, wrap it in an inform message and send the inform ation to agent i
(i nf or m). To part icipate correctly in the protocol, agent j must also t ransmit
the information that the demanded inform ation is not available. Otherwise,
agent i would wait forever. After receiving an information tha t matches the
inform at ion specification, agent i can update its information database ac- .
cord ingly (r ece i ve inform).

Immediate Action Request Protocol. The immediat e act ion request
protocol allows an agent i to request an agent j to immediately perform

Fig. 5.3. Petr i net model Nq of the query protocol
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an action a. This prot ocol is usually used for simple atomic act ions tha t
can be perform ed wit hout further thought . Before using the immediat e ac
tion request prot ocol, agent i should belief that agent j is able to perform
action a. Figure 5.4 shows the Petri net model of this protocol. Agent i ini
tiates the protocol by deciding to request a pending action a or to cance l
it. The lat ter is discussed later. Modeled by the t ransit ion request , agent
i wraps a in a request message, sends it to agent j and marks the act ion
as requested (Reques t ed Actions). After receiving a request message via
receive request , agent j tries to perform action a. It either succeeds to do
so or it fails. In case of success, agent j sends a done message to agent i , in
case of failure j sends a failure message to i . This non-deterministic behavior
is modeled by the conflict ing t ra nsitions done and failure.

Agent i can only update the action a to the state of being done (Done
Act ions) iff agent j has sent a done message . If agent i has received a failur e
message it tries to modify a (possibly following the explanation in th~ failure
message) and allows for a new protocol round by placing at on Pending
Actions. To avoid infinite runs of the protocol further assumptions have to
be made about the conflict ing transit ions request and cancel. They should

Fig. 5. 4. Petri net model Mar of t he immediate action request pr otocol
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have mutual exclusive precond itions for being enabled. A typ ical example for
a precondi tion of request could be that a has not yet been requested for more
than a sufficiently high number of t imes. This information could be stored in
a and can be updated according to the conversation sequence number of the
exchanged messages . As soon as this upper bound on the number of requests
has been reached , only cancel could be enabled,

Commitment-based Action Request P rotoco l. The commitment
based act ion request protocol is among the most complex two-party inter
act ion protocol used in AuReCon. T he protocol allows an agent i to convince
another agent j first to undertake a commitment for an act ion a and to t ry to
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perform it some t ime later. It is usually used for complex actions that need
some time to be started and executed. The protocol consists of two phas es
- a commitment phase and an execution phase. The commitment phase is
similar to th e immediate request protocol. An important difference it the set
of already given commitments of agent j represented by Commitments . Based
upon the knowledge on these commitments Cj , agent j can decide whet her
to agree to perform action a or to refuse it . T his decision is modeled by
the conflicting transit ions agree and refuse . In case of agreement , agent j
sto res the commitment (i, a) given to agent i on action a in its commit ment
knowledge base and sends an agree message to agent i. In case of refusal, the
commitment knowledge base remains unchanged and agent j sends a refuse
message to agent i , According to the received answer on its request message,
agent i may store the requested act ion on Committed Actions or may retract
the request, mod ify a to a' and try again.

The second phase of the protocol implements execut ion of committed
actions on the side of agent j and monitoring of the action execut ion state on
the side of agent i . Three different cases have to be dist inguished . The first
of them handles the situation in which agent j cannot pursue performing
action a anymore although having given its commitment to do so. In this
case , agent j has to not ify agent i on the cance llation of the act ion. In the
second and third case, agent j keeps its commitment and t ries to perform
action a. Performing a may end in a success or in a failure . All three cases
are mode led by the conflicting transitions done , cancel and failure that can
arbitrarily affect any commitment on Commitments . Accord ing to the proper
case, done , cance l or failure messages are sent to agent i. Agent i upd ates
its requested action a to done in case it receives a done messages (updat e) .
In all ot her cases, action a is modified to a' and a new protocol round is
enabled by setting the action's state to pending (retry). The remarks on the
conflict ing t ransit ions cancel and request given for th e immediat e action
request protocol before hold also for thi s protocol.

Fur ther interaction protocols can be defined combining and modifying
the afore-ment ioned ones. In AuReCon we are using a special protocol for
negotiation among agents as described in Chap. 6 and special protocols for
controlling the autonomous reconfiguration process as described in Chap . 9.
In Chap. 6 we will also demonstrate how the detailed Petri net models of
interaction protocols can be used to prove correctness and termination.

5.4 Agent Management

5 .4.1 Overview

Following the experiences of our former research pro ject B-DIc E (BDI con
trol environment for manufacturing systems, [Ll.O, 111]) we have decided not
to use an off-the-shelf agent shell but to design and realize a special agent
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man agement infrastructure. The ideal multi -agent syste m infrastructure al
lows for agents that run totally independently and autonomously. However ,
this can only be achieved by assigning a physical computational ent ity, i.e. a
processor or even bet ter a complete computer, to an agent. Since the num
ber of agents is dynamically cha nging due to the the AuReCon concept, th is
coarse-grained assignment is no suitable opt ion. Approaches that are one
granular ity level finer an d assign processes to agents seem to be more suit
able. Unfortunately, pro cesses yield a large overhead for their administration
and inter-process communication is quite expens ive. Additionally, indepen
dent processes cannot be easily spawned by processes themselves makin g it
difficult to implement an efficient and safe way to create and dest roy agents.
Hence, we have decided to go even one granularity level higher and assign
single threads to agents .!

Because of the decision to use threads for the existence of problem solving
agents, we are in need of a component th at host s all th ese threads. Hence,
we have developed the uiorkspace concept. A workspace is realized as a single
process that is capable of host ing a theoret ically" arbit rary numb er of prob-



5.4.2 Technical Communication Facilities in Workspaces

The main purpose of the technical communication facilities in workspaces
is the establishment of a reliable and easy-to-use asynchronous messaging
system between agents. Since the inter-process and inter-computer commu
nication is managed by a third-party product , the remaining task for the

Fig. 5.7. Syst em of
workspaces
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lem solving agents th at are each assigned an own computat ional thread. Of
course, a problem solving agent is free to split its assigned thread again into
fur ther subthreads. Addi tionally, a workspace hosts a set of active and pas
sive components that establish technical comm unication and management
faciliti es. Figure 5.6 illustrates the st ructure of a single workspace .

A theoretically arbitrary number of workspaces can be connected to each
ot her to form the agent man agement infrastructure. As illustrated by Fig . 5.7,
our agent management infrastructure in fact consists of four main component
ty pes.

- Workspaces provide technical communication and management facilities
on the lower granularity levels of computation in our system - namely on
the inter- thread level within processes.

- User agents provide a mapping from the asynchronous message-passin g
interaction among agents to synchronous interactions with humans and
vice versa usin g graphical user interfaces. The user agents are described in
detail in [101] and will not be discu ssed further in this work.

- The provi sion , responsibility and vacancy directories (also known as yellow
pages) map agents to responsibilities, provided services as well as vacant
responsibilities (and vice versa) .

- All inst an ces of the latter component types are connected to each other by
an asynchronous communication channel. This transparent bus provides
communication facilities on the higher granul arity levels of computation in
our system - namely on the inter-process and int er-computer level within
the network. We have used a commercially available product to realize this
component as it is describ ed in Sect. 5.5.
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workspace is the seamless interfacing between the inter-process communica
t ion cha nne l and th e inter-thread communication channel. Ta king a closer
look at Fig. 5.6 again, there are three main issues to present in this context :
addressing, mai lboxes and the communication agent .

Addresses in our MAS infrastructure are system-wide unique identifiers
of agents. They encode all the knowledge needed to route a message from
one agent to the other. Inspired by common Internet standards, agent ad
dresses are of the form <agentIO>@<hostIO>[: <portIO>] / <workspaceIO>.
The destination computer is represented by its host ID , e.g. given by the IP
number or DNS ent ry. An optional port number may distinct several simi
lar MAS infrastructure parts running on the same computer. Add it ionall y,
every workspace has got its identifier unique to the comp uter it is running
on. All this is assumed to be handled by the inter-process communication
channel. The only part of the address of imp ortance to the workspace is the
agent identifier. Apart from some agent ident ifiers for special purpose agents ,
i.e. communication agent and management agent, the agent ident ifier can
freely be chosen as long as it is unique in the workspace context .

In fact , agent addresses do not denote agents themselves but agent mail
boxes. Every agent has exactly one mailbox assigned to it . T his mailbox
ensures the asynchro nocity of the message passi ng system since it detaches
the agent from the need to constantly poll for incoming messages. A mailbox
provides facilities to post a t rigger on its content such that the agent is in
formed as soon as a message arrives. In addit ion, it manages several queues
for messages of different priorities, allows for different consumption strate
gies among pri oritized messages and guarantees mutual exclusive access to
the mailbox by the agent and its environment .

Using the address an d mailbox system within a workspace, the communi
cation agent is responsible for managing the message transfer between agents
in the same workspace and agents in different workspaces. It keeps cont rol of
the message int erface of the workspace to th e inter-process communication
channel. Access to the mailbox of the communication agent for sending mes
sages is realized by a global skill that is known to and usable for all agents
in the workspace . To allow for a unique handling of messages from within
the workspace and from outside the workspace, an active pre/etcher compo
nent receives messages from outside the workspace an d places them in the
mailbox of the communication agent for further rout ing. T he communication
agent simply holds a trigger on its mailbox . As soon as a message arr ives,
it uses the knowledge stored in the white pages (see next subsection) to de
te rmine whether the message is destin ated to an agent within the workspace
or outside the workspace . In the first case , the communication agent places
the message in the mailbox of the proper agent . In the second case, it uses·
the message interface to the inter-process communication cha nnel to hand
the message over to the proper workspace of the destinated agent. A special
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selection strategy ensures that messages of all priorities are eventually routed
according to their priority.

5 .4.3 Technical Management Facilities in Workspaces

T he technical management within workspaces is qui te simple. It is han dled
by the ma nag ement agent, a special purpose agent that cares for the creation,
registration and destruction of problem solving agents. Creation and destruc
t ion of problem solving agents are handled by special proto cols that ensure
the proper usage of creation and dest ru ction commands. Even the shutdown
of the whole workspace can be initi ated by an own protocol.

C reate Agent Protocol. The create agent protocol is an immediate action
request protocol that can be used by any agent to request the man agement
agent of a workspace to create a new problem solving agent with a given
agent ident ifier. Creation of an agent is done by instantiatin g a generic and
momentary empty hull of a composable BDI agent (see Chap. 7) and starting
an independent thread assigned to it. As soon as the thread is started, the
management agent hands over the control over the thread to the created
agent itself.

Destroy Self Protocol. The destroy self protocol is an immediate action
request protocol that is solely used by the management agent of a workspace
to request an agent in its workspace to do all necessary clean-up work before
being destroyed. This clean- up work may include further communication with
ot her agents , e.g. cance lling given comm itments .

Destroy Agent Protocol. The dest roy agent protocol is an immediate ac
t ion request protocol that can be used by any agent to request the manage
ment agent of a workspace to destroy an agent with a given agent identifier.
Before dest roying an agent, the man agement agent has to request the agent
to destroy it self to do all its clean-up work. This is done by using the destroy
self protocol as a sub-protocol.

Query State Protocol. The query state protocol is a query protocol that
can be used by any agent (but most commonly by a user agent) to query
the cur rent state of the workspace. This subsumes a simple ping as well
as complete inform ation abo ut the number of agents administrated in the
workspace.

Shutdown Protocol. The shutdown protocol is a commitment-based action
request protocol that can be used by a higher orde r agent, i.e, a user agent,
to request a management agent to shut down the workspace including all
resident agents . This protocol is comm itment-based since it may take some
ti me to successfully run all the destroy self protocols necessary to clean ly
destroy all agent in the workspace.

Besides creation and destruction, agent registration is the main task of
the man agement agent. As soon as it has created a problem solving agent and
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before starting it , a unique address is assigned to it and the relation between
the new address and the physica l address of the new agent's mailbox is stored
in the white pages. Such, the white pages keep track of the up-to-date mapping
between logical agent addresses and physical addresses. This knowledge can
then be used by the communication agent to dispatch messages to the proper
addressee.

5.4.4 Additional Facilities in Workspaces

In addit ion to th e communicat ion and management facilit ies, a workspace is
also responsible for providing safe access to resources commonly shared by all
agents in the workspace . A good example is legacy software that is not thread
safe. The off-t he-shelf constraint solver we use for intern al constraint problem
solving is such a software. Only one solver instance can run in a proc ess. Since
all problem solving agents need access to this solver, it has to be managed
by the workspace. Hence, we have decided to add solver capabilit ies to the
set of global skills that can be used by all agents within the workspace . T he
workspace ensure s mutual exclusive access to the solver as soon as a problem
solving agent has registered its demand for using the solver. Such, agents use
the common resource concurrently and are synchronized by an access policy
only if the solver is in a crit ical section.

5.4.5 Provision, Responsibility and Vacancy Directories

The provision , responsibility and vacancy directories (yellow pages) is an in
dependent global component in the multi-agent syste m infrastructure. It pro
vides three services lively to the collab orative problem solving process on the
one hand and to the realiz ation of the AuReCon concept on the ot her hand.

The provision directory can be seen as a public database capable of map
ping services for solving problems resp . interests in results of problem solving
to agents and vice versa. It can be used to support the collaborative problem
solving pro cess in linking problem elements as it is describ ed in Chap. 6. Ser
vices of the provision directory are implemented using the following special
purpose protocols.

Register/Unregister Provision Protocols. The regist er and unregist er
provision prot ocols are immediate act ion request protocols that can be used
by a problem solving agent to request the provision directory to register or
unregist er its provision of a problem solving service or its int erest in the stat e
of a problem element . These protocols are used by a problem solving agent
aft er having successfully finished a take or drop responsibility action on prob
lem elements (see below). They are necessary since we want to be prepared to
cope with dynamic constraint problems, in which problem elements appear
and disappear dynamically and such do the links between them.
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Query Provision/Providing Agents Protocols. The query provi
sion /providing agents protocols are query protocols that can be used by any
agent to query information from the provision directory. Given an agent iden
t ifier , the query provis ion protocol allows to determine the set of problem el
ements that the agent provides solving serv ices for or is int erested in. Given
a problem element identifier , the query providing agents protocol allows to
determine the set of agents that provide services for solving the problem
element or are interest ed in receiving inform ation on that problem element .

The responsibility dir ectory map s problem elements to agents and vice
versa. It is the technical represent ation of the configurat ion of the collab
orati ve problem solving system. Services of the responsibility directory are
implemented using the following special purpose protocols.

Add/Remove P roblem Element Protocols. The add and remove prob
lem element pro tocols are immediate action request protocols that can be
used by the environment to request the ad dition or removal of a problem
element to the collaborative problem solving system. These protocols allow
the dynamic spec ification of the dist ributed constra int pro blem.

Take/Drop Responsibility Protocols. The take and drop responsibility
protocols are immediate action request protocols that can be used by any
agent to request another agent to take over or to drop the responsibili ty for
a specified set of problem elements. These protocols are used in the dynamic
specificat ion of the constraint problem (see Sect. 7.6 for an example from our
case st udy) as well as for autonomous reconfiguration by supporting agent
melt ing and agent splitting (see Chap . 9 for details) .

Register/Unregister Responsibility Protocols. The register and un
register responsibility protocols ar e immediate action request protocols that
can be used by a problem solving agent to request the responsibility direc
tory to regist er or unregist er its responsibility for a specified set of problem
elements . These protocols ar e used by a problem solving agent afte r hav
ing successfully finished a take or drop responsibility action to inform the
responsibility directory about the cha nged configurat ion.

Query Responsibility/Responsible Agent Protocols. The query re
sponsibility / responsible agents protocols are query protocols that can be used
by any agent to query inform ation from the responsibility directory. Given
an agent identifier , the query responsibility protocol allows to determine the
set of problem elements that is administrated by the specified agent . Given
a problem element identifier , the query responsible agents protocol allows to
determine the agent that is responsible for the specified problem element.

The vacancy directory maps vacant respo nsibilities for problem elements
to agents and vice versa. It can be used to support autonomous dynamic
reconfiguration by finding agents suitable to receive the responsibili ty for
new problem elements as it is describ ed in Chap. 9. Services of the vacancy
directory are implemented using the following special purpose protocols.
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RegisterjUnregister Vacancy Protocols. T he register and unregister
vacancy protocols are immediate action request protocols that can be used
by a problem solving agent to request the vacancy directory to register or
unregist er its will to be responsible for a problem element of a certain type in
the fut ure. These protocols are used by a problem solving agent after having
successfully finished a take or drop responsibili ty action on problem elements.

Query VacancyjVacant Agents Protocols. The query vacancy j vacant
agents protocols are query protocols th at can be used by any agent to query
information from th e vacancy directory. Given an agent identifier , the query
vacancy proto col allows to determine the set of problem element ty pes the
agent is willing to be responsibl e for in the future. Given a problem element
identifier , the query vacant agent s protocol allows to determine the set of
agent s that are willing to be responsible for a problem element of the given
type.

To keep consistent track of the directories, every problem solving agent
is forced to use the appropriate pro to cols from the above-mentioned ones in
certain phases of its life cycle.

5.5 Case Study - Off-the-Shelf Technology for Medical
Appointment Scheduling

The concepts present ed in this chapte r have been implement ed to run on any
current Microsoft Windows 32 Bit platform, such as Windows 98, Windows
ME , Windows NT 4.0 and Windows 2000. Every workspace is realized as a
service that can be st arted and shut down automatically by the system or
manually by a user. Within the workspace processes, native Windows threads
are used to implement the different facilities in worksp aces and the problem
solving agents themselves. All resources shared among concurrently running
threads are protected against access violation by mutexes.

We are using Microsoft 's distributed component object model (DCOM,
[19]) for synchronous interaction among obj ects with well-defined interfaces.
Microsoft 's message queue server (MSMQ , [192]) - a "mail service" for pro
cesses - is used for asyn chronous interaction among the agents . It provides
parts of the agent addressing and cares for routing, storing and forward
ing messages between different processes and computers. MSMQ is deployed
in AuReCon to transport messages of the form described in Subsect. 5.3.2.
These messages are encoded in XML [265] as well as any other obj ect in our
syst em that has be serialized. An example for such an XML-encoded message
can be found in Appendix B.

The main programming language used is Visual C++ including standard
template library (ST L), activ e template library (AT L) and Microsoft foun
dation classes (MFC) for the complete framework. All constraint reasoning
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tasks are realized using SICStu s Prolog [244]. More on the use of this con
st ra int logic programming language can be found in Cha p. 8 and Cha p. 9.

Though being a resear ch prototype, the multi- agent system infrastruc
ture implemented for AuReCon has proven to be stable and efficient enough
to meet our demands for being a suitable technical basis for assessing the
AuReCon concepts . Hundred thousand s of messages have been sent between
agents in different workspaces and over ha lf a million queri es have been posted
to th e CLP solver in workspaces to ensure th e quality of th e realization before
using the infrastructure for its proper purpose. Without any manual code op
timization, th e system manages to transfer approximately 100 messages per
second between agents in different workspaces on different computers includ
ing the syntact ical XML-encoding and decoding. Message exchange within
workspaces is even more efficient by orders. Looking at agent management ,
we can handle a reaso nable numb er of agents in a single workspace. In our
case study, problem solving agents are of a quite complex structure, need
about 200 k-Bytes heap space and three threads while running. Nevertheless,
it is no problem to handle more th an 50 of th ese agents in one workspace on
an ordina ry P C.
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6. External Constraint Problem Solving

According to Sub sect . 3.4.1, external constraint problem solving has to en
sure that the lab eling of variables within a configuration block (administrat ed
by one agent) is consistent with th e constraints and lab elings of variables in
other configuration blocks (administrated by other agents) . Therefore, ext er
nal constraint problem solving demands the interaction of several agents and
resides on the macro-level of multi-agent syst ems. This is why the approach
pr esent ed in thi s cha pte r - the exte rnal constraint processing approach O::e

first mentioned in Subsect. 4.3.3 - bases on a specialization of the agent
interaction protocols presented in Sect . 5.3.

The collaborative problem solving process itself as well as the concepts of
autonomous dynamic reconfigurat ion pose several demands on th e external
constraint processing approach G e .

- O::e should be inspired by the achievements of cent ral constrain t processing
approaches. The key idea of constraint processing is the combination of
constraint propagation and heurist ic search. Hence, these two techniques
should also find their way into the design of O::e·

- O::e should not try to directly imitate cent ra l const raint processing ap
proaches, since they are often inherentl y sequent ial in nature and assume

In t his chapter t he external constraint pr ocessing approach G e

is presented , which has been assumed to exist in t he theoret
ical part of t his work. Based on some special demands posed
by t he AuReCon concepts t he state of the art in dist ribut ed
constraint prob lem solving is discussed in det ail. Ex t endin g
t he agent interaction protocols from Chap. 5, we present our
own contr ibut ion to t his field - multi-phase agreement find
ing. Using a formal algebraic Petri net model an d according
pr oof metho ds , its correctness and te rmination is pr oven. Fi
nally, practical aspects of deployin g the pr otocol in medical
appointment sche duling ar e invest igat ed.

6.1 Demanded Contribution to AuReCon

[112], [115],
[199], [117],
[114], [116]
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the existence of a very efficient exchange of information (e.g. via a com
mon memory heap). In contrast, Q e should exploit parallelism and avoid
communication whenever possible.

- Q e should be applicable to dynamic const raint problems in which new
variables and new constraints that rest rict partial labelings of these new
variables can be freely added to the constraint problem. This is why Q e

has to be a constructive constraint processing approach, since the complete
search space demanded by narrowing approaches is never known exactly

. but can only be explored from within.
- Q e should te rminate and be correct, such guaranteeing global consistency

if a solution is achieved .
- Q e shou ld not prescribe more than necessary the exchange of a certain

amount of information on variables, constraints and optimization criteria.
It should rather allow to balance between the demand for privacy and the
demand for an efficient problem solving process. This is because though
more information may speed up the problem solving process, privacy de
mands may prohibit the exchange of complete information. T herefore, Q e
should only prescribe the amount of information exchange that is needed
to guarantee the global consiste ncy demand, bu t it shou ld also enable the
interchange of rich inform ation to accelerate the problem solving process.
In this respect, Q e should enable the exchange of optimization knowledge
to effectively support the solution of distributed constraint optimization
problems.

- Q e should work for all possible configurations of a distributed constraint
problem, from the finest one comprising one agent per problem element to
the coarsest (dist ributed) one comprising only two agents.

6.2 State of the Art

In Sect . 3.2 we have motivated the choice of the distributed constraint prob
lem model for representing collaborative problems. T herefore, it is reasonable
to take a closer look not only at the DCSP models, but also at state of the art
DCSP algorithms. An excellent, though a lit tle out-dated overview to DCSP
algorithms is given in [178] and [175] . The authors identify four basic charac
te ristics of DCSP algorithms: cent ralized or decentralized cont rol, shared or
separated search space, message-passing or shared memory and te rmination.
Another, ort hogonal classification distin guishes variab le-base d approaches (in
which every agent cares for a subset of variab les), domain-based approaches
(in which every agent cares for a subset of values for common variables)
and function-b ased approaches (in which cost ly computations in cent ralized
CSP solving are distributed to speed them up). In this chapter we will only
consider decentralized variab le/function-based algorithms on a shared search
space using async hronous message-pass ing, since this is the closest mode l to
socially embedded and naturally dist ributed CSPs .
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Researchers in distributed constraint solving seem to tackle at least two
different types of constraint prob lems and use quite different strategies to
solve them. The first group of researchers considers mainly binary, often ran
dom and weakly structured academic CSPs and t ries to distribute successful
sequent ial algorithms for const raint propagation and search. Being a classi
cal reference in DCSP, the work of Yokoo and colleagues [267, 266, 268, 270]
introduces a DCSP model that assigns the variable nodes of a binary con
straint graph to different agents . Hence, this is a variable-base d approach.
The main cont ribut ion of Yokoo and colleagues lies in the development of
dist ributed search algorithms, such as asynchronous backtracking and asyn
chron ous weak-commitment search. Constra int propagation is not discussed.
Commu nication between the agents is based on tuples of disallowed value
combinations (called no-goods). This explicit representation of constraints
heavily restricts the amount of information that can be transfered in a sin
gle message and hence yields a vast communication overhea d. Asynchronous
backtracking and asynchronous weak-commitment search are not directly ap
plicable to dynamic constraint problems. Both are correct and complete, but
the completeness relies on the fact that potentially all no-goods are recorded.
The number of possible no-goods is in general exponential in the constraint
problem size and special tech niques are needed to store them as efficiently as
possib le [130]. Considering flexibility in configuration , the earlier versions of
Yokoo's algorithms relied on the assumption, that every agents cares for ex
act ly one variab le. Newer versions [269] overcome this restriction by allowing
several variab les to be assigned to an agent. The assignment of constraints
to agents is not possible and not discussed , since each binary constraint can
be administ rated by one of the two agents administ rating variables restricted
by the constraint . The assumption of binar y constra ints restricts the appli
cability in real-world settings such as medical appoint ment scheduling. Th e
same holds for the work presented in [175, 177, 176, 233, 232]. Th e aut hors
present different algorithms to solve DCSP s. They all assume a binary DCSP
and are hence based on simple const raint represent ations.

Considering constraint prop agation , Yokoo mentions in [270] distributed
vari ants of the classical filtering algorithm of Waltz [256] and a hyper
resolution-based consistency algorithm proposed by de Kleer [58]. The fil
tering algorit hm achieves local consistency by communicating the domains
of each agent to the neighbors and removing values from th ese domain s that
cannot satisfy the given const ra ints . The hyper-resolution-based consistency
algorithm applies a logical t ransformation rule to combine communicated con
st ra ints and information on an agent's domain to form tighter constraints .
Both algorit hms do not t ransmit abst ract const ra int information but con
crete domains or no-good sets . Hence, they share this weakness with the
dist ributed search algorithms ment ioned earlier.

Oth er pre- process ing distribute d consistency algorit hms include DistAC
[271, 272] and DisAC4 [200, 247] - bot h distribu ted variants of the classi-
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cal const raint algorit hm for arc consiste ncy. In DistAC Zhang and Mack
worth propose a distributed local consistency check that uses an abstract
constraint propagation facility and joins th e communicated constraints with
intern al constraints. They also present complexity results for acyclic con
straint graphs. However , their algorithm contains an endl ess loop and they
do not detail on how to detect te rmination or at least stabilization. DisAC4
assumes that every agent is assigned exact ly one variable. By simulating the
behavior of several such agents more than one variable can be checked by
a single agent. Nevertheless, this simulation does not allow to exploit the
more global type of knowledge given more than one var iab le. T he authors of
DisAC4 state that the interesting question in distributed local consistency
checking is to find a good allocation of variables over nodes that has a fa
vorable processor load and needs as little communication as poss ible. They
cite [174] where off-line approximation algorithms for this NP -hard problem
are investigated. This problem is exactly the one that AuReCon successfully
deals with.

Researchers from the second group also employ knowledge gained from
classical constraint processing , like backtracking, backjumping and so on, but
tackle usually more st ructured pr actical problems with complex n-ary con
st ra ints deploying specific heuri stics. The research work of Sycar a et al. [245]
on distributed constrained heuristic search has been ground-breaking in this
area. They identify some characteristics of collaborative problem solving:
global system goal to satisfy all constrai nts and minimize backtracking (equiv
alent to computational effort), concurrent and asynchronous variab le instanti
ations , limited communication , incomplete informat ion and potentially major
rippl e effects of backtracking . They also characterize the design t rade-off for
a proper level of distribut ion in a system for a given communication band
width, but do not address this problem in the paper. Though their proposal
is mainly focussed on job-shop-scheduling they have already used a combina
tion of distributed constra int propagation (in form of communicating resour ce
demands) and distributed heuristic search (called asynchronous backjump
ing). The authors' int roduction of special resour ce monitoring agents and job
agents and the according cooperation protocol can be seen as predecessors of
the ideas presented in this chapter. Unfort unately, Sycar a et al. do not meet
the demand for a provably correct and terminating approach since they leave
out theoretical aspects on termination completely.

Another app roach of the second type does not t ry to solve th e distributed
constraint problem with new distributed propagation or search met hods but
to facilitate existing constraint solvers to solve the problems local to an agent
and then to combine the results of these solvers . An early reference is [15],
in which Berlandier and Neveu introdu ce the notion of interface problems by
partitioning a constraint graph along variable nodes and not as usual along
constraint arcs. All variab le nodes that belong to more tha n one agent form
a new problem - the interface problem. The vari abl e nod es not belonging
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to the interface problem can be labeled independently from other variable
nodes. Such, solving the inte rface problem and then solving the independent
problems solves the complete prob lem. A disadvantage is the need for a global
instance to find the solut ion to the interface problem and to collect the solu
tions of the independent problems. Solotorevsky and colleagues [241] follow a
similar strategy by defining canonical D CSPs which consist of a special con
st ra int graph connect ing all independent local const ra int graphs. Similar to
Berlandier and Neveu th ey use common const ra int solvers to solve th e par ti
tioned problems. All th ese aut hors facilit ate a globa l instance for guiding th e
solving process. This makes the proofs of correctness, termination and com
pleteness eas ier than in the case of complete ly detached concurrent threads.
Many ot her agent-based systems for collaborative problem solving (refer to
[229] for an exhaustive overview in the field of pro duct ion management) use
a certain kind of constraint processing, but they often lack a proper theoret
ical treatment of how agents behave in the interaction s protocols and what
properties the used interaction protocols have.

6.3 Multi-phase Agreement Finding

6.3.1 Basics of the Protocol

The research work presented in the previous sect ion has been extremely in
fluential considering the extern al constraint processing approach Q e we will
present now. Our approach is called multi-phase agreement finding (MPAF)
and combines two interleaved phases of constra int propagation and assign
ment inspired by the distributed forms of local consistency algorithms and
heuri stic search. In cont ras t to most ot her DCSP algorithms, MPAF allows
the usage of any high-level represent ation to flexibly transfer rich informa
tion about vari ables, const raints and optimization criteria between agents.
The communicat ion effort can such be drastically reduced. From th e be
ginning on, MPAF has been designed for dynamic const ra int problems and
is pr oven to assert consistency and to terminate . Most important , MPAF
supports all possible configurations of a distributed const raint opt imization
prob lem, because varia ble and const ra int agents can be t reated explicitly.

Multi-phase agreement finding coordinates the const ra int processing effort
of p agents, which each care for a subset of the n variables Xl, .. . , X n E X of
the given dist ributed constraint problem and a subset of the m constraints
Cl, . . . , cm E C subject to the configuration of the dist ributed constraint
problem. Accord ing to Def. 3.4.1, an agent can take care of any arbit ra ry
subset of variables and const ra ints . Nevert heless, in MPAF we distin guish
the role t hat an agent plays in pa rt icipating in a concrete instance of MPAF .
An instance of MPAF comprises a set of varia ble agents that play the role
of variab le administ rators and a set of constraint agents that play the role of
constra int administrators.
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Mult i-phase agreement finding is a constructive constraint processing ap
proach, i.e. it starts with an empty labeling and successively adds variable
assignments to enlarge a partial labeling, which may eventually become a
comp lete labeling (refer to Subsect . 3.3.3). Traditiona lly, the procedure of
constructing a (partial) labeling is itself called "labeling" . Variable agents use
MPAF to make a well-informed choice for a value for one of their variab les
and propose this choice to all connected constraint agents . Though variab le
agents can asynchronous ly and concurrently propose values, MPAF ensures
that only pr oposals that have been agreed on by all affected constraint agents
are added to the par tial labeling. If constraint agents only agree to variable
assignme nts that are consiste nt to the set of their constraints pro jected to the
already agreed variable assignments, MPAF can be proven to produce glob
ally consiste nt results , given that is has produced a complete lab eling. As can
be derived from this descrip tion, MPAF is in fact a distributed form of well
informed forward checking without backt racking. Hence, it is not complete.
In fact , it could be made complete by allowing committed partiallabelings
to be decommitted and by addit ionally storing provabl y unsuccessful par tial
lab elings as new constraints . Since this pro cedure would aga in yield the diffi
cult ies of asynchronous backtracking and no-good storage we crit icized, and
because we achieved outstanding practical results without completeness, we
have decided to design MPAF to be correct bu t not complete . This exactly
reflects our assumptions about Q e in Chap. 4.

6.3.2 Modeling the Protocol

In Sect. 5.3 we have already introduced the means of algebraic Petri nets
to model agent interaction . So far , we have only treated cases of interaction
betwee n two agents. Mult i-phase agreement finding is a mult i-agent interac
tion protocol. Though we could t reat multi-agent interaction as a set of agent
interactions and mod el each of them with an own Petri net model, it is much
more convenient to extend our Petri net model to represent the par ti cipation
of several agents in the same interaction. We have already identified two dif
ferent roles in MPAF - variable agents and constraint agents . Several agents
having the same role in an multi- agent interaction are represent ed by special
places in our Petri net model. Please compar e Fig. 5.2 to Fig. 6.1. In the latter
figure we have ad ded the place Neighbors that represents the set of agents N
that are supposed to receive an inform message from agent i. Agent i sends a
set { (i, (i, j), " info)lj E N } of inform messages to its neighbors. The involve
ment of a single of th ese neighbors j in the local action receive inform
is represented by taking away j from Neighbors and replacing it after the
local action has been finished ..Since the requests are distinguishable by their
addressee, we can model the queue of informs for each neighbor with only
one place. This does neither indu ce Inform Messages to be a global sto rage
accessible to all agents nor a certain deterministi c sequence in receiving in
forms. Modeling equivalent places and transitions of different agents by only
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F ig. 6.1. Folding multiple instances of an interaction protocol to a sing le Pet ri net

one place or transit ion together with attributed tokens is a common technique
called folding. We will use folding throughout the discussion of the MPAF
ap proach.

In our distributed constraint problem model a variab le x has only one
var iab le agent but has usually several constraint agents that administ rate
constraints on x . Hence, from the view of a single var iable, MPAF is a one
to-many protocol. Figure 6.2 provides a coarse overview to MPAF. Each
variable x = (v ,D ) and its assigned vari abl e agent a is represented by a
to ken (a,(v,D)). N(x) = {(b,Cn , in which b is the constraint agent and C
is the set of constraints administrated by b, is called the set of n eighbors of
x . In the Petri net model it is denoted by the set of tokens N(x) . An agent
a may be vari abl e agent for several different vari ables, hence there may be
several tokens (a, (v,D)) for different (v,D) . That means th at a single agent
may have several MPAF protocol instances running concur rently for different
variables in its role as a variable agent. An agent b (even the agent a) may
administ rate several constraints , but because of consistency mat ters there is
only one [b.C) to ken. This ensures, that an agent is only par ti cipating in
a single protocol instance at a t ime in its role as a constraint agent . Every
constraint agent stores variable assignments that it has agreed on in its local
datab ase of committed labelings. All these local datab ases are represented by
the folded place Committed Labelings. As already mentioned, this way of
representin g various databases does not imply that there is a global knowledge
about the labeling. Since an MPAF instan ce can run given any par tiallabeling
we can assume that there exists already a set L of committed labelings when
starting the protocol instance. This is rendered by the set of tokens L on
Committed Labelings.



Fig. 6.2. Coarse Petri net model Naf of multi-phase agreement finding (MPAF)

The basic idea of MPAF is to intertwine two different phases. The first
phase is called propagation phase, is inform ational and resembles the Petri
net model Nq of the inform agent interaction protocol. It allows the agents
involved in the MPAF instance to exchange parts of their pro blem knowl
edge about variables, constraints and optimization criteria . In cont rast to
distributed constraint propagation , this transferre d inform ation is used only
temporary to guide the behav ior in the next phase of MPAF; it is not used
to perm anently reduce the domains of the vari ables. Based on the inform a-
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6.3.3 A Run of the Protocol
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Fig. 6.3. Detailed Petri net model Na fl of t he MPAF lab eling ph ase

tion gathered in the propagation phase, variable agents can choose values for
their variables and try to find agreement on th ese assignments. This is par t
of the mandatory labeling phas e that extends th e commitment phase in the
commitment-based act ion request protocol (Near, refer to Fig. 5.5). Since the
lab eling phase is the crit ical one in guaranteeing the properties of MPAF,
Fig. 6.3 provides a much more detailed model of this phase. The symbols
used in this figur e are defined in Tab . 6.1.

We will follow exactly one instance run of MPAF to exemplify its behav
ior following Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3. Selectin g one of its pending variables,
the variable agent initiates the pro tocol by entering the propagation phase
and sending a query to all neighb ors for gaining information on external
constraints on its cur rent variable. The variable agent can specify its require
ments and preferences for this variable in the query messages . The state of
the var iab le is changed from Pending Variables to Queried Variables .
The task of all neighbors in this phase is to answer the query on constra ints
restrictin g the current variab le according to their knowledge about already



given commitment s and constraint s. Neighbors ar e assumed to be benevolent ,
so t hey will an swer honestly. Never theless, they will follow t heir own st rate
gies and safety requirements in posting information on that variable. The
variable agent collects its variable together with its neighb ors ' answers on
Pending Variables + Ext ernal Constrai nt s . The const raint information
is collected asynchronously by waiting for the response messag es. Aft er wait
ing for a certain period of time the constraint information is considered to be
complete. Since the propagation phase is only informational , non-respond ing
neighbors are not critical. The variable agent can decide to start the next pro
to col phase based on the acquired information or to mod ify it s requirements
and rest ar t the propagation ph ase.

6. Extern al Constraint P roblem Solvin g

Descript ion

all commit te d lab elings agreed
on so far by neighbor b

evaluation of t he local consis
t ency predicat e of neighb or b
under Lb together with t he re
quested var iable x with value d
and constraints C administrated
by b

set of request messages from
var iab le agent a to all neighbors
(b, ') E N(x) concern ing var iab le
x with value d

set of agree messages from all
neighbors (b, ') E N(x) to vari 
able agent a concerning var iable
x with value d

(non-empty) set of refuse mes
sages from some neighb ors
(b,') E NT(x) C N(x) to vari
able agent a concern ing var iable
x with value d

set of agree messages from some
neighb ors (b,') E N(x)\NT(x) to
variabl e agent a concern ing vari
able x with value d

set of cancellation messages from
variab le agent a to all neighbors
(b, ') E N(x) \ NT(x) that have
agreed on variab le x with value
d

L b = (Cb, ·, ·)}

CM =
{(c, (a,b), ·, (x ,d» I(b,') E N(x) \NT(x)}

Symbol

N \NT =
{Ca, (b,a) ,' , (x ,d»I(b, ') E N(x) \NT(x)}

N; =
{(ref , (b,a), ' , (x ,d» I(b, ') E NT(x) C N (x)}

N =
{(a, (b,a), ·, (x ,d»I(b, ') E N(x)}

R =
{Cr, (a,b)" , (~, d» I(b, ') E N(x)}

(v, D)

Table 6 .1. Symbols used in Fig . 6.3
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In the labeling phase the variable agent selects a certain value d out
of D to labe l x (D has to be non-empty for this) . For choosing a value
for the current variable, the variab le agent may solve an inte rnal constraint
problem considering all constraint information prov ided by the neighbors in
the preceding phase. Following the selection of a certain value d, the variab le
agent sends request messages R to all neighboring const ra int agents and
sto res the requested assignment tempora ry by changing the variables state
to Requested Variables . Based on the received request , its constraints C
and its maximum set of already committed labelings Lb = {(b, ·, ·)} each
constra int agent b can decide to agree to the proposed assignment or to refuse
it . To make this decision , the constraint agent evaluates its local consistency
predicate !\,b(Lb U {( b,x,d) },C) on the maximum set of already committed
labelings, the proposed assignment and its constra ints . We will discuss later
what special property this local consistency predicate has to satisfy to assert
the demanded global consistency. In case of agreement, the constraint agent
adds the assignment (b, x, d) to its set of committed labelings Lb and sends an
agree message. Otherwise, the set of committed labelings remains unchanged,
a refuse message is sent to the variable agent and the constraint agent returns
to its idle state. .

The variable agent is blocked until all neighbors have answered. It can only
update the requested variable (a, (v, D),d) to the state Labeled Variables
iff all neighbors have sent agree messages. This complete demanded set of
agree messages is denoted by N. The according incoming arc of the commit
transit ion ensures the desired behavior. A single refusing neighbor is enough
to hinder firing of the commit transition . But even if th ere is already a refusa l,
the var iable agent will have to wait for all responses of its neighbors to inform
the agreed neighbors about th e failure of th e agreement . This is realized by
the transit ion retract . This t ransit ion can fire iff th ere is a set N; :/; 0 of
refusal messages from some neighbors (these neighbors are denoted by Nr( x))
and exactly th e complementary set of agreement messages N \Nr from th e
other neighbors (denoted by N(x) \ Nr(x) ). Th e transition retract deletes
d from the domain of x and starts a new protocol instance. Addi tionally,
all neighbors that have alrea dy agreed on the assignment are informed by
according cancellation messages to free them from their given commitments
via the transition clear.

The variable agent can start another labeling (or propagation) phase of
MPAF as long as there are values left in the domain D to choose the value d
from. Since every t ime a value fails to find agreement among the neighbors
it is removed from the domain , after a finite number of unsuccessfullabeling
phases the domain will event ually be empty. In this case, only the transit ion
cancel is enabled by the guard D = 0 and the variable is changed to the
state of Unlabeled Variables.
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6.4 Verifying Multi-Phase Agreement Finding

6.4.1 Desirable Properties

Though desira ble properties of dist ributed algorithms for solving dist ributed
constraint prob lem are manifold, we will concentrate on correctness and ter
mination. Correctness belongs to the class of safety properties, termination
to the class of liveness properties. Safety properties are strongly related to
assertions in standard proof methods for sequenti al programs. Usually they
are st ated by a propositional expression p . The safety property p is sa id to
hold in a Petri net N if in each reachable state of N p is true. Safety proper
t ies can be checked relatively easy during the run of a concurrent algor ithm,
and in case they are violated the t ime point of the violation is determi ned at
once.

According to Def. 3.3.8, for corr ectness it is essent ial th at the const raint
processing approach produces a constraint problem that accepts at most as
many labelings as consiste nt as the origina l constraint problem. This demand
holds for complete lab elings and global consistency. For MPAF we are in need
of a consistency notion that bases on local consistency and also works for
partial labelings.

Definition 6.4.1 (cfr-Consistency of a Partial Labeling). Given a
DCDP IId e o = ((X, C, o), f/J,w) and a local consistency predicate K,a : ((X'-+
D' ) x 2C ) --+ {true, fal s e} on part ial labelings and constraints for each
agent a E A",. Th en, a partiallabeling A' : X ' --+ D' is called cfr-consistent,
iff

Va[xe] EA", : K,a[zc) ( .\', [xcJc ).

R ema rk 6.4.1. The empty lab eling is assumed to be also a valid and
cfr-consistent partiallabeling .

Because of the rest ricted knowledge of the constraint agents, the
cfr-consistency property is usually weaker than the consistency property
achieved by checking consiste ncy wit h the full inform ation of all const raints .
This holds even in case we are using the sam e algorithms for implementing
the local consistency predicate as for cent ralist ic consistency checking. In this
context , "weaker" means that more partial lab elings are accepted as consis
tent . Nevert heless, cfr-consistency of a complete labeling implies global con
siste ncy if K,a[z c) (A, [xcJc » =} .\ E {(d1 , . . . , dn)IVci E [xc]c : (dill"' . , di k ) E
c.}. This condit ion is not difficult to implement , since as soon as the con
straint agents receive the proposal for a variable assignment that will make a
partiallabeling represent ed by Commit t ed Labelings complete, they have all
the knowledge necessary to complete ly evaluate their const raints and hence
ensure that the nearly complete labeling together with the final proposal is
consistent with their view and such with th e view of all concerne d const raint
agents. Therefore, guaranteeing cfr-consistency as a safety prop erty in MPAF
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will in the case of a complete labeling imply global consistency, given that
the abov e-mentioned cond ition holds for all local consistency predicates.

The problem wit h safety pro perties, such as if>-consistency, is that they
are somehow "unprogress ive" . The easiest way to preserve a safety property
holding in the initi al state is simply to do nothing. T here is no way to guar
antee that an algorithm "does something reasonable" only by asserting safety
properties. This is why we need the second class of properties, namely live
ness properties. Liveness properties ensure tha t th e algorithm st ar ting from
a certain state in which p holds will finally produce a certain state in which
q holds. Termination and also completeness belong to this second category.
Liveness is much harder to prove, since there is not always a poin t in t ime
at which we can check whether the property can eventually be satisfied or
not. The most general case is even undecidable. We can nevertheless prove
liveness properties in spec ial cases. In algebraic Pet ri nets we are using tem
poral logics to do so. In the following subsections we will inform ally introduce
tec hniques to prove safety an d liveness properties of distributed algorithms
modeled by Petri nets and will ap ply this knowledge to show consistency
preservation and termination of MPAF.

6.4.2 Safety and Place Invariants

Techniques to verify safety properties include place invariants . Informally, a
set of places defines a place invariant iff und er the firing of each connected
t ransit ion th e weighted set of removed tokens equa ls the weighted set of
produced tokens. A formalization of this property in algebraic Petri nets is
quite technical. Hence, we introduce place invari ants rather intuiti vely and
refer to [213] for details.

Figure 6.4 details one important invari ant of NaA concern ing the balance
between the involvement of a variable and its agent repr esented by the token
(a, (v.D] and of the set of neighboring const raint agents represented by the
token set N(x). Invariant 1 involves the five places Requested Variables
(RV) , Request Messages (RM) , Requests (REQ ), Agree Messages (AM)
and Refuse Messages (REF). Consid ering the transit ions connected to
these places, we investigate each transition according to its consumpt ion and
production behavior. To simplify things, we will project all tokens involving
a constrai nt agent b to b. We additionally write down the found t ransition
behavior in a matrix M (see below). request consumes nothing from the
invariant places and pro duces a to ken for each neighbor in N(x) on RM and
a to ken (a,(v,D) ,d) on RV. receive consumes a to ken b from RM and pro
duces a token b on REQ. agree consumes a token b from REQ and produces
a to ken b on AM. refuse consumes a token b from RE('J and produces a
to ken b on RE F . retract consumes a set of tokens N(x)\Nr(x) from AM,
a set of to kens N r(x) from REF and a token (a ,(v,D),d) from RV. commit
consumes a set of to kens N (x) from AM and a token (a ,(v ,D) ,d) from RV.
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Fig. 6 .4 . Invariant 1
ofNa fl

RM REQ AM REF RV

request

[
N(x) 0 0 0 (a,(v,D),d)

1
receive -b b 0 0 0
agree 0 - b b 0 0
refuse 0 - b 0 b 0
retract 0 0 - N (x)\ Nr (x ) -Nr (x) -(a,(v,D),d)
commit 0 0 -N(x) 0 -(a,(v,D) ,d)

Invarian t 1 is in fact a solution i to the homogeneous linear equa
tion sys te m M . i = O. It is easy to verify that the vector i =
«a,(v,D),d)' (a,(v,D),d) , (a,(v,D),d) , (a,(v,D),d) , -N(x» solves this
equat ion system . In another notation we can state

Invarian t 1: (a,(v,D),d) . RM + (a,(v,D),d) . REQ+

(a,(v,D),d) . AM + (a,(v,D) ,d) · REF - N(x) · RV = 0

or

Invariant 1: (a,(v,D),d) . RM + (a,(v,D),d) . REQ+

(a, (v,D),d) . AM + (a, (v,D ),d) . REF = N (x ) . RV

An intuitive explanation of this invariant is that each token on either R M ,
REQ , AM and REF corresponds to exactly one token on RV , while each
to ken on RV corresponds to a set N(x) of tokens on eit her RM, REQ , AM
and REF. Graphically this can be verified by following the flow of tokens
along equally directed arcs between RM, REQ , AM and REF. The only
exception is place RV, since the flow of tokens reverses and multiplies in
this place with arcs direct ed into the opposite direction of all other arcs
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Fig. 6 .5. In var iant 2
ofN"afl

(see addit ional arrows in Fig. 6.4). This direction reversal and multiplication
explains the minus before N(x) . RV and its higher weight compared to the
ot her places . The above given formulation of invar iant 1 is not very convenient
to use. To simpli fy it , we project (a,(v,D) ,d) onto 1 and t ransform RV
into a switch var iable that is 1 if (a,(v,D) ,d ) is on RV and 0 otherwise.
This newly formed switch vari abl e is rendered as R V.(a,(v,D) ,d) . Given
this simplificat ion we can st ate

Invari ant 1: RM + REQ + AM + REF = N(x) . RV.(a,(v,D),d)

Further invariants of Nafl can be found in a similar way as presented for
invariant 1 and are illustrat ed by Fig . 6.5 and Fig . 6.6.

Invar iant 2: N(x) · LV.(a,(v,D) ,d) + AM + CM - CL = - L

Invariant 3: PV.(a,(v,D)) + RV.(a,(v,D) ,d) +
LV.(a,(v,D) ,d) + UV.(a,(v ,0) ) = 1

Invarian t 4: CA + REQ = N(x)

6.4.3 Liveness and Causes Deductions

To prove liveness properties of distributed algorithms for dist ribu ted con
straint problems, we informally introduce a concurrent deduction operator,
called causes and denoted by <-t o Again, please refer to [213] for details.
N F p <-t q ("in N holds p causes q" ) means that in N each reachable state
in which p holds is always followed by a reachable state in which q holds. The
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Fig. 6.6. Invari an ts 3
and 4 of Nafl p

a B

A x ---~

b C Fig. 6.7. Generic pick-up
x ---., pat t ern 1: Alte rn at ive for-

ward branching

The pattern shown by Fig. 6.7 covers alte rnative forward branching. Tran
sit ions a and b are in conflict for the tokens on A. Given A = U, these tran
sit ions can non-dete rm inist ically and concur rent ly consume a token x from
A and produce f(x) or g(x) , respect ively. The final result of firing a and
b as often as possible is that A is empty and the transformed to kens have
been placed on B or C, respectively. The set of tokens V consumed by a
unified with th e set of tokens W consumed by b again equa ls U . Hence, we
can formally state

causes operator can be described fur ther by inscribing the transitions that
are involved in the process on top of the Y symbol. We are using so-called
pick-up patterns to derive liveness properties directly from the st ati c st ruc
ture of an algebraic Petri net . Though there are some more basic ones, the
following pick-up pattern s are sufficient for our purpose. Every pat tern pre
serves a certain context environment e that remains unchanged by transit ions
in the pat tern . As an extension to the notation introduced in the previous
subsection, A.U denotes the fact that (at least ) the set U of tokens is on A,
while A = U denotes the fact that exactly the set U of to kens is on A .
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utA)
Pat tern 2: (10 1\ A = V 1\ f(V) :S B ) Y (10 1\ A = 01\ C.g(V) )

Fig. 6.8. Generic pick-up
pattern 2: Synchronization

Fig. 6.9. Generic pick-up
pattern 3: Alternative syn 
chronization

A

· ·· · ·· ·~ a C

~~B ~'------../ ......·-ow

Pattern 3: Let A = V prevent b(f(V) ).
utA)

Then (10 1\ A = V 1\ f(V) :S B ) Y (10 1\ A = 01\ C.g(V) )

The pat tern shown by Fig. 6.8 covers synchronization. Given that A = V
and B.f(V) (alte rnative notation f'(U) :S B ), transit ion a can consume a
to ken x from A and f(x) from B as long as there are to kens on A . The final
resul t of firing a as often as possible is that A is empty and g(V) has been
placed on C . Hence, we can form ally state

u(A )Vb(A )
Pattern 1: (10 1\ A = V ) y

(10 1\ A = 01\ B.f(V) 1\ C.g(W ) 1\ V = V u W )

The pattern shown by Fig. 6.9 covers alt ernative synchronization. Tran
sit ions a and b are in conflict for the tokens on A and B. Let 's assume that
we can derive somehow that , given A = V and f'(U) :S B , transition b is
prevented from firing for some reason. Then we can adapt pattern 2 and
form ally state

Since, if N 1= p Y q and N 1= q Y r then N 1= p Y r , we can connect
simple causes deducti ons and propositional deductions to form more complex
pro of sequences. In fact , we can even form graphs of deduction steps. These
graphs are called proof graphs. We will exemplify such a proof graph in the
next subsection.
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6.4.4 Proving Consistency and Termination

After und ergoing the brief descrip tion of tools for verifying dist ribu ted al
gorithms we apply them to multi-phase agreement finding. In the following
theorem we prove correctness and te rmination of MPAF.

Theorem 6.4.1. Given a DCOP IIdco = ((X,C,o) ,<jJ,w) and a local con
sist en cy predicat e h:a(zcl : ((X' -+ D') X 2C ) --+ {true, false} on par
tial labelings and constraints for each agent a[xc] E A</J with 'v'a[xc] E A</J :
h:a(zcJ(>', [xcJc) ==> >. E {(d1 , .. . , dn)I'v'Ci E [xc]c : (dill · .. , dik) E c.}. Th en ,
multi-phase agreem ent finding modeled by Naf is a correct and terminating
constraint processing approach Q e'

Proof. As already mentioned , the propagation phase in MPAF is only in
formational and can such not negatively influence the correctness of MPAF.
Therefore, we can focus on the model Nafl of the lab eling phase. Because the
empty labeling is also a cf>-consiste nt partial labeling , we can make the as
sumption that at the present situation we alr eady have a cf>-consiste nt partial
labeling, represented on the constraints agents ' side by the set of committed
labelings L on CL. It is an important observation that all arc expressions in
Nafl are directly bound to a specific variable x = (v,D ), except of the incom
ing arcs (b ,C) and Lb of the transitions rece ive , agree, refuse and clear.
Therefore, different instances of the protocol concern ing different variables
can only conflict in these transitions. Because there is only a single (b,C)
token on CA for each constraint agent , these conflicting accesses to CA and
CL are synchronized producing an arbitrary, but strictly ordered sequence.
I.e. only a single protocol instance involving a const raint agent (b,C) can
fire a r ec eive and agree/ refuse sequence or a clear transition at a time.
All protocol instances are totally synchronized in these conflicting transitions
and it is therefore enough to take a closer look at the properties of a single
protocol run for adding a single variable (a, (v, D )) to the exist ing partial la
beling. Figure 6.3 reflects exactly this situation with only one variab le token
(a ,(v ,D)) on PV and the according constraint agents N (x) on CA .

Adding a variable to the existing partial labeling preserves cf>-consistency
if every constraint agent affected by the variable assignment can st ill evaluate
its consistency predicate h:a (LbU{(b,x, d)} ,C) to true. Thus, every const raint
agent (b, C) has to check this property by test ing the new lab eling proposal
(b, x, d) against its set of constraints and recent committed labelings. If only
one constraint agent refuses, the new labeling proposal is inconsistent and
has to be declined . T he following proposition formalizes this demand to Ns«.
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Nafl F PV.(a ,(v,D)) 1\ CL = L Y (6.1)

( LV.(a ,(v,D) ,d) 1\ (6.2)

CL = L + {(b,x ,d)l (b, ') E N(x )} 1\

CM = O

) V

(UV.(a,(v,0)) 1\ CL = L 1\ CM = 0) . (6.3)

In words this proposition means that given a pending var iab le repr esent ed
by (a,(v,D)) under an existing partiallab eling represente d by L (6.1) , ev
ery possible run of MPAF causes either that the vari abl e represented by
(a ,(v,D) ,d) has been successfully lab eled and every neighbor has commit ted
to it (6.2) or the domain of the variable has been trave rsed without success,
(a ,(v,0)) is in state Unlabeled Variables and not a single neighbor is st ill
committed to the related requested lab eling (6.3).

Figure 6.10 shows the proof graph that proves the aforement ioned propo
sition. To justify the deduction ste ps in this graph we use invari ants 1 to
4 from Subsect. 6.4.2 and the causes pick-up patterns 1 to 3 presented in
Subsect . 6.4.3.

CD Invariant 2.
® + ® Pat tern 1 according to D "# °or D = O.
CD Invariant 1 wit h RV.(a ,(v,D) ,d) = 1
® Combining invariants 1 and 4 with RV(a,(v,D) ,d) = 1 provides RM +

AM + REF - CA = 0 and such RM :::; CA.
® No conflicting t ransit ion, bu t only fair clear toge ther with pattern 2.
(2) No conflict ing t ransit ion, Lb may be °and pat tern l.
® Propositional logic.
® Invari ant 3 with RV(a,(v,D),d) = 1 yields LV(a,(v,D ),d) = 0 and

such invariant 2 with CM = 0 yields CL = AM + L . Fall differentiation
leads to two possible cases.

@ Conflicting t ransit ion r etra ct is prevent ed since REF = O. Pattern 3.
@ Conflicting t ransit ion update is prevented since , AM.N(x) . Pattern 3.
@ rece i ve , agree and refus e are th e only transitions in conflict to clear.

r e ceive is fair and will hence not deny clear forever. Due to invari an t 4
all const raint agents will always return to CA after answering a request
(agr e e and refuse do not block forever if there is a request on REQ).
Also from invariant 4 we can derive that CA .b --+ , REQ.b . Hence, if
CA.b holds, agree and r efuse are prevented an d clear will finally fire.

The proof graph starts at PV.(a,(v,D)) 1\ CL = L (6.1) and has three
possible outcomes two of which directly correspond to (6.2) and (6.3) of
our proposition. T he third outcome P V.(a,(v,D ')) 1\ ID11 = n - 1 1\ CL =
L 1\ CM = 0 corresponds to the starting point of the proof graph with a
redu ced domain . Nevertheless, thi s situation cannot be produced infinitively
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P V.(a,(v, D» 1\CL = L

CD 1
PV.(a,(v,D» I\CL=L I\CM =0

@ r est(pl') ® eaneel(PI')

RV.(a,(v,D),d) I\ IDI=n >OI\CM =0 UV.(a,(v,0»I\IDi=0 I\CL =L I\ CM =0

@l
RV.(a,(v,D) ,d) I\ IDI=n > OI\ RM + REQ+AM +REF = N(x) 1\CM = 0

®l
RV.(a,(v,D),d)I\~ = n >OI\RM +REQ+AM+REF=N(x)I\RM:5 CA1\CM = 0

® feive(RM)
RV.(a,(v,D),d)I\~=n >OI\RM +REQ+ AM +REF =N(x)I\ RM = OI\CM = 0

(j) r(REQ)v refuse(REQ)

RV.(a,(v,D),d)I\~ =n >OI\ RM +REQ+ AM +REF =N(x) I\ RM =OI\ CM =OI\REQ= O

®1
RV.(a,(v,D) ,d)I\ IDI = n >OI\AM +REF= N(x) 1\CM =0

® 1 _________
RV.(a,(v,D), d)I\~ =n >OI\AM.N(x) I\REF= 01\ RV.(a,(v, D),d)I\~ =n >OI\AM.N(x)\ N,(x)I\REF.N, (x)1\

CL =L + ((b,x, d) I(b,·)E N(x)} 1\CM =0 CL = L +{(b, x,d) I(b,.)E (N(x) \ N, (x»} 1\CM = 0

® fmmit(RI') (j) rtnoet(RI')

LV .(a,(v,D),d) l\\D1=n > 0 1\ PV.(a,(v,D'» I\ID1=n - ll\
CL =L + ((b,x, d) I(b,.)E N(x)} 1\CM =0 CL =L + {(b,x, v) I(b,') E (N(x) \ N,(x))} 1\

CM =((C, (a, b) ", (x, d» I(b,·) E (N(x) \N,(x»)}

o fCm(CM)

I PV.(a,(v, D'» I\ IDj =n -l l\a =L I\CM =0 I
F ig . 6.10. P roof graph for Theorem 6.4.1

often, since IDI reduces by a constant in every protocol cycle and will in th e
long run reach IDI = O. Only cancel (P V ) ® is enabled in this situation
and the protocol terminates aft er t rying each value d from D.

Proving our proposition, we have shown that concurrently adding vari
able assignments to an exist ing labeling does not violate our safety property
qr.consistency. Additionally, the protocol is proven to term inate. As already
discussed, qr.consistency implies global consistency and hence corr ectn ess un
der the condit ion that MPAF has produced a complete labeling and the
further condit ion about the local consistency predicates stated in the theo
rem. 0
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6.5 Case Study - MPAF for Medical Appointment
Scheduling

In this section it is shown that multi-p hase agreement finding is not only
theoretically suitable for solving exte rnal const ra int problems, but can also
be successfully deployed for coordinating multi ple agents in solving a prac
t ical medical appointment scheduling problem. In Sect . 3.6 we have already
identified th e variables, constraints and optimizat ion criteria in medical ap
pointment scheduling as well as a typical configurat ion. In th is configurat ion
the variables of the medical appointment scheduling problem - th e assign
ments of appoint ments - have been assigned to patient agents together with
some patient-dependent const ra ints . All ot her const ra ints have been grouped
to diagnostic units and assigned to diagnostic uni t agent s. Hence, it is in
tuit ive to equate pati ent agents in the case st udy with the variable agents
in MPAF and diagnostic unit agents wit h the const ra int agents in MPAF.
Accord ing to their role as variable agents, patient agents are pro-active in our
MPAF inst ance, diagnostic unit agents are reacti ve. As well as in the the
oretical MPAF model, agents in medical appo intment scheduling may play
several roles at once particip ating in different runs of the MPAF protocol
sometimes as patient agents and sometimes as diagnosti c agents.

MPAF in its pure form does not distin guish between internal and external
const ra ints . Since patient agents administ rate variables as well as constraints,
we could model them as if participating in two different roles in MPAF - as
variable agents and as const ra int agents . Though it is theoretically possible
and sound to do this, it is not very natural and efficient . A patient agent
should not ask itself for permission for a certain appointment assignment
using message-passing. Hence, in the practical instance of MPAF we add th e
knowledge about intern al constraint s Gp to th e variable descrip tion and all
decisions of th e patient agent are based on this knowledge. Figure 6.11 shows
a repres ent ation of th e MPAF instance for medical appointment scheduling.
Opposed to Fig . 6.2, thi s rendering concent ra tes more on the control aspects
of MPAF than on the data flow. Nevertheless, it contains all important key
elements. In fact , it is slightly simpler than th e original MPAF model Naf ,

since in our medical appointment scheduling mod el the assignment for a
certain appointment is only restricted by a set of patient const raints and a
single set of diagnostic unit const ra ints . Therefore, a patient agent has only
to find agreement with a single diagnostic uni t agent for the assignment of an
appointment . The model elements th at ensure disposal of given commitments
in case of a failed group agreement can hence be deleted .

In addit ion to the form al model given in Sect . 3.6, medical appoint ment
scheduling features some properties that have to be coped with by the prac
t ical inst ance of MPAF. Patient s may arr ive at any time and hence new vari
ables and constra ints restrictin g these variables are added to the constra int
problem. One could say that the DCOP model constant ly changes over t ime
and is never stable. Addi tionally, diagnostic units are not completely disjunct ,
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Fig. 6.11. An MPAF instance for medical appoint ment scheduling

there are alte rnatives in choosing providers for appoint ments . Therefore, the
external constra int processing approach Q e has to cope with these dynamics
as already demanded. Here, the incremental/constructive nature of MPAF
proves useful. It can be used to adapt an already existi ng schedule to add
new appoi nt ment assignments . Nevert heless, it ensures full attent ion to all
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existi ng constraints . Addit ionally, before try ing to find an agreement on a
certain assignment, MPAF allows patient agents to evaluate different alter
natives in the propagation phase.

As already discussed, MPAF in its current state is not complete . Making
MPAF complete would not only st ress its efficiency in communication effort
and sto rage demand s, but would also miss the practical demand s of medical
ap pointment scheduling. Schedules that have once been computed shall not
at all or only slightly be altered. Therefore, new appointments shou ld fit int o
the free slots of the existing calenda r or should be app ended at the end.
However , following this stra tegy in a purely reactive manner leads to poor
quality schedules. In practice, we use two different techniques to overcome
this problem and get rid of the disadvantages of the incompleteness of MPAF .

First , the formal model of MPAF only prescribes the minimum set of in
format ion necessary to ensure it s correctness. Using MPAF practi cally, we
are free to add any kind of ext ra knowledge, in particular to group severa l
appointments and query or request them at once. Following a similar argu
mentation as in the proof of Theorem 6.4.1 grouping appoint ments does not
negatively influence the correctness of MPAF. In addit ion, we can append
any useful information covering constra ints, optimization crite ria and so on
to the query messages. These issues are discussed in detail in Sect . 7.6 and
Sect. 8.4.

Second , we have extended the formal MPAF model by const ra int relax
ation. When finding out that the received proposals are not suitable to sched
ule an appointment or all requests are refused , a patient agent may decide
to relax its constraints, e.g. by shifting its scheduling horizon. Of course, this
leads to a DCOP that differs from the origin al one. The correctness prop
erty of MPAF applies in this case to the new DCOP in th e sense th at all
new const raints are guaranteed to be observed. Using constraint relaxation ,
the termination prop erty of MPAF can only be maintained when guarantee
ing th at the constraints restricting a certain appointment cannot infinitely
often be relaxed. This is ensured in our system by an upp er bound on th e
number of const ra int relaxations per appointment . When the upp er bound
is reached with out any result , the appoint ment is cancelled. User interact ion
is necessary in this case.

So far, we have assumed th at there are intelligent agents that can par
t icipate in the MPAF protocol, make the necessary decisions and such solve
distribu ted const ra int problems. In th e next two cha pte rs we will amortize
this debt and introduce first a generic agent model capable of problem solv
ing and second a special constraint solver architecture tailored to the use in
MPAF .
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agent behavior = {atomic specification} + generic runtim e control

- The identification , classificat ion and qualification of the set of atomic
dom ain-dependent specifications should be guided by th e agent architec
ture. Therefore the architecture should provide technical categories for
structuring this set by prescribing abstract common features of atomic
specifications. This helps also in interfacing the atomic specificat ions with
the generic run time cont rol.

The main AuReCon concepts deal with reorganization on the individual level.
Hence, there has to be sufficient support for agent melting and agent splitting
on the micro-level of multi-agent systems - the internal problem solving agent
architecture. We state the following demands.

- An agent suitable to take part in a pro cess of reconfiguration by agent
melting and agent splitting has to be composable and decomposabl e in
some way. We further tighten this basic demand by asking for a det ached
set of atomic domain-dependent specifications and a generic , dom ain
independent cont rol, explicate d by

[39] , [42] ,
[40], [119],
[41]' [110],
[111]' [261],
[196]

This chapter pr esents the micro-level architecture used to con
trol AuReCon agents. Mot ivated by a rev iew of t he state of t he
art in agent cont rol architectures an d filtered by dem ands ma de
by AuReCon, composable BD! agents are detailed . They are a
fusion of m ental components, representing the domain-specific
beliefs, desires, goals and intentions of an intelligent agent, and
a generic BD! reaso ning kernel that operates on t he mental
com ponents only via abstract domain- independent interfaces.
An in-depth discussion on t he use of com posable BD! agents
in our case study of medical appointment scheduling does not
only reveal the expressive power of t he architecture but also
its conceptua l beau ty in resp ect to dyn ami c reconfigur ati on.

7.1 Demanded Contribution to AuReCon

7. Composable BDI Agents
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- The generic runtim e control should not rely on features of the atomic spec
ifications that are not sub ject to the common features prescribed by t he
agent architecture . This is to guarantee the independence of the runtime
cont rol from the concrete at omic specificat ions.

- Though the generic run tim e control may be kept static while the agent
exists, the agent architecture should allow for a dynamically varying set
of domain-d ependent atomic specifications. This is to support the on-line
allocat ion of atomic specifications and such dynamic reconfigur ation.

In addition to these composability demands, both th e und erlying collabo
rative problem solving process as well as the meta-level process of autonomous
dynamic reconfiguration reveal some environment al properties the agent ar
chitecture has to cope with.

- The agent is situated in a complex and non-deterministi c environment
allowing it only to see a partial and imprecise of the global system 's state.

- A large number of possible act ivities may be applicable in the given sit ua
tion and the best choice among them depends mainly on the environment
and only marginally on the internal state of the agent . These act ivit ies may
addit ionally be pair-wise complementary, orthogonal or competit ive.

- Since the environment is complex and non-deterministic , an agent's choice
for a set of activi ties may invalidate while it is executing the chosen ac
tivit ies or even while it is making its choice. Hence, the agent is forced
to reconsider its decisions regularl y. On the other hand , though the envi
ronment may have changed slightly and may indic at e a cha nge in activity
choice, it may be more efficient to stick to a certain decision for some time
to reach a future goal. Therefore, the agent has to find the right balance
between changing its activit ies each t ime its gets new information about
the environment (purely reactive behav ior) and cost ly making a decision
and st icking to it without further reconsideration (pur ely deliberative be
hav ior) . T his demand is also called bounded rationality .

7. 2 State of t he Art

Since almost any laboratory involved in agent resear ch has developed its own
agent architecture , agent architectures are nearly as numerous as agent sys
tems in general. Tradition ally, they have been classified according to their
roots in either logic-based Artificial Intelligence or behavior-based Artificial
Intelligence. The first class is called deliberatiue, the second reactive agent
architectures. The reader is referred to [263], [195] and [38] for overview arti
cles. Here, we will only motivate our choice of a par ticular agent architecture
for AuReCon.

In reactive agent architectures, agents do not maintain a complex repre
sentation of the environment or of themselves. They simply react directly to
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the sensorial input from the environment following some sort of behavioris
t ic rules. The field of reactive agent architectures was opened by Brooks and
colleagues, starting with the subsumption architecture. This architecture com
prises severa l layered reactive behaviors each implement ed by a finite state
machine. Lower level behaviors have higher priority and possibly inhibit the
application of higher level (lower priority) behaviors . The subsumption ar
chitec ture has been a paragon for several oth er reactive agent syst ems , such
as PENGI [3] and situated automata [158]. An overview can be found in
[181] and [70]. Today, reactive archit ectures are mainly applied in robotics
[26, 12], since th ey provide robustness and real-t ime efficiency. In software
agents, purely reac tive agents are not so common because software agents of
ten face problems that can only be solved by a sound state model of the world
and sophist icated reasoning methods. Considering our initi al demands for an
agent architecture suitable for AuReCon, reactive agent architectures are of
ten composable. The behaviors corres pond to th e set of domain-dependent
atomic specificat ions and the algorithm used to guide th e behaviors corre
sponds to the generic runtime cont rol. Hence, composability is a plus of re
active approaches. However , though reactive approaches can cope well with
dynamic and uncertain environments, they cannot deliberate on th e choice
of different applicable activit ies, since they cannot ant icipate their future im
pact . The lat ter is a knock-out criterion, because for solving combinatorial
problems AuReCon agents need to have such foreseeing abilit ies to avoid
future conflicts in problem solving .

Stemming from th e classical Artificial Int elligence areas of planning, theo
rem proving and expert systems, deliberative agent architectures build upon
a strong symbolic representation of the environment and according reason
ing techniques. Shoham's agent-orient ed programming language AGENT-O
[231], Fisher 's Concurrent METATEM [79] as well as CONGOLOG by Les
perance and colleagues [169] belong to th e category of deliberative agent
architectures or programming languages, respectively. Often based on logic,
th ese approaches inherit th e strength and weaknesses of their underlying
formalisms. Though they are capable of solving complex prob lems, even an
ticipating future possibl e worlds and imprecise knowledge, formulat ing th e
logic programs and executing them following th eir calculi is often intractable
for real-world problems. Consid ering our initial demands, purely deliberative
agent architecture are not easily composable. Although we can find ana logs
for atomic specificat ions in th e logic rules, and for th e run time control in the
reas oning calculus, logic rules are often not easily combinable, since th e ad
dition of a single rule can immediately invalidate th e knowledge represented
by the set of former rules. Addi tionally, sets of rules are often unstructured
and th eir maintenance is not trivial. Deliberative architectures can weigh up
several alte rnative activit ies and their expected impact on the environment
by in-d epth reasoning and means-end-analysis. But they are not very well
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suited to dynamic and changing environments, since reasoning may take long
time and cannot simply be interrupted when new information is available.

Consideri ng the paragon of day-to-day practical reasoning, given a certain
environmental and internal situation we are often concerned with identify
ing options to behave in the future, choose among them, then comm it to
our choice for a while and act accordingly. Pract ical reaso ning seems to be
a mixture of reactive and deliberative behavior, since choos ing among the
alte rnatives may take some time bu t is at least bounded by the t ime until
which the decision may become obsolete. In addition, we usually reconsider
our commitments from tim e to t ime, but do not change them very frequently.
In the eight ies, Bratman investigated practical reasoning from the view point
of cognit ive science and came up with the belief-desire-int ent ion architecture
(BDI, [21, 22, 24, 23]). We will discuss details of this architecture in the next
section. From the beginning on , the BDI architecture has been extremely
influenti al. It has been picked up by computer scient ist, such as Cohen and
Levesque [49], or Georgeff and Rao [96, 95, 209, 210] to build operational
agent systems . It has also been exte nded several t imes, for example by the
concepts of joint intentions [48] and joint responsibility [151]. Other contribu
tions include [236] in BD! agent theory, [161] in BD! agent development and
[106] in BDI agents and cooperation. The best-known BDI implementation is
the procedural reasoning system (PRS , [96, 95]) by Georgeff and Lansky. It s
main domain-specific component is a library of plans and par ti al plans. They
correspon d to the atomic specificat ions mentioned above. The plans are acti
vated by a syste m interpreter according to their activat ion conditions. Hence,
the system interp reter implements the generic runtim e cont rol. PRS has been
applied to a wide range of problem domains [97] and has been the basis for
fur ther systems, namely dMARS [64] and JAM [140].

Considering our initial demands, the results of other resear chers have
shown that a BDI agent architecture is well-suited to complex and dyn amic
environments, can handle a large set of options to choose from and can bal
ance between reactivity and deliberation. In previous work , in particular in
the artificial soccer tes tbed RoboCup , our own experiences have also proven
this to be true [120, 39, 40, 42,119,41 ,125,261] . Experiences made in the pre
decessor of AuReCon - the BD! control environment (B-DIcE, [110, 111])
- have also und erpinned our decision to deploy a BDI agent architect ure
for AuReCon. As for the comp osability demands of the AuReCon concept,
BDI agent architec tures detach the domain-dependent atomic specificat ions
of an agent from a generic BDI reasoning cycle and they allow to categorize
these at omic specifications following mental concepts, such as beliefs, desires
and intentions. Though there exist much more complex, layered archit ectures
based on BDI , such as InteRRaP [194], we have decided to realize a BDI ar- .
chitecture similar to the very first of Bratman to keep things simple in terms
of compos it ion and decompo sition. In the following we will describ e how we
have designed and implemented a BDI agent architecture that in addit ion to
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the existing architectures allows for the dynamic exchange of atomic specifi
cations with common features - a cont rib ution that we call composable BD!
agent.

7.3 Composable BDI Agent Architecture

This section provides an overview to the architecture of the composable BDI
agent. As already stated in Sect. 7.1, we see agent behavior to be det ermined
by a set of domain-dependent atomic specifications and a generic runtime
control,. As demanded, we want to make th e interface between the .atomic
specifications and the runtime control as domain-independent and simple as
possible. To achieve this, we will factor out features that have to be com
mon to all atomic spec ifications to interact with the runtime control. We will
do this separately for each category of atomic specification. These common
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features are similar to a contract between the atomic spec ificat ion and the
runtime control. Any feature that goes beyond this minimal contract is hid
den within the atomic specification. Though these features may be offered by
custom cont racts to other atomic specificat ions , they will not be used by the
runt ime control. Hence, an atomic specificat ion is just like a black box wit h
a well-defined interface to the runtime control. Software engineers recently
call this kind of software artifacts components. Components are complete ly
specified by the interfaces that they provide and the semant ics that are im
plied by these int erfaces. In th e BDI model, beliefs, desires and intentions
are called m ental categories [24] . Because we will design and implement be
liefs, desires (, goals) and intentions as components, we call them mental
components. Mental components are the atomic specificat ions in the compos
able BDI agent . The runtime cont rol is provided by a generic BD! reasoning
kernel.

Both parts of the composable BDI agent are illustrated by Fig. 7.1. Since
the generic BDI reasoning kernel runs concur rently itse lf, we again use a Petri
net to model the concurrent reasoning process just as outl ined in Chap. 5. The
mental compo nents are represented by to kens in the Petri net . The generic
BDI reasoning kernel consists of three main interleaved phases, namely sens
ing, thinking and act ing. T he thinking phase is the more complex one and
incor porates three different procedures - creation of desires from beliefs, selec
tion of desires to become goals and commitment to the achievement of certain
goals by intentions. The different procedures are represented by transit ions
in the Petri net model. Following this model of agent reaso ning, an agent's
behavior is det ermined by the cont rolled domain-independent transformation
of dom ain-specific mental components of one category int o domain-sp ecific
mental components of another category.

7.4 Mental Components

In this sect ion we will detail on the purpose of the different mental com
ponents and their categories. We will also provide the minim al int erfaces
th at have to be provided by the different categories of ment al components to
interact with the generic BDI reasonin g kernel.

7.4.1 Beliefs

Any situated agent has access to the environment only by its sensors. The
sensors provide not always the same quality and quanti ty of environmental
information. Hence, the agent has to acquire 'a model of the environment over
t ime by using its sensors. Due to incorrect sensing and dynamic cha nges in
the environment, this model is usually approximate and may become invalid
quite quickly. Because of this fact , the knowledge an agent acquires over t ime
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Interface 7.1 IBelief
inherits IXMLObje ct

methods
update <[in] IEvent event,

[out . retval] I Collection NewBeliefs ,
[out . retval] bool eventCon sumed )

i SPendi ng<[out . retval] bool pending)
cr eateDes i r es <[out. retval] ICollect ion Desires)

about its environment (and perhaps about itself) is called beliefs in th e BDI
model. The set of beliefs can be represented in various ways , for example
by a dat ab ase, an obj ect model or a rule base. To support composition and
decomposition of an agent, we have decided to define an agent's beliefs to be a
set of independent belief components that all sha re some common features but
also have hid den special features that enable the agent to represent different
aspects of the environment .

The minim al set of features of a belief component in the flow of the
gener ic BDI reaso ning kernel is to accept and incorporate new information
from the sensors and to st imulate as well as to define the creation of new
desires. Both features are represented by the interface I Belief .1 The generic
BDI reasoning kernel offers each newly arrived event to the belief compo
nents according to a defined sequence. As a reaction to this st imulus, the
belief component may want to add further belief components to the set of
the agent's beliefs. Additionally, the generic BDI reasoning cycle wants to
know whether it should pass the event on to other belief components in the
sequence or whether the belief component has consumed the event . All this
is implement ed by the update method in IBelief .

Since belief component s can represent any kind of vague knowled ge, in
clud ing the int rospective knowledge, all kinds of desires can be modeled to
arise from an agent's beliefs. To acquire new desires from the belief compo
nents the generic BDI reasoning kernel uses a two step procedure. First , it
asks each belief component whether its cumulate d cur rent knowledge indi 
cate s the need to create new desires. This is done by the isPending method.
Second , the kernel uses createDes ires to receive th e new desires from each
belief component that has indicated a need to create new desires .

Each composable BDI agent contains three standard belief components
from the beginning of its existence on. The general belief component imple
ments the IBeliefGeneral interface, which is derived from IBelief , and
comprises basic information regarding the agent , including the agent's iden
tity and its logical address. The m anagement belief component impleme~ts

1 We use an abstract deriva te of the in terface definition language (IDL) to de
not e interfaces. Most of t he int erfaces presented inh eri t a common interface
IXMLObject t hat defines the functionali ty necessary to serialize an object to
an XML string and to deseri alize an XML string to an obj ect .
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the IBeliefManagement int erface, which is derived from I Belief , and offers
knowledge about the creat ion of new belief components . The update method
of the management belief component processes events that indi cate the need
for new belief components and creates according belief components if neces
sary. The initi alization of the new belief components is not done directly by
the ma nagement belief component but by passing the event that triggered
the creation of the new belief compo nents to the update methods of these
belief components . Hence, the new belief compone nts initi alize themselves
after their creation. This procedures minimi zes the need of global knowledge
in the management belief component to a mapping between events and belief
components to create. T he third standard belief component - the event trig
ger belief - implements the IBeliefEventTrigger interface, which is der ived
from IBelief. T he event trigger belief offers services to register , check and
unregister t riggers for incoming events. Events that have been registered ar e
consumed by the event trigger belief and are not passed on to other belief
components. T hese events can then be read under their t rigger ident ifier.
The event trigger belief component is extensively used in following up agent
interactions as it is described later.

7 .4 .2 Desires

The operational targets of an agent , either given by a human/artificial prin
cipal or emerging from a current sit uation, are represented by desires in the
BDI mode l and by desire components in the compos able BDI agent archi
tecture. Desire components interact via the !Desire interface given below
with the generic BDI reasoning kernel. Since desire compo nents are created
by belief components there is a one-to-many relation between belief compo
nents and desire components . The methods setBelief and getBelief can
be used to install and query a linkage between a desire component and its
belief component .

Though the agent may try to sati sfy all desires, it may be the case that
not all desires can be satisfied, either because the environment prohibi ts it ,
the agent is not capable of sat isfying the desire or some of the desires are
contradictory. The agent may not be able to realize all sources of desire con
flicts at once, but it may be capable to recognize some of them simply by the
types of desire components it is dealing with. T herefore, !Desire provides
a means to allow a desire component to express its opinion about another
desire component. The method i sCons i st ent Wi t himplements such a binary
predicate. In case a desire component knows the domain-specific structure of
another desire component, it may access the belief component of this desire
component and, based on this information, decide whether it is consistent
with this desire component or not . In case the structure of the second de
sire component is not known to the first desire compo nent, the first desire
component may decide to act pessimistically and state inconsistency with
the second desire component, or to act optimistically and state consistency
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Interface 7 .2 !Desire
inherit s IXMLObject

methods
ge tBelief ([out. retval] IBelief be lief)
setBelief([in] IBelief b elief)

isConsistentWithC[in] !Desire desir e, [out, retval] bool cons istent)
getUtility ([out, retval ] long uti lity)

selectAsGoal ([out. retval] IGoal goa l)

with the second desire component. The decision procedure for consistency
is hidden to the BDI kern el. It simply uses the inform ation given to it and
proceeds.

Since desires may be difficult to satisfy or inconsistent , the agent often
has to decide which desires to try to satisfy. In our composable BDI agent ,
this decision is based on utility theory. Each desire component is allowed to
calculate an abso lute utili ty based on its indivi dual belief about the current
situation. It is important that the calculation of this utili ty provides an abso
lute value, Le. is independent from other desire components, because no desire
component should know about the existence of ot her desire comp onents. T he
engineering difficulty to find the right utili ty balance between different desire
components is t ransferre d to the user of the composable BDI agent, since it is
highly domain-dependent. We will detail in Sect . 7.6 how we have solved this
difficulty in our case st udy of medical appointment scheduling . The method
getUtility is used to query the cur rent utili ty of the desire component .

In the case the BDI kernel has decided to raise a desire comp onent to
the level of a goal (see next subsect ion), it uses the selectA sGoa l method of
the desire component to request for the creation of a proper goal component
representing the desire.

7.4.3 Goals

As stated above, the set of current desires may be inconsistent . Hence, the
agent has to decide for a consistent subset of th ese desires to try to satisfy. In
[210] the term goal is used to denote such a consistent set of desires, since it
is only rational to try to satisfy a consistent set of desires as a goal. Besides
being a consistent set of desires, a goal is forced to be pursuable by a single
plan in our composable BDI agent . Therefore, desires are grouped according
to their consiste ncy and addit ionally their complementary execution. Each
such group is a potential goal. To satisfy as many desires as possible with
the achievement of a single goal the goal should comprise as many desires as
possible.

Since goals are represented as black box goal comp onents, the generic
BDI reasoning kernel does not know which desires fit int o a common goal
and which plan leads to the achievement of the goal. Therefore, each goal
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Interface 7.3 IGoal
inherit s IXMLObj ect

m ethods .
getDesires <[out. retval] ICollection Desires)
selectDesire<[in] IDesire desire)

isCons istentWith<[in] IDesire des ire , [out , retval] bool consistent)
getUtility <[out. retval] long utility)

commitTolntention <[out. retval] IIntention intention )

compo nent has to offer a set of methods that support the BDI kernel in
these decisions. This set of meth ods is fixed in the IGoal interface. The set
of desires represented by a goal component can be accessed by the methods
getDesires and selectDesire. T he lat ter method adds a desire to the set
of desires represented by a goal component .

Similar to the methods in the !Desire interface, a goal component of
fers isConsistentWith and getUtility to support the identification of
good consistent and complementary desire groups. In cont rast to the sim
ilar method in !Desire, isConsistentWith in IGoal not only checks the
consistency of the desire group represented by the goal component with the
given desire but also whether the given desire can be sat isfied by the same
plan as the set of desires already represent ed by the goal component. To
check consistency, isConsistentWith can build upon isConsistentWith
from !Desire. The same holds for getUtility, which computes the over
all absolute utili ty of the goal and may be an aggregation of the utilit ies
computed by getUtility of the represented desire components.

A goal that has been chosen by the gener ic BDI reasonin g ker
nel to be achieved is committed to become an intention . The method
commitTolntention is used by the BDI kernel to ask the goal component
for the creation of an intention that represents the commitment to the goal
and contains a plan to achieve the plan (see below).

7.4.4 Intentions

In the BDI model, an intention represents the persistent commitment of an
agent to a certain goal as well as a (partial) plan to achieve the goal. While
creating and select ing desires has a more deliberative character, committing
to intentions and executing them is more operational and act ive in character.
Such, intentions provide the demanded balance between deliberation and
reactivi ty. In every intention the reasons and environmental preconditions for
choosing th at intention are stored. Due to thi s, a BDI agent can from tim e .
to tim e reconsider its intentions by checking th e reasons and preconditions
according to the current environmental situation. In case the environment has
changed heavily, intentions and the plans they represent can be aborted. In
case the environment has only changed slight ly, the agent remains committed
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inherits IXMLObject

methods
getGoal <[out, retval] IGoal goa l)
setGoal <[in] IGoal goa l)

isConsistentWith <[in] !Intention int enti on , [out , retval] bool consistent)
getUtility<[out , retval] long utili ty)

getExecutionState <[out, retval] !IntentionExecutionState state)
execute <[in] ICollection Skills, [out, retval] ICollection Acti ons)
abort <[out, retval] ICollection Desir es)
removeBeliefs 0

getSublntentions <[out, retval] ICollection Subin tent ions)
getParentIntention <[out, retval] !Intention intention)
setParentIntention <[in] !Intention int ention)
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Interface 7.4 !Intention

to its goal and the intentions and plans persist. In our composable BDI
agent intentions are represented by int ention components. Again, int ention
components are black boxes. The generic BDI reasoning kernel simply uses
the basi c !Intention interface to int eract with int entions.

An int ention component is always create d by a goal component . A goal
component comprises a set of desires and the creation of each of these desires
has been st imulated by a belief component . Figure 7.2 shows the depen
dence between ment al components lead ing from beliefs to intentions. Using
the methods offered by IGoal and !Desire an int ention component can nav
igate to the belief components it needs to promote its plan. Additionally,
!Intention offers the methods setGoal and getGoal to initialize and query
the goal relation of the intention.

Similar to desire and goal components, the decision whether a certain
running intention is consistent with another intent ion is delegated from the
generic BDI reasoning kern el to the intention component. !Intention offers
the methods isConsistentWith and getUtility to implement this. The
implementation of isConsistentWith and getUtility may be based on the
according met hods from IDes ire and IGoal , but may also add decision pro--
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cesses specific to intentions and their execution state. Usually, the implemen
tation of isConsistentWith in IIntention is much more eager than the
ones in IDes ire and IGoal , since intentions are very concrete and may need
the exclusive usage of certain agent resources.

Intention components rep resent not only the comm itment to a certain
goal and the circumstances under which this commitment persists , but also
concrete action steps to achieve their goals . These action steps may be fixed
scripts or may emerge from plan ning act ivit ies. The action steps may be or
dered by sequence, jumps, loops or any other known cont rol structure . All this
does not matte r to the generic BDI reasoning kernel. It simply allocates some
compute t ime, global agent skills and resources to the intent ion and asks it for
its next step. Because there may be several consistent intentions running con
cur rent ly, the BDI kernel uses an intention scheduler to execute intentions.
Since the interaction of the intention scheduler and the intention to execute
involves the comp lex exchange of events, event triggers and state informa
tion, we have decided to design a special interaction component that qualifies
th e interface between the intention scheduler and the int ention. It is called
intention execution state and implements the IIntentionExecutionState
interface. Seeking for a paragon , we can associate the intention scheduler
with a virtual machine, the plan represented by the intention with a pro
gram in a virtual code and the intention execution state with the prog ram
counte r. Figure 7.3 illustrates the interaction between the intent ion scheduler
and an intent ion via the intention execution state. More details will be given
in Sect . 7.5.3.

To support the step-wise execution by the int ention scheduler, an inten
t ion offers the methods getExecutionState, which provides access to the
execut ion state of the intention, execute, which executes exactly one step of
the intention using t he provided skills and returns a set of actions, abort ,
which prov ides the possibility of a controlled cancellation of the intention, as
well as removeBeliefs , which provides clean-up after the intention has been
finished or cancelled.

Fig. 7. 3. Interac
tion of the intention
scheduler and an
intention via t he
intention execution
state

Intention

Intention
Execution State

Intention
Scheduler
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Interface 7.5 IIntent i onExecut i onSt at e
inherits IXMLObj e ct

met hods
i s Sat i sfied <[out, retval] bool satisfied )
setSatisfied<[in] bool satisfied)
ev entsavatt ed <[out, retval] bool awaited)
setEventsAlI'ai ted <[in] bool awa ited )

getAllaitedEventIDs <[out, retval] ICollection eve ntIDs)
setAllaitedEventIDs <[in] ICollection eventIDs )
getEvents <[out, retval] ICollection Events )
setEvents <[in] ICollection Events)

getNextStep <[out, retval] long step )
setNextStep<[in] long step )

Reconsiderati on of intent ions is done in several steps. A changed environ
ment is at first recogn ized in the belief components. T he belief component
knows of the desire , goal and intention components it has directly or ind i
rectly created during the run of the generic BDI reasoning kernel. It can
hence reconsider the usefulness of its current intentions. If the belief com
ponent decides to st ick to the current intentions, nothing changes and the
intentions are fur ther executed. If the belief component decides to cance l a
certain intention because of the changed environmental information, it goes
into the pending state and st imulates the creation of new desire components
that reflect the need for aborting the cur rent intention and perh aps substi
tuting it with another intention. These desire components will pass the goal
state and will event ua lly become intention components that are not consis
te nt with the intention to cancel bu t usually have a higher priority. Hence, the
new intention can replace the former intent ion. Callin g the abort method of
the former intention after this replacement ensure s that the intention leaves
a consistent state. When being aborted, an int ention may also decide to place
new desires.

In addit ion to the flexibili ty that an intention controls its own sequence of
actions to execute, an intention can define an arbit rary number of subinten
t ions that have to be success fully executed before the par ent intention can
proceed in execution. Subintent ions are just like norm al intent ions, hence
they implement IIntention and can themse lves comprise subintentions .
This leads to a hierarchy of intent ions. Access to the link betwee n subin
tentions and their pa rent intention is provided by the getSublntent ions ,
getParentlntention and setParentlntention methods in IIntention.
Since sub intentions are assumed to be never inconsistent to their parent
intent ion , consistency of intentions is only checked at the root level of in
tentions. Therefore, using intention hierarchies can speed up the deliberation
process for committing to intentions by a domain-dependent clustering of
intentions. As we will show in the case study in Sect. 7.6, intent ions are a
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7.5 Generic BDI Reasoning Kernel

powerful means to control agent conversat ions. Hence, subintentions can be
used to control subconversations within conversat ions.

Fig. 7.4. Update transit ion in sens
ing

1 ~ Bt litft ' ~~~~ @@ Beliefs
Btli tfs

update

7 .5 .1 Sensing

In sensing (Fig. 7.4) , the generic BDI reasoning kernel waits for incoming
sensorial events. As soon as an sensor ial event arrives, the update method
in sensing tries to gain exclusive access to the agent's beliefs. As soon as
exclusive access is granted, update offers the event to all belief components
via their update method. As already descr ibed, belief components may de
cide to stimulate the creation of new belief components. These new belief
components are hence added to the agent's beliefs and they are also offered
the received event for an update of their knowledge. Addit ionally, a belief
compo nent may decide to consume an event such that no ot her belief com
ponent being sub-ordered in the sequence of beliefs ~ill receive the event .
The agent 's designer is responsible for guaranteeing a meaningful sequence
of beliefs. In our implementat ion , an agent's general belief compone nt is al
ways first , the management belief component second, the event t rigger belief
component third and all other belief components after that . This implies that
an event that has been triggered will never be offered to a domain-dependent
belief component but will immediately vanish in the event t rigger belief com
pone nt . After havi ng updated all belief compo nents, the exclusive access to
the agent 's belief is given up and the next event is awaited.

In thinking, the generic BDI reasoning kernel starts with creating desires
from the beliefs (Fig. 7.5). First, it tries to gain exclusive access to the agent's

As demanded , the generic BDI reasoning kernel is completely detached from
the domain-dependent parts of the mental components. It simply uses the
above specified interfaces to handle mental components and t ransform them
into other mental components . All transformations in the BDI kerne l can
run concurrently in principle, though in the current implementat ion only
the three main phases sensing, thinking and acting run concurrently. The
thinking process is implemented as a sequential cycle of creation, select ion
and commitment.

152 7. Composable BD! Agents
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A lgorithm 7 .6 : update in sensing
input : event e, set of beliefs B

output: set of bel iefs B '

begin
mutex (B )

B' +- B
for each b E B ' d o

l (B" , eventconsum ed) +- b.update (e)
B ' +- B ' U B"
if even tconsumed then break

endmutex
end

Fig . 7.5. Create transition in thinking

beliefs. Then it asks every belief component whether it is pend ing. If yes, the
belief component is allowed to create new beliefs. These new beliefs are added
to the agent's beliefs an d the exclusive access to the beliefs is released.

Following the creation of desires, the BDI kernel selects some desires to
become a new goal (Fig . 7.6). A precondi tion to create a new goal is that
no current goals exist (which is modeled by an inhibitor arc in the Petri net
model). This is because exist ing goals are not checked for consistency with
the goal to create. T he generation of a new goal is based upon a generate
and-test procedure. For each desire select tries to find an existi ng possible
goal that is consistent with the cur rent desire. If such a goal exists, the desire
is added to the goal. If no such goal exists, the desire is asked for a new one
and the new possible goal is added to the current possib le goals . This is an
efficient, though not complete method to produce a set of possible goals that
only contain consistent desires . This sub-optimal method is indeed needed
because the problem of select ing the optimal subset of consistent desires is
N P -hard (as can be proven by red ucing INDEPENDENT SET to this problem,
[110]) and in practical cases the agent is often confronted with twenty or
more desires to choose from. After having constructed a set of possible goals,
select simp ly chooses the best one of them to become the new goal using
the getUtility method from IGoal. The desires that have been pooled in

®BeliefS
ISelie!s

n Creale
~ireso Desires
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7.5.3 Acting

Algorithm 7.7: create in th inking

Fig. 7.6. Select t ransit ion in thinking

~DeSireS
Desires I IDesires'

U setecl
newgoal I IGoalso Goals

Concurre nt ly to sensing and thinking, the generic BDI reasoning kernel ex
ecutes the cur rent intentions (Fig . 7.8). As already mentioned, an intention
scheduler is used to execute the exist ing intentions concurrent ly. It is based

endmutex
end

the new goal are deleted from the agent 's desires. All other desires remain in
the set of desires for future consideration to become goals.

The last step in thinking is the commitment to intentions (Fig. 7.7). The
newly selecte d goal is requested by the co mmi t method to produ ce a proper
new intention. The new intention is tentatively added to the set of exist
ing and already running intentions. Just as in the case of desires, the in
tentions are then grouped into sets of consistent intent ions and the group
with the highest priority is compute d (subroutine bUildMaximalSet) using
isConsistentWith and getUtility from !Intention. Since in practi ce the
number of intentions is considerably smal ler than the numb er of desires, we
can use a complete enumeration approach to compute the best set of inten
tions. All recent intentions, which may include the newly created intention,
that are not element of this optim al set are aborted. Desires produced by the
abort ed int entions are added to the agent's desires. This is to ensure that
intentions that have not been correctly executed get anot her chance.

input : set of beliefs B
output : set of desires D

begin
mutex (B)

D +-0
foreach b E B do

l if b.i sPendi ng O then
L D +- D U b.cr eat eDes i r es 0
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Fig. 7.7. Commit t ransit ion in thinking

then

Goals

lntemions' I/melltiolls

~ Intentions

on a cooperative round-robin scheduling approach, i.e, the scheduled inten
t ions are responsible for the amount of compute power a single of their st eps
consumes . The execute method of th e BDI kernel ensures exclusive access to

a.DeSireS

Desires

/ / find best goal in G
ma xut ility ~ 0
foreach 9 E G do

l
if g .ge tUt ili t y O > maxutility then

Lrr:axut ility ~ 9.getUtility 0
9 ~ g

/ / delet e desires of selected new goal from D
D' ~ D \ g' .ge t De s i r e s 0

end

input : set of desir es D , set of goa ls G
output : set of desires D' , new goal g'

begin
assert G = 0
/ / pr oduce several feasibl e goals
foreach d E D do

yoalfound ~ false
foreach 9 E G do

l
if g .isConsistentWith (d)

l g .s e l e ct De s i r e (d )
yoalfound ~ true
break;

if <qoolf ound then

L9 ~ d.s e l e ct As Goa l O
G ~ Gu {g}
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Algorithm 7.9: commit in thinking
input : goa l g , set of intent ions I

output : set of intentions I' , set of desires D

begin
i ~ g .commitTolntentionO
mutex(I)

I ~ IU {i}
I' ~ buildMaxi malSe t (l)
D~0

foreach i E I \ I' do
L D ~ DU i .abor t O

Fig. 7.8. Execute t ransit ion
in acting

Skills

~~~
ISkills

OInlen/ions'8
~ ACIions CD CD Intentioos

~ lntemlons
execute

endmutex
end

the intentions, hands each top-level intention to the scheduler and dispat ches
the resulting actions to the environment . If an intention has been sat isfied,
it is deleted from the set of cur rent intentions .

Given a certain intention, schedule at first checks whether there ar e any
subintentions to execute. If yes, schedule is called recurs ively for th e se
quenc e of sub int entions. If there is a subintention for which an execut ion
st ep could successfully be made, schedule comp letely leaves the recursion
reporting execution progress. If th e subintention has addit ionally been satis
fied , it is deleted from th e set of sub intent ions before leaving th e recursion. If
none of the sub intent ions could be schedu led , for example because all of them
were t riggered on an awaite d event, the recursion is left reporting execution
st agnan cy.

If there are no subintent ions to schedule, the intention scheduler has
reached a leave int ention in the intention hierar chy. Before executing tha t
particular intention , the intention scheduler checks wheth er the intention is
waiti ng for some events to be triggered. If yes and the events have not yet
been t riggered, sche dul e te rminates reportin g execution stagnancy. If yes
and the events have been triggere d, the execut ion state of the intention is
to ld so. Next, the execut e met hod of the intention is called and its resultin g
state and actions stored. If the execution of the intention has lead to fur th er
awaited events, the event identifiers are added to the agent 's event t rigger be
lief via r egisterEvents . Finally, in case the intention has been satisfied and
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Algorithm 7.10: execute in acting
input : set of intentions I , set of skills S

output : set of intentions I' , set of skills S , set of actions A

begin
mutex (1)

I' +- I
for each i E I do

L(state, A) +- scheduleCi , S, false)
if state = SATISFIED then I' +- I' \ {i}

endmutex
end

the intention is a top-level intention , the intention removeBeliefs meth od
is called to provide cleanup and SATISFIED is returned. Otherwise, simple
progress is reported.

The described scheduling algorithm leads to a depth-first search over the
hierarchy of intent ions, in which each top-level intention gets the chance to
execute exactly one step, either from its own actions steps or from its subin
tentions' action steps. Figure 7.9 gives an abstract example for two top-level
intent ions scheduled by the intent ion scheduler . a) Since intention i l is wait
ing for an event, the focus of the intention scheduler goes on to intention i2.
i 2 comprises two sub intentions at this action step and the intent ion sched uler
goes down to intention i 2 ,l . The next step of i 2 ,l can be executed and, since
it is satisfied, deleted from the set of subintentions of i 2 . b) The event which
i l is wait ing for has been triggered and i l can be executed . After executing
the second step of i l , t his intention immediately blocks on an event t rig
ger, again. c) T he execut ion focus goes on to intention i 2 and the int ention
scheduler executes step one of subint ention i 2,2 . d) i l is still blocked. Hence,
the second step of int ention i 2 ,2 is executed and it is delet ed from the set of
subintent ions . e) i l is st ill blocked. All sub int entions of i 2 have been satisfied .
Therefore, the second step of intention i 2 can be execute d and immediately
t riggers on an event , again. In this situa t ion, the scheduler stops , until a new
event has come in.

7.6 Case Study - Composable BDI Agents for Medical
Appointment Scheduling

The purpose of this section is to demonst rate that the composable BDI agent
architecture described in this chapter can be effectively used to control re
alistic collaborative prob lem solving processes. In particular, we will show
in detail how a composable BDI agent can participate in the multi-ph ase
agreement finding protocol instance , prese nted in Sect. 6.5, to proactively
and reactively solve medical ap pointment scheduling pro blems .
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Algorithm 7.11: schedule in acting
input : intention i, set of skills S , boolean issubintention
output : long int eger state, set. of actions A

begin
/ / check for existence of subi ntent ions S I
SI ~ i.get Subl nt ent i ons 0
if SI # 0 then

foreach si E SI do

l
(state, A ) ~ schedule(si , S, true)
if stat e = SATISFIED then

LSI ~ SI\ {si}
return (STEP-DONE, A)

if state = STEP-DONE then return (STEP-DONE, A)

return (NO-STEP-DONE, 0)

else
execstate ~ i .get Execut i onSt at e 0

/ / check for arrival of awaited events E
if execstate.event sAvai ted 0 then

l E ~ checkEvents ( execstate.getAvaitedEventIDs 0 )
if E = 0 then return (NO_STEP-DONE, 0)
execstate.set Event s (E)

/ / exec ute next intention st ep
A ~ i.execut e (S)

/ / register newly awaited events
if execstate.event sAvai ted 0 then
L registerEvents ( execstate.getAvaitedEventIDs 0)

/ / cleanup beliefs if intention is satisfied
if execstate.i sSat i s f i ed O then

L
if ..., issubint ention then i.r emoveBelief s 0
return (SATISFIED, A)

return (STEP-DONE, A)

end

7.6.1 Assigning Patients and Diagnostic Units to Agents

The very first step in solving medical appointment scheduling problems col
laboratively is to create agents and assign to them the responsibility for pa
t ients and diagnostic units. In AuReCon, both patients and diagnostic units
are represented by organizat ional units (orgunits for short) . These orgunits
are the atomic problem elements in our medical appoint ment scheduling ap
proach. Hence, an orgunit.cannot be further divided and is assigned to exactly
one agent to be responsible for it (see also Subsect. 3.6.4). Let 's assume th at
there exists already an empty composable BDI agent comprising only the ba
sic belief components implementing IBeliefGeneral, IBeliefManagement
and IBeliefEventTrigger. The assignment of an orgunit is th en done by
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Fig. 7 .9 . Ex emplified run of the int ention schedu ler with two top-level intentions

usin g the take responsibility protocol described in Subsect. 5.4.5. Figure 7.10
shows how a composable BDI agent reacts when receiving a request message
to take responsibility for a specific orgunit .

The request message initi ating the take responsibility protocol will be re
ceived by the sensors of the agent. The message is consumed by the belief
man agement component (1.). The management component creates a new be
lief component (2.) implementing the special IBelief OwnOrgUnit interface,
which is derived from IBelief and provides additional methods for accessing
the knowledge about a single orgunit . The request message is handed on to
this orgunit belief component and the compo nent can initi alize itself using
the specificat ion of the orgunit reached on in the request message. After in
te rnal initialization , the orgunit belief compone nt creates a desire to register
itself at the yellow pages (3.). The desire will be selected to become a goal (4.)
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7 .6 .2 Composable BDI Agents in the MPAF Propagation Phase

Fig. 7.10. Ini ti alizing a new
composable BDI agent
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In the multi-phase agreement protocol instance for medical appointment
scheduling , patient agents are proactive and diagnostic unit agents are reac
t ive. Hence, MPAF is started by a patient agent that represents the patient 's
needs for examinations. Figur es 7.11 and 7.12 illustrate a simplified, though
qui te complete example for a patient agent and a diagnostic unit int eract ing
in MPAF. Figure 7.11 shows the prop agation phase of MPAF and Fig. 7.12
shows the lab eling phase.

and finally to be committed to as an intention (5.). In executing the inten
tion to regist er the own orgunit , the agent initi ates a register responsibility
protocol with the yellow pages by sending an according request message (6.).
After that, the execut ion of the intention is delayed until the done message
from the yellow pages has arrived. To realize this , in st ep 6 a trigger for the
done message is installed in the event trigger belief. Any incoming message is
checked by the event trigger belief component before being forwarded to other
belief components. Only the awaited done message from the yellow pages will
satisfy the installed trigger and the message will be directly handed on to the
register own orgunit intention . After regist ering its responsibility, the agent
either (in case of being a pati ent agent) registersjunregisters its vacancy for
a certain patient type or (in case of being a diagnost ic unit agent) registers
the service types provided by its diagnostic unit (7.). Again, th e agent waits
for a done message from the yellow pages before sending itself a done mes
sage to the initiator of the take responsibility proto col (8.). After finishing
this pro cedure, the composable BDI agent is set up for work. Though it may
accept further responsibilities, at this point we will assume that each agent
only cares for a single orgunit .
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As soon as an orgunit be lief component representing a patient comes to
existence, it starts to inspect the partial order graph of examinations of its
patient, finds out all open examinations and stimulates the creation of one
IDesir eReque stAppointment component per examination (1.). In solving
practical constraint problems, finding no solution may be the consequence of
two different reasons. First , there may be simply no solution to the problem .
In this case, the problem has to be relaxed to be solvable. Second, the com
putational resources allocated to the solution process may not be sufficient
to reach a decision whether a solution is possible or not. In this case, the
problem has to be tackled in a different way, such that a solution can be
achieved in the allocated compute time, but possibly with inferior solution
quality. Having this in mind, grouping all desires for appointments into one
goal and trying to achieve them all at once may yield superior scheduling
results , because of t he more global overview and the hug e amount of alter-
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natives, but may also be computationally intractable. Considering only one
appointment at a tim e, i.e. grouping only one desire into one goal, leads to
a sequentialization of requesting appointments . Though th is is computation
ally more tractable, since the number of alternatives is highly red uced, it may
lead to inferior scheduling results, because appointments are t reated one after
another using only the local knowledge abo ut the current appointment and
perhaps the knowledge abo ut the already scheduled appointments.

T his is were goals come into play. In our BDI approac h, goals are
meant to group consist ent desires that can be achieved by a single plan.
Hence, goal components implement ing the IGoalRequestAppointments can
subsume severa l desire components of type IDesireRequestAppointments .
Goals are the main means in our composable BDI agent to balance be
tween using as much global knowledge as possible in solving a problem,
bu t also keeping the problem solving pro cess computationa lly t ractable. In
considering the present desires for appointments , it is first assumed that
making appoint ments is easy. Hence, the desire compo nents implementi ng
IDesireRequestAppointments initi ally carry a low hardness value. Goal
components implementing IGoalRequestAppointments can accept a set of
desires for appoint ments that is roughly consiste nt" , can be achieved by a
single plan and - additionally - does not violate a special hardness rest ric
t ion that constrains the cumulated hardness of the desires represent ed by
the goal. In the beginning of the pro cess, goals will accept a relatively lar ge
numb er of desires to represent. Later , we will see how this changes in case of
arising difficulties. Different possible goals are formed, the best among them
is selected and the desires it represents are deleted (2.). The select ion of a
best goal is based on the utility of the goal. The utility of the goal is simply
the cumulated utili ty of the desires represented by it. The utili ty of a desire
corresponds directly to the pri ority of the appoint ment it represents. There
fore, the problem of weighing the utili ties of desires and goals in an absolute
manner is delegated to the human user by using th e appointment priorities.

Commi tting to a goal as an intention is relatively straightforward (3.) .
In AuReCon we do not use planning techniques to make intentions for
achieving goals. Intentions consist more or less of precompiled action scripts
that have a flexible flow of cont rol. The intention that implements the
IIntentionRequestAppointments interface is one of the more complicated
ones , since it cont rols the complete par ticipation of an agent in the run of an
MPAF inst ance, including several decisions and rounds. The request appoint
ments intention starts with categorizing the appoint ments it has to schedule
by their appoint ment type (4.) . If the int ention recognizes that not all of

2 At this stage of reasoning, it is not checked whether t he desires are consistent
in t he sense of being achievable. This would imply that the BDI agent would
have to solve the pr oblem represented by the desires before being able to decide
whether t hey are consistent. The consist ency check between desires is only a
rough , rather technical estimate . All ot her inconsistencies are handled lat er in
the int ent ion .
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the demanded appointment types are offered by orgunits administrated by
the agent itself (as it is usually the case in pure patient agents), it queries
the yellow pages for appropriate providers for those appointment types (5.) .
After having received the answers from the yellow pages (6.), the agent can
start to formulate queries for appoint ments to the proper providing agents
(7.). How exactly this is done is described in Sect . 8.4.

The query messages ar rive at the diagnostic uni t agents. At each
diagnostic uni t agent the query message is consumed by the manage
ment belief component, a belief component that implements the spe
cial IBeliefForeignOrgUnit interface is created (8.) and initi alized us
ing the content of the query message. The foreign orgunit belief com
ponent st imulates the creation of a desire component implementing the
IDesireQueryAppointments interface (9.). Event ually, this desire is se
lected to become a goal (10.) and finally an intention (11.) . The intention
implementi ng IIntent ionQueryAppointments contains only one step that
makes proposals for the queried appo int ments based on all the availab le
own and foreign beliefs and sends accord ing inform messages (12.). Details
on how to determine suitable proposals are given in Sect . 8.4. After hav
ing finished the IIntentionQueryAppointments intention , the temporary
IBeliefForeignOrgUnit belief compo nent is deleted.

After waiting for the several proposals to come in (13.), the request ap
pointments intention at patient agent's side can store the proposals by creat
ing new temporary belief components of type IBeliefForeignOrgUnit (14.)
and proceed to the lab eling phase of MPAF.

7.6.3 Composable BDI Agent in the MPAF Labeling Phase

In the lab eling phase as it is rendered in Fig. 7.12, the request appointm ents
intention evaluates the different proposals including alte rn at ives and tries to
build a suitab le schedule for the appointments it represents (see Sect. 8.4) .
If this is not possible, the int ention modifies its appoint ments (15.). In the
case that it cares for a set of desires, the hardness of each of these desires is
incremented, the desires are put back to the agent 's desires and the intenti on
te rminates. The increase in the hardness of the desires will yield smaller sets
of desires to be grouped in goals. Finally, increasin g hardness will lead to
goals that only represent a single desire. If even this single desire cannot
be achieved by a proper proposal, the appoint ment specification encoded
in the desire is changed itself, by relaxing the constraints attached to the
appointment.

In case the request appo int ments intention has managed to produ ce a
suitable schedule for all it s appoint ments from the. proposals, a subintent ion
implementing the IIntentionBookAppointment is started for each of the ap
pointments (16.). As already outli ned, proposals are tentative and such the
achieved result has to be acknowledged by the providing agents . We do not
want the comp lete intention to fail if getting the acknowledgment for one of
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the appoint ments fails. sing the concept of subintent ions decoup les the suc
cess of the parent intention from the success of the subintentions. [everthe
less, achieving an agreement for an appoint ment that has to be scheduled after
an appointment tha t has not yet been agreed upo n is dangerous, since a fail
ure in the preceding appointment will most likely invalidate the agreement on
the following appo int ment . Therefore, the IIntentionRequestAppoi ntment s
intention produces subintentions along th e flow of the par ti al order graph,
always trying to reach agreement on appoint ments that have no predecessors
at all or only agree d predecessors. Each of the subintentions sends a request
message containing the selected assignment to the provider (17.).

The request message is received by the diagnostic unit agent , an accord
ing temporary foreign org unit belief is created (1 .) and ini tialized by the

164 7. Composable BD! Agents
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request message. Interest ingly, th e diagnostic unit agent now traverses the
same procedure as the patient agent . A request appointments desire is cre
ated, this time not by the own orgunit belief, but by the foreign orgunit
belief (19.) . Just as in the patient agent , several such desires may be grouped
to a single I Goa lRequestAppointments goal (20.) and will finally becom e a
IIntent ionRequ estAppointments intention (21.). T he run of the intention
is easier in our example in this case, because the diagnostic uni t agent does
not have to query the yellow pages for providers nor has it to query providers
for the requested appoint ment , because it is itself the provider. Such it can
solely use its own beliefs to decide whether the requested assignment is suit
able or not (see Sect . 8.4). In case it is suitable, the diagnostic uni t agents
sends an agree message and sto res the assignment in its own orgunit belief
(22.) . In case the request is not suitable, a simple refuse message is sent .

All subintent ions created by the par ent IIntent i onRequ estAppoi nt ment s
intention at patient agent's side trigger for the answer to their request (24.)
and can finally evalua te whether an agreement on their appointment as
signment has been reached or not . If not , the appoint ment is modified just
as in the case of proposal evaluat ion (25., refer to 15.) , the desire is put
back to t he agent 's cur rent desires and the subintent ion terminates. If the
assignment has been agreed on, it is stored in the own orgunit belief and
the sub int enti on terminates. T he par ent intent ion term inates as soon as all
subintent ions have term inated and no fur ther subintent ions can be created
because there is no appointment left in the set of their appoint ments that
does not have predecessors or only agreed predecessors.

This exemplified ru n reflects only the participation of a single patient
agent and a single diagnosti c uni t agent in a sequent ial manner. In fact , the
composable BDI agent architecture we have implemented is able to han dle all
kinds of qualitative and quan ti tative concur rency. The mental components
are imp lemented as DCOM components and can such be dynamically cre
at ed and used only by knowing their names. Not considering the time needed
in the mental components, the generic BDI reasoning kernel is able to do
thousands of cycles per second. The architecture and its functionality for
medical appoint ment scheduling has been extensively tested as it is repor ted
in Chap. 10. The example given here may addit ionally have given the reader
a feeling abou t the potent ial of the composable BDI agent architecture and
its instanti ation for medical appointment scheduling. The decision of rep re
sent ing ato mic problem elements in the very generic orgunit concept and the
flexible treatment of own and foreign beliefs about these orgunits, directly
supports the reconfiguration process, in which a single agent does not only
hold one orgunit belief component bu t many of them. This will be discussed
in Chap . 9. But first , we will detail on how exactly the agents decide on
making proposals, select among prop osals and testing suitability in the next
cha pter.
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8. Internal Constraint Problem Solving

According to Subsect. 3.4.1 , intern al constraint problem solving has to ensure
that the labeling of vari ab les within a configuration block (administrated by
one agent) is consiste nt with the constraints and lab elings of variables in the
same configuration block. Therefore, intern al const raint problem solving - the
int ernal constraint pro cessing approach et; first mentioned in Subsect . 4.3.3
- resides on the micro-level of multi-agent systems and directly relat es to th e
composabl e BDI agent architecture presented in Chap . 7.

The collaborative problem solving process itself as well as the concepts of
autonomous dynamic reconfiguration pose several demands on the internal
const raint processi ng approach 0; .

- et; should make use of the full strength of cur rent const raint technology.
In the context of this work, we will use an off-t he-shelf constraint solver,
known to be expressive and efficient.

- Though residin g on the micro-level of collaborative problem solving, et;

should be well aware of its situatedness in a distributed environment of
other problem solving agents and should make use of it.

This chapter dea ls with t he intern al constraint processing ap
proach O i, which has been assumed to exist in the t heoretical
part of this work. Based on the demands of t he collaborative
prob lem solving process and AuReCon , we briefly motivate
t he decis ion to deploy an off-the-shelf solver for solving inter
nal constraint problems. The constraint problems fed into t he
solver are dy namically speci fied using a novel kind of architec
t ure - the distri bution-aware constraint specification architec
ture. We will conceptua lly and pr actically show how t his ar
chitecture can be used to effectively create constrai nt problem
descriptions based on intern al and external knowledge. We will
also pr esent how it fits into the composable BDI agent archit ec
t ure described in Cha p. 7 and therefore supports t he demand
to work wit h ar bit rary configurations .

8.1 Demanded Contribution to AuReCon

[122], [118],
[117]
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- O:i should deploy problem element descriptions that ar e declarative in na
ture and can be communicated about among several agents.

- O:i should be correct and potentially complete .
- O:i should work for all possib le configurations, from the finest one with many

agents and small configuration blocks to the coarsest one with only one
agent and a centralistic constraint problem. Hence, O:i shou ld be designed
to be easily integrated into the composable BDI agent architecture and its
mental component concept.

8.2 State of the Art

As already int roduced in Subsect. 2.2.3, constraint technology and in par
ticular refinement -base d constraint solving draws its strength from the com
bination of consiste ncy techniques with heuristic search. In their beginning,
consistency techniques were restricted to binary constraints. Famous among
them are arc consis tency (AC) [179], path consistency (PC) [191] and their
generalization k-consistenc y [85]. Since then, the concepts underlying these
algorithms have been extended to complex n-ary constraints. Remarkable
progress has been made by integrating algorithms from Discrete Mathematics
and Operations Resear ch into consiste ncy techniques . T he software techno
logical basis for this integration has been th e introduction of global constraints
into commo n constraint solvers , e.g. CHIP [13]. Global constraints encap
sulate domain-specific heuristics for propagation of partial labeling conse
quences and provide a standardized interface to the general constraint solver
they are embedded in. Some of the global const raints with the highest prac
tical impact include cumulative [2] (see Subsect. 3.6.2 for a mathematical
specification of this const rai nt) and alldifferent [211, 207, 187], and the
constraint community is conducting further research in this area.

Common consiste ncy techniques are corre ct but not complete . Hence,
they have to be combined with a correct and complete constraint processing
approach to guarantee the exploration of the complete solution space. Usu
ally, this approac h comprises search procedures, such as chron ological back
tracking or its descendants backjumping [93], backchecking and backmarking
[127], dyn amic backtra cking [100, 251] and ot hers . More recent consistency
and search techniques are often more effective in pruning and exploring the
search space, but are also quite often expens ive in compute time and heap
space . The choice of the proper combinat ion of consiste ncy and search tech
niques is hence a hard problem dependin g on the domain given. Thi s is why
researchers have t ried to simplify the rap id development of special purpose
constraint solvers . Constraint handling rules (CHRs, [88]) is a ru le-based ap
proach for writi ng constraint solvers. In [262] it has been extended to work in
dynamic constraint satisfact ion. Though it is easy to write constraint solvers
quickly using constraint handling rules , the outcome is understandably not
as efficient as creating a special constraint solver from the scratch using an
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8.3 Distribution-aware Constraint Specification
Architecture

The main two parts in the treatment of constraint problems are specifica
t ion and solving. SICStus Prolog is supposed to care for the lat ter. Hence,
the main task remaining is to specify constrai nt problems in the context of
collaborative problem solving that can be solved by a constraint logic pro
gramming language such as SICStus P rolog. Since internal problem solving
is subject to distributed coordination by the external problem solving ap
proach and the dynamics of a cha nging environment, specifying an intern al

Xl 6
X2 8

solve(Xl ,X2) .

yes.

Output:

Query:

solve(Xl,X2)
Xl in {0,2,4 ,6,8 ,10} ,
X2 in {0,2,4 ,6,8,10},
X2 #>= 2,
X2 #>= Xl - 4 ,
X2 #=< - 2 * Xl + 20,
X2 #=< 2 * Xl,
X2 #>= -1 * Xl + 3,
o #= Xl + X2,
maximize(labeling([] ,[Xl ,X2]), 0).

Source code:

imperative or obj ect-orient ed language. Integrating constraint programming
with such efficient languages has been the focus in [214] . Building upon the
principle of chaotic it eration [190], a Java-based framework is proposed that
coordinates the int eraction of several constraints . The disadvantage here is
the missing implementat ion of complex constraints needed for practical con
straint problems .

The focus of this chapter is not to fur th er research in the area of cen
tralist ic const raint technology, but to contribute to the integration of con
straint technology into a collaborative and self-configur ing frame. We have
therefore decided to deploy a constraint language that incorporates the most
successful features of constraint technology and is st ill easily accessible an d
in a commercially stable state. We have chosen SICStus P rolog [244] be
cause it is competitively efficient, very expressive and affordable. SICStus
Prolog is a constraint logic programming language and such natur ally in
corporates support for heuristic search. It prov ides a large set of pr actically
relevant global constraints for finite domains, contains an implement ation
of constraint handling ru les and interfaces with many other imperative and
object-oriented languages. T he following SICStus Prolog program specifies
and solves the constraint optimization problem given by Ex. 3.3.2.



const raint prob lem is not as easy as specifying a static, centralistic constraint
problem. In fact , the internal constraint problem may change every time a
decision in the external problem solving process is needed or new external in
form ation arrives . We propose the distribution- aware constraint specificati on
architecture (DACSA) to cope with these prob lems .

DACSA constitutes a br idge between the domain knowledge an agent has ,
represented by its belief components and described in Subsect. 7.4.1, and the
solving capabilit ies SICStus P rolog provides. Using DACSA, a problem solv
ing agent can transform its internal knowledge as well as external knowledge
about variables, constraints, optimization crite ria and labeling heuristics into
a declar ative specificat ion to be solved by SICStus. To gain the maximum
flexibility in interfacing with the constraint solver , we have decided to loosely
couple DACSA and SICStus. That means, that DACSA produces a human
readable constraint logic program by combining sound constraint logic ex
press ions an d hands it to SICStus. SICStus agai n produces an XML-encoded
solution string that is fed back to DACSA to be interpreted and handed to
the problem solving agent . Figure 8.1 illust rates this interaction scheme.

Central to DACSA are the notions of objects and factories. Obj ects encap
sulate the state and methods of variables, constraints, solving/optimization
strategies and solutions. Factories do not have any state. They consume ob
jects of a certain ty pe and produ ce object s of another type. T hough the ob
jects and factories are spec ific and application-dependent, they all implement
certain standard interfaces that allow an agent to use them without knowing
their actual purpose. Such, DACSA can be compared to a black-box sup
ply chain of different connecte d suppliers/consumers . DACSA involves three
stages: declar ative specification of the problem, operational specification of
solving strategies and integration to a solvable constraint logic program. Each
stage is realized by a certain set of factories. Figur e 8.2 renders DACSA and
the interaction of objects and factories. In the following we will 'only br iefly
descr ibe objects, factories and their interaction . Further details will be given
discussing the application of DACSA to medical appo intment scheduling.

CLPSolver

8. Internal Constraint Problem Solving

Fig. 8.1. Solving constraint problems us
ing DACSA and a CLP solver
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Fig. 8.2. Dist ribut ion-awar e constraint specificat ion architecture

8.3.1 Constraint Objects and Factories

Pure CLP express ions, especially those defined over finite dom ains, are not
directly interchangable between different agents, since they usually contain
implicit contextual knowledge that cannot be derived from the pure CLP ex
pr essions. For example CLP problem models in scheduling usually assume a
certain discrete scheduling horizon, starting from zero and ending at a how
ever found upper bound . Addit iona lly, t hey assume a certain fixed granularity
of the scheduling horizon that is determined by the size of the minimum nec
essary t ime unit , e.g. one day with a scheduling granularity of 15 minu tes
would imply a schedu ling horizon of [0, . . . ,96]. If all variables, constraints
and optimization criteria were defined using this horizon , the situation would
be consistent. But problem elements may be distributed among several agents
and imp ly different scheduling horizons. Hence, the contextual information
on abso lute time points and abso lute granularity underlying the horizon has
to be transfered together with the problem elements such that the agent
receiving such information can ded uce the underlying horizon.

In DACSA, constraint objects are responsible for encapsulating this kind
of contextual information. T hey are designed to contain as much informat ion
as necessary to make clear the semantics of the transfered variables and
constraints to the receiving agent , but not more. The receiving agent shall



Interface 8.1 IConstraintObject

8.3.2 Optimization Objects and Factories

Because of the inherent complexity of constraint solving, there is no general
algorithm that can solve any const raint problem equally well and efficient ly.
T herefore, we have to enrich the pure ly declar ative specificat ion consisti ng

inherits IXMLObject

m ethods _
getInternalVariables <[out. retval] ICollection variables}
setInternalVariables <[in] ICollection variables}
addInternalVariable <[i n] IVariable variab le}
getExternalVariables <[out, retval] ICollection variables}
setExternalVariables <[in] ICollection variables}
addExternalVariable <[in] IVariable variable}

getContext <[out, retval] IContext context}
setContext <[in] IContext context}
updateContext <[in. out] IContext context, [out . retval] bool contextchanged}

toCLPExpression <[out. retval] String expression}

8. Internal Constraint Probl em Solv ing

not have insight on facts in the constraint problem model of the send ing
agents that have nothing to do with the transfered information. Therefore,
constraint objects also have a secur ity and pri vacy purpose in constraint
communication. All constraint objects implement Int. 8.1, which is derived
from the interface for XML-streamable objects.

Becau se of the collaborative setting, variables restricted by a const raint
object are classified as being internal variables administ rated by the agent it
self or external variab les administrated by ot her agents . Add it ionally, Int . 8.1
ensures that every const raint object implements the ability to determine and
update its solving context . After indicating the set of affected variables and
adjusting the context correctly, the method toCLPExpression can be used
to produce a st ring containing a sequence of arbit rary CLP express ions that
describ e the meaning of the constraint obj ect .

The ability to produce a set of constraint obj ects that specifies a sound
constraint problem differs from application to application and has to be en
coded in some kind of program. One significant idea of DACSA is not to hard
wire this ability within the agent, but to encapsulate it into constraint fac
tories, which are components that implement Int . 8.2. Each problem solving
agent can posses an arbit rary numb er of different constraint factories. P rior
to first usage, each const ra int factory can be initialized by providing access to
an agent's belief component . The specificat ion of the affected vari ables is done
via the methods setInternalVariables and setExternalVariables. Based
on this knowledge the const raint factory can be asked to create and updat e
its producti on context. After init ialization, the produceConstraintObj ects
method can be called to produ ce a proper collection of constraint objects.

172
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Inter face 8.2 IConstraintFactory

metho ds
init ([in] I Belief belief)
s etInternalVariabl es ([in] ICollection variables )
setExternal Var iables ([in] ICollection variables)

createContext 0
getContext ([out, retval] IContext context )
updateContext ([in , out] IContext context, [out, retval] bool contextchange d )

produceConstraintObjects ([out, retva l] ICollection constraintobjects)

Interface 8.3 IOptimizationObject

in h e r its IXMLObj ect

met h o ds
getInternalVar iables ([out, retva l] ICollection var iables )
s etInt er nal Var iables ([in] ICollection variables)
addlnternalVariable ([in] IVariable variable)
getExternalVar iables ([out, retval] ICollection variables )
setExternal Variables ([in] ICollection variables)
addExter nal Var iable ([in] IVariable variable)

getContext <[out , retval] IContext context)
setContext <[in] ICon text context )
updateContext <[in , out] IContext context, [out, retval] bool contextchanged)

variableOrderToCLPExpression <[out, retval] String variableorder)
valueOrderToCLPExpression <[out, retval] String valueorder )
optCriterionToCLPExpression<[out, retval] String criterion )
outputToCLPExpression <[out, retval] String output)

of constraints by operationa l heuristi cs. In backtracking search, heur istics
can .be distinguished mainly in variable ordering heuris ti cs that determine
which vari able will be next to become the current vari able, and value ordering
heuristi cs that determine which value from the domain of the cur rent vari abl e
will be tried next . Addit ionally, if we are not looking for an arbit rary solut ion
to the given pro blem bu t for a "good" one, we are in need of an objective
function . T his kind of specificat ion is encapsulated by optimization objects.
They implement Int. 8.3.

Similar to a constraint object, an optimization object allows to set the af
fected variables and to adj ust the information necessary to achieve a common
context among several optimization objects. The disctinction between inter
nal and external variables is especially impo rtant in the optimization object,
since the agent may prefer good partial labeling of internal variables over
good partial labeling of external variables. Instead of a single method, there
are now four methods for getting CLP expressions from the optimization ob
ject . The first states the variable order used to label the variables covered by
the optimization obj ect . The second states the value order. optCriterion
ToCLPExpress ion pro duces a CLP expression describ ing an optimization cri-
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Interface 8.4 IOptimizationFactory
methods

init([in] IBelief belief)

getConstraintObj ects <[out. retval] ICollection constraintobjects)
setlnternalConstraintObjects <[in] ICollect ion constraintobjects)
setExternalConstraintObjects <[in] ICollection constraintobjects)

produceOptimizationObjects <[out . retval] ICollection optimizationobjects)

terion. outputToCLPExpression allows to create special predicates that sup
port the representation of variables and their values in XML to be fed back
into DACSA after having found a solution.

Optimization objects are pro duced by optimization factories that imple
ment Int. 8.4. Optimization factories build such objects based on the belief
component given to them, const raint objects built by the agent itself and
external const raint obj ects sent by ot her agents. Before producing a single
optimizat ion object, the factory ensure s that all constraint objects share a
common context . Internal variables of intern al constraint objects are added
to the intern al variables of the produced optimization object. All ot her var i
ables are added to the external variables. The dist inction between internal
and external constra int objects can be dropped after having done this, since
the distin ction has been encoded in the produced optimization object.

8.3.3 Solution Objects and Factories

Solution objects are special constraint objects that encapsulate partial label
ings. In prin ciple, they simply implement Int. 8.1 and are capable to hold
exactly one value for each variable they have been given. Given var iables
{ Xl , . . . , x n } using the set Internal/ExternalVariables method of the in
herited IConstraintObject interface, they represent a partiallabeling

[~~ ~:] {=::;> X l = a, /\ ... /\ X n = d1 .

Several alte rnative partial labelings affecting the same set of variables
{ Xl , . .. , X n } are grouped in solution alternatives. They also implement
Int . 8.1, are capable to hold a set of m partiallabelings and represent

[ ~t ~~] (Xl = d~ /\ /\ X n = d~ ) V . . . V

: {=::;> (Xl = d'{' /\ /\ X n = d~).
d'{' d~

A problem ari ses when applying this simple approach to situations in
which several providers can bid for the same tas k to handle, Le. the agent
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Assuming that d{ =f e{, Le. offers are distinguishable, simply combining the
pro posit iona l statements implied by th e two solut ion alte rnatives would yield

which is not satisfiable. Hence , we have to do something more sophisticated
to handle alternatives from different providers concerning par ti ally the same
variab les.

Of course, we could explicitly enume rate all possible combinations for
labeling {Xl , X2 , X 3, X4} but this yields exponential explosion. In fact , deter
mining the best combination of bids for a set of tasks is known to be N P -hard
exactly of this reason. Hence, we are after a heuri st ic to allow an agent to
decide efficient ly what labeling combination to take. We call variab les that
are covered by several alte rnative labelings mutual and all ot her variab les
unique. To restrict the number of possible labeling combinations, we have
decided for the following rule

The decision to label a single mutu al variable according to a par
t ial labeling )..' implies the decision to label all mutual and unique
vari ables covered by )..' according to )..' .

This rule can be t ranslated to "if you have decided for parts of a bid from
a pr ovider accept th e complete bid". It may be disput able whether thi s rule
makes sense in the genera l case, but it surely does in our case study, because
it minimizes transport t imes.

Implementin g the named rule for alternative disambi gua
tion leads to the extended Interfaces 8.5 and 8.6. Using the
setlnternal/ExternalMutualVariables methods from Int. 8.5, we pass
X2 and X 3 as mutua l variables to the solut ion objects. The first solut ion
alternatives object can then produce

T he second solution alternatives object pro duces

can choose among different distributed constraint optimization problems to
solve in the future . This is the case in our medical appointment scheduling
scenario as already discussed in Sect . 6.5. Consider the following situation in
which two solut ion alternatives objects cover a non-d isjunct set of variables.
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Interface 8.5 ISo lutionObject
inherit s I Constr aintObj e ct

meth od
ge tInternalMutualVariables ([out , retva l] ICollect ion variables)
setInternalMutualVar iables ([in] ICollection variables)
addInternalMutualVar iable ([in] IVariable variable)
getExternalMutualVariables ([out, retval] ICollection variables)
setExternalMutualVar iables ([in] ICollection variables )
addExternalMutualVar iable ([in] IVariable variable)

implicationToCLPExpression ([out, retval] String implication )

getSolution([out, retval] ICollect ion solution )

Interface 8.6 ISolutionAlternatives
inherit s IConstraintObject

m eth o d
getSolutions ([out . retval] ICollection solutions)
setSolutions ([in] ICollection solutions)
addSolution([in] ISolutionObject solution)

(X4 = d V X4 = e~) 1\

(X2 = e~ V X3 = e~) ~ X4 = e~ 1\ (X2 = e~ V X3 = eD ~ X4 = e~

To make the specification complete we have to add an "artificial" solution
alternatives object that enumerates the possible partial labelings for the mu
tua l variables and produces

(X2 = d~ 1\ X3 = d~) V (X2 = d~ 1\ X3 = d~) 1\

( X 2 = e~ 1\ X3 = e~) V (X2 = e~ 1\ X3 = e~)

The int erface between the specificat ion of the constraint problem and its
solution by the CLP solver is realized by a solution factory. According to
its interface (Int. 8.7), it consumes a declar ative problem specificat ion given
by a set of constraint objects an d an operational solut ion strategy specifica
tion given by internal optimization objects. It also allows the integration of
external opt imization objects that represent the desires of other agents on
the local solut ion process. As shown by Alg. 8.8, the solution factory first
concatenates the CLP expressions produced by the constraint objects. Add i
t ionally, it gathers all the necessary information about optimization criteria ,
variable and value ordering heuristics as well as output expressions from the
internal and external optimization objects. The overall CLP is formulated as
a concatenation of the joint constraint expression, a combination of the in
ternal and external optimization criteria bound to 0, a merger of the variable
order in case of internal and external variab les together with value ordering
and output expressions. Combining optimization criteria and merging vari-
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In t er face 8. 7 I Solut i onFa ctory

methods
ini t <[i n] ICollec tion be liefs)

setConstraintObj ec ts <[in] ICollect ion const raintobject s)
setlnter nalOpt i mizati onObjects <[in] ICollect ion optimizationobjects)
setExternalOptimizat ionObj ects <[in] ICollection optimizationobjects)

produceSolutionObjects <[in] l ong nu mber , [in] long ti meo ut,
[in] doubl e gradient,
[out . retva l] ISolutionAl ternatives alternatives )

able orderings is difficult and we will detail later how we implemented these
predicates in our case st udy.

Finally, information about the solving approaches to use is added to the
CLP. label denotes a corr ect and complete chronological backtracking label
ing pro cedure for the joint variable list X and minimize refers to a branch
and-bound procedure set on top of the labeling procedure to optimize D.
Branch-and-bound success ively decreases an upper bound on the optimiza
tion criterion and iteratively solves a sequence of constraint satisfaction prob
lems. Hence, it produces a set of feasible, but sub-optimal labelings on its
way to the optimal solution. The gradient 9 allows to adjust the tightening of
the upper bound before searching for a better labeling. In addit ion, a t ime
out t can be specified to keep the solver from running practically infinitely.
However, this timeout may violate the complete ness of the backt racking and
bran~h-and-bound procedure . While doing branch-a nd-bound the CLP solver
is told to store intermediate solut ions sorted by their quality. Such, a set of
the best n solutions foun d so far can be out put to an XML encoding. T he
CLP is han ded to the CLP solver, the resulting XML encoding is parsed and
pu t into a solution alternatives object.

8.3.4 Properties of DACSA

DACSA in combination with SICStus as CLP solver yields all the proper
ties demanded in the beginning of this chapter. Deploying state of the art
constraint techno logy it makes use of the recent developme nts in this area.
DACSA is aware of the agent 's situatedness in a collabo rative problem solv
ing process by allowing to specify CLPs for any arbitrary set of intern al and
external variables, constraints, optimization criteria and labeling heuristics
and to communicate about them. It works for any configuration , because its
object and factory concept with standardized interfaces can be directly in
tegrated into the composable BDI agent architecture presented in Chap. 7.
Finally, based on its specia l use of the CLP solver , DACSA enables a correct
and comp lete internal constraint processing approach a i. Though th is imme
diately follows from the properties of backt racking and branch-and-bound ,
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Algorithm 8.8: produceSolutionObjects

input : set of constraint objects C , set of internal optimization objects Dint, set
of external optimization objects Dext , nu mber of required solutions n ,
t imeout t , solution improvement gradient 9

output : Solution alt ern at ives S

begin
/ / gather constraints from constraint objects
foreach c E C do
L ex prconstT +- expr constT ill c.t oCLPExpr es s i on O

/ / gather optimization criter ia an d heurist ics from optimization objects
foreach 0 E Dint U Dext do

if 0 E Dint t h e n

I
ex propti +- ex propti ill o.opt Cr iter i onToCLPExpr essionO
exprvaTi +- exprvar; ill o.variableOrderToCLPExpression 0

else

Lex propt. +- ex propt. ill o.opt Cr i terionToCLPExpression 0
exprvaT• +- exprvaT• ill o.variableOrderToCLPExpressionO

ex prval +- exprval ill o.val ueOr der ToCLPExpr es s i on O
ex prout +- exprout ill o.out put ToCLPExpr es s i on O

/ / form ulate problem
eXprmain +- exprconstT ill ' combi ne (ex pr opt i' expropt• • 0) ' ill

'mer ge (expr var i , exprvar . , X)' ill ex prval ill ex prout ill
'mi ni mi ze (label(X), O. g, t) ' ill 'out put ( n) '

/ / hand CLP expression to solver and parse t he resul t
SXML +- callCLPSolver(eXprmain)
S +- parse (SXML)

end

we state this lat ter property as a theore m, because it is the prerequisite of
the assumptions made in Chap. 4.

Theorem 8.3.1. Given a DCOP IIdco ((X ,C,o),fjJ,w) . Then, the
distribution-aware constraint specification architecture together with a CLP
solver is a correct and complete constraint processing approach Q i for each
COP ([xc]x , [xc] c ,w([xc])) defined by [xc] E X U C/", .

Proof. Given all necessary informat ion about variables and constraints in
[xc] as well as the optimization crite rion w([xc]) , DACSA produces a sound
CLP model and the correctness and completeness of Qi follows directly from
the correctness and complete ness of the used chronological backt racking and
branch-and-bound approach, assuming that the CLP solver is given enough
time. . 0
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8.4 Case Study - DACSA for Medical Appointment
Scheduling

In the following we will show in detail how a composable BDI agent can use
DACSA to make well-founded decisions in parti cipati ng in an MPAF inst ance
for medical appoint ment scheduling. Hence, this section complements the
material presented in Sect . 3.6, Sect . 6.5 and Sect . 7.6.

8.4.1 C onstraint Ob j ects and Factories

According to Sect . 3.6, a variable x in medicial appoint ment scheduling com
prises the start ing t ime of an appoint ment, it s duration and an assignment
for a workplace, Le. x = (tstart, tdUfl w). This tuple will be represented by the
domain variables Tx_start , Tx.dur at i.on and Tx_workplace in the following
using x as a globally un ique identifier of the ap pointment. The constraint
objects used in our medical appointment scheduling case st udy all imple
ment the IConstraintObj ect interface and special extended interfaces used
to t ransfer constraint specific knowledge to the constraint obj ects. The CLP
expressions they produce are given in SICStus P rolog syntax.

CConstraintObj ectPatient Availabilit y accepts a set of appoint ments
{Xl, . .. ,xn } and a set {[a~ , a~], [a~ , a~], . .. } of patient availability inter
vals and produ ces for each x E {Xl , ' " ,Xn }

Tx.at ar t i n ( a~ .. a~ ) \/ ( a~ . .a~) . . .

CConstraintObjectPat ientPartialOrder accepts two appointments X and
y and a transport t ime est imate t f rans and pro duces

Tx_start + Tx_duration + Tx_y_transport #=< Ty_start,
Tx_workplace #= Ty_workplace #=> Tx_y_transport #= 0,
Tx.vor'kp.Lace #\= Ty_workplace #=> Tx_y_t r an spor t #= tfran s

CConstraintObj ectPatientNonOverlap accepts a set of appointments
{Xl , . .. , x n } and produces

cumulative ( [TxLstart , ... , Txn.st ar-t l ,
[Txl_duration , . . . , Txn_duration] ,
[1, ... , 1] , 1)

CConstrai ntObjectWorkplaceAppTypeSu f ficiency accepts a set of ap
pointments {Xl , ... , x n } and a set of workplaces {WI, " " wm } and pro-
du ces for each X E {Xl , , X n }

Tx.vo r kpLace i n {WI' , wn }

CConstraintObj ect WorkplaceAvailabili ty accepts a set of appoint ments
{Xl, .. . , X n }, a workplace wand a set {[ar ,a~], [aJ', a:{], ... } of workplace
availability intervals and produces for each X E {Xl,.. . ,z., }
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Tx.vorkp .La ce #= W #=> Tx_start in (ar · · a~ ) \I (a3' .. a;f ) . . .

CConstraintObjectWorkplaceDuration accepts a set of appointments
{Xl , ... , x n } , a workplace wand a duration tdur and produces for each

X E {Xl,"" X n }

Tx_workplace #= W #=> Tx.durat Lon #= tdur
CConstraintObj ectWorkplaceChangeTime accepts a set of ap pointments

{Xl, . .. , xn } , a workplace wand a change time t:;hange and pr oduces for
each pair X i ,Xj E {Xl , .. . , X n }

Txi_workplace #= Txj _workplace #=>

(TxLstart + TxLduration + t:;'hange #=< Txj_start) #\/

(Txj_start + Txj _duration + t:;hange #=< TxLstart)

CConstraintObj ectDiagUnitProf He accepts a set of appointments
{Xl , . .. ,Xn } , a set of workplaces {Wl , ' " ,wm } , t he day d of the lat
est poss ible starting time, the number nd of starting t imes per day, the
day d t he profi le has to be ensured for and the maximum number rday

of appointments per day and produces

max.par.day ( [TxLstart, . .. , Txn.s't.art l ,
[Txl_workplace, . .. , Txn_workplaceJ,

[WI, ... , wnJ, d, nd , 0, d , rday )

In Appendix C the definit ion of max.per.day can be found.
CConstraintObj ectDiagUnitResource accepts a set of appoint ments

{Xl , . . . , X n }, a set of workplaces { Wl , " " w m } and the maximum number
rstaff of staff resources and pr oduces

resource ( [Txl....start, ... , 'I'xn.at.art l ,
[Txl_duration, , Txn_durationJ,
[Txl_workplace, , Txn_workplaceJ,
[WI, ... , wmJ, r st aff)

In App endix C the definition of resource can be found. It builds up on a
two-dimensional derivativ e of cumulative, called disjoint2, and checks
the non-overlap constraint of all depend end workplaces, also. Hence, no
special non-overlap for workplaces is needed.

In our case study, the pro du ction of constraint objects is distribu ted
among three different constraint factories that corres pond to the three main
organizational unit s - patients, workplaces and diagnostic uni ts. Despite the
fact that patients and diagnostic un its are assumed to be atomic in the recon
figuration process, it is convenient to assign a spec ially designed constraint
factory to workplaces also, since a diagnostic uni t can comprise an arbitrary
set of workp laces each with complex constraints. All constraint factories im
plement the IConstraintFactory interface and further specific interfaces
used to interact wit h other prob lem solving components .
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CConstraintFactoryPatient links to a patient belief component via its
init method and furthermore accepts a set of appointments to build
constraints on . The solving context is created using the availab il
ity of the patient as interval of possible starting t imes . All appoint
ments of the patient, whether already scheduled or not , are taken
into consideration. Based on this knowledge, the factory produces a
set of CContraintObj ectPatientAvailability, CConstraintObj ect
PatientPartialOrder and CConstraintObj ectPatientNonOverlap ob
jects.

CConstraintFactoryWorkplace is linked to a diagnosti c unit belief com
ponent and inspects it for information on its workplace. Fur th erm ore
it accepts an initial set of appointments to produ ce constraints on.
T he solving context is created using the desired assignments of the
given appointments. When the cont ext is updated, already scheduled
appointments - the exist ing calendar of the workp lace - are inspected
for consideration in the new context. If an appoint ment is covered by the
new context, it is added to the appointments to create constraints on .
Constants needed to build the constraint, such as resource restrict ions,
are taken from the linked belief component. Based on this, the factory
produces a set of CConstraintObj ectWorkplaceAppTypeSufficiency,
CConstraintObjectWorkplaceAvailability, CConstraintObject
WorkplaceDuration and CConstraintObjectWorkplaceChangeTime
objects.

CConstraintFactoryDiagUnit links to a diagnostic unit belief component
and accepts a set of appoint ments to build constraints for. When cre
at ing its context , the factory inspects the appoint ment ty pes prov ided
by t he sub-ordinated workplaces and initializes the context by the de
sired assignments of the initial set of appoint ments . To update the con
text , the facto ry recursively follows the procedure describ ed above for
workplaces and such increment ally incorp orat es the neccessary knowl
edge to build a representation of the diagnosti c unit 's cur rent calendar.
Fur ther inform ation on the daily work profile and resource rest rict ions
are taken from the linked belief component. Given this knowledge, the
factory finally prod uces a set of CConstraintObjectDiagUnitProfile
and CConstraintObj ectDiagUnitResource objects.

8 .4.2 Optimization Objects and Factories

Accord ing to Subsect. 8.3.2, optimization objects encapsulate heuristic do
main knowledge how to efficiently search in the space of possib le lab elings
and how to rank feasible labelings. Introducing our case st udy, in Sub
sect. 3.6.4 we have mot ivated the necessity to mode l two different views
onto the quality of an appointment schedu ling resu lt - the patients' view
and the diagnost ic units' view. Hence, we int rodu ce two different optimiza-
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t ion obj ects , one for patients and one for diagnostic un its. Both implement
the IDptimizationObj ect interface and fur ther specific interfaces .

COptimizationObjectPatient accepts a set of appointments {Xl , .. . ,Xn }

sorted by their priori ties {prl , .. . ,prn} and produces as variable order
expression

[TxLworkplace, ... , Txn_workplace, TxLstart, ... , Txn.atart l

The workplace vari ables are lab eled first because making them ground
early allows st ronger propagation in the constraints that depend on the
choice of the workplace. Following th e priority order of the appointments,
lower pri ority appoint ment vari ables are labeled last , because these vari
ables are subject to more cha nges in the lab eling process, while variables
lab eled earlier remain more stable. This is especially imp ortan t because
variables are lab eled starting with their prefered assignme nts, and it is
reflected by the value ordering used by patient optimization objects. The
mean start ing t ime tstart of all appointments already scheduled is com
puted and the following CLP expression for each intern al appointment
X E { XI , . . . , X n } is pro duced

offensive-assert (va.Lue.order' (Tx.vor'kpLace) ,
indomain(Workplace)),

offensive-assert (value-Order (Tx..start) ,
value_order-cyclic( (Start, tstart, 1)))

Using offensive-assert (please see Appendix C) means to overwrite
any previous definition of the value order predicate for this var iable.
indomain simply starts lab eling from the beginning of the dom ain , while
value_order_cyclic starts with the desired value and explores the do
main cyclically around this value. This lab eling behavior supports the
optimization criterion that is rendered to a CLP expression as follows

opt_crit erIon.pat ient ( [Tx1..start, ... , Txncs t art.] ,

[prl, ... , prn], Dp.cr i.t.er i on)

The definit ion of optccrLter i on.pat tent resembles the one given in
Sect. 3.6 and can be found in App endix C as well as the definition of the
expression used to print the value of an appointment variable

output_task ( 'Tx', X)

COptimizationObjectDiagUnit accepts a set of appoint ments {Xl , ... ,xn }

sorted by their priori ties {prl , . .. ,prn} and a set of workplaces
{WI' ... , wm } of the diagnostic unit and produces as variable order ex
press ion

[TxLworkplace, .. . , Txn_workplace, TxLstart, . . . , Txn.start l
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This optimizat ion object determines th e desired st arting time
X .a s des ire ·tstart of each interna l appointment x E {Xl , . .. , x n } and pro
duc es as value ord er for each of th em

offensive-as sert (va Lue .o.rder' (Tx.vorkp Iaca ) ,
indomain(Workplace)) ,

offensive_assert (va.Lue.o.rde'r (Tx.at.art ) ,

value_order_cyclic «Start , X.asdesire .tsta rt , 1)))

For each external ap point ment X E {Xl , . . . , xn } the following value order
is produced

def ens i ve.assert (value_order (Tx.vo r kplace) ,
i ndoma i n (Wor kpl ace ) ) ,

defensive-asser t (vaLue.ordar (Tx.at.art ) ,
i ndoma i n (St art ) )

Using defens i ve-assert means that the definition of the value ordering
predicate is only added if there is not yet a matching definition. The
optimization criterion produced is

opti.cr-Lterion_diagunit ( [Tx1-start , . .. , Txn-start] ,
[X I .a s desire· t start , . .. , xn·asdesire.tstart] '
[prl, .. . , prn ] ,
[Tx1_workplace, . . . , Txn_workplace],
[WI, . .. , wm ] , 1 , Du.cr i terion)

Finally, the output expression produced for each internal and external
appointment X E {Xl , . . . ,xn } is

output_task ( ' Tx' , X)

As well as there are two different optimization objects for pati ents and di
agnost ic units, t here are two different optimization factories to produce them.
Both implement the IOptimizationFactory interface and special extended
interfaces to be equipped with dom ain knowledge.

COptimizationFactoryPatient derives the appointments to optimize by
extracting them from the ap pointments covered by the provided internal
and external constraint objects. Internal and external appointments of
external constraint objects are teated as external as well as external ap
pointments of internal constraint objects. Only intern al ap point ments of
internal constraint objects are treated as internal appointments. Based
on this categorization, COptimizationFactoryPat ient produces a sing le
COptimizat ionOb jectPat ient and initializes it with the proper knowl
edge.

COptimizationFactoryDiagUnit derives and categorizes the appointments
to optimize just th e way it is done by COptimizat ionFactoryPat ient .
Additionally, given the proper diag nostic unit belief, it determines
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the set of workplaces in the diagn ostic unit . According to this infor
mation COpt i mi zat ionFa ct or yDiagUnit produces a single COptimi
zationObj ectDiagUni t .and initializes it properly.

8.4.3 Solution Object s and Factor ie s

CSolutionObject implements the ISolutionObject int erface and holds
a set of unique appointments {Ul ," " un} and a set of mutual ap
pointments {ml ," " m p } as well as assigned values {duI " ' " dUn} and
{ d m l' ... ,dmp} ' When calling toCLPExpress ion from the inherited
IConstraintObject interface, CSolutionObject ignores the mutual ap
pointments and produces

and ([ (Tu l...start , dUI .tstart ,

Tul_durat ion, d ul .tdur,

TuLwo r kplace , dUI .w ) , ... ] )

Calling i mplicationToCLPExpression yields

i mplies ( [(Tml...start, dm l .tstar t ,

Tml_duration , dml.tdur ,

TmLworkplace , dm l .w) , ... ] ,

[ (Tul...start , dUI .t sta rt ,

TuL dur at; i on , dUI .t dur ,

TuLworkplace , du\ .w) , ... ])

The behavior of and and i mplies resembles the one descr ibed above for
solution objects and their definit ions can be found in Appendix C.

CSolutionAlternatives implements the ISolutionAlternatives inter
face and holds a set of alternative solution objects. When toCLP
Expression from the inh erited IConstraintObject interface is called,
CSolutionAlternatives produces based on the unique appointments
covered by the solution objects

or. and ( [(Tul...start, dUI . t sta rt ,

Tu Lduratrion , dUI .t dur,

TuLworkplace, dUI .w ) , . .. ])

and adds the resu lt of sequential calls of i mplicat ionToCLPExpression
of the solution objects. or. and can be found in Appendix C.

CSol ut ionFactory implements the IConstraintFactory int erface and en
capsulates the final specification of the CLP program and the interaction
with the CLP solver. In fact , it works exactly as described by Alg. 8.8.
combine - the predicate used to integrate the different optimization cri
teria - is currently simply implemented by a weighted sum , prefering
internal optimization criteria over external ones. merge is implemented
by var i abl e_or der , which is given in App endix C. This predicate in
terweaves the different lists of var iab les according to the ord er of their
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Algorit h m 8.9: query apps (7.) in the MPAF propagation phase
input : set of pending appointments AP, set of orgunit beliefs B , set of neighbors

N(AP)
output : set of queries Q

begin

I
(Cint,Oint) t-producel nt er nal El ement s (AP, B , 0)
Q t-Hq,(t his, b), ·, ((APh , (Cinth, (Oindb)) lb E N(AP) }

e n d

var iab les and deletes dup licates. The heurist ic backtracking search pred
icate labeling and the branch-and-bound predicate minimize behave
just as described above and are presented in detail in Appendix C.

8.4.4 D A C SA in the M PAF P rotocol

Participating in the multi-phase agreement finding protocol, agents have to
make various decisions on what to offer responding to quer ies, on what offers
to request and so on. In our case study, all these decisions are made using
DACSA and SICStus Prolog. The details of decision making postponed in
Sect. 7.6 are given in the following. T he ordinal numbers given in the cap
tions of the algorithms refer to the intent ion steps rendered in Fig. 7.11 and
Fig . 7.12.

Algorithm 8.9 details how a composable BDI agent init iates a run of
MPAF by querying a set of appointments. Based on its belief components, it
first produces some internal problem elements Cint and Oint using the function
producelnternalElements. Then, it creates a set of query messages contain
ing information abo ut the queried appo int ments, the inte rnal constraint an d
optimization objects, all properly pr ojected on the cur rent neighbor b, such
that no neighb or receives inform ation it isn 't supposed to receive.

The producelnternalElements functi on is used throughout MPAF an d
is described by Alg. 8.10. A key idea to support any possible configuration is
to keep the production of intern al prob lem elements flexible and invariant to
the qua nt ity and quality of orgunit belief components the agent has . Hence,
every orgunit belief component holds a special set of constraint factories and
a special set of optimization factories. Orgunit belief components represent
ing pat ients hold a patient constraint and optimization factory, while orgunit
belief components representing diagnostic units hold a diagunit constraint
factory, a set of workp lace constraint factories and a diagunit optimization
factory. All belief components are offered the appointments to be considered
and can decide on theirselves whether they are concerned by the appoint 
ments or not, i.e. whether they wish to produce constraints and optimization
criteria on some of the appointments or not.

After determ ining the set of concerned constraint and optimization facto
ries, the appointments are categorized according to their status as internal or
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Algorithm 8.10: producelnternalElernents
input : set of appointments A P, set of orgunit bel iefs E, set of external constraint

objects Gext
output: set of internal constraint objects Gint, set of internal optimization objects

Oint

begin
/ / collect factories from concerned orgunit beliefs
GF t- 0
OF t- 0
foreach bEE do

l
if b.isConcernedCAP) then

GF t- GF U b.get Cons t r a i nt Factor i es OLOF t- OF U b.get Opt irni zat i onFact or i es 0

/ / feed var iables into constraint factories and create contexts
(APint , A Pexd t- categorizeApps CAP)
foreach c f E GF do

l cf. setInt er nal Variables CAPint)
cf. s et Ext er nal Variables CAPext)
cf. cr eat eCont ext 0

/ / ens ure common context among fact ories and external constraint objects
context t- ..L
repeat

con textchanged t- false
foreach cf E GF do
L contextchanged t- cf.updat eCont ext Ccontext) V contextchanged

fo reach c E Gext do
L contextchanged t- c.updateContext Ccontext) V contextchange d

until -vcontextchanqed

/ / pro duce int ernal constraint an d optimization obj ects
Gint t- 0
Oint t- 0
foreach cf E GF do
L Gint t- Gint U cf.pr oduceConst r ai nt Obj e ct s 0

foreach of E OF do

l of. setInternalConstraintObj ects CGint )
of ·set Ext er nal Const r a i nt Obj ect s CGext)
Oint t- Oint U of.pr oduceOpt i mi zat i onObj ect s 0

end

external appoint ments and fed into the constraint factories. Then, the com
mon context among the constraint factories and the external constraints is
ensured by a loop that sequentially calls all updateContext met hods; until
the context is stable. Fin ally, the constra int factories are asked to produce in
ternal constraint objects and th e optimizat ion factories are asked for intern al
optimization objects.
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Algorithm 8.11: make proposals (12.) in the MPAF pro pagation phase

input : qu ery q = (q, (a, this ) , ·, (AP, Cext , Oext» , set of orgunit beliefs E
output : proposal s

begin
(Cint , Oint) ~producelnternalElements CAP, E , Cext )
S ~solve C E, Cint UCext , Oint , Oext )
S ~ (i, (this , a) , ·, (A P, S»

end

Algorithm 8 .12: so lve
in p u t : set of orgunit beliefs E , set of constraint objects C, set of int ernal opti

mization objects Oint, set of external optim ization objects Oext
output : Solution alternatives S

begin
sf. i ni t CE )
s j .set Constraint Obj ect s CC)
s j .set l nt ernal Opti mi zat i onObj ect s COint)
s f. s et Ext er nalOpt i mi zat i onObj ect s COext)
S ~ sf.pr oduceSol ut i onObj e ct s Cn, t , g )

end

Receiving the query for a subset of appoint ments , an agent has to decide
up on its beliefs about already assigned appointments and the sent informa
t ion on external constraint and optimization objects what proposals to make
(Alg,' 8.11). After producing its intern al constraint and optimization objects
just as describ ed above, the agent calls its solution factory s f via the function
solve (Alg. 8.12) to produce a solution alternatives object S . This obj ect is
wrapped int o an inform ational message and sent to the querying agent .

The cruc ial decision to make for an agent on receiving a number of pro
posals for a set of appointments, is to decide whether th e proposals are in
general suitable and if yes, which of them to accept . Evalutating the incom
ing prop osals (Alg. 8.13), the agent first determines the proposals for each
single appointment ap an d stores them in a single solution alte rn atives object
Sap per appo intment. Given that there are more than one proposals for an
appointment, the solution alte rnatives object (the "artificial" solution alte r
natives object ment ioned in Subsect. 8.3.3) is added to the external constrai nt
objects. Based on the global information about proposals per appoint ment,
the agent can reclassify the appo intments into unique and mutual ones . T he
proposed solution alternatives objects are reb uilt according to this classifica
t ion and stored in S~ as well as in the external constraint objects. Using the
fun ctions producelnternalElements and solve, the agent 'can then produce
a single solution alternatives object and pick the best solut ion object in it .
If there is no such solution object, the appointments are modi fied and the
protocol is restarted as descri bed in Sect . 7.6. Otherwise, the reduced set of
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A lgorithm 8.13: evaluate proposals (15./16.) in the MPA F labeling
phas e
input : set of appointments AP, set of proposals S

{ (i, (b,this ), ·, (A Pb ,Sb))lb E N(AP )} , set of orgunit beliefs B

output : either a set of modified appoint ment s AP' or a set of requests R

b egin
/ / determine proposals per appoint ment
C ext r 0

foreach ap E AP do

l
Sap r 0
foreach se N(AP) do
L Sap r Sap U (Sb)ap

if ISapl > 1 t hen C ext r C ext U Sap

/ / rebuild proposals according to mutual app ointm ents
foreach b E N(AP) do

foreach s E Sb.get Sol ut i ons 0 do
s' .setlnternalMutualVariables (s.getlnternalMutual Variables () )
s' .set Ext er nal Mut ual Variables (s .getExternalMutualVari abl es 0 )
foreach ap E s.getInt er nal Vari abl es 0 do

Lif ISap! > 1 t hen s' .addl nt er nal Mut ual Vari abl e (ap)
else s' .addl nt er nal Variable (ap)

foreach ap E s.get Ext er nal Vari abl es 0 d o

L
if ISapl > 1 t hen s' .addExt er nal Mut ual Vari abl e (ap )
else s' .addExt er nal Vari abl e (ap)

S~ . addSolut ion (s' )

C ext r C ext U S~

/ / produce internal problem elements and try to solve the prob lem
(Cint ,Dint) rproducelnternalElements(AP, B , C ext )

S rsolve(B, C int U C ext , D int , 0)
if S =..1 then
L AP' r modifyApps (AP)

else
L R r {(r, (t hi s , b)" , ((AP)b, (S)b)) lb E determineNeighbors (S)}

end

neigh bor s selected among t he proposing neighbors is requested to commit t o
the chos en proposal by sending a request mess age to t hem.

To evaluate an in coming reques t, an agent simply states its int ernal prob
lem element s t oge the r with t he requested labeling S and t r ies to solve t he
resul t ing constraint problem . If it is not solvable, t he agent refuses , otherwise
t he agent agrees and stores the appointme nt as signme nt in t he prop er belief
compo nents (Alg. 8.14). On receiving t he answer to one of it s request , an
agent eithe r st or es the agreed ass ignme nts or modifies its appointme nts and
tries again (Alg . 8.15).
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Algorithm 8.14: evaluate requests (22./23.) in the MPAF labeling phase

input : request r = (r, (a , this ), " (AP,S)) , set of orgunit be liefs E
output : either an agree message am or a refuse message rm

begin
(Cint, Dint) f- producelnternalElements (AP , E, S )
S' f- s ol ve(E , Cint U S , Dint , 0)
if S' = ..L then
L rm f- (ref, (this , a ), " (AP,S))

else

Lam f- (a, (t hi s , a), ', (AP,S))
ass ignApps (E ,AP,S))

e n d

Algorithm 8.15: evaluate answer (25./26.) in the MPAF lab eling phase
input : set of appointments AP , answer message am, set of orgunit be liefs E
output: either nothing or a set of modified appointments A p l

b egin
if am = (a, " " (AP, S)) then
L ass ignApps(E,AP,S)

else
L AP' f- modifyApps (AP)

end

With the description of the intern al problem solving approach we have
finished the discussion of the technical basis for autonomous dynamic recon
figuration. We have presented solutions for macro- and micro-l evel problems
in agent existe nce, communication, reasoning as well as exte rnal and int ernal
problem solving tha t all support various different configurat ions of collab o
rative problem solving systems. We will sum up the efforts discussed in these
four chapters in the next chapte r, combining all the techniques at hand to
implement the autonomous dynamic reconfiguration process.
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9. Controlling Agent Melting and Agent
Splitting

Following t he paragon of a closed-loop cont roller, in t his chap
te r we describe how all t he techniques presented in the previ
ous chapters can be combined to solve the AuReCo n problem
by realizing and controlling t he AuReCon core concepts agent
melting and agent splitting. We describe in detail t he cont rol
inpu t and its suitable representat ion, efficient cont rol decisions,
which are optimal in controlling agent splitting and adapt ive in
controlling agent melt ing, as well as safe and effective control
actions to ena ct t he control decisions. Representation , decision
making an d enactment are fully integrated into the compos
ab le BDI agent architecture and pr ove their conceptua l useful
ness in t he context of our case st udy in medical appo intment
scheduling.

9.1 Demanded Contribution to AuReCon

The success of autonomous dynamic reconfiguration mainly depends on the
control of agent melting and agent splitting. The conceptual and technical
prerequisites present ed in the previous chapters pave the way for AuReCon
but also pose some severe demands on th e approach used to control recon
figuration.
- The cont rol should be exercised autonomously, dynamically and adaptively.
- The control input - a t ime series of environmental observation and self-

observation - should be effect ively represent ed to support the cont rol deci
sion process without wasting heap space resour ces of the problem solving
agent .

- The control decisions should be made solely based on local knowledge and
be efficient to spare as much computational resources as possible for the
actual collabo rative problem solving process.

- The control actions in general should not interfere to o much with the ac
tua l collaborative problem solving process and should in particular not add
a considerable amount of communication to the system's overall commu
nicational load.
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- The coordination of control actions has to ensure that agent melting and
splitting operations running concurrent ly are independent in the sense of
Def. 4.5 .1. T his is a prerequisite for T heorem 4.5.1.

- T he representation of the control input, the implementation of the control
decisions and the enactment of the control actions should be completely
integrated in the composable BDI agent architecture and its concept of
mental components.

9.2 State of the Art

Since autonomous dynamic reconfiguration is novel, its control is a task one
cannot find a direct solution for in the literature. Nevertheless, controlling
AuReCon is similar to controlling other dynamic processes as we will see in
the next sect ion. Hence, we have decided to integrate a set of techniques to
realize the cont roller, some of them already presented in the previous chapters
and some of them derived from the literature.

For representing the control input - the data gathered by observation of
the environment and by self-observation - we have chosen a simp le hierarchi
cal structure that holds distille d representat ions of observed message flows
and internal information and serves as input for some basic statistical evalua
t ions. The cont rol decisions are made using the distribution-aware constraint
specification architec ture and a CLP solver as introdu ced in Chap. 8, as well
as adapted instances of case retrieval nets (CRNs) that implement an effi
cient means for case-based reasoning [162]. Case-based reasoning in general
and CRNs in particular have proven their strengths in several prototypical
and indust rial app lications [168, 167, 166] and feature nice theoretical prop
erties, when dealing with the notions of similarity, relevance and acceptance
[37], which are essent ial for cont rol. The cont rol act ions are enacted using the
means present ed in Chap . 5 for agent communication and agent management .

9.3 AuReCon Controller

As already stated, cont rolling AuReCon is similar to cont rolling parameters
in dynamic environments . This is why the AuReCon controller resembles a
closed-loop cont roller known from cont rol theory. Figure 9.1 shows the struc
ture of the AuReCon cont roller. Given a more or less rough specificat ion of
a desired configuration, it cont inuously observes the dynamic enviro nment!
and derives via a suitable representation its local image of the current config
uration. The decision whether to intervene or not is based on a comparison of
the desired configuration and the rep resentation of the current configuration.

1 The agent's intern al st ate is also considered to be par t of t he dynami c environ 
ment of the AuReCon controller.
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If the cont roller has decided to intervene, the abstract control decision is given
to the actuator for being put into practice. T he actuator then uses its local
means to manipulate the cur rent configuration. By using the sensing of the
dynamic environment as a source of permanent feedback, the cont roller such
tries to permanent ly minimize the distance of the desired and the current
configuration.

The prob lem of using local controllers to guide the reconfiguration pro
cess is mainl y sustainability. Since we are coping with dynamic constraint
pro blems where var iables and constrai nts appear and vani sh , an agent that
has been assigned a sub-pro blem and has successfully solved it , may simply
te rminate. T he knowledge gathered by the agent about the configuration and
about making good cont rol decisions would simply vanish in this case too and
fur ther generat ions of agents would have to start with configuration building
from the scratch. To avoid this, we have introduced the vacan cy concept in
AuReCon. It is a means to st abili ze the configurat ion process and make it
sustainable. To use the vacancy concept, sub-problems of the dynamic con
st raint problem have to be classified into sub-problem types tha t share a
similar topology. As soon as an agent has finished solving a sub-problem of
a certain type, it registers a vacancy for a sub-problem of the same type at
the yellow pages using the Register Vacancy protocol describ ed in Sect. 5.4.
New sub-problems of this type entering the system will then not be assigned
to newly created agents, but to agents having a vacancy of this type. This
fosters the specialization of agents and allows them to keep their gathered
knowledge coping always with the same sub-problem types . In agent melting
and agent splitting these vacanc ies are also subject to reconfigurat ion .

T he similarity of the AuReCon controller 's structure compr ising represen
tation , decision making and acting , to the sense-t hink-act cycle rendered in
Fig. 7.1 is by design. In fact , the complete AuReCon cont roller is embedded
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in the composable BDI agent arch itecture using special mental components.
It is hence not a hard-wired capability of an agent in AuReCon, but a set of
beliefs, desires, goals, intent ions and skills that complements the set of mental
components for collaborative problem solving . In the following sections we
will describe in detail how the control inpu t represe ntation, the control deci
sion making and the control actions are realized using the mental component
concept.

9.4 Control Environment and Representation

9.4.1 Mental Components for Control Environment
Representation

Just as in the case of collaborative problem solving, the assumptions of an
agent about the configuration of the multi-agent system it resides in are en
capsulated in a special belief component CBeliefOwnReconfiguration that
implements the standard IBelief interface. CBeliefOwnReconfiguration
holds all information the agent has gathered abo ut the configuration of its
environment and is the spring of any local reconfigur ation decision. Its st ruc
ture is complex and it can represent several states an agent can be in, while
considering different possibilities for reconfiguration . Fig. 9.2 illustrates the
different states of an agent's own reconfigur ation belief component . Necessity
and meaning of these states will become clearer when discussing control deci
sion making and control actions later. For now, it is sufficient to explicate that
the belief component can be in five major st ates : observing (inactive), waitin g
(pass ive), melt prepar ation (tentative) and melt/split execution (manda tory),
whereas the latter three state have pre-states.

Similar to the idea present ed in Sect . 7.6 to represent requests of other
agents by a special belief component , CBeliefFor e ignReconfiguration is a
temporary belief component that encapsulates information about the recon
figur ation request of another agent. Since it is only a shallow repr esent ation
of anot her agent 's reconfiguration state, its st ruc ture is by far more simple
tha n the st ruc ture of CBeliefOwnReconf i guration. It has only two states
rendered in Fig. 9.3 regarding the requested preparation of an agent meltin g
process.

9.4.2 Self-observation

Self-observation is a key element in making sound reconfiguration decisions. It
is responsible for ensuring the complexity feasibili ty given by Def. 4.3.6 and
to do so, it implements the complexity estimator abstractly int rodu ced by
Def. 4.3.5. Estim ating the time and heap space needed to solve an intern al
constraint problem determined by ([xc]x, [xc]c ,w([xc])) is difficult and is
subject to research itself. Research in phase transitions [136, 94, 131, 254] t ries
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to identify hard problems considering the number of variables, the cardinality
of the dom ains and the tightness of the const raints . Especially the latter
measure is hard to derive in practi ce, since it is simply defined to be the
quotient of the number of tuples allowed by the const raint and the numb er
of tuples possible. Additionally, research on phase transitions has mainly been
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applied to SAT problems or binary const raint satisfact ion problems and is
not yet fully suitable for constraint optimization problems.

In this work we follow a ~ore pragmatic way to estimate the complexity of
the inte rnal prob lem solvingprocess assigned to an agent. Since we are deal
ing with dynamic constraint problems, the set of vari ables [xc]x , constraints
[xcJc and such the optimization criterion w([xc]) permanently changes. The
representation of the internal constraint problem is therefore not stored in
CBeliefOwnReconfiguration but recalculated from the beliefs each time it
is needed to make a reconfiguration decision. In addit ion, in testing we have
experienced a direct relation betwee n the mere number of atomic problem
elements assigned to an 'agent and the time it needs to partially label the
variables and/or ensure consistency of the constrai nts assigned to it . T here
fore, we have hard-wired the knowledge about how many problem elements
an agent can cope with in a reasonable t ime into an est imate of the upper
bound ~u and represented it in CBeliefOwnReconfigurat ion. This hard
wired estimate can potenti ally be supplemented by more adaptive measures,
such as the time consumed by the agent's intern al problem solving pro cess
(the t ime the CLP solver needs to produce an acceptable numb er of solutions)
or the number of unsolvable problems the agent experiences over t ime. The
regrouping feature of desires to goals shown by the composable BDI agent
architecture can also be used to estimate the internal complexity. T he more
the agent has to regroup desires into smaller goals, the harder its problem.
For the tests performe d in Chap. 10 we have so far only used the hard-wired
complexity estimate. Fur ther adapt ive measures are sub ject to future work.

The knowledge about intern al problem complexity is used by an agent to
cont rol agent melting as well as agent split t ing in a way that ensure s that
the agent is not overloaded. Hence, the internal complexity up per bound
~u hinders the agent in melti ng too much and addit ionally st imulates the
cont rol desire for agent splitting, in case it is exceeded. A well-chosen upper
bound such directly influences the quality of the collaborative problem solving
pro cess. In fact , an overloaded agent may theoretically have a more global
view on the problem tha n underloaded agents, but because of the excessive
compute t ime needed to solve the more global problem, it may produce an
inferior solution in a fixed given tim e or even no solution at all. Und erloaded
agents on the ot her hand lack the potential to find globally good solutions
because of their rest ricted overview. The AuReCon cont roller hence tries
to push an agent's intern al complexity towards the upp er bound wit hout
exceeding it . In case the bound is exceeded, which can happen because of the
dynamic properties of the environment, agent splitting is used to drop below
the bound, again.

9.4.3 Observation

In collaborative problem solving interactin g with the environment mainly
means to exchange messages. The only possibility for an agent to gather
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knowledge about its environment is therefore to screen the messages it re
ceives as well as the messages it sends. This screening process is realized in
the update method of CBeliefOwnReconfiguration. This method is offered
all incoming and outgoing messages . Without consuming these messages , the
belief component logs the message traffic in a tree of communicational fea
tures class ified by receiver, underlying protocol, conversation identifier and
speech act . Add it ionally, a t ime stamp is attached to each log ent ry. Fig
ure 9.4 illustrates this hierar chical log. T he log t ree undergoes an adjustable
aging process t hat determines a t ime interva l of admissibility. Outd ated log
entries are delete d from the log t ree .

Since the log t ree represents a database style knowledge container , the
agent can post different statistical queries to it . Some of them include the
quan ti ty and qu ality of speech acts for a given neighbor, load profiles wit h
ti mes of heavy duty for a given neighbor or for all neighbors as well as rela
t ions between many short conversations and few complex conversat ions. All
queries may consider the complete log period or can be based on a cert ain
time window only. Currently, we use the following three normed stat ist ical
evaluations of the log tree to cont rol reconfiguration.

- Tot al number of observed messages for a given neighbor compared to the
overall total number of messages. This measure allows to determine the
neighb or with the highest communicat ional effort .

- Tot al number of observed messages for a given neighbor compa red to the
total number of messages logged for the neighbor with maxim al commu
nication effort . This measures allows to rank all neighbors according to
their comm unicational effort relative to the neighbor with highest commu
nicat ional effort . It is used to immediately determine the second , third , ...
best heuristi c choice of a neighbor to melt wit h, if the first , second , ....best
choice finds no agreement .

- Relati on of Refuse to Request messages in the mult i-phase agreement
finding protocol for a given neighbor. This measure indicates how many
refusals an agent receives for its requests in the MPAF labeling phase. It

Fig. 9.4. Repr esenting com
munication effort in a log
tree
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also indicates a general "communicat ion problem" between the constraint
problems assigned to the two agents.

The log tree as well as the queries executable on it are used to make sound
agent melt ing decisions. As we will see in the next section, this informat ion
is used to determine a neighbor with whom the agent desires to melt.

9.5 Control Decisions

9.5.1 Mental Components for Control Decisions

Just as the representation of the control input is realized in belief com
ponents, the realization of the control decision making is according to t he
sense-think-act cycle (Fig. 7.1) distributed among belief, desire, goal and in
tentio n components . The sti mulus for reconfigur ation operations is given by
the belief components CBeliefOwnReconfiguration and CBeliefForeign
Reconfiguration. When reconfiguration is necessar y or requested by ot her
agents, they produ ce one of the desire components CDesireSplit , CDesire
PrepareMelt or CDesireExecuteMelt that represent a single cont rol desire.
As in collaborative problem solving an agent can have several such desires at
a time without consider ing their consistency. Consistency among desires is
ensure d by the goal components CGoalSplit , CGoalPrepareMelt and CGoal
ExecuteMelt. A cont rol goal component may group several control desire
components that can be handled by a single control intention component
ClntentionSplit , ClntentionPrepareMelt or ClntentionExecuteMelt.

While agent splitting is a totally local decision , agent melt ing needs a
decision process involving more than one agent . This is why the mental com
ponents realizing agent melt ing implement a te ntative preparation phase and
a mandatory execution phase. This will become clearer when discussing the
enactment of agent melt ing cont rol decisions in Sect. 9.6. The cont rol deci
sions made by the AuReCon cont roller complete ly base on the theoretical
model of autonomous dynamic reconfiguration present ed in Chap. 4. Hence,
agent melt ing is a function involving exactly two agents leading to a unique
agent, whereas agent splitting is a function involving one agent leading to ex
act ly two agents. Though in principle the techniques presented here to make
cont rol decisions can cope with the meltin g of several agents or the splitting
of one agent to several agents, we rest ricted them to our theoretical foun
dation to avoid the inherent complexity of multi-agent conversations (refer
e.g. to the multi-agent inst an ce of MPAF) and n-partit ioning, respectively.

9.5.2 Agent Splitting

Making control decisions for agent splitting means to decide whether and
how to split an agent into two agents. According to Subsect . 9.4.2, agent
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splitting is indicated in th e case an agent experiences an overload situation.
In this case, the agent has to decide what parts of its assigned problem
to keep and what parts to assign to a newly created agent . Deciding what
problem elements to delegate to a new agent is a question of specialization
versus parallelization. In fact , the agent has to solve the same problem as the
complete collaborative problem solving system - it has to solve the AuReCon
pro blem as given by Def. 4.3.10. The problem the agent has to solve is hence
theoretically not easier tha n the problem of the whole syste m, but the agent
has some pr actical advantages over the collaborative problem solving syste m.
First , it can comp ute a complete representation of the problem elements
and their relations. Second , it has only to compute a bisection , which is
computationa lly easier tha n computing an n-partit ioning. Third, the agent
cares only for a small set of problem elements compared to the whole system.

We use the internal pro blem solving approach presented in Chap. 8 to
implement an agent 's capability to compute optimal bisections of its problem
element set. Restricting the AuReCon problem to bisections within an agent
yields the relief that the coarseness of any bisection is equal to the coarseness
of any other bisection and that social feasibility cannot be violated, because
the agent can be assumed to already obey the social feasibility constraint .
In solving the AuReCon problem an agent has therefore only to obey the
complexity feasibility constraint and to minimize the dependence measure.
In the following we will assume that the set of problem elements consists of
indivisible sets of variables and constraints {Xl, ... ,xn } . These sets may be
singletons, but as we will see in our case st udy they have not to be . The
affiliation of such an indivisible element subset X to either one of the two
poss ible configuration blocks is modeled by the domain vari abl e XCx_block
and ranges over {O, I}. To feed the CLP solver with the bisection problem,
the agent uses the distribution-awar e constraint specification architecture
together with the following const raint, optimizat ion and solution obj ects and
factories.

CConstraintObj ectBisectionDomain accepts a set of indivisible variable
and constraint subsets {Xl , .. . , X n } and produces for each X E
{Xl , '" ,Xn }

XCx_block in {O , 1}

CConstraintObjectBisectionComplexity accepts a set of indivisible vari
able and constraint subsets {Xl , . .. , x n } , an internal complexity lower
bound 6 and an internal complexity upper bound ~u and prod uces

count (0, [XCxLblock, , XCxn_blockJ , #>=, 6),
count(O, [XCx1_block , , XCxn_blockJ, #=<, ~u),

count (1, [XCxLblock , XCxn_blockJ, #>=, ~l) ,

count (1 , [XCx1_block, , XCxn_blockJ, #=<, ~u )

CConstraintFactoryBisection. Given the representation from CBelief
OwnReconfiguration of the intern al constraint problem assigned to
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the agent, this factory produces accord ing constraint objects of
type CConstraintObjectBisectionDomain and CConstraintObject
BisectionComplexity.

COptimizationObjectBisection accepts a set of indi visible variable and
constraint subsets X = {Xl ," " xn } and a matrix of dependence mea
sures (o)x xx and produces as variable order expression

[XCxLblock , . . . , XCxn_blockJ

The vari abl es are simply labeled according to the natural order of their
values.

offensive-assert(value_order(XCx_block), indomain(Block))

The optimization crite rion pro duced by COptimizationObjectBisection
cumulates the depend ences of the two configuration blocks according to
the depend ence measure matrix .

abs (XCxLblock-XCx2-hlock) * 01,2 +
abs (XCxLblock-XCxn-hlock) * Ol ,n +
... +
abs (XCxn-l-hlock-XCxn-hlock) * On-l ,n

Finally, the solution is prepared for output by the special predicate

output _block ( 'XCx', X)

which can be found in Appendix C.
COptimizationFactoryBisection has only to produce a single COptimi

zationObj ectBisection object.

CSolutionObj ectBisection resembles the solut ion obj ect s for our case
study in medical appoint ment scheduling and encodes a single consis
tent lab eling.

XCxl_block #= dl #/\ .. . #/\ XCxn_block #= dn

CSolutionAlternativesBisection encodes a set of alternative consistent
labelings, but is simpler than the solut ion alt ernatives obj ect in medical
appoint ment scheduling because there are no mutual variables in the
bisection problem.

(XCxl_block #= dt #/\ #/\ XCxn_block #= d~ ) #\/ ... #\/
(XCxLblock #= d'{' #/\ #/\ XCxn_block #= d~)

Applying these special purpose objects and factories together with the
standard DACSA solution factory and handing the such specified pro blem to
a CLP solver yields satisfact ory results without using further sophist icated
heuristics. The constraint problem given by Fig. 4.6 can be par titioned in
milliseconds. The following program resembles roughly the program auto
mati cally specified by using DACSA and the opt imal solution is rendered in
Fig. 9.5.
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Fig. 9.5. Optimal bisection of F ig. 4.6

XC1_block in {O, 1} , XC14_block i n {O, 1},
count (0, [XC1_block , XC14_blockJ, #>=, 3),
count (0, [XC1_block , XC14_blockJ , #=<, 10),
count(l, [XC1_block, XC14_blockJ, #>=,3) ,
count(l, [XC1 _block , XC14_blockJ, #=<, 10),
o #= abs(XC1_block - XC5_block) * 2 +

abs(XC1_block - XC7_block) * 1 + . . . +
abs(XC14_block - XC12_block) * 4,

minimize(label([XC1_block, ... , XC14_blockJ) , 0).

In case the agent has decided to split it self, the splitting decision
an d the bisect ion is encoded into CDes ireSplit , CGoalSplit and finally
ClntentionSplit components, which are inconsistent to any other control
component and have a very high utili ty. Such it is most likely that they will
succeed in the utility competit ion among different control components. T he
state of CBeliefOwnReconfigurat i on is set to "Split Execution Pending" be
fore Clntention...8plit has begun to be executed and to "Split Execution"
when executing ClntentionSplit. This guarantees that the agent makes
no new agent splitting or agent melting decisions while splitting and such
implements a part of the prerequisite for Theorem 4.5.1.
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9.5.3 Agent Melting

Making cont rol decisions for agent meltin g mean s to decide whether and how
to melt two agents into one unique agent . Accordi ng to our assumptions about
the properties of internal problem solving and external problem solving , an
agent shou ld always try to melt with ot her agents to increase the quality of
the collaborative problem solving process and to decrease the communica
t iona l effort among agents . Counter-indications for agent melt ing include the
indi cations for agent splitting, social competency bord ers and the existance
of nearl y independent sub-problems. In these cases, agent meltin g would illic
itly violate the const raints of the AuReCon problem or would waste potent ial
for par allel problem solving.

Mak ing a sound decision for agent melting is more difficult than makin g
a decision for agent splitting. This is mainly because the agent may lack
the globa l overview necessary to make a decision advantageous for the whole
system and because agent melting decisions ar e group decisions . Because of
these difficulties we have decided not to hard-wire a special behavior in agent
melting, but to equip the agent with the capa bility to adapt to the cur rent
configuration and learn how to behave in reconfiguration. We use case-based
reasoning to do so. Case-based reasoning mainly relies on the idea to learn by
experience. In our case, an agent simply start s making agent meltin g decisions
using a hard-wired heuris tic. Offering its cont rol decisions to the ot her agent
potentially involved in the agent meltin g st ep it gets feedback from that agent
by refusal or agreement. This feedback is used to enhance the experience of
the agent . To do this, the decisive features of the situation leading to the
cont rol decision are ext racted and sto red in a new case together with the
outcome of the control decision. When involved in further reconfigur ation
operations, the agent can then ret rieve similar cases from its collection of
cases and t ry to adapt the stored cont rol decision to the curre nt situation.
Cases that have not been used for a cert ain per iod of time are deleted from
the case collection. Adaption is therefore implemented by adding and deleting
cases using the feedback of other agents.

To concretize this rather abst ract idea we use the means of case retri eval
nets (CRNs) . Case retrieval nets are connectionist ic models offeatures, cases
and their relations and are suitable for the efficient lookup of matching cases
as well as for the fast addition and deletion of cases . Central to case retrieval
nets are the not ions of features, information entities, cases and queries. These
not ions are detailed by the following definit ions .

Definition 9 .5 .1 (Feature) . A feature is a pair f = (i d, vaQ. id is an iden
tifier. val is a value. A set D id = { (id, .)} of features with the same identi fier
id is called feature domain . A set Y = {Did! , . .. , D idn} of feature domains
with different identifie rs is called feature space .

Remark 9.5.1. Assumi ng th at all identifiers can be totally ord ered, a feature
space can be repr esented by a tuple space . Then, a feature domain represents
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Fig. 9 .6. Case retrieval net
for makin g decision s in agent
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one dim ension in thi s tuple space and a feature represents a component of a
tuple in the tu ple space .

Definition 9.5.2 (Information Entity). An information ent ity is a triple
ie = (f , act, sim) E l E. f is a ground feature. act E lR is the activation of ie .
sim : lE --+ lR is the similarity of other information entities ie' E lE to ie .

Definition 9.5.3 (Case). A case is a triple ca = (lE , act , re£) . lE is a set
of information entities comprising features with different iden tifiers. act E lR
is the activat ion of ca. rel : lE --+ lR is the relevance of information entities
ie E lE to ca.

Definition 9.5.4 (Query). A query q is a set of features with different
identifiers .

R emark 9.5.2. Given a feature space Y , a correct (1st) and complete (2nd)
query, i.e. a query in which (1st ) all feature identifiers meet feature identifi ers
in Y and (2nd) Iql mat ches the cardinality of Y , determines a point in the
tuple space of Y. A correct but incomplete query determines a sub space of
the tuple space of Y .

Definition 9.5.5 (C ase Retrieval Net). A case retrieval net is a 4-tuple
C RN = (Y, lE, CA, retrieve) . Y = {D id! , ... , Didn } is a feature space. lE is
a set of information entities with features from U{Di di } . CA is a set of cases
with information entities from lE. retri eve : Y --+ Perm(CA) computes an
order among the cases from CA given a correct query.

Wh at case ret rieval nets are mainly about is to find a ranking of all stored
cases according to a given query. This is done via the retri eve function of a
CRN. Figure 9.6 renders the structure of a typical CRN. Given that there are
n feature dom ains, each information ent ity represents a concrete attribute
value pair . Hence, to use CRNs we have to discretize the feature space and
to int roduce an according set of informations entit ies. We addit iona lly as
sume that inform ation ent it ies can be ordere d in their feature dom ain and
that they are only similar to their dir ect neighbors in this orde r. Cases are
then connected to a finite set of information ent it ies from different feature
domains following their relevance relation . Ranking the cases in this st ructure
according to a query is done by spreading activation. Though there are other
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Algorithm 9.1: retrieve used in the melt ing case retrieval nets
input : query q

output : totally ordered set (C~, 2':) of cases

begin
foreach ie E l E do

L ie.act t- 0

foreach ca E CA do
L ca.act t- 0

. foreach f E q do
/ / activate nearest inform ation entity to the query element
ie{ t- arg min;eE IEd lie.f.val - f. vall}
ie{ .act t- 1

/ / pro pagate activation of ie{ to other information entit ies
kt- i
while k > 1/\ ie{ act 2': a ct min do

LieL i -act t- ieL i : act + ie{ act . ie{ sim (ieL1)
kt- k-l

kt-i
while k < II E!I /\ ie{act 2': actmin do

Lie'+l·act t- ie'+l ·act + ie' .aci - ie' .sim(ie'+l)
kt- k + l

/ / propagate activat ion of information ent it ies to cases
foreach ca E CA do

l foreach ie E ca.I E do
L ca. act t- ca. act + ie .act- ca .rel(ie)

(CA , 2':) t- (CA ,ca;.act 2': caj.act)

end

act ivat ion schemes, the scheme we use in thi s work is shown by Alg. 9.1. Ev
ery inform ation ent ity whose feature matches one feature in the query most ,
is given the act ivat ion 1. This activation is sequentially propagated to the
neighboring inform ation ent it ites according to the similar ity relation. The
propagation stops as soon as a certain activati on threshold is und ershot or
all inform at ion ent it ies have been act ivated. This activation pro cess is done
for each feature of the quer y. Finally, all activat ion values are propagat ed to
the cases according to the relevance relation. The ranking among the cases
is done following the total order of their activat ion. In [166] it is proven that
any kind of similarity measure can be implemented using CRNs and that
the produced ranking of the cases really reflects the desired one given by the
similarit ies and relevances. .

Algori thm 9.2 shows how an agent can use case retrieval nets to determine
the best neighbor to melt with. In fact , we are using two CRNs . The first
one is used to determine the neighbor type of each neighbor. The neighbo r
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Algorithm 9.2: Choosing the best neighbor to melt with
inpu t : set of neighbors N , CBeliefOwnReco nfigur at i on b
ou t p u t : neighbor n " to melt with

begin
/ / determine best neighb or type to melt wit h
for each n E N do

LF r b.comput eFea t ur e s (n)
type(n) r maxCRNtype.retrieve(F)

type' r max CRNmelt . retrieve({(type! , I{n E N Itype(n ) = typed I), .. . ,
(t ypem, I{n E N ltype(n) = typem}l)})

/ / determine concrete neighbo r
if type' .act ~ b.getMinActivat i on O t hen

if type' =1= 0 t hen
I n" r arg maxnEN{type(n) .actltype(n) = type'}

else
L n* r..l

else
L n ' r b.getNe i ghborWi t hHi ghe s t Communication O

end

type is an abstract class ificat ion of neighbors that encodes common features
of neighbors. This is necessary because concrete neighbo rs may change over
time, but ' neighbor types ofte n remain constant. Based on its log tree, the
age nt computes commun ication features about each neighbor and retrieves
it s neighbor type from the first CRN. Until now, the information entities
and neighb or ty pe cases in this CRN are not learned , but hand-crafted . T he
classificati on of neighb ors in neighb or typ es is fed into the second CRN that
contains the learned cases about with what neighb or ty pes to melt with or
not to melt with. The best melting decision is taken. type* = 0 indi cates
the decision not to melt at all. Given that the activat ion of the best neighb or
ty pe exceeds a certain thres hold, the neighb or that has activated this optimal
neighbor type the most is chosen to become a melt ing candidate. If t he CRN
has not produced a satisfactory best case, a greedy heuri stic to choose the
neighbor with the highest communication effort is used to make a control
decision.

Given that a certain neighbor to melt with has been determined , this
control decision is encoded in CDesirePrepareMelt , CGoalPrepareMelt and
ClntentionPrepareMelt objects. Several CDesirePrepareMelt components
can be grouped to a single CGoalPrepareMelt component , but only to decide .
among them and to correctly handle external CDesirePrepareMelt compo
nents that have been not selected. The utili ty of these components is always
lower than the utility of a splitting desire, goa l or intention component. When
init iating an agent melt ing operation, the state of CBeliefOwnReconfigura-
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t ion is changed to "Melt Preparation Pending" before the melting prepara
tions start and to "Melt Preparation" while preparing a melt ing (see next
sect ion) . This ensures that no ot her reconfigur ation operation is initiated by
the agent while preparing a melt ing.

9.6 Control Actions

9.6 .1 Mental Components for Control Actions

Cont rol act ions put cont rol decisions into pr acti ce. In our composable BDI
agent architec ture this is the task of intentions. The three intentions used are
ClntentionSpl i t , ClntentionPrepareMelt and ClntentionExecuteMelt .
The kind of cont rol act ions made to realize an agent melt ing decision imply
the distin ction between preparing an agent melting operation and actua lly
executing it , as we will see when discussing agent melt ing execution.

According to our assumptions in the beginning of Chap. 7, an agent 's be
havior is completely determined by the set of mental components it has . Such,
the enactment of agent melt ing and agent splitting is based on the transfer
of mental components. With transferr ing mental components, agents t ransfer
state and capabilities . Perm anent state is encoded in belief component s in
our composable BDI agent architecture . Temp oral state is encoded in the
existence and state of desire, goal and int ention components. Hence, just as
in mobile code, we may distinguish weak reconfiguration from strong reconfig
uration. Weak reconfiguration denotes the ability to transfer the perm anent
state of an agent to ot her agents. Strong reconfiguration denotes the capa
bility of t ransferring not only the perm anent st ate of th e agent but also the
tempora l state, i.e. an agent's desires, goals and int entions (including the ex
ecut ion state of intent ions). Strong reconfigur ation is preferable in the case
reconfiguration is very frequent . It has the potenti al not to disturb the col
laborative problem solving process at all, because the reconfigured agents can
pick up their work at the same point as they have suspended it. However ,
st rong reconfigur ation is very complex and resource-demanding because one
may run into problems known from truth maintenance. While desires can be
inconsistent by definition , goals and intentions have to be consistent . Ensur
ing that the t ransfered goals and running intentions of an agent are consistent
with the goals and running intentions of another agent is complex, if not un
decidable (because in the most general case, the agent would have to analyze
the purpose and properties of the t ransfered running intentions, which could
include the decision whether an intention will eventually stop or not ).

Because it is simpler and not as resource-demanding, we have decided
to deploy weak reconfiguration . That means, that before splitting an agent
or melt ing two agents, the split agent or the agent that will terminate after
melti ng will cont inue its normal operation until a state is reached that can
be made permanent in the belief components . Desires, goals and intentions
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are either aborted or brought to a successful end, before executing a recon
figuration operation. No fur ther activit ies will be begun while having the
desire , goal or intention to execute a reconfiguration operation. This is what
we call "draining the agent" . Weak reconfiguration can be implemented by
t ransferring the belief components of an agent via their capability to st ream
themselves using agent messages. The same may be done for skills needed
to solve certain problems, either by transferr ing their script ing code or by
transferr ing component inst anc e references tha t can be used by other agents.

9 .6.2 Agent Splitting

Once the decision for agent split t ing has been made, its realization is qui te
simp le. Exec uti ng the intention ClntentionSplit , an agent first requests the
creation of a new agent using the Create Agent protocol from Sub sect . 5.4.3
directed to the management agent of an arbitrary workspace . Then it un regis
te rs its responsibilit ies, it s provisions and vacancies for the problem elements
that are designated to be delegated by using the according proto cols wit h the
yellow pages serv ice (Subsect. 5.4.5). Finally, its uses the Take Responsibili ty
protocol to transfer the belief and skill components to specify the delegated
sub-problem for the new agent. After this, the split agent cont inues its normal
work and the new agent simply behaves as having received the responsibili ty
from the system's entry cont rol (refer also to our case st udy descrip tion in
Subsect . 7.6.1).

9.6.3 Agent Melting

Agent melting is a two-agent int eraction. In the following the agent initiatin g
this interaction is called ini tiator, the agent replying in this interact ion is
called candidate. The overall idea is that the initiator tries to convince the
candidate to accept the proposal for an agent meltin g. The candidate may
agree or refuse. In case of agreement , the initiator gives up its identity and
transfers its problem solving knowledge and skills to the candidat e. Such,
agent meltin g is a push operation.

To reach agreement about an agent meltin g operation , the two agents
use a special interact ion protocol, rendered in Fig. 9.7 and exemplified in
the BDI framework by Fig. 9.8. The symbols used are explained in Tab. 9.1.
The protocol is a sophistication of the first phase in the commitment-based
action request protocol present ed in Sect. 5.3. All possible agent melt ing
operations are represented as to kens on Pending Melts . One of them is se
lected to be requested according to Alg. 9.2. Receiving a request for an agent
meltin g operation, a candidate can the~ decide to agree or to refuse. Accord 
ing to the answe r, the agent melting operation can then be initiated or has
to be ret racted. So far , the protocol for preparing agent meltin g resembles
commit ment -based action request .



The sophistication of the commitment-based act ion request protocol .is
necessary, because in contrast to the case of requesting an action or the
labeling of a variable (such as in multi-phase agreement finding) , in agent
melting there is no administrator of the agent melting operation that can
always be assumed to initi ate the agent melt ing process. In cont rast , the same
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Committed
Melts

Description

evaluation of t he refuse predicate
of agent j

evaluation of t he agree predicate
of agent j

all agent melting operations re
quested by agent j

all agent melting operations
commit te d to by agent j

all agent melt ing operations ini
t iated by agent j

Initiated
Melts

Cancelled
Melts

Sym bol

I M j = {(j , .)}

p = (RMj t 0 V CMj t 0 V I M j t 0) 1\
(j, i) rt RMj

et = (RMj = 0 1\ Cu, = 0 1\ I u, = 0)

RMj = {(j, .)}

CMj = {(j, .)}

Table 9.1. Symbols used in Fig. 9.7

Fig. 9.7. Petri net model Nm p of preparing an agent melt ing
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Fig . 9.8. Preparing an agent melting in composable BD! agents

agent melt ing operation may be initiated by two different agents, leading
to the situation in which both agents are init iators and candidates at the
same time. This situation is called crosstalk. Crosstalk can be quite common,
because neighborin g agents base their control decisions on observing similar
excerpts of the environment . It is quite likely that two agents both detect the
same high comm unicational effort between them.

In the case of crosstalk using the simple·commitment -based action re
quest , both agents would have to refuse or to agree. Mutu al refusal could
yield another round of requests that could aga in lead to crosstalk. Mutua l
agreeme nt is not easy to int erpret , because it would remain unclear , which
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agen t should give up its identity. To make communication about agent melt
ing as lightweight and unmistakable as possible, the protocol for preparing
agent melting has been extended by a crosstalk detection. Before even try
ing to request an agent melting operation (6.), an agent checks incoming
requests in its role as candidate for possible crosstalk. In case an agent i
detects crosstalk with agent i , it decides whether it should stay the initia
tor of the agent melting operation (i > i . 5.) or not (i ::; j , 4.) . The order
among agents is based upon the number of neighbors an agent has . T his is
communicated toget her with the request. The agent with the lower number
of neighbors will become initiator of the agent melt ing operation, because
such the change for t he rest of the system is minimized . In case i remains
init iator , it sends a refusal to agent j with an explanation of the crosstalk.
Agent j will then retreat from init iat ing the agent melting operation aga in,
and i can post its request . In case i takes the candidate's position , i cancels
its agent melt ing desire and potentially agrees to the request of j . The same
kind of crosstalk detection is also implemented for the case that both agents
have already sent their requests (11./12.) . Crosstalk resolving runs just like
before, but in this case no refusal message is necessary, because both agents
are capable of recognizing the crosstalk.

Agreement and refusal in agent meltin g is based on the set of already
requested melts, initi ated melt s and committed melts. Only if there are no
requested melts, initi ated melts (and also splits) or committed melts, an
agent will potent ially agree to an agent melting request (13.), otherwise it will
refuse (14.). This guarantees the independence of reconfiguration operations.
Given that there are several requests for agent melt ing including own ones ,
the agent will decide for the agent melt ing offer that promises the highest
communication decrease and will potent ially request its own agent melting
decision (14.). All ot her requests receive refuse messages. Of course , an agent
melting request may also be refused because of a potenti al violation of the
complexity const raints or the social borders constraints.

Once an agreement has been found between two agents on an agent melt
ing operation, the state of CBeliefOwnReconfiguration is set to "Melt Ex
ecution Pending" . Exactly one ClntentionExecuteMelt component is pro
duced and no other requests for agent melt ing or splitting are accepted any
more. When starting the execution of ClntentionExecuteMelt the state
of CBeliefOwnReconfiguration is set to "Melt Execution" and the agents
starts its "draining". An extended immediate act ion request protocol is used
to execute the agent melting operation. The specification of the belief and
skill compo nents of agent i is transfered to agent j . This is rendered as a
Petri net by Fig. 9.9 and exemplified in the BD! framework by Fig. 9.10.
The features of t he situation leading to a successful cont rol decision together
with the success indication form a new positive case, that is incorporated
into the case collect ion of the candidate. The information necessary to do
this is transfered together with the Take Responsibility message. Cornple-
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Fig. 9.9. Petri net model Nm e of executing an agent melti ng

mentary, any refusal is stored together with the cont rol decision 's features as
a negative case in the case collection of the initiator. This prevent s the ini
ti at or from trying the same agent meltin g operation over and over again. In
case the agent melt ing operation has been executed successfully, the initiator
unregisters its responsibilities, provisions and vacancies and terminates (30.) .

The overall target of AuReCon to improve the quality and efficiency of collab
orative problem solving holds in medical appointment scheduling also. The
indivisible subsets of variables and constraints are given in our case st udy by
the organizational un its, namely the diagnostic uni ts and the patients. Fig
ure 9.11 gives an example how a medical appointment scheduling system can
benefit from agent meltin g and agent splitting. Figure 9.11a) shows that an
agent holds three different orgu nits represented by their belief components
bi , b2 and b3 . bi and b2 represent orgunits that depend on each other. b3 is
independent. The desires bl and b2 produced are grouped to a common goal
an d purs ued by a common intention. Synergy can take place because the
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agent can produce a more global constraint specificat ion in Alg. 8.10 where
all beliefs are asked to produce constraint and optimization objects.

Experiencing a computational overload, the agent may decide to use agent
splitting to decrease its load. Figure 9.11b) shows how agent splitting has
found out the optima l bisect ion. In this case, all synergy effects are kept ,
but the two agents can work on the problems represented by bdb2 and b3 in
parallel, such speeding up the solution process. In contrast to that, Fig . 9.11c)
shows a sub-optimal configuration in which b, and b3 are treated by different
agents. Synergy in specifying the constraints covering variables from b1 and
bz is prevented, the agents have to use external problem solving instead of
internal problem solving , and the results are 'most likely worse, while the
communicational effort is higher.

Autonomous dynamic reconfiguration yields the following conceptual ad
vantages in medicial appointment scheduling.

212 9. Controllin g Agent Melting and Agent Splitting
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Fig. 9 .11. Practical imp act of agent melting and splitting to quality and efficiency
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- The grouping of desires to common goals and finally intentions is fostered.
This leads to better-informed decisions because of the special prop erties of
the intern al constraint processing approach.

- Independent sub-problems are identified that can be solved in parallel.
- Since the need for querying neighbors about pro posals and for asking for

agreement on partial labelings decreases, the comm unicational effort is
decreased.

The fina l part in this work will show that AuReCon does not only yield
conceptual advantages but rea l, measurable improvements in medical ap
pointment sched uling .
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Part IV

Assessment





10. Evaluation

In t his chapter we descr ibe what targets an evaluation of the [212]
proposed collaborative problem solving and t he autonomous
dy namic reconfiguration approac h should pursue. We present
means for evaluation , including test set generation, patient
stream simulation and monitoring. Based on a detailed dis
cuss ion of a realistic test scenario regardi ng the pr oblem an d
system setup, we can report convincing results in functionality,
quality and efficiency, which show that autonomous dynamic
reconfigur a t ion is very su ccessful in pract ically im provi ng col
lab orati ve problem solving and leads to a prob lem solving pr o-
cess that can even keep up wit h central approaches in quality
while be ing more efficient.

10.1 Targets

Evaluating th e integration of a set of complex concepts as we have presented
them in the previous chapte rs needs a concept itself. We are in need of an
explication of th e evaluat ion targets , of the means and scenarios used to
evaluate and the achieved results. The targets of evaluat ion reside on two
levels, namely on the level of collaborat ive problem solving and th e meta-level
of autonomous dynamic reconfiguration. On both levels, evaluation considers
three dimensions.

Functionality The created concepts should work . They should successfully
solve problems collaboratively, and at the same time reconfigure the prob
lem solving system in an autonomous and dynamic manner.

Quality The collaborative problem solving approach should be capa ble of
solving realistic problems with an acceptable quality defined by certain
optimization crite ria. The auto nomous dynamic reconfiguration approach
should increase this quali ty even more. The main focus of quality eval
uation is hence not to compare the used collaborat ive problem solving
approach to other exist ing approaches, but to prove that autonomous
dynamic reconfiguration yields relative improvement when applied to a
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given collaborative problem solving approac h, assuming that the latter
can benefit from more global inform ation.

Efficiency T he collabo rative prob lem solving ap proach shou ld run accept
ab ly fast consider ing its application scenario. The autonomous dynamic
reconfiguration approach should increase th e efficiency of th e problem
solving process in te rms of message exchange and compute time . It should
not add considerable effort to the pro blem solving process, because ot h
erwise it could destroy th e posit ive effect it has on the problem solving
process.

As alrea dy indi cated in the case st udy sections of Chapters 5 to 9, for
evaluation purposes we have implemented the AuReCo n concepts. The overall
system has been developed over the past three years and cur rently consists
of nearly 70000 lines of mixed language code. The imp lementation work has
mainly been done by Marku s Han nebauer , Sebastian Muller and Gunnar
Schrader. Support was provided by Frank Rehberger . Unt il now, the system is
only a resear ch prototype but run s quite satisfacto rily in terms of stability and
efficiency. As we will show, it is in fact well-suited to evaluate th e AuReCon
concepts.

10 .2 M eans

10 .2.1 Test Sets and Assignment

In the following , both the collaborat ive problem solving as well as the au
tonomous dynamic reconfiguration mechanisms are sub sumed und er th e term
AuReCon. AuReCon is evaluated using a black box approac h, i.e, feeding it
with problem specifications and monitoring its results. Figure 10.1 shows how
the main components for evaluat ion work together.

To create test sets for evalua tion we have implemented a test set generator
called hospital scenari o generator, which is describ ed in detail in [212]. This
test set generator creates medical appoint ment scheduling problems closely
following the DCOP model present ed in Sect. 3.6. The generator is embedded
into a simulator that provides the int erface between test set generation and
AuReCon. In t he beginning of evalua tion, the simulator uses the scena rio
generator to create a clinical environment, consist ing of diagnostic uni ts and
workplaces. This clinical environment remains stable during the course of
the evaluat ion and is immediately written into a database. After that , th e
simulato r creates a continuous patient st ream using the test set generator
and an adjustable time progress model. Created par ts of the patient st rea m
are also writ ten int o the database. Figure 10.2 renders the graphical user
int erface of th e simulator. In th e upp er two areas one can see tree views of
the diagnostic uni ts , th eir workplaces and provided appointment types , as
well as of patient with demands for appoint ments of certain types .
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Fig. 10.1. Interaction of evaluation too ls

In addition to specifying the medical appoint ment scheduling problem,
the simulator is also responsible for injectin g the problem elements into
AuReCon. Using the simulato r, one can assign an arbitrary numb er of pa
t ients from the pati ent st ream with an adjustable delay. This can be done
using the pre-configuration and assignm ent control area . The concrete assign
ment is implement ed by using the Take Responsibility protocol describ ed in
Sect. 5.3 and Sect . 7.6. Receiving such an assignment , an agent can load
the according problem elements from the database and immediately start its
problem solving work.

Before assigning a diagnostic uni t or a patient to an agent, one can deter
mine a certain configuration to start with. By creating an arbit ra ry num ber of
organizationa l unit groups and dragging diagnostical units or patients from
the tree views above, one can construct the system's initial configuration.
This initial configuration may be comp lete , par tial or non-existing. In case a
diagnostic unit or patient has to be injected into the system and no group
is given for that problem element , the problem element is given to an agent
tha t has registered a vacancy for this type of problem element (see Chap. 9)
or to a newly created agent, if no such vacancy exists .
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While solving medical appointment scheduling problems and doing recon
figuration, AuReCon produ ces three kinds of output to support monitoring
and evaluation. First of all, all permanent par tial problem solutio ns, i.e. the
appointments found so far , are stored in the dat abase. Second , all agents per
manently write log files and deposit them at a cent ral location via a network
file system. Third, all agents send frequent reports to a system monitor that
is responsible for visualizing the current configuration. These reports include
the current responsibilities and the current communicational overhead. In ad
dition to presenting the configuration online, the system monitor is capable
of storing the configuration in form of a VRML rendering, in which agents
are represented by blue spheres, diagnostic units by red spheres and patients

10.2.2 M on itoring and Evaluation
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F ig . 10.5. The two ext remes of configuration

- severa l appoint ments in one query (Sect. 6.5)
- (sub-)grouping of queries and requests within the agent (Sect. 7.6)
- constraint and opt imizat ion object transfer (Sect . 8.4)

If not indicat ed differently, we use a 15 seconds constra int solver timeout
for solving queries and a 60 seconds t imeout for solving requests. T he gradient
of the branch-and-bound method is set to 5 percent. T wo workspaces are used
to host the problem solving agents. Each workspace is assigned an 800 MHz
Pentium III processor and 256 M-Bytes of RAM. Since the expe riments are
conducted on a dual-processor machine, all other system resources are shared
and no LAN is required.

10 .3 .3 Configuration Setup

All experiments are run for three different settings - the distributed setting,
the cent ral setting and the setting using auto nomous dynamic reconfigur a
tion. The distributed setting is cha racterized by the lack of any pre-defined
configuration. The configuration is only influenced by the vacancy concept,
in which each agent registers vacancy for a certain patient type, just when
it has finished the scheduling process for a patient of that type . In the cen
tral setting, all diagnostic units and patients are assigned to a single agent .
This is done using the pre-configur ation feature of the simulat or. Figur e 10.5
shows the VRML embeddings of these two ext reme configurations, one with
26 agents and the other with only one agent .

Considering the AuReCon setting, because of a lack in hum an resour ces
we have so far only implemented agent meltin g. Agent meltin g was chosen to
be implemented first, because it is more complicated but also more interest
ing, since it is itself a distributed decision making process. Implementing and
evaluating agent splitting is therefore a topic of future work . Given this, in
the AuReCon setting we start just as in the dist ributed setting - without any
pro-configuration . The system is to explore possibilities for agent melting on
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The upp er part of Fig. 10.9 ablates the mean patient calendar density, a
measure ranging from zero to one, on the numb er of patients scheduled. After
a chaotic phase that lasts for approximately 30 scheduled patients, both the
dist ributed and the AuReCon setting tune to a roughly stable behavior. The
cent ra l setting is quite stable from the beginnin g on. When talking about
stability, we have to take into account that scheduling patients is much eas
ier given an empty calendar. T his is why all settings perform better in the
beginning of the scheduling process . Fin ally, the distributed setting stabilizes
at aro und 60 percent patient calendar density, the cent ral setting at 69 and
the AuReCon setting at 73, which is over 20 percent better than in the dis-
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more and more time to gather all the information necessary to schedule the
last patient s. This is because the cent ral approach const ructs a const raint
representation of the complete calendar to schedule the given agents . Since
the calendar gets more full towards the end of the scheduling process, this
takes longer for a higher numb er of scheduled patient s. In contrast to that, the
distributed approach behaves linear in the numb er of scheduled patients and
run s very efficient . Unti l now, reconfiguration causes severa l t imeouts while
waiting for messages from agents tha t have been melted and cannot answer
queries and requests anymore. Hence, the reconfiguration process slows down
the solving pro cess a lit tle. Therefore the runtime of the AuReCon setting
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is between the central approac h and the distributed approach. In the long
run, however , the AuReCon set ting would out perform the distributed setting,
as can be proven by manu ally starting from the configuration found by the
reconfiguration process. This has been rendered by the four th curve . As can
be seen it is considerably lower than all ot her curves.

In addit ion to th e mere message excha nge and run tim e, is is also int erest
ing to comp ar e the utilization of th e const ra int solver by the different settings.
The upp er part of Fig. 10.12 renders the numb er of constraint solver calls on
the numb er of scheduled patients. The central approach only calls the solver
once per patient group. The distributed setting calls th e solver up to 1500
tim es. The AuReCon approach again improves itself aft er the first melting
st eps and uses only a lit tle more than 500 solver calls . Comparing th e tim e
spent in the solver, which is illustrated by the lower par t of Fig. 10.12, reveals
further inte resting details. While th e three settings differ heavily in the num
ber of solver calls, they spend almost the same time in the solver. The cent ra l
solver uses as much time as possible (up to the timeout of 60 seconds). The
distributed setting calls the solver often but spends only very lit tle time in
the solver for each call. Again , the AuReCon approach resides in the middl e
between the ext remes and therefore makes a good usage of the solver, calling
it much less often compared to the distributed approach, but spending more
reason able t ime in th e solver.
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11. Conclusion and Future Work

Inspired by constraint technology and agent technology, we have in this the
sis engaged in a comprehensive st udy of collaborative problem solving, its
advantages and pit falls, but mainly its improvement through autonomous
dynamic reconfigur at ion. Autonomous dynamic reconfiguration is a complete
techno logy dealing with two of the most common pro blems in collaborative
problem solving - namely poor problem solving resul ts and low efficiency due
to high communication efforts . This tech nology includes a profound formal
analysis of the problems in collaborative problem solving, a necessary and
sufficient set of practical concepts and techniques on the micro- and macro
level of agency for a more flexible collabo rative pro blem solving process, and
an integrati ve control approach to auto nomously and dynamically ada pt the
problem solving system to the cur rent problem st ructure .

From the beginning on, this work has dealt with the configurat ion of a
collaborative problem solving effort , Le. the dist ribution of problem solving
knowledge, goals and skills. The main idea has been the introduction of two
indi vidu al operations to locally change this configuration - agent meltin g and
agent splitting. Agent meltin g means to unify the problem solving knowledge,
goals and skills of two or more agents in a single agent, while agent splitt ing
denot es a pro cess in which a single agent splits its problem solving knowledge,
goals and skills and hands it over to one or more new or existing agent s.

Based on previous work on distributed const raint sat isfaction problems ,
we have laid sound theoretical foundations for collaborative problem solving
itself, as well as for its improvement by auto nomous dynamic reconfiguration.
The intui tively understandabl e problem of finding a good configuration for
a given constraint problem has been investigated, shown to feature a lattice
st ructure and proven to be complex to solve. Based on a cha racterization
of agent meltin g and agent splitting as equivalence relation manipulators,
these two operators show verifiable properties regarding st ructure retainment ,
imp act , sufficiency and concur rency, which are of cruc ial importance for the
beneficial manipulation of the collaborative problem solving effort .

On the practical side, collaborative problem solving has found a very
flexible and effective instan tiation in this work. The various concepts regard
ing macro-level issues, such as the multi-agent system infrastruc ture and the
multi-phase agreement finding protocol for external problem solving, as well
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as th e micro-level issues, such as th e composable BDI agent achit ecture and
th e distribution-aware constraint specification architecture for internal prob
lem solving, have all been designed for support of a constantly changing
configuration. This set of concepts is no loose collection of approaches, but
is integ rated by the AuReCon controller , that decides by observation and
self-observation how to locally adjust the configuration by agent melt ing and
agent splitting.

The proposed theory and pract ice have been valid ated using a case st udy
in medical appoint ment scheduling . The practi cal concepts have been imple
mented and evaluated by custom black-box simulation and monitorin g too ls.
Given a rea listic testing scenario and following the dimensions of functional
ity, quality and efficiency in assessment , our autonomous dynamic reconfigu
ration approach has not only shown satisfacto ry but really convincing results
in improving the problem solving quality by partially more than 20 per
cent and by more than halving the communication effort . Using autonomous
dynamic reconfiguration, the collaborative problem solving techniques can
match the quality of a central approach and are more efficient.

As is common in bas ic research, this work has opened up a whole new
field of possible extentions and applications. More questions have ar isen than
have been answered. In discussing possib le directions for future work, we
will concentrate on three areas: the collaborative problem solving process,
the autonomous dynamic reconfiguration process and the general potential
of the combination of both.

T hough possible improvements of the collaborative problem solving pro
cess are nearl y as manifold as relevant prop osals by ot her resear chers in the
field , rather minor extentions promise a gain in efficiency an d effectiveness.
Mult i-phase agreement findin g could be improved by a const rai nt propaga
t ion phase that does not only exchange sets of prop osals but lar ger search
spaces. This improvement would most probably speed up the following la
beling phase, since the search would be better informed. However , deducing
reasonable search spaces from a constraint problem is in genera l as hard as
solving the constraint problem and is currently subjec t to active investiga
tion by other const raint resear ch groups. The labeling phase of MPAF could
addit ionally be improved by introducing a certain kind of weak backtracking
implemented as lab eling ret raction . We have in fact concept ua lly and techni
cally developed means for appointment displacements an d more genera l for
appointment cancellations in our case study, but allowing appoint ment can
cellations makes the reconfiguration process harder , because an agent cannot
easily detect whether it is needed any more or not , since the notification of
a cancellation may arrive a long time after the respect ive patient has been
schedu led.

While improving the collaborative problem solving process holds scien
t ific and practical rewards in itself, most of our future work will focus on
pushing the autonomous dynamic reconfiguration process further. Firs t of
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all, agent splitting has to be implemented. As soon as agent splitting has
been imp lemented , questions about possib le cyclic behav ior arise, since the
system may not reach a stable configuration, constantly melti ng and splitting
agents. Because an agent already logs the history of its melt ing (and poten
tially splitting) decisions and because at least one agent always remains after
a ser ies of reconfiguration operations, we are quite optimist ic about recogn iz
ing cycles in the control decisions of an agent. A further idea spins aro und
the par agon of simulated annealing, making reconfiguration operations all
the more unlikely the longer the collaborative problem solving pro cess lasts.

So far , we have only considered dynamic constraint pr oblem specificat ions
that show a certain constant change pat tern , e.g. a random but more or less
determinist ically structured patient stream. Autonomous dynamic reconfig
uration has the potential not only to adapt to such constant streams, but
also to streams that frequently change their structure . Fur ther assessment is
needed to evaluate the abi lity of AuReCon to adapt to such streams with
out too much reconfiguration. In particular , it has to be assessed whether the
case-based reasoning approach used to decide about agent melting operations
is able to recognize common patterns in such heterogeneous streams. In or
der to support reasonable decisions for agent melting and agent splitting, the
self-observation process has to be improved. Further points of consideration
include a deep er analysis of the exchanged messages, e.g. not only considering
the speech acts of messages but also the content, and meta-communication,
i.e. communication about communication. T he latter is only implemented
rudimentarily for arguments in case of crosstalk.

Once, the AuReCo n approach has been extended in the described ways,
we also consider an extent ion in the set of atomic reconfigur ation operations.
As already discussed in the theoretical part of this work , reconfiguration
operations such as transfer, excha nge, multi-m elt or multi-split could be built
on top of agent meltin g and split t ing and may help to either make more fine
grained reconfiguration ste ps or more coarse-gra ined reconfigurat ion ste ps .
Admittedly, it makes no sense to build fur th er reconfiguration operations on
top of operations whose functionality and imp act has not completely been
understood. T his is why this extent ion has a rath er long-term character.

In the most abstract sense, auto nomous dynamic reconfiguration provides
a mechani sm that can be used to auto nomously and dynamically decide upon
the distribu t ion of knowledge, goals and skills of a decomp osable problem
setting based only on locally observab le events. AuReCon is a peer-to-peer
mechanism by design. Nevertlieless, it can be applied to various application
domains, includi ng ones with hierarchical st ructure. Hierar chies restrict the
range of possible reconfiguration steps by social borders, but autonomous
dynam ic reconfiguration ena bles the exp loration of configurations within hi
erarchy levels (hor izontal reconfiguration) as well as, if allowed so, betwee n
hierar chy levels (vertical reconfiguration). The present case st udy in medi
cal appointment scheduling is mainly characterized by the problem solving
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skills, i.e. the ability to schedule appoint ments . It is less characterized by
the problem solving knowledge, which is rather simple. Other applications
may be more inform ation-dense, including document handling in workflow
ma nagement (see the initial example of IBM Credit in Chap. 1). Given that
we can extend the flexibili ty of beliefs, desires , goals, intentions and skills
even futh er , there also seems to be no limit in the potential of applying au
tonomous dynamic reconfiguration to such inform ation-rich domains. Thi s
holds for intra-organizational reconfigur ation pro cesses, e.g. within depart
ment s, as well as for inter-organizational reconfiguration processes, e.g. out
sourcing, delegat ion and integration.

Not only autonomous dynamic reconfiguration itself, but also its poten
t ial and its merits in different application domains will be subject to future
resear ch. This fur th er research is conducte d in the AuReCon proj ect , fund ed
by the Germ an Research Council within the priori ty resear ch program "In
telligent Agents and Realistic Commercial Appli cation Scenarios" .
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A. Symbols and Abbreviations

Cor. 3.3.1 (p. 37)

Rem. 3.4.1 (p. 45)
Rem. 3.4.1 (p. 45)
Def. 3.3.5 (p. 36)

Rem. 4.4.1 (p. 77)

Rem. 4.4.2 (p. 78)

Rem. 4.4.2 (p. 78)

Def. 3.3.11 (p. 41)

First Appearance

Def. 3.3.10 (p. 40)

Def. 3.3.6 (p. 37)

Def. 3.6.3 (p. 52)
Def. 3.4.1 (p. 45)

Alg. 8.10 (p. 186)
Subsect . 3.3.3
(p. 33)
Def. 3.3.8 (p. 39)
Rem. 4.4.1 (p. 77)

Description

projection on i
abbreviation for an agent melti ng oper
at ion
abbreviation for a sequence of n agent
melting operations
abbreviation for an agent splitting op
eration
abbreviation for a sequence of n agent
splitting operations
proj ection of x on y
configurat ion block, equivalence class of
a configurat ion <p
set of domain variables in [xc]
set of const ra ints in [xc]
r-solution space equivalence , relation
between two const raint problems
solut ion space equivalence, relation be
tween two const rai nt problems with
identi cal search space
a -T-solut ion space equivalence, relation
between two constraint problems based
on a const rai nt processing approach a
T-solution equivalence, relation be
tween two const raint optimization
pro blems
T-solution space reducibility, relation
between two const rai nt problems

undefined
don 't care component

[xc] x
[xcJc
= r

= r

x .y
[xc]

(a,XG)

..L
(. .. , " . . .)

(. . .),
(a2' ad

Symbol
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Symbol

~id

>0
- T

~id

n

u

EB
N F P

s
.!J.(IlCO,w)
.!J. (IlCS

)

I
r b cs

r cs

A*

Description

solution space reducibility, relation be
tween two constraint problems with
identical search space
o-r -solution space reducibility, relation
between two constraint problems based
on a constraint processing approach 0:

r-solution space extensibility, relation
between two constraint problems
solut ion space extensiblity, relation be
tween two const raint problems with
ident ical sear ch space
o-r -solutlon space exte nsibility, rela
tion between two const raint problems
based on a constraint processing ap
proach 0:

"coarser tha n or equally coarse as" , re
lation between DCOPs
meet , coarsest common refinement of
two DCOPs
join , finest common coarsening of two
DCOPs
concatenation of strings
in the Petri net model N holds P

causes concurrent deduction operator
used for liveness properties in Petri nets

constraint processing approach
interleaving of an internal constraint
pro cessing approach O:i and an exte rnal
constraint pro cessing approach O:e

dependence measur e on DCOPs
set of all DCOPs based on IlCO and w
set of all DCSPs based on IlCS

coarseness measure on DCOPs
binary constraint graph
extended constra int graph
local consiste ncy predicate of agent a
lab eling, assigns domain values to do
main vari abl es
set of optim al solutions of a (dis
tributed) const raint optimization prob
lem

First Appearance

Cor. 3.3.2 (p. 39)

Def. 3.3.12 (p. 42)

Def. 3.3.7 (p. 37)

Cor. 3.3.2 (p. 39)

Def. 3.3.13 (p. 42)

Def. 4.3.1 (p. 63)

Def. 4.3.2 (p. 64)

Def. 4.3.3 (p. 65)

Alg. 8.8 (p. 178)
Subsect. 6.4.3
(p. 129)
Subsect. 6.4.3
(p. 129)

Def. 3.3.4 (p. 35)
Lemma 4.3.2
(p. 68)

Def. 4.3.8 (p. 70)
Def. 3.4.3 (p. 46)
Def. 3.4.2 (p. 45)
Def. 4.3.7 (p. 69)
Def. 3.5.1 (p. 48)
Def. 3.5.2 (p. 48)
Def. 6.4.1 (p. 126)
Def. 3.3.1 (p. 31)

Def. 3.3.2 (p. 32)
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Symb ol

A(JI)
Ae

f.L

v
w

<Ps
<I> (JI )

ep

JI
JIbes

JIco

JICON

tt»
JIdco

JIdco'

JIdcs

p

e

Description

search space of JI
search space of JI CON, abbreviation for
L1 (JI co , w)
search space of reconfiguration t ransac
t ion parameters
agent melt ing operation
marking for nodes and edges of a graph
function th at maps configurat ion blocks
to local optimization crite ria
configurat ion, equivalence relation on a
set X U C of domain vari ables and con
st raints
configurat ion in which every corifigura
t ion block contains only one element
configuration with only one configura
t ion block
social configurat ion
configur at ion space, set of configura
tions of JI
fairness property of a transit ion in a
Petri net
general constraint problem
binary const raint sat isfaction problem
constraint optimization problem
CONFIGURATION problem
constraint satisfaction problem
distributed constraint optimization
problem
O-element of a DCOP lat t ice

J-element of a DCOP lattice

set of optim al solutions of a CONFIGU

RATION problem
distributed constraint sat isfaction
problem
reconfiguration transaction, a sequence
of agent melting and agent splitting op
erat ions th at guarantees feasibili ty of
the resulting DCOP
reconfiguration operation , either agent
melting operation or agent splitting op
eration

Fir st Appearance

Def. 3.3.1 (p. 31)
Theorem 4.4.3
(p. 86)
Theorem 4.4.3
(p. 86)
Def. 4.4 .1 (p. 77)
Def. 3.5.1 (p. 48)
Def. 3.4.3 (p. 46)

De£. 3.4.1 (p. 45)

Lemm a 4.3.1
(p. 65)
Lemm a 4.3.1
(p. 65)
Def. 4.3.4 (p. 66)
Def. 3.4.1 (p. 45)

Subsect . 5.3.3
(p. 100)

Def. 3.3.1 (p . 31)
De£. 3.3.2 (p. 32)
De£. 4.3.10 (p. 71)
Def. 3.3.1 (p. 31)
De£. 3.4.3 (p. 46)

Lemma 4.3.1
(p. 65)
Lemma 4.3 .1
(p. 65)
Def. 4.3.10 (p. 71)

Def. 3.4.2 (p. 45)

Def. 4.4.3 (p. 79)

De£. 4.5.1 (p. 90)
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Symb ol Descrip tion First App earance

(J agent splitting operat ion Def. 4.4.2 (p. 78)
E(II) solution spac e of II Def. 3.3.1 (p. 31)
T transformation, relation between search Def. 3.3.3 (p. 35)

spaces of two constraint problems
() qua lity meas ure on DCOP s Def. 4.3.9 (p. 70)
()* optimal value of a CONFIGURATION Def. 4.3.10 (p. 71)

problem
e set of qua lity values Def. 4.3.10 (p. 71)

~ comp lexity est imator, maps COPs to Def. 4.3.5 (p. 67)
the estimate d time to handle th em

~l intern al complexity lower bound Def. 4.3.6 (p. 67)
~u internal complexity up per bound Def. 4.3 .6 (p. 67)
Y feature space Def. 9.5.1 (p. 202)

a agree speech act, identifying an agree Subsect . 5.3.1
message (p. 97)

a[ xc] agent that represent s the configuration Def. 3.4.1 (p. 45)
block [xc]

A <f> set of agents, set of equivalence class Def. 3.4.1 (p. 45)
representatives of configuration if>

A <f> largest possible set of agents containing Rem. 4.3.1 (p, 66)
ID

one agent for every domain variable and
constraint

A <f> l smallest possib le set of agent s contain- Rem. 4.3.1 (p, 66)
ing only one agent

ap appoint ment Def. 3.6.4 (p. 52)
AP set of appoint ments Def. 3.6.6 (p. 53)
as assignment, links appointment s with a Def. 3.6.5 (p. 52)

starting t ime, a duration and a work-
place

aSdesire desired assignment of an appointment Def. 3.6:4 (p. 52)
a s>. actua l assignment of an appoint ment Def. 3.6.4 (p. 52)
at appo int ment ty pe Def. 3.6.2 (p. 52)
AT set of appoint ment types Def. 3.6.2 (p. 52)
AuR eCon abbreviation for autonomous dynamic

reconfiguration
b belief (component) Sect . 7.3 (p. 143)
B set of beliefs (belief components ) Sect . 7.3 (p. 143)
be! before relation between appointm ents , Def. 3.6.6 (p. 53)

irre flexive par ti al order
c cancel speech act , identifying a cancel Subsect . 5.3.1

message (p. 97)
c constrai nt Def. 3.3.1 (p. 31)
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Symbol Description First Appearance

G set of constraints Def. 3.3.1 (p . 31)
Gp patient constraints Subsect . 3.6.2

(p . 53)
Gu diagnostic uni t constra ints Subsect . 3.6.2

(p. 53)
Gw workplace constraints Subsect . 3.6.2

(p. 53)
ca case Def. 9.5.3 (p . 203)
GA set of cases Def. 9.5.5 (p, 203)
cl const raint factory Subsect. 8.4.4

(p. 185)
GF set of constraint factories Subsect . 8.4.4

(p. 185)
cl clinic Def. 3.6.7 (p. 53)
GN set of constrai nt nodes Def. 3.5.2 (p. 48)
e op constraint optimization problem Def. 3.3.2 (p. 32)
e RN case retrieval net Def. 9.5.5 (p. 203)
e s p constra int satisfact ion problem Def. 3.3.1 (p. 31)
d done speech act, identifying a done mes- Subsect . 5.3.1

sage (p. 97)
d a domain value or a desire (component), Def. 3.3.1 (p, 31)

depends on context Sect . 7.3 (p. 143)
D domain or set of desires (desire cornpo- Def. 3.3.1 (p. 31)

nents), depends on context Sect . 7.3 (p. 143)
day(t ) day of the start ing t ime t Def. 3.6.1 (p. 52)
Day(T) set of days in th e horizon T Def. 3.6.1 (p. 52)
DeOp distributed constraint optimization Def. 3.4.3 (p. 46)

problem
ncsr distributed const raint satisfact ion Def. 3.4.2 (p. 45)

problem
f failure speech act, identifying a failure Subsect . 5.3.1

message (p. 97)

I feature Def. 9.5.1 (p. 202)
feasible; complexity feasibili ty constra ints Def. 4.3.6 (p. 67)
[easible, social feasibili ty constraint Def. 4.3.4 (p. 66)

9 goal (component) Sect . 7.3 (p. 143)
G set of goals (goal components) Sect. 7.3 (p. 143)

inform speech act, identifying an inform Subsect . 5.3.1
message (p. 97)

i intention (component) Sect . 7.3 (p. 143)
I set of intentions (intent ion components) Sect . 7.3 (p. 143)
ie inform ation ent ity Def. 9.5.2 (p. 203)
l E set of inform ation entities Def. 9.5.3 (p. 203)
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Symbol

n

N
N

N(x)

o

0*

of

OF

p
p

pr
q

q

T

Tst alf

Tstalf

ref

sf

t
i

t chan ge

t dur

t st a r t

Description

not-understood speech act , ident ifying
a not-understood message
Petri net model
set of neighbors (agents)

set of neighbors (agents) concerne d
aboutthe value of vari able x
optimization crite rion, maps labelings
to reals according to their desirab leness
optimal value of a (dist ributed) con
straint optimization problem
optimization factory

set of optimization factories

patient
set of patients
priority
query speech act, identifying a query
message
query
request speech act , identifying a request
message
resource demand

max imum numb er of appointment s
with the same type in a diagnostic unit
staff resource demand of an appoint 
ment
maximum numb er of st aff resources in
a diagnostic unit
refuse speech act, identifying a refuse
message
solution factory

absolute t ime
last possible start ing t ime for appoint
ments
chan ge t ime between appoint ments of
the same type
duration
startin g t ime

First Appearance

Subsect. 5.3.1
(p. 97)
Subsect. 5.3.3
Subsect. 6.3.2
(p. 120)
Subsect . 6.3.2
(p . 120)
De£. 3.3.2 (p. 32)

De£. 3.3.2 (p. 32)

Subsect . 8.4.4
(p. 185)
Subsect. 8.4.4
(p. 185)
De£. 3.6.6 (p. 53)
De£. 3.6.7 (p. 53)
De£. 3.6.4 (p. 52)
Subsect . 5.3.1
(p. 97)
De£. 9.5.4 (p. 203)
Subsect . 5.3.1
(p. 97)
Subsect . 3.6.2
(p. 53)
Def. 3.6.3 (p. 52)

Def. 3.6.4 (p. 52)

Def. 3.6.3 (p. 52)

Subsect . 5.3.1
(p. 97)
Subsect . 8.4.4
(p. 185)
De£. 3.6.1 (p. 52)
De£. 3.6.1 (p. 52)

De£. 3.6.2 (p. 52)

De£. 3.6.2 (p. 52)
De£. 3.6.5 (p, 52)
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Symbol Description First Appeara nce

T horizon , set of possible start ing t imes Def. 3.6.1 (p. 52)
for appoint ments

Tava il set of available start ing t imes Def. 306 02 (po52)
u diagnosti c uni t Def. 3.6.3 (p. 52)
U set of diagnosti c units Def. 3.6.7 (p, 53)
v vari ab le Def. 3.3.1 (p. 31)
VN set of variable nod es Def. 305 02 (p. 48)
w workpl ace Def. 30602 (p. 52)
W set of workplaces Def. 3.603 (p. 52)
wlog without loss of generality
x domain vari abl e, comprises a vari able Def. 3.3.1 (p. 31)

and a domain
X set of domain vari abl es Def. 30301 (p. 31)
xc domain variable or constraint Def. 3.4.1 (p. 45)
XC set of domain variables and constraints Def. 4.4.2 (p. 78)
XU C/</J set of configuration blocks of configura- Def. 3.401 [p. 45)

tion </>
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B. An XML-encoded Request Message

<CMessage Created="2000/11/3 12 :55">
<m_I D>FAS5732D- B17E- 11D4- B6BS- 00A024536F33</m_GUI D>
<m_SpeechAct>request</m_SpeechAct>

<m_Conversat ionID>
SC7E73S0-B660-11d4-9E6D-OS00460222FO

</m_Convers at ionID>
<m_ConversationSequence>l</m_Conversat ionSequence>
<m_ConversationProtocol>

Immediate Act ion Request
</m_Conversat ionProtocol>

<m-Language>AuReCon</m_Language>
<m_Ontology>YelloYPages</m_Ontology>

<CEnvelope Created="2000/11/3 12:55" PropertyName="m_Envelope" >
<m-Priority>l</m_Priority>
<CAddress Created="2000/11/3 12:55" PropertyName="m_Sender">

<m-Name>F321B14E- B17E- 11D4- B6BS- 00A024536F33</ m_Name>
<mJHostName>surkris</m_HostName>
<m_Queue>Yorkspace2</m_Queue>
<mJHostIP>194.95 . 170. lS5</m_HostIP>
<mJHostPort>O</m _HostPort>

</CAddress>
<CAddress Created="2000/11/3 12 :55" PropertyName="m_Receiver">

<m-Name>YelloYPages</m_Name>
<mJHostName>surkris</m_HostName>
<m_Queue>YelloYPages</m_Queue>
<mJHostIP>194.95. 170. lS5</m_HostIP>
<mJHostPort>O</m_HostPort>

</CAddress>
</CEnvelope>

<CContent Created="2000/11/3 12 :55 " PropertyName="m_Content ">
<m_ContentType>MessageAsString</m_ContentType>
<m.Conterrt>

register-responsibility F321B14E-B17E-11D4-B6BS-00A024536F33 421
<fm_Content>

</CContent>
</CMessage>
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C. SICStus Prolog Code for
Internal Constraint Problem Solving

use_module(l ibrary(timeout)) ,
us e_module(l ibrary(charsio)) ,
us e_module(l ibrary(lists)) ,
use_module(l ibrary(clpfd)) .

dynamic value_order/1.

dynamic solut ion/1.

dynamic output_solution/i.

'l,-----------------------------------------------------------------
'l, constraints
'l,-----------------------------------------------------------------
max_per_day1([], _ , _, _, []) :- !.
max_per_day1([VarIVarList]. MaxDay , SlotsPerDay. Offset,

[DayVar!DayVarList])
DayVar in 1 .. MaxDay.
MaxRest is SlotsPerDay-i .
RestVar in O. .MaxRest,
Var + Offset #= SlotsPerDay * (DayVar - 1) + RestVar,
max_per_day1(VarList, MaxDay, SlotsPerDay. Offset, DayVarList).

max_per_day2([], [], _. []) :- !.
max_per_day2([DayVarIDayVarList], [WorkplaceIWorkplaceList].

Workplaces. [CondDayVarICondDayVarList])
fd_set(DayVar . Set),
fds et_singleton(SingleSet, 0),
fdset_union (SingleSet, Set, CondSet) .
CondDayVar in_set CondSet,
list_to_fdset(Workplaces, WorkplacesSet).
CondDayVar #= 0 #<=> #\Workplace i n_s et Wor kpl acesSet ,
CondDayVar #= DayVar #<=> Workplace in_set Wor kpl acesSet ,
max_per_day2(DayVarList, WorkplaceList, Wor kpl aces ,

CondDayVarList) .
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max_per _day (VarLi st, WorkplaceList, Workplace s , MaxDay,
SlotsPerDay , Off set, Day , MaxNumber) : 

max_per_dayl (VarL i s t , M~xDay , Slot sPerDay , Off set , DayVar Li st ) ,
max_pe r _day2(DayVar List , WorkplaceList , Workpl aces,

CondDayVarList),
count (Day , CondDayVarList, #=<, MaxNumber ) .

resourcel( [], _, []) : - ! .
resourcel([Workplace IWorkplaceLi st] , Wor kplaces ,

[Reso urce IResourceList]) : 
Resource in 0 .. 1,
list_to_fdset(Workpl aces, WorkplacesSet) ,
Resource #= 1 #<=> Workplace in_set Workpl acesSet,
r esourcel(WorkplaceList, Workplaces , ResourceLis t) .

resource2 ( Il , [] , [], []) :- ! .
resource2 ([VarIVarList], [Duration IDurationList] ,

[WorkplaceI WorkplaceList] , [Tuple ITupl eLi s t])
Tuple = f (Var , Durat ion , Workpl ace, 1),
r esource2 (VarList , DurationList , Workpl aceList, TupleList ) .

resource (VarLi s t , DurationList , Workpl aceList, Workplaces,
MaxRes our ce ) :-

resourcel(WorkplaceList , Wor kpl aces , Resour ce List ) ,
r es our ce2 (VarL i s t , Durat i onList , WorkplaceList, TupleList ),
cumul ative (Var List, Durat ionList, ResourceLis t , MaxResour ce ,

[edge_finder(true)] ) ,
dis joint2(TupleList, [] ).

reverse_vorkplace(WorkplaceCompl , Workpl ace )
fd_set (WorkplaceCompl , ComplSe t) ,
fdset _complement (ComplSet, Set) ,
Workplace in_set Set .

andl ( [(T_s t art, Start, T_duration, Durat i on ,
T_vorkplace, Workplace) ], Cons traint)

Constraint = (T_start #= Start #/ \ T_dur at i on #= Duration #/ \
T_vorkplace #= Workplace) .

andl([(T_start , Start, T_duration , Durat i on ,
T_vorkplace, Workplace ) ITaskList] , Constraint)

andl (TaskList , Constraint 1) ,
Constraint = «T_start #= Start #/\ T_duration #= Durat ion #/\

T_vorkplace #= Wor kpl ace ) #/\ (Constr ai nt l » .

and ( [] ) : - ! .
and (Task Li st )

and 1 (TaskLi st , Constraint ) ,
Constraint .

orl([(T_start, Start, T_durat ion, Duration,
T_vorkplace , Wor kpl ace )], Constraint)

Constraint = (T_start #= Start #/\ T_dur at i on #= Duration #/\
T_vorkplace #= Workpl ace).
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or 1( [(T_start, Start, T_duration , Durat ion,
T_yorkplace , Workplace ) ITaskL ist] , Constr aint)

or1(TaskList, Constraint1),
Cons traint = « T_start #= Start #/\ T_durat ion #= Duration #/\

T_yorkplace #= Wor kplace ) #\/ (Cons t r a i nt 1» .

or I [] ) : - !.
or (TaskLi s t )

or1(TaskList, Constraint),
Constraint.

if_and_only_if(Task1, Task2) :
and1([Task1] , Constraint 1) ,
and1 ([Task2] , Constraint2),
Constraint = (Constraint1 #<=> Constraint2) ,
Constraint .

i mplies ( [] , _) : - ! .
i mpl i e sC- , []) :- !.
impl i es (TaskList1, TaskList2)

or1 (TaskList1 , Constraint1),
and 1 (TaskList 2 , Constraint2),
Constr aint = «Constraint1) #=> (Cons t r aint 2» ,
Constraint.

or_and1 ([TaskList] , Constraint) :
and 1(TaskList, Constraint) .

or_and1([TaskList ITas kListList], Constraint)
and1(TaskList, Constraint1) ,
or_and1(TaskListList, Constraint2),
Constraint = «Constraint1) #\/ (Constraint2» .

or_and([]) : - ! .
or_and ( [[]]) :- ! .
or_and(TaskListList)

or_and1(TaskListList, Constraint),
Constraint .

'l,-----------------------------------------------------------------
'l, optimization criteria
'l,-----------------------------------------------------------------
opt_criterion_diagunitl([] , [], [], _, []) : - !.
opt_criterion_diagunit1([VarIVarList],

[DesiredStartIDesiredStartList] ,
[Workplace IWorkplaceList], Workplaces,
[DisplacementIDisplacementList])

SignedDisplacement #= Var - DesiredStart,
list_to_fdset(Workplaces, WorkplacesSet),
Displacement #= abs(SignedDisplacement) #<=>

Workplace i n_s et WorkplacesSet,
Displacement #= 0 #<= #\ Workplace in_set WorkplacesSet,
opt_criterion_diagunit1(VarList, DesiredStartList, WorkplaceList,

Workplaces, DisplacementList).
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opt_criterion_diagunit CVarList, DesiredStartList, PriorityLis t ,
Workpl aceLi st, Workplaces,
Di splacementWeight , Result ) :

opt_criterion_diagunitiCVarList , DesiredStartLi st , Workpl aceLi st,
Workpl aces , DisplacementList),

scalar_productCPriorityList, DisplacementList, #=, Resulti) ,
Result #= Resulti * DisplacementWeight .

opt_criterion_patientiC[] , [] ,[] ) .
opt_cri ter ion_patientiC[StartI StartList] , [Duration IDurationList],

[End! EndList] ) :-
End #= Start + Duration ,
opt_criterion_patienti CStartList , Durat i onLi s t , EndList) .

opt_criterion_patientCStartList, DurationList,
Pr iorityList, Result) :

opt_criterion_patientiCStartList , DurationList , EndList),
minimumCStartList, Mi n),
maximumCEndList, Max) ,
s umCDurationList, #= , Duration) ,
Result #= Max - Min - Duration .

minimumC [X] , Min)
Mi n #= X, ! .

mi nimumC[X!Xs] , Mi n)
mi ni mumCXs , Mini) ,
Mi n #= minCX, Mini ) .

maximumC[X] , Max) :
Max #= X, ! .

maximumC[XIXs], Max) :
maximumCXs , Max i ),
Max #= max CX , Max i) .

y,-----------------------------------------------------------------
Y, value orderi ng
y,-----------------------------------------------------------------
find_succes sorC[], _In, _Out) : - false .
find_successorC[XIXs], In, Out) :-

C
X > In ->

Out = X

find_successorCXs, I n, Out)
) .

find_predecessorC[], _In, _Out) : - f alse .
find_predecessorC [X], In, Out) : -

X < In, Out = X.
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)
) .

Xl < In , X2 ) = In - )
Out = Xl

Tail) )assert ( (Head
) .

fi nd_pr edecess or (Domain , DesStart, Max) -)
value_or de r _cyclic« St art , Max , 0))

true
) ,
asserta((Head :- Tail)) .

f ind_successor(Domain , DesStart, Mi n) - )
value_or der_cycl i c ( Start, Min, 0))

find_succes sor (Domain, DesStart , Mi n) -)
value_order_cyclic((Start, Mi n , 1))

find_pr ede cessor (Domain, DesStart , Max) - )
va l ue_ or der _cy cl i c « St art, Max, 1))

Direction = := 1 - )
(

f ind_pr edece ssor([X2IXs] , In , Out )
) .

val ue_ or de r _cycl i c ( (St ar t, DesStart , _Direct i on) ) :
Start #= DesStart .

val ue_or der _cycl i c ( (St ar t , DesSt ar t , Di r ect i on) ) : 
Start #\= DesStart ,
fd_set (Start , DomainSet),
fds et_to_list(DomainSet, Domain),
(

offensive_assert (Head, Tai l)
(clause (Head, _) -)

retractall (Head)

f ind_predecessor([Xl , X2IXs] , In , Out )
(

defensive_assert (Head , Tail)
(claus e (Head , _) -)

true
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1.-----------------------------------------------------------------
I. variabl e order i ng
1.------------------------7----------------------------------------
attach_priorit y1 ( n , _N, [] ) .
attach_pr iorit y1 ([VarI Var l i s t] , N, [ (Var , N)I Pr i ori t yl i st] )

N_ i s N- 1 ,
at tach_priority1 (Varl i st, N_, Priorityli s t ).

attach_priority ( n. [] ).
attach_priority ([Varlist IVarlists] ,

[Priorityl ist IPrioritylists])
attach_priority1(Varlist , 0 , Prioritylist) ,
attach_priority (Varlist s, Prioritylist s ).

keymer ge ( [] , Y, Y).
keymer ge (X, [] , X).
keymer ge( [(Var1,N1) IX], [(Var 2 ,N2) IY], [(Va r1,N1) IZ] )

N1 >= N2 , keymer ge(X, [ (Var2, N2) IY] , Z) .
keymerge( [(Var1,N1) IX] , [(Var2,N2) IY] , [(Var2 ,N2) IZ] )

N1 < N2, keymer ge([ (Var1 ,N1) IX], Y, Z) .

mer ge_varl i sts _recursive ( [] , []) .
merge_varl i sts_r ecursive( [Varlistl []] , Varl ist) :- ! .
merge_varlist s _recur sive( [Var listIVar l ists], Mergedlist)

merge_varl i sts_recur sive(Varlists, Mergedvarlist),
keymer ge(Varl i st, Mergedvarlist , Mergedlist).

remove_prior i ty ( [] , [] ).
r emove_pr ior i ty ( [(Var,_N)I Prior i tyl i st ], [VarIVarlist])

remove_priorit y (Pr ior ityl ist, Varl ist ) .

merge_varlists(Varlists, Prunedmergedlist )
attach_priority (Varlists, Prioritylists ),
merge _varlists_recursive(Prioritylists, Mergedprioritylist),
remove_priority (Mergedprioritylist, Mergedlist),
remove_duplicates (Mer gedl i st, Prunedmergedlist) .

variable_order(Ownlists, Foreignlists, Varlist )
merge_varlists(Ownlists , Ownlist ) ,
merge_varlists(Foreignli s ts , Fore ignlist) ,
append (Ownlist , Foreignlist, Joinedl i st),
remove_duplicates (Jo inedlist , Varli s t ) .

1.-----------------------------------------------------------------
I. generic labeli ng
1.-----------------------------------------------------------------
l abel( [] ) : - ! .
label( [X1Xs] ) : -

value_or der(X) ,
l abel(Xs) .
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/,-----------------------------------------------------------------
/, output
/,-----------------------------------------------------------------
cut(O, _ , []) .
cut(N, [] , []) : - N > 0.
cut(N, [EIInputList], [EI OutputList])

N > 0,
N_ is N-l,
cut(N_, InputList, Out put Li s t ) .

output_task(Identifier, Labe lList) :
atom_concat('id', Identifier, ID),
atom_concat(ID, '_start ', StartID) ,
member«StartID, Start), LabelList),
atom_concat(ID, '_workplace', WorkplaceID),
member«WorkplaceID , Workplace), LabelList),
atom_concat (ID, '_duration', DurationID),
member«DurationID, Duration), LabelList),
format( '< -a>', [Identifier]),
write(' <start>'), write(Start) , write( '</start>'),
write(' <workplace>' ), write (Workplace), write ( '</workplace>'),
write(' <durat ion> '), write(Duration) , write( '</duration>'),
format( '<;-a> ', [Identifier]) .

output_block(Identifier, LabelList):
atom_concat('id', Identifier, ID),
atom_concat(ID, '_block', BlockID) ,
member«BlockID, Block), LabelList),
format('< -a>', [Identifier]),
write('<block> '), write(Blo ck), write( '</block>'),
forrnat('<;-a>', [Identifier]) .

output_solutions ([Solutionl Solutions])
output_solution(Solution),
output_solutions(Solutions) .

output_solutions([]).

output (Nurnber) :
write('<solutions>'),
findall(Solution, solution(Solution) , Solutions),
cut (Nurnber, Solutions, BestSolutions),
output_solutions (BestSolutions),
write('</solutions>').

/,-----------------------------------------------------------------
/, optimization
/,-----------------------------------------------------------------
minimize (Goal, Var, Percentage, Timeout):-

time_out (min i mize (Goal , Var, Percentage), Timeout, Result),
( (Result=time_out, \+solution( _» ->

fail ; true
) .
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minimizeCGoal , Var, Percentage ): 
r etractallCsolutionC_ ) ),
findall CGoal-Var , CGoal -> true ) , [Best l-UB1] ) ,
assertaCsolutionCBestl)) ,
minimizeCGoal, Var, Percentage, Bestl , UB1 ) .

minimizeCGoal, Var, Percentage, _, UB):
varCUB) , ! ,
fd_illargCvar, minimizeCGoal, Var, Percentage), 2).

minimizeCGoal, Var, Percentage, _, UB):
100 * Var #< Percentage * UB,
findall CGoal-Var, CGoal -> true) , [Bestl-UB1]),
assertaCsolutionCBestl)),
minimizeCGoal, Var , Percentage , Bestl , UB1).

minimi ze CGoal, Var, _, Goal , Var) .



D. Initialization of the Hospital Scenario
Generator

<hospital days_of_s imulation="5" refdate="1 .7.2001@07:00" >
<s er vi ce id="l" ex ecut i on_t i me="45" setup_time=" 15"/>
<ser vi ce id="2 " execution_time="30" setup_time="15" / >
<ser vice i d="4" execution_time="30" setup_time="15 "/>
<service id="5" execution_time="45" setup_time="15"/>
<s ervice i d="6" exe cution_time="30" setup_time="15"/>
<s er vice i d="7" execut i on_t ime="45" setup_time="15 "/>
<service i d="8" execut i on_t ime="4 5" setup_time= "15 "/>
<service i d=" 13" execution_time="30" setup_time="15 "/>
<service i d="14" exe cuti on_t ime="60" s etup_time="30"/>
<service i d=" 15" execution_t i me="60" setup_time="15"/>
<service id= "17" execution_t i me="15" setup_time="15"/>
<service id= "18 " execution_t i me="45 " s et up_t i me=" 15"/ >
<s ervi ce id="19" execut ion_t ime="60" setup_t ime="30"/>
<s er vice i d="21" execution_time="15" setup_time="15"/>
<s er vice id="22 " execution_time="15" setup_time="15"/>
<service id="23" execution_time="45" setup_time="15"/>
<service id="24" execution_time="45" setup_time="15"/>
<service id= "25 " execution_time="45" setup_time="15"/>
<service id="26" execution_time="45" setup_time="1 5"/>
<service id= "27" execution_time="30" setup_time=" 15" />
<service id="28" execution_time="30" setup_time="15"/>
<service id="29" execution_time="15 " setup_time="15 "/ >

<diagnostic_unit title="unit 1" min="l" max="l" prob="1.0"
hurnan_resource_factor="O.9">

<appliance_atmost id="l " factor="12 .0"/>
<appliance_atmost id="2" factor="18 .0"/>
<appliance_atmost id="3" factor="18 .0"/>
<appliance_atmost id="4" factor="12 .0"/>

<workplace min="l" max="l" prob="1.0">
<timetable>

<officetime day="default" s tart="07 :00" end= "17:00"
deviation="15 " norrn="quarterhour">

<break start="13:00" end= "14:00"/>
</officetime>

</timetable>
<offered_service id="l" prob="1.0"/>
<offered_service id="2" prob="1 .0"/>

</workplace>
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<workplace min="l" max="l " prob="1.0">
<t i met abl e>

<officetime day="default" start="07:00" end="17 :00"
deviation="15" norm="quarterhour" >

<break start="13:00" end="14 :00"/>
</officetime>

</timetable>
<offered_service id="3" prob="1.0"/>
<of f er ed_ser vi ce id="4" prob="1.0"/>

</workplace>
</diagnostic_unit>

<diagnostic_unit title="unit 2" min="l" max="l" prob= "1.0"
human_resource_factor="O.66">

<appl i an ce_at mos t id="5" factor="18 .0"/>
<appl i an ce_at mos t id="6" factor="12 .0"/>
<appl i an ce_at mos t id="7" factor="18.0"/>
<appliance_atmost id="8" factor="12.0"/>

<wor kpl ace min="l" max="l" prob="1 .0">
<timetable>

<officetime day="default" start="07 :00" end= "17:00"
de viation="15" norm="quarterhour">

<break start="13:00" end= "14 :00"/>
</officetime>

</timetable>
<offered_service id="5" prob="1.0"/>
<offered_service id="6" prob="1 .0"/>

</workplace>

<workplace min="l" max="l" prob="1.0">
<t i met abl e>

<officetime day="default" start="07 :00" end="17 :00"
deviation="15" nor m= "quar t er hour ">

<break start="13:00" end ="14 :00" />
</officetime>

</timetable>
<offered_service id="7" prob="1 .0"/>
<offered_service id="8" prob="1.0"/>

</workplace>

<workplace min="l" max="l" prob="1 .0">
<timetable>

<officetime day="default" start="07 :00" end="17:00"
deviation="15" norm="quarterhour">

<break start="13 :00" end="14:00"/>
</ of f i cet i me>

</timetable>
<offered_service id="9" prob="1.0"/>
<offered_service id="10" prob="1.0"/>

</workplace>
</diagnostic_unit>
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<diagnost i c_unit title="uni t 3" min=" l" max=" l" prob= "1 .0"
human_resource_factor= "O. 4">

<appl iance_atmost id=" l1 " factor ="12.0"/>
<appliance_atmos t id="12" factor="1 8.0"/>
<appl iance_atmost id="13" factor= "9.0"/>
<appliance _at mos t id="14" factor="9 .0"/>

<Yor kpl ace min="l" max="l" prob="1.0">
<t i met able>

<officetime day="default" start="07 :00" end="17 :00"
deviation="15" norm="quarterhour">

<break s tart="13 :00" end="14:00"/>
</officetime>

</t i met able>
<offered_ service id="ll" prob="1 .0"/>
<off ered_s er vi ce id="12" prob="1 .0"/>

</Yor kplace>

<vo.rkpl ac e min="l" max="l " prob="1.O">
<t i metabl e>

<off i cet ime day= "default" s t ar t ="07 :00" end="17:00"
deviation= "15 " norm="quarterhour">

<break start="13:00" end="14 :00"/>
</ of fi cet ime>

</t imetable>
<offer ed_service id="13" prob="1.0"/>
<of fer ed_service id="14" prob="1.0"/>

</ Yorkplace>
</diagnostic_unit>

<diagnost ic_unit title="unit 4" min="l" max="l" prob="1.O"
human_resource_factor="O .9">

<appliance_atmost id="15" factor="36 .0"/>
<appliance_atmost id="16" factor="12 .0"/>
<appliance_atmost id="17" factor="12 .0"/>
<appliance_atmost id="18" factor="12.0"/>

<vor kp Lace min="l" max="l" prob="1.O">
<timetable>

<of f i cet i me day="default" start="07:00" end="17 :00"
deviation="15" norm="quarterhour">

<break start="13:00" end="14: 00" / >
</officetime>

</timetable>
<offered_service id="15" prob="1 .0"/>
<offered_service id="16" prob="1 .0"/>

</Yorkplace>

<vo.rkp'Lace mi n=" l " max="l" prob= "1.O">
<timetable>

<officet ime day="default" start="07:00" end= "17:00"
deviation="15" norm="quarterhour">
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<br eak start="13:00" end="14 :00"/>
</ off i cetime>

</timetable>
<of f er ed_s er vi ce id="17 " pr ob="1.0"/>
<offered_service id="18" prob="1.0"/>

</llOrkplace>
</diagnostic_unit>

<diagnostic_unit title="unit 5" min="l" max="l" prob="1.0"
human_resource_factor="0.9" >

<appliance_atmost id="19" factor="12.0"/>
<appliance_atmost id="20" factor="18 . 0" /> .

<Ilor kpl ace min="l" max="l" prob="1.0">
<t i met abl e>

<officetime day="default" start="07:00" end="17 :00"
deviation="15" norm="quarterhour">

<break start="13:00" end="14:00"/>
</officetime>

</timetable>
<offered_service id="19" prob="1.0"/>
<offered_service i d="20" prob="1.0"/>

</Ilorkplace>
</diagnostic_unit>

<diagnostic_unit title="unit 6" min="l" max="l" prob="1.0"
human_resource_factor="0.9 ">

<appliance_atmost id="21" factor="18.0 "/>
<appliance_atmost id="22" factor="36.0"/>
<Ilorkplace min="l" max="l " prob="0 .6">

<timetable>
<officetime day="default" start="07:00" end="17 :00"

deviation="15" norm="quarterhour">
<break start="13:00" end="14 :00"/>

</officetime>
</timetable>
<offered_service id="21" prob="1.0"/>
<offered_service id="22" prob="1 .0"/>

</Ilorkplace>
</diagnostic_unit>

<patient title="l" service_density="0.3" variability="l"
priority="l">

<arrival per_day="4">
<distribution shape="rectangle" from="07:00" to="17:00"

norm="quarterhour"/>
</arrival>

<Ilishtime>
<after_arrival minutes="165" deviation="165"

norm="quarterhour"/>
<duration minutes="2040" deviation="O"/>

</Ilishtime>
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